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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation Is concerned with questions of 

collective Identity, polltlceU. process, and the relationships 

between one self-ldentlfylng community on the outskirts of 

Cochedseunba, Bolivia and the icurger systems of Institutional 

power and authority to which that community Is subordinated. 

It examines the practices of representation that are ongoing 

in the barrio of Villa Sebastlto Pagador, the ways in which 

community leaders cind residents elaborate images of and Ideas 

about the barrio and project these to outsiders. The audience 

for these presentations is broad, but particularly includes 

representatives of the state and the municipal government, 

those people with the ability to improve the quality of life 

of barrio residents. By representing Villa Pagador as a 

"community," a group of people of shared origins working 

together for a common future, the people of Pagador hope to 

persuade the municipal and national authorities to aid them 

in their efforts to treuisfom local Infrastructure, and to 

negotiate a more positively valued identity for themselves as 

a community within the greater urban center of Cochabamba. 

Relying on a triangulated methodology that Includes 

long-term participant-observation in the study community, 

informal interviewing of barrio leaders and residents, and 

the collection of a icirge corpus of secondeury-source 

materials, this dissertation seeks to cuialyze the processes 
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of community formation in villa Pagador. in doing so, it 

conceptualizes community formation as a kind of resistance 

process, a way to contest the in^sition of a pejorative 

identity that excludes urban migrants from the mainstream of 

urbcin nationcU. life. People in Villa Pagador resist the 

identity of a "marginal barrio" imposed upon them within the 

broader conte3ct of Bolivian society, in v^iich urban migrant 

barrios are categorized as backward, isolated, uncivilized, 

and unio^rtant in the larger national social formation. By 

asserting their own centrality to the Bolivian nation, 

pagadorenos contest this sense of their own meirgdLnality, 

claiming instead that they are a community fully integral to 

the Bolivian nation and so deserving of attention from the 

legally constituted municipal and national authorities. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: 

POLITICS, POWER, AND IDENTITY 

WITHIN URBAN MARGINALIT7 

On the occasion of the 19th anniverscury celebration of Villa 

Sebastian Pagador (February 10-12, 1995), local promoters 

organized the first-ever beauty pageant held in the barrio. 

The community's athletic league {llga. deportiva) had 

coordinated a Icirge "interprovincial" soccer tournament to be 

inaugurated in commemoration of the anniversary, with teams 

made up of migrants from the various provinces of Oruro 

competing ageiinst one another. As part; of the tournament's 

inaugxiration, a pageant would be held to select the Amiga 

Orurena (Oruro [female] Friend), the female representative of 

the community of Villa Pagador, with each team nominating a 

candidate to compete for this honoreiry position. As a barrio 

con^osed largely of migreints from Bolivia's altiplano 

department of Oruro, the pageant was regarded locally as 

appropriate to the occasion. No explicit criteria were 

established beforehcuid to guide the judges' selection of the 

pageant winner. These judges, it must be noted, were all 
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outsiders to the barrio: The panel included three members of 

the women's League of the Professional Oruro Residents 

{Residentes Profeslonales Orurenos), a group of well-to-do 

Oruro migramts with professional occupations residing in the 

better parts of Cochabamba; a disk jockey from a city radio 

station; and a representative of the municipeil government 

(the alcaldla ), a man in dark sunglasses who had brought a 

gold medallion to present to the winner of the Amiga Orurena 

competition. In my fieldnotes I recorded my impressions of 

this event: 

*** Fieldnotes. 12 February 1995 — Following a lot of 

preliminaries euid speeches came the moment we'd all been 

waiting for: the selection of the Amiga Orurena. Sr. Huanca 

[a local school teacher] took the microphone and CcLLled the 

Amigas forward one by one, till they all stood in a line 

before the dciis. The crowd closed in tighter to watch the 

proceedings. There were cUDout eight female representatives 

all told. Two of these were self-consciously prepared and 

put-together young women in fancy gowns and carefully styled 

hair. From the province of Nor Carangas came a young woman in 

a long purple dress, with hair pulled back from her forehead, 

a jaunty tilt to her hips, and a vague expression on her 

face. Next to her was an attractive woman in a black evening 

dress, slit to the hip, with hair framing her head like a 

nightclub singer. She wore the banner of her province. 
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AtahueU.lpa, draped across her front in classic beauty-contest; 

fashion. The other contestants included three younger \i«oinenr 

more reserved, not as tall or as pretty but vieeuring lovely 

prom dresses, more modest than the first two; two little 

girls, about six yeeurs old, in skirts euid cholita hats, 

carrying banners on sticks; and one cholita^ from the province 

Ladislao Cabrera. This last woman was particuleirly 

interesting. She was dressed in traditional woven garments 

characteristic of the altiplano. She had on an Aymeira hat, 

and wore some sort of golden medallion on her breast. In her 

left hcuid she held a sealed Tupperware container filled with 

guinua, the famous Andecin grain; and before her, like a 

shield, she held some sort of publication or travel guide of 

her province, Ladislao Cabrera. She was the only contestant 

to appear in full traditional costume. 

Sitting next to Claire was an old man, the husband of 

one of the judges from the Women's League of the Professional 

Oruro Residents group. He lecined over and, holding out his 

pinkie finger, asked who I thought would win. I took his 

1 The cholita in Cochabamba is an indigenous womanr broadly conceived, 
identifiable by her traditional dress, particularly her pleated skirt 
emd distinctive hat. The term "cholo" or "chola", however, also refers 
to the "out of place" urban Indian, and is an insulting term in the 
contemporzury ethnic milieu of the Andes (Bourricaud 1970), though it is 
often used affectionately as well (as I use it here, reflecting local 
usage). The term actually dates back to the colonial era, when racial 
categories stemming from the conquest were first elaborated. Though 
initially identified as the offspring of a female Indiw and a "royal 
mestizo" (the son of a Spanieird and a female Indian), the term "cholo" 
later came to refer pejoratively to any person that threatened to 
confound the purity of the racial categories (Seligmann 1993). 
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finger cind guessed the little girl in the oreuige skirt. No, 

he said scornfully, it's going to be the girl in the black 

dress from Atahuallpa. The cholita from L. Cabrera won't win, 

he told Claire, because she's too ugly. Sr. Huanca read off 

the ballots one by one: the «roman in black from Atahuallpa 

got four votes, and the cholita from L. Cabrera got one, 

though that one received strong cheers from the crowd v^en it 

was read off. 

Then it got weird. As the woman from Atahuallpa went up 

to the stage, some men necur where I was standing started to 

jeer: " INoi lEstd mall I Est A mall" ["Nol It's wrongl It's 

wrongl]. "Who scu.d, 'It's wrong'?" called out the old man, 

laughing, from his seat. But other people in the crowd took 

up the c£j.l. "Does she speeUc Aymara?" a mcui yelled, dubious, 

taunting. "Yeahl" shouted a few others from the other side of 

the crowd. "Can you speeUc Aymara?" The young woman tried to 

ignore them as she was congratulated by the people on the 

dais, but her face was beginning to turn red. The president 

of the Women's League came up and made a short speech about 

the girl's beauty, and put around her neck the medallion that 

the mayor had donated for the occasion. But people scattered 

through the crowd continued to call things out, while others 

laughed and jeered. "What's her neune?" someone CcU.led, and 

others echoed, "What's her name?" The poor Amiga Orurena, who 

by this time was trying to sneeUc off the stage, was called 

back by Sr. Huanca, who asked her her name. She gave it, but 
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it: did not appease the crowd, being something pretty Creole 

(white, of European descent) like Terrazas or Torrez, not a 

good Oruro name like Mamani. "Where was she bom?" people now 

began to call out, euid when she answered "Cochabamba," more 

people responded with cat CeU.ls. Others began denouncing the 

voting as unfair, cuid wanting the cholita from Ladislao 

Cabrera to be chosen. It was hard to tell from the crowd if 

the atmosphere was one of true anger, or more of a controlled 

ironic humor, with people taking the opportunity to pick on a 

young woman who was trying to pass herself off as an orurena 

but lacking the credentials. 

Finally, the representative from the municipal 

government got up and took the mike, putting his arm 

protectively around the winner. "She's just like all of you," 

he said, "an orurena in Cochabamba. She may have been bom in 

Cochabamba, but she was bom of orureno parents, and so she 

is an omreno." This effectively put an end to the matter, 

but it did not satisfy some of the more vocal critics. I 

asked one man standing neeir me \^o his preference was and 

why. He said, clearly, the cholita from L. Cabrera: She 

understcunds the culture, the Isuiguage, the history of the 

people and the place. She has the right form of dress, the 

products of the region (i.e., quinua). The other one doesn't. 

**• 



FIGURE 1.2. -.cuid the winner of the Amiga Orurena con^tition. 
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The unexpected and hostile reaction by the crowd of 

barrio residents to the selection of the Amiga Orurena raises 

a number of importeuit questions, ̂ ^ch this introduction will 

attempt to address. Among them: Why did the crowd respond 

angrily to the judges' decision? What is the significcuice of 

Oruro to the formation of local identity in Villa Pagador? 

And what can this one event tell us about larger, ongoing 

processes of politics, identity, and representation in urban 

Bolivia, and in the contemporary world? 

INTRODUCTION 

On the very fringes of the city of Cochabamba, five dusty 

kilometers south of the old city center, is the barrio of 

Villa Sebastian Pagador. "Barrio" is the term used locally to 

identify a neighborhood, a specific subsector of the larger 

city of Cochabamba; and in the case of villa Pagador, to the 

term "barrio" the additional cpialifier "marglnekl" is 

habitually appended. As a marginal barrio (barrio taarginal), 

villa Pagador falls into a particulcu: category of places 

situated on the urbcui periphery. The marginal barrio is an 

illegal settlement, the land having been occupied without 

attention to the municipality's estcUslished norms of 

urbanization. It lacks such basic city services as 

electricity, paved streets, and running water. Most of the 
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illegal se-ttlers of the ntcirginal barrio are migrants from the 

high, cold altiplano region of Bolivia, having left their 

places of origin to secirch for a better life in the city. But 

what they have encountered in the city is marginality, a 

sense that they cire excluded from the main of life in both 

Cochabamba and in Bolivia as a nation. As mcurginalized 

people, the residents of Villa Pagador feel that the 

exclusion they experience is unjust and insupportable, that 

they, as a community, are worthy of recognition by municipal 

and national authorities, euid that they deserve to receive 

the same essential city services as residents of more well-

to-do, "legal" barrios. And the primary antagonist in this 

process of exclusion and denial, what pagadorenos recognize 

as the source of the mcLrgineility they experience, is the 

municipal government of the city of Cochabamba, the alcaldla. 

The people of villa Pagador are not passive victims of 

marginalization, however; they do not sit idly and allow the 

powerful to identify them, categorize them, and dominate 

them. On the contretry, pagadorenos are engaged to a 

remarkable degree in resisting the terms of their 

subordination. People recognize that being defined by the 

government as "illegal" eUid "meurginal" limits their voice in 

municipal politics, silencing their efforts to bring 

infrastructural improvements to the barrio. Thus pagadorenos 

actively pursue informal means of bringing their needs to the 

attention of the authorities, making the silenced voices of 
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the margins heard in the corridors of power. Barrio residents 

have produced cui elcdxsrate critique of the state for its 

neglect euid £ibandonment of the beirrio, which they articulate 

in private conversations, in meetings among barrio leaders, 

and in public speech directed at the authorities themselves. 

But while they remain critical of the city authorities, the 

people of Villa Pagador do not seek complete autonon^ or eui 

increased distance from the state. Rather, people desire a 

fuller incorporation to the city and greater attention from 

the state. Discourse in Villa Pagador is chcuracterized by 

efforts to produce a loc£^. collective identity of the barrio 

as integral, rather than marginal, to the city euid to the 

Bolivicin nation. 

This dissertation, then, is the story of a people's 

struggle for dignity, for city services, and for recognition: 

As a progressive community, as a peurt of the city, and as an 

integral component of Boliviem national life. Each of the 

subsequent chapters addresses some aspect of this struggle, 

as the leaders and residents of villa Pagador engage the 

conditions of their own subordination in an effort to 

treuisform them, in this introduction I attempt to frame what 

I see as being the most salient theoreticcJ. issues in 

reaching an understanding of this process. I conceptualize 

the struggle against marginality in terms of the elaboration 

of representations concerning the nature of Villa Pagador as 

a community, which are produced discursively in the baurrio 
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and projected to interested outsiders (such as the alcaldla, 

development organizations, and social scientists) in order to 

construct a local identity that is the antithesis of 

marginal. At the seune time, local efforts to resist 

marginality by building community and fostering integration 

with the city are counteracted by various other forces that 

tend to brecUc down barrio unity and defeat local initiatives 

aimed at transforming marginality. Conceptions of 

representation and identity are thus central to this 

analysis. In addition, I argue for a reinvigorated theory of 

"resistance," \^iich I see as a useful analyticeil tool in the 

study of the struggle against urban marginality. People in 

villa Pagador are actively engaged in efforts to resist the 

imposition of a marginal identity on themselves euid their 

community, and to overcome their abcuidonment by the municipal 

authorities and the Bolivian state. But to be understood and 

applied effectively in ethnographic analysis, "resistance" 

must be viewed as p£urt of a larger process of hegemony and 

struggle between dominant and subordinate segments of a 

social formation. It is to a theoretical discussion of this 

process to vi^ch I now turn. 



A THEORETICAL APPARATUS FOR THE STUDY OF INDIVIDUAL A(^CY, 

POPULAR STRUGGLE, AND NATIONALIST IDEOLOGY 

Constructing Subjects and Agents 

An understcuiding of politics, domination, eind cultural 

struggle requires a theory of agency and subjectivity that 

comprehends the production of subjects within a context of 

ideology euid power. Ideology^ may be understood as the 

structuring of social conditions in a manner that allows a 

"right" (as in correct, fitting, proper) relationship between 

ideas cuid power, a means for directing social action in a way 

that appears to be non-directed or agentless (Brackette 

Williams, personal communication). Such a definition informs 

and is informed by Therbom's (1980) consideration of the 

production of human subjects, in which vcurieties of human 

subjectivities are constructed through the dual process of 

"subjection-qualification." Through this ideological process 

human potentialities are molded and limited, the development 

of some forms of subjectivity encouraged ^ile others are 

^ This texm has been broadly theorized in the social sciences, though 
many of these definitions tend to identify ideology as a mask that 
rationalizes or naturalizes "real" (meaning political and economic) 
social relations (Eagleton 1991). WMle this definition is useful in 
understanding certain social situations of unequal power, I prefer a 
definition that is not so suggestive of "false consciousness" notions of 
human subjectivity, and that does not require a disjunct\ire between the 
"real" and the "ideal" in humem social relations. 
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prohibited. At the same time, members of a social forma-tion 

assxune the qucilifications for the holding of a pcurticular 

subject position within that social formation, positions 

already given vrLthin that society. Thus humans are 

ideologically interpellated as pairticulcur subjects, acquiring 

a sense of the real, the possible, and the mored-ly 

worthwhile, a subjectivity that they reteiin as they assume 

the positions that they have been ideologically qualified to 

fulfill (Therbom 1980). This dual subjection-c[ualification 

process results in the population of a social field by a 

variety of human subjects sh€u:ing a sense of recU.ity and a 

sense of limits, a recognition of the "right" relationship 

between people and the universe, ideas and power, the way in 

which the world is organized, eind the places and positions in 

which certain types of subjects "should" be located. It is 

from such an understanding that action can be taken upon the 

world, guided by a generailized or unloccilizcU^le ("agentless") 

but firmly held sense of the "right," the legitimate, and the 

appropriate. 

As a theorist of the eirbitrary, Pierre Bourdieu offers a 

deeper understcuiding of the ideologiccU. construction and 

qualification of subjects by indicating ways in which 

subjects themselves participate in the production cuid 

maintenance of their subject positions and of their sense of 

themselves as social agents, qualified to occupy particular 

spaces in a Icurger social/ideological field and to perform 
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the practices associated with those spaces. According to 

Bourdieu, specific agents become fitted to specific social 

positions, gradually adjusting their expectations to their 

objective chances from within those positions. Agents adopt a 

"habitus" appropriate to a particular position, a durcible and 

transposable system of dispositions based on past experiences 

and present conditions that functions as a "matrix of 

perceptions, appreciations, and actions" through which 

reality is apprehended and practice undertaken (Bourdieu 

1977b: 83). The concept of habitus relates to Therbom's 

conception of the subjection-qualification process of 

ideological interpellation, for it is the habitus that is 

"laid down in each agent by his ecirliest upbringing" 

(Bourdieu 1977b: 81). The habitus, as the internalization by 

agents of their socially constituted relationship to eind 

"taste for" necessity (Bourdieu 1984:178), enables the 

creation of a fit between the sense of reality and sense of 

limits essential to the ideological production of a "right" 

relationship between ideas and power, and the ordering of a 

social classification system within which differentially 

arrayed social positions and their attendant practices £uid 

dispositions are ordered hierarchically. Becirers of different 

class habitus shcure social positions marked by similarity of 

objective conditions, and reproduce these positions in every 

social interaction; as Bourdieu (1977b: 82) states: 
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11: is their present and past positions in the 
social structure that biological individuals carry 
with themr 8A. all times and in aJ.1 places, in the 
form of dispositions which are so many marks of 
social position euid hence of the social distance 
between objective positions, so many reminders of 
this distcuice cuid of the conduct required in order 
to "keep one's distance" or to manipulate it 
strategically. 

For Bourdieu, "primary cognition is misrecognition" 

(1984: 172). According to Bourdieu, this is not to suggest 

that all subjects are laboring under some orthodox-Marxian 

sort of "false consciousness/' but that social agents 

ordinarily do not recognize the arbitrsury ordering of the 

social formation in vrtiich they live. In Bourdieu's terms, 

such practices as politeness behaviors exist within the 

universe of doxa, which contains those aspects of the social 

world that go unexamined and unchcillenged by social agents, 

not singly because they cire taken for greuited but because 

they appear to be intrinsic to the very fabric of the social 

universe, a universe that would be unthinkable without them. 

The doxic moment is subject to crisis, however, during which 

the previously unassailGU>le elements of doxa become subject 

to debate. Doxa becomes orthodoxy as holders of dominant 

social positions seek to restore the limits of doxa cuid the 

legitimacy of the old order, while dominated subjects attempt 

to expand those limits, producing a heterodoxy of alternative 

meanings and valuations. The struggle that ensues is one in 

which the legitimacy of the social order is contested cind the 
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inherent: arbitrariness of its constituent social hierarchies 

is reveeU.ed or obscured: 

vi^en social classifications become the object and 
instrument of class struggle^the arbitrary 
principles of the prevailing classification can 
appear as such cuid it therefore becomes necesscury 
to undertake the work of conscious systematization 
and express rationalization which mcirks the passage 
from doxa to orthodoxy. (Bourdieu 1977b: 169) 

Within the development of anthropological theory, the 

practice theory of Bourdieu has been extremely importeuit in 

addressing the excesses of earlier structural interpretations 

of semiotic, political, and economic life. This is 

particuleirly the case in regcird to theorizing human agency. 

Rather than subordinating individual agents to the 

overwhelming force of social structure, culture, or political 

econon^, practice theory emphasizes the centrality of the 

individual actor, whose actions or practices become the 

objects of inquiry^ (Knauft 1996). Despite Bourdieu's explicit 

emphasis on individual agency eind resistauice to domination, 

however, his conception of agency is ultimately limited, and 

the effects of domination in his model become totalizing. 

Take, for example, Bourdieu's approach to language euid the 

construction of legitimate forms of domination through what 

he calls "symbolic violence." For Bourdieu, the ascendcuicy of 

a particular Icuiguage or mode of language use to a position 

^ Knauft: (1996) indica-tes Bourdieu's debt to Gof^an (1959) in this 
regeurd. 
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of dominance in a social formation is not a natural 

phenomenon emerging from some property of the language 

itself^ but the result of "symbolic domination" whereby 

unconscious consent to the legitimacy of the dominant form is 

inculcated in the subordinate classes (Gal 1989: 353). This 

manner of domination (or "symbolic violence") is predicated 

upon the con^licity of the subordinated in accepting the 

domination of a particular linguistic variety. As an excunple 

of its effectiveness, Bourdieu cites the tendency towards 

"self-censorship" by speakers of subordinated languages: The 

lower classes "watch their tongues" on formal occasions, a 

practice which indicates recognition of the dominant 

language's legitimacy (Bourdieu 1977a: 656). In^licit in this 

recognition is the mi srenrianition that what presents itself 

as the inherently legitimate domineuit form has in fact been 

imposed as dominant by the social classes whose language it 

is, and who stand to benefit from its domination (Thompson 

1984). 

Bourdieu has been called a "reproduction" theorist 

because of his concern with the ways in which pcirticular 

forms of domination are continueilly reproduced, permeating 

the lives and consciousnesses of a society's members. 

Fundamental to this reproduction for Bourdieu is the 

complicity of the subordinated groups or classes in 

perpetuating their own domination. For a dominant system of 

beliefs and values to continue to dominate, the domination of 
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that system must be accepted by the subordinate groups as 

constituting "legitimate authority" (Thompson 1984: 61). 

However, this acceptance of dominant norms euid veilues is not 

the result of a choice made by free euid fully conscious 

agents. Rather, these dominant norms and values become 

accepted as they are imposed upon peoples' practiceil 

consciousness, their habitus. It is the language habitus that 

orients specUcers' eveU.uations of certciin forms of speech as 

more acceptable than others; it associates particular 

languages or modes of language use with particular social 

positions. Although Bourdieu indicates the need to reject 

theories predicated solely on structural determinants of 

human social practice (1977b), his argument on language 

contains heavy structuralist implications. The kind of 

cultural reproduction that Bourdieu describes seems to occur 

without the intervention of human agents, either in the 

perpetuation or contestation of dominant forms; reproduction 

is mechcuiically achieved, often through the institutions (the 

school, the family, etc.) of the dominant social structure. 

The emphasis on the constraints that shape and limit speech 

euid thought leaves little space for the kinds of language-

based resistance strategies that linguistic anthropologists 

have observed in many societies (for a relatively thorough 

listing of work in this area, see Gal 1989). 
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Hegemony and Resistance 

The limitations of practice theory for conceptualizing 

resistance and agency necessitate a more open and flexible 

approach to understanding the order of domination and the 

responses of subordinate agents to that order. Grcunsci's 

theory of hegemony has proven useful in that regard. When 

crisis reveals the arbitrariness of and the inequality 

inherent in the domineuit social order, in Gramscian terms 

that system becomes not only the object of class struggle but 

the terrain on which the struggle is enacted. For Gramsci, 

the question is one of how the arbitreury is legitimized 

through the naturalization of a system of domination. Gramsci 

(1971) used the concept of hegemony to describe the formation 

of a social order based on leadership cuid consensus, a 

conjuncture of moral, political, and culturcU. leadership that 

comprises em historical bloc of cross-class alliances within 

a social formation (Hall 1983). Hegemony is achieved through 

the formation of a "collective will," a process of 

articulation of various ideologies around a single "hegemonic 

principle" that serves to unify the range of ideologiccU. 

positions into a single, "sheired" order (Mouffe 1981). This 

construction of a "collective will" is fundamental to the 

hegemonic process, for it serves to erase difference, 

glossing inequalities and disparities between groups, and 
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ideologically "cementing" a "national-popular" unity into 

which all are incorporated. 

Recognizing that the ideologiceU.ly produced conjuncture 

between the sense of reality and the sense of limits rests on 

fundamentally unstable and shifting ground, Gramsci 

conceptucilized what Bourdieu would later refer to as "crisis" 

as a more continuous, ongoing questioning of the established 

order, at times increasing in intensity but remaining 

relatively consteuit throughout the history of a hegemonic 

order. The maintencuice of this order depends on the ongoing 

naturalization of those aspects of the world whose 

arbitrariness is periodically reveciled to the subordinate in 

the course of their struggle. The hegemonic moment is 

therefore composed of a series of moments during which 

different groups or class fractions ally themselves in an 

historic bloc that attempts to assert its leadership 

(political but also moral and intellectual) over the whole of 

the social formation. The "state" is in^rtant to this 

conception, not merely for its coercive functions but for its 

discursive and educative ones; the state "is the point from 

which hegemony over society as a whole is ultimately 

exercised," (Hall 1986: 18). In the context of the modem 

nation, "leadership" requires establishing control over the 

state euid constructing a system of authority that is 

popularly recognized as legitimate (Corrigan and Sayer 1985; 

Weber 1958). 
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The moments within the hegemonic moment represent 

attempts to create what Gramsci Ccd.led a trans formist 

hegemony, an effort to produce ideological unity eunong varied 

groups through the trems formation and rearticulation of 

ideological elements around a central idea or principle 

(Mouffe 1981: 231). The transformist hegemony takes those 

elements of a heterodoxy that have emerged in response to the 

evident cirbitrariness and illegitimate domination of a 

particular social order or classificatory system and 

rearticulates them to its own project, transforming 

potentially revolutionary elements into a new hegemonic 

order. Against this, dominated groups and class fractions 

attempt to establish an expansive hegemony, within which the 

limits of the dominant order are pushed back and space for 

new ideas instituted.^ Opposing groups engage in a war of 

position as they stake out ideological locations on the 

terxciin of struggle, apparently conceding ground in order to 

consolidate their positions in anticipation of a weu: of 

maneuver, a more full-scale, frontal assault on the ruling 

historic bloc and social formation, often involving actual 

warfcure. Through this continual struggle eind negotiation, 

historic blocs are formed or disbanded, hegemonic orders 

shift or hold steady, as different forms of leadership are 

asserted and new moments of consensus cure forged. History, 

^ Raymond Willieuns' (1977) concepts of dominan'k, residual, and emergent 
can be understood to fit within this analysis. 
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then, as Laclau and Houffe point out, can be seen "not as an 

ascendant continuum of democratic reforms, but as a 

discontinuous series of hegemonic formations or historiccil 

blocs" (1985: 71). 

The hegemonic social context, therefore, is not 

characterized by fixity or permanence of domination, with 

power singly exerted from without or edx}ve to effect the 

ordering and management of social life and individual 

consciousness. Hegemony is never a structure but a process of 

construction. a constcint reenactment and renewal of its own 

hegemonic forms (Hall 1986). Groups or classes are not 

incorporated wholesale and unwittingly into a coherent and 

prefigured dominant ideology; rather, the hegemonic process 

is characterized by the struggle of subordinate groups 

seeking to counter the ascendcuicy of the leading historical 

bloc with excluded histories cind emergent meanings, elements 

of alternative hegemonies that in the dominant hegemony have 

been marginalized or submerged. The result is not "the 

reinscriptlon in place of v^at already exists" (Hall 1988: 

54), but the production of a continually shifting terrain of 

struggle. 

Theorizing the Nation 

These ideas have relevance for a consideration of 

nationalist ideology from an anthropological perspective. The 
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modem idea of the "nation" defines the limits of an 

ideological field in which the exercise of a specific, 

hiercirchlcal classification system assigns nationcil subjects 

to particulcu: positions on the basis of an embodied culture 

(Szwed 1975), positions for which they demonstrate their 

qualification through the holding of a specific class habitus 

that distinguishes them as particular kinds of class subjects 

(Bourdleu 1984). The ideological field in which the "nation" 

is superordlnate is a transformist hegemony in the Gramscieui 

sense, characterized by a series of moments in which 

different historical blocs coalesce to negotiate the terms of 

the hegemony and the nature of the classification system it 

entails. Amidst this flux and instability, the nation 

maintains a stabilizing historicity (Touraine 1977), a sense 

of its own continuity and self-identification as a natural 

unit that persists through time (Alonso 1988). The nation as 

trans foinnlst hegemony is further stabilized by membership in 

a larger international order of nations, within which 

recognition by other nations grants legitimacy to the 

national ideological field as a politically contctined and 

bounded unit in which ideas are "rightly" joined to power, 

influenced by the existence of a military apparatus that 

brings force (or the threat of force) to becu: on the subjects 

under its dominion (Williams 1993). Ifembershlp in the 

international order of nations naturalizes the structure of 
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domination euid classification within any particular national 

formation. 

These ideas eilso have a bearing on our understeuiding of 

the relationship between nationalist domination and so-called 

subnational or ethnic forms of resistance to the dominant 

order. From the perspective elcUxsrated above, the struggles 

occurring within various moments within the hegemonic 

formation represent different stages in the ongoing war of 

position/war of maneuver among groups amalgamating as 

historical blocs to cheU.lenge the doza of nationalist 

ideology. As Therbom (1980) points out, the eibility to 

question the taken-for-granted aspects of subject positions 

is contciined within the subjection-quG^.ification process, 

which produces inherent contradictions in the subjects it 

interpellates, allowing space for the challenging but not 

necessarily the transcendence of the dominant social order. 

The struggles of various groups or blocs that occur within 

the total framework of culture and its symbolic formulations 

can never fully step outside of that framework, for the 

struggle itself depends upon the stcUaility of the symbolic 

formation in which it is enacted; nevertheless, struggles 

that begin within a system of domination have the potential 

to treuisform that system from the inside. In other words, 

while subordinated subjects may possess the critical 

faculties and resources necessary to initiate radical social 

change in a given national order, the "fact" of the nation as 
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the dominemt form of social organization remains doxic, and 

the system of social meeuiings arrayed within that form 

remains stcible. 

Within this matrix the state becomes a system of 

organized subjection, a project for constructing and 

maintaining domination euid presenting such in a mcuuier that 

places it beyond criticism or reproach. The legitimation of 

povrer and domination becomes the primary activity of the 

state; as Abreuns (1988 [1977]) defines it: 

The state, in sum, is a bid to elicit support for or 
tolerance of the insupportable and intolerable by 
presenting them as something other than themselves, 
ncimely, legitimate, disinterested domination. The study 
of the state, seen thus, would begin with the ccucdinal 
activity involved in the serious presentation of the 
state: the legitimating of the illegitimate. 

This legitimation is achieved in part through the various 

"rituals of ruling" that the state en^loys in presenting 

itself as indispensadsle to the life of a society (Corrigan, 

et al. 1980). The state also insinuates itself into the 

production or interpellation of subjectivities, intruding 

into the very bodies of its subjects through "the manifold 

technologies of power and forms of documentation" it en^loys 

to identify, manage, eind regulate "its" population (Alonso 

1988: 42). And by representing itself as isomorphic with the 

nation, the "natureil" source of nationcil leadership and 

stewcirdship, the state becomes the representative of the 

nation and so further perpetuates its legitimate domination 
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(Cohn and Dirks 1986). It is this sense of legitimacy that 

makes resisting state domination so difficult for subordinate 

social groups. It does not, however, insulate the state or 

the domineuit social segments that control it from critique or 

assault by subordinates, as the remainder of this 

dissertation illustrates. 

THE RELEVANCE OF "RESISTANCE" TO THE STUDY OF URBAN 

HARGINALITY AND POPULAR STRUGGLE 

In recent years, numerous writers in anthropology, many 

drawing on a Greunscicin theoreticcil framework, have identified 

in their ancJ.yses the resistance of subordinated groups 

against the dominant institutions euid systems that oppress 

them. As Comaroff and Comaroff (1991) have observed, for many 

of these analysts the conceptions of hegemony and resistance 

most frequently brought to bear have been read through the 

interpretive lenses of Raymond Williams (1977) and, I would 

add, Stuart Hall (1983; 1986). The work of these theorists, 

coming out of literary theory, communications, and politiceU. 

theory, came into anthropology at a time v^en scholars were 

rethinking their overall approaches to the populations they 

studied. Anthropologists recognized the importance of 

conceptualizing the local objects of their study not as 

bounded isolates, but as embedded within and analytically 
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insepeLTcdsle from the Icurger flovr of global history (Roseberry 

1989; Wallerstein 1974). Focusing on the historiccU. expcuision 

of the world capitalist system, euithropologists like Eric 

wolf (1982) introduced a politiccU.-economic approach to the 

study of communities often regarded as being outside of world 

history, emphasizing that even the most seemingly remote 

village be understood within a context of global flows of 

capiteil emd culture. Ideas about hegemony and resistance were 

thus enormously useful to einthropologists who were attempting 

to theorize relations of domincuice and subordination, and who 

were searching for ways to interpret the struggles against 

incorporation into the expcuiding Western capitalist system 

that they were observing among local populations. Much 

anthropological theorizing in the 1980s euid '90s adopted the 

perspective euid the language of hegemony cind resistcuice to 

talk about power, inequality, and cultural conflict. 

Some recent writings on resistance theory in 

anthropology, though, seem to constitute a backlash against 

the application of these ideas in conten^rary ethnographic 

studies. These critiques focus specificeilly on the 

proliferation of the idea of "resistance" in anthropological 

writing. In a recent cirticle entitled "On Resisting 

ResistcUice," Michael Brown (1996: 729) con^lains that "If 

there is any hegemony today, it is the theoretical hegemony 

of resistance." Typical of this kind of critique. Brown 

asserts that the over-application of resistcuice theory in 
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contemporary anthropology stems from a kind of political-

correctness of the anthropologist, \^o is driven by an 

exaggeratedly humanist moral sensibility to find cheU.lenges 

to power and domination in every aspect of socieil life. Other 

writers explain the fascination with resistemce and critiques 

of power in anthropology as stemming from the "feiilure" of 

the Marxian metancirrative to live up to its promise of 

inevitable social revolution: "Those of us who hold out hope 

for social chcinges are currently inspired to look toward 

possibilities other than widespread revolution. And so, we 

turn toward other potential pockets of resistcuice, such as 

individual microstrategies, to bolster our weary optimism" 

(Kliger 1996: 151). This kind of critique reads theoretical 

orientation as a direct outgrowth of the scholar's personal 

politics, fcLiling to consider the actueU. appropriateness of 

the theory to a given ethnographic case. While it would be 

naive to suggest that one's theory is not in some way 

reflective of one's politics, to see the one as but a single 

reproduction of the other is cynical in the extreme. 

This is not to say that resistance theory is problem-

free.^ Indeed, I would suggest that some of the most prominent 

theorists of resistance have derived the concept from a 

fundamental misreading of power cuid hegemony, cuid have 

misapplied it in discovering a monolithic and untextured kind 

^ For additional critiques euid applications of resistance theory, see 
Abu-Lughod 1990; ConMuroff 1985; Tegan 1986; Hale 1994; Kaplem emd Kelly 
1994; Ong 1987; Stoler 1986. 
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of resistance in every aspect of the relationship between 

dominant and subordinate social groups. As an example, 

consider the work of the political scientist James C. Scott, 

who has been one of the most influential proponents of 

resistcuice theory as a corrective to totalizing visions of 

domination and hegemony. In \^at was perhaps his most widely 

read work, Scott identified "everyday forms of peasant 

resistcuice" (1985) as "a vast and relatively unexplored 

middle-ground of peasant politics between passivity and open, 

collective defiance" (1986: 1). By focusing on aspects of 

peascint behavior not usually considered by social scientists 

to possess any political content (for example, such "passive" 

acts of resistance as gossip, foot-dragging, running away, 

and the like), Scott (1985) endeavored to counter the view 

that subordinated peasants are wholly dominated by those 

holding power over them. In so doing, he introduced a concern 

with agency to analysis of a category of people that had not 

theretofore been regeurded as active politiccU. agents. This 

move curticulated with and reinforced other work in the field 

of peascint studies, particularly that concerned with 

exploring peascuit politics cind subaltern consciousness (e.g., 

Guha 1982; Stem 1987). 

More recently, Scott's considerations of resistance have 

shifted to a consideration of the "hidden transcripts" (Scott 

1990) elcdxjrated by subordinate peoples, the behind-the-

scenes discourses of resistance that counter-balance the 
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"public tremscript" of deference and obedience that they 

perform for the benefit of the powerful. Scott argues that 

this perspective contradicts the Gramscian conception of 

hegemony, which, according to Scott, considers only the 

public transcript of the subordinate and so incorrectly views 

them as trapped in "false consciousness," laboring under a 

"misperception" of the objective reality of their 

subordination. Rather, Scott suggests, this public transcript 

is a conscious performance constructed for the benefit of the 

dominant, \^iich holds the power of life and death over the 

subordinate; the real resistance, meanv^iile, is contained in 

the hidden transcript, which is produced only in the relative 

safety of private, unsupervised conversations and encounters. 

If subordinated people are, in fact, in a state of false 

consciousness, Scott (1990: 79) asks: 

How is it that subordinate groups such as these have so 
often believed and acted as if their situations were not 
inevitcUale when a more judicious historical reading 
would have concluded that it was? It is not the miasma 
of power and thralldom that requires explanation. We 
require instead eui understanding of a misreadingr by 
subordinate groups that seems to exaggerate their own 
power, the possibilities for emancipation, and to 
underestimate the power arrayed against them. 

There cire severeU. problems with Scott's formulation of 

these issues that require excunination, for they have a 

bearing on how we are to understand and apply the conceptions 

of domination and resistance in social analysis. First of 
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all, Scott's work is vulnerable to the critique of resistance 

as a kind of romanticism, of a tendency "to read all forms of 

resistance as signs of the ineffectiveness of systems of 

power and of the resilience and creativity of the human 

spirit in its refuscLl to be dominated" (Abu-Lughod 1990: 42). 

Indeed, one of the greatest weeUcnesses of resistance theory 

is its propensity to focus exclusively on the resistant 

practices of the subordinate and to ignore or drastically 

oversiii5)lify the dominating practices of the powerful. 

Scott's conceptualization of the nature of the dominant 

social elites is of a group of self-deceiving stuffed shirts, 

themselves trapped in the kind of false consciousness that 

Scott utterly denies exists among the subordinate. Scott 

clcLims, for example, that the ruling elites are so taken in 

by the public transcript of the subordinate, v^ch procleiims 

unequivocal deference and obedience to their authority, that 

they may be teUcen by surprise in the event of a social 

upheavcLl, having been "lulled into a false sense of security 

by the normal posing of the powerless" (Scott 1990: 224). 

Unlike the more nuanced Greunscian perspective, which 

recognizes that hegemony is never finalized but always needs 

to be actively maintained by the dominant in order to paper 

over the cracks that cure constantly appearing in its facade, 

Scott reduces hegemony to a static condition that, once 

achieved, seems to promise permanent dominance to the elite. 

By (mis)understanding hegemony as false consciousness, Scott 
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fails to see any usefulness in the concept for understanding 

the powerless. 

Scott imagines more or less undifferentiated and unitary 

groups of "domincint" and "subordinate" socicil segments and 

sets these up in opposition to one another, ignoring the 

internal variability within the billiard ball-like entities 

he constructs (Gal 1995). This points to a central problem of 

Scott's cuieU.ysis — his conceptualization of the nature of the 

relationship between domineint and subordinate social groups. 

For Scott, dominant and subordinate can only and forever be 

antagonistic and oppositional. Rather theui occupying the scune 

social field in which hegemony has established shared and 

overlapping categories for perceiving and ordering the world, 

dominant and subordinate in Scott's resistance model are on 

completely opposing planes of existence, only intersecting in 

the sham performances that constitute the public transcript 

of each group. Thus the goals of the subordinate in this 

model eU.ways consist of a desire for reversal, an inversion 

or a total shattering of the existing order. For Scott, 

"popular imagination" consists of the ability to envision "a 

total reversal of the existing distribution of status euid 

rewards" (1990: 80); it seeks only to "negate the existing 

social order" (1990: 80-1). 

This analysis demonstrates a weeUoiess in resistance 

theory that Sherry Ortner has identified as "the problem of 

ethnographic refusal" (Ortner 1995). This she describes as a 
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refusal to conduct the kind of ethnographic analysis that 

would produce a description "thick" enough to allow for 

alternative interpretations of a peurticular context, apart 

from the simple and automatic "resistance" of the subordinate 

to the dominant. This is particularly evident in Scott, ̂ ose 

examples are drawn piecemeal from diverse contexts and 

historical periods, to illustrate his fundamental point that 

subordinate groups are capable of imagining social change and 

in their own way acting on this vision. But a richer and more 

truly historicized ethnography can reveaLl alternative 

understandings, particuleurly in regard to the question of the 

composition of cuid the relationship between dominant and 

subordinate groups. A more subtle understcinding may reveal 

the internal differentiation of these groups, cind the 

con^lex, often con^limenteiry, nature of their conjuncture. 

For example, as Ortner (1995: 175) observes: 

In a relationship of power, the dominant often has 
something to offer, euid sometimes a great deal (though 
always of course at the price of continuing in power). 
The subordinate thus has many grounds for ambivalence 
about resisting the relationship. Moreover, there is 
never a single, unitary subordinate, if only in the 
simple sense that subeU.tem groups are internally 
divided by age, gender, status, and other forms of 
difference and that occupants of differing subject 
positions will have different, even opposed, but still 
legitimate, perspectives on the situation. 

Similarly, Garcia Canclini (1988) has made the in^rtant 

observation that by failing to recognize the internal 

heterogeneity of the dominant and the dominated, analysts 
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tend to focus only on the most obvious acts of subjection or 

resistance, ignoring the many ways in which a mutual 

dependence and interrelationship between these groups is 

expressed. The dominant, for excin^le, if only to legitimate 

its own domination, must concern itself to some extent with 

the needs and demands of the dominated, and to present itself 

as the best and only means of satisfying those needs. The 

dominated, for their part, recognize the sometimes important 

role that the dominant (organized as the state) plays in 

their lives and livelihoods, and the services that the state 

can provide them in improving their lot. From this 

perspective, the hegemonic system of domination may in fact 

provide for some of the needs of the people it subordinates, 

establishing a much more complex relationship between social 

groups than one of simple domination/resistance. As Geircia 

Canclini (1988: 476) notes: 

To recognize this does not minimize the fact of 
exploitation. It merely helps us to understand why the 
oppressed, >^o recognize that this service is not 
entirely illusory, offer their consent, give a certain 
legitimacy to hegemony. By dealing with hegemony and 
dominance, the linkage between the classes rests less 
upon violence than upon contract, an ed.lieuice in which 
the hegemonic euid the subciltern covenant "reciproccJ." 
prestations. 

Such an observation need not negate the usefulness of 

"resistance" as a concept in analyzing the social relations 

between groups in a context of inequality. I would suggest, 

instead, that it in fact expands the meaning of resistcuice 
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from single oppositionallty to a more encompassing focus on 

struggle in its various forms. As the subsequent chapters of 

this dissertation illustrate, it is indeed the negotiation of 

the "contract" between state and citizens that provides the 

linchpin in understanding the resistance movements of 

subordinated urban people. What people in the study community 

of villa Pagador are resisting is the exclusion of their 

community from full membership in the nation, and the denial 

of rights and citizenship, normatively construed, to its 

population. Popular imagination in villa Pagador does not 

consist of an entirely negating vision: People do not seek to 

overturn the system of power in which they find themselves 

embedded, nor to invert it and so locate themselves at the 

top of the heap, as Scott and other resistance theorists 

would suggest. Rather, people in Villa Pagador seek 

inclusion, integration to the nation and the city, a 

closeness to power rather than an autonomy from it. They 

desire recognition from the state for their accomplishments 

as a community, and they seek help from the state in 

achieving their development goals. What they resist is the 

state's refusal to live up to its part of the social contract 

it has established with the residents of the city, its 

neglect of its subjects, and its mcu:gineU.ization of problems 

that it lacks the capacity to resolve. Social struggle is 

here not a movement away from the domineuit but towards it, 

into the very heart of power. 
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*** 

A. note here may be appropriate on use of the concept 

of "marginality" in this study. MargincQity has long been a 

quality that urbcui anthropologists have used to chauracterize 

life in the poor migrant beurrios of Latin American cities 

(Lomnitz 1977; Velez-Ibanez 1983). Variably ceU.led squatter 

settlements, favelas, barriadas, "squatments," or villas 

miserias, these places share all the physical characteristics 

of poor urban communities euround the vrorld. Perlman's The 

Myth of Marainalitv (1976) provides perhaps the most well-

known synthesis and critique of the different uses of the 

concept of marginality to chcuracterize these communities (in 

a different context, see Tsing 1993). It is interesting to 

note the variety of meanings condensed into the single term 

"marginal": It at once refers to the physical or spaticU. 

distance of the barrio from the center of the city, to the 

infrastructural conditions that typify life in that barrio, 

and to the presumed mental state of the "marginal" people who 

populate the barrio, who are said to make up a mass of 

disaffected, disorganized, and hopeless creatures. This 

notion euid others were adequately debunked by Perlman over 

twenty years ago, and I see no reason to recapitulate her 

argument here. What I would like to en^hasize, however, is 

that despite Perlman's statements to the contrsury, 

marginality is not simply a "nyth" that exists only in 

academic models within urbeui sociology. Marginality is a 
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profoundly felt emd lived condition of disenipowennent and 

exclusion, of poverty, disenfranchisement, and 

discrimination. It is a term that is used locally, within 

Cochabamba aind the study community itself, to describe the 

relationship between the barrio and the state, and the way in 

which the beirrio is perceived by other non-barrio urban 

residents and authorities. To be identified as "marginal" is 

to be consigned to a subordinate position in the national 

socicLl hiercirchy, an unacceptable position for those so 

categorized. Margineility is what barrio residents seek to 

transform through their struggle. It is the source of their 

subordination, cuid only through contesting marginality can 

the people of the barrio achieve the integration with the 

city and the nation that they desire. 

REPRESENTATION AND IDENTITY 

The theoretical framework elaborated cibove serves to stake 

out my position relative to a number of significant ideas 

that have been widely used in recent euithropological 

approaches to power, politics, and cultureil struggle. It also 

serves as a corrective to some of the excesses that I and 

others have observed in the application of these ideas in 

anthropology. The present section describes the discursive 

techniques of resistance eind representation that people in 
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the barrio en^loy in hopes of contesting inargincU.ity aind 

achieving the desired integration with the state that I 

discuss above. In malcing this analysis, I view the use of 

language in specific contexts to involve the construction of 

representations of reality, visions or interpretations that 

create and define the order of the world to a pcurticuleir 

audience. This production of representations occurs in a 

conflicted eind politicized space, as eiltemative or counter-

hegemonic representations vie with more dominant, "official" 

versions for preeminence. Resistance to dominant 

representations occurs when subordinate subjects or groups 

are able to create and control alternative models of the 

social world to those elciborated by the dominant (Gal 1989; 

Woolard 1985). Such an understanding of the discursive 

production of representations is intrinsically political, and 

accords with conceptions of hegemony and resistcuice, as 

outlined above; as Gal (1989: 348) observes: 

The capacity of language to denote, to represent the 
world, is not consider^ trcinsparent and innocent, as in 
many anthropological accounts of worldview, but is 
fundamentally inqpllcated in relations of domination. ^ 
Control of the representations of reality is not only a 
source of social power but therefore also a likely locus 
of conflict and struggle. 

In the case of villa Pagador, the conflict and struggle 

that occur within this locus of Icuiguage and the 

representation of reaQlty is con^lex and ongoing, and fraught 

with political implications. The process I seek to analyze 
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here concerns the production euid elaboration of 

representations of barrio identity, within the Icurger context 

of the city of Cocheibaiiiba. As I frequently observe in the 

chapters that follow this introduction, the leaders and 

residents of Villa Pagador are remarkably adept at 

elcLborating a coherent public representation of themselves as 

a "community." The community {comanidad) is locally defined 

as a collectivity of like-minded people, sharing a common 

origin amd struggling together for a common destiny. The idea 

is premised on notions of homogeneity cuid unity, of the 

barrio as a single people {pueblo) who are organized and 

active in their own development and defense. Especially 

important to local conceptions of community identity is the 

idea that the majority of the barrio residents eure migrants 

from Oruro, and that as orurenos they are presumed to share a 

distinct cultural cuid linguistic heritage that contributes to 

their unity eUid solideurity. 

It is in the discursive production and elaboration of 

the "community" that the process of constructing 

representations is most readily visible. The discourse of 

community as collective identity is reproduced publicly in 

speeches, in pronouncements, and in conversations with 

municipal authorities (chapters 3, 4, and 5), €uid on the 

infrequent occasions when the bcurrio attracts the attention 

of the formal news media (chapter 6). It also commonly 

characterizes portions of the conversation produced for the 
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benefit of inquiring outsiders, including foreign 

anthropologists (chapter 2). In each of these contexts, a 

specific audience is identified as the interlocutor of the 

discursive event, in which a coherent public identity® of the 

barrio as a community is produced cuid performed (Bauman and 

Briggs 1990; Duranti euid Brenneis 1986; Schechner eind i^pel 

1990). And these perfomiances of community identity cire 

necessarily political, in that they involve the eleUaoration 

of alternative representations of "Villa Pagador" to that of 

the "margincQ. beurrio" produced cuid ascribed to that barrio by 

outsiders. The production of alternative representations 

provides a mecins to contest this marginal identity, cuid all 

of the perjoration that such an identity connotes. It also 

entails a strategy of resistance to the abandonment of the 

barrio by municipal eUid state authorities (the distinctions 

between which tend to blur in the eyes of barrio residents), 

asserting the in^rtance of the barrio to urban and national 

life, and reminding the authorities of their social contract 

with the comnninity. Discursive strategies of identity 

representation thus provide the basis of community formation 

and collective political action in the barrio. 

^ This identity is coherent because it appears to lack contradictions, 
consisting of a single, agreed-upon interpretation. It is public because 
it is specifically produced and performed for the consumption of 
outsiders amd for the "coimminity" as a supraindividual organism. The use 
of the term "public," of course, is rich with political implications 
(see Gal 1995). 
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In public performances of identity, then, bcirrio 

residents and leaders represent their barrio as a unified 

community of Oruro migreuits, emd attempt to project this 

image to interested outsiders. Within the barrio itself, 

however, there exists a great deeU. of dialogiceU. diversity, a 

variety of conflicting euid contradictory ideas, opinions, and 

forms of talk that must be reconciled in order to produce the 

coherent public discourse that characterizes a "community," a 

group that speaks with a single voice. Producing this single 

voice out of the dicilogical diversity that exists within the 

barrio is difficult due to the range of competing meanings 

and influences that surround and condition IOCCLI forms of 

talk. Representations are not constructed in isolation, but 

partake of the various discourses eUid meanings immanent in 

the social field. As Bakhtin (1981: 293) has observed about 

the word: 

[T]here are no "neutral" words and forms — words and 
forms that can belong to "no one"; language has been 
completely taken over, shot through with intentions and 
accents. For any individucd. consciousness living in it, 
leuiguage is not an abstract system of normative forms 
but rather a concrete heteroglot conception of the 
world. All words have the "taste" of a profession, a 
genre, a tendency, a peirty, a particuleu: work, a 
particular person, a generation, an age group, the day 
and hour. Each word tastes of the context and contexts 
in which it has lived its socieU.ly charged life; all 
words and forms are populated by intentions. 

In Villa Pagador, people are aware of the variety of "tastes" 

or "accents" that inflect different words or forms of talk. 
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With a "sidelong glance" (Bakhtln 1973 [1929]; Hill 1985) at 

the words of others, local speakers engage in a kind of 

"hidden dialogue," an internal struggle with other meanings 

or valences attached to the words they use. People are 

therefore extremely circumspect about the choices they make 

when constructing discursive representations of community. 

TcUce, for exan^le, the diversity of opinion surrounding 

the words "barrio" and "villa," two terms that are ubiquitous 

in loccd. identifications of the locality "Sebasti^ Pagador." 

Though publicly there is an apparent agreement to speak of 

the place generally as "Villa" Pagador, privately people 

express a range of possible interpretations of this euid 

other, similar terms, each of which intersects with 

preexisting meanings and interpretations immanent in the 

broader discursive field. The choice of a peurticuleu: term to 

name the community depends on the individual subject's 

understanding of the accents that inflect that term, auid the 

kinds of meanings he or she wants to associate with them. 

When I first visited villa Pagador, I was cautioned by a 

friend (an outsider to the community) that I shouldn't use 

the term "marginal barrio" to describe the place, as this was 

considered insulting by locals; better, he advised, to use 

the term "periurbcm beurrio," a more neutreU. term referring 

solely to the geographical location of the place on the 

outskirts of the city. This assessment of the term "marginal 

barrio" was confirmed on several subsequent occasions, most 
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notably during a meeting of community leaders engaged in 

planning the cumiversary celebration for the barrio, which 

would be attended by many distinguished visitors from outside 

the community. It was suggested in this meeting that people 

refrain from referring to Villa Pagador as a "barrio" in 

front of the visiting dignitaries, as this word necessarily 

calls to mind the more pejorative term "marginal barrio." 

Better to c£U.l the place a "villa" or a "ciudadela" (little 

city). Others disagreed with this assessment. In a private 

conversation after the meeting, cuiother local leader 

complained to me that calling the barrio a "villa" was 

damaging to loccd. efforts to represent the community as a big 

place with a large population. "Beunrio" to him inplied a much 

larger settlement than a mere "villa." Another man, on 

another occasion, agreed with this comment, but not with the 

evaluation of "barrio." To him, "villa" called to mind the 

"villas miserias" (misered^le towns; squatter settlements) of 

Peru and Argentina, an association that "Villa" Pagador 

risked attaching to itself. 

No debemos denominar "Villa," debemos llamar "Barrio" 
Sebasti^ Pagador. "Villa" es una cosa miseria. "Barrio" 
es una poblacidn grande. Entonces gueremos de que, 
quisiera yo que los dirigentes cambien nuestra de 
"Villa," a "Barrio" Sebastian Pagador.~ "Villa miseria," 
no aceptcurla. Como an Argentina, por ejenplo, las villas 
son, aquellas villas miserias que cuando estem los 
pobres, recLlmente eso yo no acepto. "Barrio" yo, todavia 
con "marginal", aceptcurla. Porque estd en extrema. 
Aceptarla todo.^ Geogrlficamente, aceptaria. 
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[We shouldn't name it "Villar" we should call it 
"Barrio" Sebastian Pagador. A "villa" is a thing of 
misery. A "barrio" has a big population. So we want 
that, I would like the leaders to cheuige our name from 
"Villa," to "Barrio" Sebasti^ Pagador.~ "!lisery villa," 
I wouldn't accept. Like in Argentina, for excimple, the 
villas cire, those misery villas v^ere the poor live, 
really that I don't accept. "Barrio" I, even with 
"marginal", I would accept. Because it is located on the 
fringes. I would accept all that.~ Geographically, I 
would accept it.] 

For this speeiker, "marginal" is acceptcUsle if it is used as a 

geographical description, without its pejorative 

in^lications. "Villa," on the other heuid, to his mind has far 

worse inqplications. 

The issue of v^at word to use to identify the community 

is an in^rtant one, for it foinns peurt of the greater issue 

of the kinds of meanings barrio residents want to attach to 

their community, the kinds of discursive representations of 

themselves as a group they want to construct. Out of the 

range of dietlogical diversity that is available to them, 

barrio residents must choose which expressions of loceil 

identity most closely conform to their own ideas of how they 

want their community to be represented, euid what they 

conceive local collective identity to be. This kind of image 

management involves not only the control of language and 

speech, but other sorts of symbolic representations that form 

part of the overall production of collective identity. The 

local production of symbolic representations of the barrio is 

something that people in villa Pagador t.ake very seriously; 
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local control over the process is something that they 

vigorously defend. 

This discussion helps to illuminate the incident 

surrounding the selection of the Amiga Orurena described at 

the beginning of this chapter. In that event, the crowd of 

spectators denounced the selection of a female representative 

of the barrio by a pcuiel of judges, which choose as the 

pageant winner a woman who displayed none of the appropriate 

markers of Oruro identity, an identity that provides the 

foundation of community within the barrio. This incident 

points to two critical themes in my analysis of the 

construction and distribution of community representations in 

villa Pagador: What those representations look like, and who 

controls their production. Recent writing on beauty pageants 

has made clear the in^rtant metonymic association of women 

with broader forms of socicil identification (Wright 1995). 

Women are often regarded in nationalist ideology as symbolic 

vessels bearing the "authentic" properties of a nation or 

ethnic group, and in pageeuits and competitions eire selected 

as symbolic representatives of the collectivity (McAllister 

1996). In this case, the selection of the Amiga Orurena as a 

symbol of the Oruro identity of the b£irrio was in^ortant in 

deciding exactly vi^at the chosen image of the community 

should be. The judges, outsiders to the community not engaged 
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in (or perhaps even antagonistic to^) the local project of 

identity formation^ relied on a standard Wiestem conception 

of beauty to determine the winner of the pageant, choosing 

the most European or "white" contestant as the Amiga orurena. 

For the spectators, however, such a choice was at odds with 

local conceptions of v^at a person (particularly a woman) 

from Oruro should look like, and what she should represent. 

The cholita from Ladislao Cabrera province, though not 

"beautiful" by Western conceptions (as the old man observed 

in deeming her "ugly"), had self-consciously presented 

herself as bearing a symbolic Oruro load. Her style of dress, 

the items she carried, her hairstyle — all of these made her 

the most distinctively "orurena" in the con^tition. As such, 

the people in the audience, all of them residents of Villa 

Pagador, demanded that she be named the representative of the 

barrio. The inauthenticity of the woman selected as the Amiga 

was cited by the crowd as invalidating her as a possible 

representative. The ability to speeik Aymara, for example , is 

an important marker of Oruro origin, euid her inability in 

this regard delegitimized her Oruro-ness. 

^ As I explore In later chapters, the Oruro-baaed identity of Villa 
Pagador is a source of some consternation to the alcaldla, which seeks 
to incorporate the people of the marginal barrios within a more 
generalized Cochabamba "family." Indeed, during the ceremonies to 
inaugurate the "interprovincial" football tournament of which the Amiga 
Orurena competition was a part, the representative from the alcaldla 
addressed the crowd, urging them to remember that though they may have 
come from Oruro, they are in Cochabamba now and shouldn't fixate too 
heavily on their Oruro origins. 1 regard such talk as peurt of an effort 
to break down local practices of regional (i.e., Oruro-based) identity 
formation. 
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Additionally, the fact that the judges were cLll 

outsiders to the conmanlty was signlflcemt in provoking the 

moment of tension described in the incident, v^en the crowd 

vocally denounced the selection of the pageant winner. For 

barrio residents, it is vital to maintain local control over 

the selection of those images that will be used to stand for 

the community as a vrtiole. The construction of representations 

of the community is recognized by barrio residents as being 

one of the few forms of power over which they can exercise 

some control. Allowing outsiders to control how the barrio is 

represented relinquishes this power to those v^o would seek 

to delegltlmize the foundations of community solidcurity by 

undermining ethnic/regional criteria of identity. Oruro, as a 

central trope of local-identity formation, is a symbolic 

resource that must be managed by members of the community 

themselves, lest it escape their control and lose its force, 

both as the basis of their own self-authoring and as an 

instrument of local political mobilization (Hall 1992; 1995). 

chi^ter organization 

The chapters that follow this introduction provide further 

examples and ethnographic contextuallzation of the ideas 

discussed above. In chapter 2, I explore the ways in which 

the production of ethnographic representations, such as this 
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dissezrtation, intersects with local processes of 

representation in the fieldwork encounter. In villa Pagador, 

I as an anthropologist became partially incorporated into the 

local representationcLl project, as people recognized in me a 

means to extend knowledge and awareness of their connminity to 

an intemationcil audience. This process has interesting 

implications for a consideration of cultural performance, and 

the position of the cuithropologist as a peurticular type of 

audience for the performance of community and identity. I 

also examine in chapter 2 the methods I used to study the 

practices of representation and identity construction in 

villa Pagador, eirguing that peirticipant-observation remains a 

valucible tool of cinthropologiccU. investigation in the urban 

environment. Rather than serving to reinforce an outdated 

community-studies approach to the urban beurrio or 

neighborhood, which artificially bounds a particular urban 

sublocality and studies it as though in isolation from the 

city around it, participant-observation Ccui in fact be a 

valucUale meauis for understanding the multiple linkages that 

exist between the residents of the local community and the 

larger city in which they live. 

Chapter 3 is eui historiceil consideration of the barrio 

Villa Sebastian Pagador within the context of the city of 

CochcUsamba. I trace the growth of the city through time, 

focusing especially on the period since 1950 when Cochabamba 

experienced rapid expansion due to increased rural-to-urban 
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migration. Particularly since the mid 1970s, many migrants 

have settled on the periphery of the city in illegal 

settlements known as margined, barrios {beirrlos marginales). 

The chapter considers ho«r these barrios came to be identified 

as illegal and marginal, and examines the responses of the 

municipal government as it attempted to eictend its authority 

to encon^ass the settlements of the urban periphery. Villa 

Pagador was founded within this context of illegal settlement 

and the stigmatization of migrant settlers that accon^anied 

it. I examine the efforts by local leaders to elciborate a 

reputation for Pagador as an orgemized "community," and the 

different ways in which the barrio has articulated with the 

municipality since its founding. The chapter also considers a 

program of the alcaldla called the Talleres Zonales, a plan 

to decentralize the administration of the city by placing 

outposts of the alcaldla in the barrios themselves, in order 

to more directly control the population and facilitate the 

legalization of IcUid claims. I examine the inqpact this 

program has had on villa Pagador, and the ways in which 

"community" has changed since the instcHlation of the Taller 

Zonal. 

Chapters 4 through 6 coi^prise specific exanqples of the 

elaboration of representations of community emd identity in 

villa Pagador, involving performances of loceil collective 

identity and discursive critiques of state and municipaLl 

authority. Chapter 4 looks at a local folklore festival, the 
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fiesta de San Miguel, as an a-tl:eii^l: by bcirrio resideni:s to 

position the community as integral to the Bolivian nation by 

virtue of its command of Bolivian "folklore," elements of 

which make up the nation's cultural patrimony. Folklorization 

is presented as the process by \idiich aspects of traditional 

Andean culture and indigenous ceremony are appropriated by a 

universalizing nation-state for political ends; at the same 

time, this appropriation creates spaces within which 

indigenous people can assert their own claims to be the 

"true" custodians of the national cultural patrimony. Modeled 

on Bolivia's famous Camaval, the fiesta de Seui Miguel, 

performed annually in the barrio as an example of the local 

population's mastery of national folklore, represents an 

effort to contest meurginality by asserting a loceil identity 

that is central to national social life, in the process, 

barrio residents contest national orderings of space eind 

society, asserting their own centrality to national cultxire 

and national identity. The chapter also contains an extensive 

ethnographic description of the fiesta, its organization, its 

sponsors, and the importcuice of the fiesta to the 

consolidation of "conmnmity" in the bcurrio. 

Chapters 5 and 6 may also be read as describing efforts 

to contest marginality; but whereas the fiesta deteuJ.ed in 

chapter 4 represents an appeal for state attention, the two 

subsequent chapters focus more on local discursive critiques 

of state neglect and abandonment. Chapter 5 analyzes one 
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particular veuriety of this critique, what I have identified 

as the discourse of paternalism. The alceU.dla of Cochcibamba, 

as part of its effort to assert its control over and 

authority within the margineU. barrios, adopts a paternalistic 

discourse to cheuracterize its relationship to the people of 

the barrios. The alcaldla (through its representatives, 

including the mayor {alcalde] himself) speaks of itself as 

the "father" to a population of disobedient and unruly 

"children" (its subjects), and asks the people of Villa 

Pagador to behave as good members of the Cochabamba family. 

Barrio residents, for their p€urt, adopt the same discourse of 

paternalism euid invert it, critic[uing the alcaldla for its 

neglect of the barrio as a "bad father" who has not lived up 

to "his" responsibilities to his children. I argue that the 

state (or, in this case, the alcaldla) provides barrio 

residents with the terms through which they can elaborate 

their own critique of domination. 

Chapter 6 adopts a similcu: vision on the struggle 

against abcuidonment by the city, in this case focusing on an 

incident of popular violence, when the residents of Villa 

Pagador apprehended and set fire to a group of thieves caught 

in the act of robbing a home in the bcurrio. When the police 

arrived on the scene to break up the mob, the residents 

turned their fury on them, stoning the police Ccurs and 

threatening further violence. I look at the different 

narrative accounts of this event produced by both police and 
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barrio residents, to con^are the conflicting interpretations 

of the incident from the different positions of beirrio 

residents and outsiders. I then further examine the 

discourses of bcirrio residents about the incident, 

identifying different gendered positions from which subjects 

analyze and give meaning to the event. I conclude that the 

attack on the thieves euid the police represents a critique of 

state neglect for its refuscU. or inability to grant police 

protection to the barrio. In constructing representations of 

conmunity, barrio leaders make certain selections from among 

different local interpretations of the incident, in order to 

utilize these politically in repairing the beurrio's tarnished 

image. 

Finally, in chapter 7 I present a concluding theoretical 

perspective on the ethnographic matericil discussed in the 

dissertation. I excunine the significance of the idea of 

"community" to the formation of collective identity in Villa 

Pagador, suggesting that performcmces of community are 

fundamental to constructing representations eUid mobilizing 

collective action in the barrio. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OF ETHNOGRAPHIC AUDIENCES AND OTHERS: 

METHODOLOGICAL REFLECTIONS ON FIELDWORK 

IN A MARGINAL BARRIO 

This dissertation is about resistance and representation, or 

how people produce images about themselves and their worlds 

and struggle to project those images to people and powers 

beyond their immediate local domeiins. Representation by this 

definition is a creative process, one in v^ch every 

individual possessed of an imagination can pcurticipate; it 

involves the elaboration of particular conceptions of one's 

self and one's community, through talk, purposive action, and 

creative imagining, and requires a means to project those 

conceptions to other, non-local entities or individuals. This 

idea was spelled out in the previous chapter, and in the 

chapters that follow I will illustrate in greater detail how 

the process occurs in the lives of the members of one 

peurticular locaility. What I want to consider in this chapter 

cure the ways in which I came to leam eUsout euid participate 

in this process of representation and struggle in Villa 

Sebasti^ Pagador, the difficulties I encountered, and the 

lessons that I believe my experience suggests. I also want to 
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propose that: the conclusions we arrive at in our research and 

writing may be influenced by the strategic self-positioning 

of our research subjects, who are engaged in the selfscune 

process of representation that provides the thematic 

underpinning of this dissertation. 

Explicit reflection on fieldwork practice is in this 

dissertation inseparable from the work's thematic content, 

its impulse deriving from the centreil irony which colored 

much of my field experience, and v^iich continues to inform 

this document, that being: In writing about representation, I 

am creating own representation of what the people whose 

lives I studied eire themselves struggling to achieve, which 

is nothing less than control over their own public image and 

the representations produced about them. This dissertation, 

then, is an anthropological representation of popular 

practices of representation in Bolivia, and as such it 

requires a more extensive examination of the conditions 

within which ttiis kind of knowledge was produced. 

Ethnographic and Popular Forms of Representation: Becoming 

Part of the Story 

A concern with anthropological, writing and the 

representation of social life has become central to 

ethnographic practice. The so-called experimental moment in 

anthropological writing emerged out of a perceived "crisis of 
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representation" in the social sciences, characterized by a 

challenging of authorial strategies of objectification, the 

destabilizing of grand-theoretical metanarratives, eind the 

incorporation of self-consciously experimented, techniques of 

writing in the production of ethnographic texts (Marcus and 

Fischer 1986). What emerged was a new kind of ethnography, 

one less beholden to the classic norms of anthropological 

writing, willing to toy with conventional styles of textual 

representation. Though some anthropologists remain skeptical 

of this turn (e.g., i^pell 1989; 1992), particuleurly of its 

tendency toward a preoccupation with authoried. self-

reflection, the movement has had the important effect of 

broadening the range of the permissible in ethnographic 

writing to include more experimental modes of expression, as 

alternatives to the rigid functionalist organization of 

classical ethnography. It has also made explicit 

consideration of fieldwork practice a central feature of the 

ethnographic text, in which discussions of individucLl 

fieldwork experiences cire now fairly commonplace. 

But cuithropologists are not the only ones concerned with 

questions of representation, with the ways in v^ich people of 

other societies will be portrayed ethnographiceU.ly. The 

varieties of anthropological representation confront local 

representational practices when the cinthropologist enters the 

field to do ethnographic research. Particularly in a context 

like villa Pagador, where life is characterized by political 
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conflict: and the ongoing struggle to produce and vcLlorize 

social identities, the subjects of cinthropological analysis 

may themselves be engaged in multiple efforts at self-

representation, in a process locally described as reputation 

building or the creation of community. The anthropologist 

arriving to do field research in such a context does not 

initiate the process of representation, but enters a milieu 

in which s/he automatically becomes a participant in local 

representational strategies. The ethnography the 

anthropologist hopes to write based on her/his fieldwork can 

take on important implications in this process, for people 

see in the anthropologist a means to access media of 

communication previously unavailable to them. People struggle 

to represent themselves in the newspapers, on television and 

radio, and in the popular imaginations of the urban 

population that surrounds them; from the local actors' 

perspectives, ethnography becomes one more medium through 

which they Ceui express their ambitions and articulate their 

identities, and a means to present these to a wider audience. 

For example, din the highly politicized environment which 

characterizes life in the "marginal barrio," people want to 

control the production of images about themselves euid their 

community, and recognize the benefits avciileUsle to them if 

they can effect such control. In such a context, 

representation is a loceQ, daily concern: In Villa Pagador, 

people hope to elaborate a reputation for their locality as 
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an orgcuiized community, a reputation that will bring economic 

benefits through tourismr or by attracting development 

projects to the barrio; one that will scare away thieves euid 

keep the cops honest; one that will force the local 

authorities and the national state itself to pay attention to 

their needs, and to finally build them that sewer system 

they've been demanding. The power to represent themselves is 

a vital, physiCcLl force in pagadorenos' lives, one that they 

feel they absolutely must control, one that they will not 

wdLllingly allow others to dominate. And many of these people 

recognize that the anthropologist who has come to study them 

will ultimately produce a written report about them, eind they 

will attempt to exert some ]cind of influence over that final 

product. The anthropologist v^o settles among such a 

population steps into their ongoing representationeU. project; 

s/he remains within it as s/he "decodes and recodes" 

(Clifford 1986: 2) the worlds of her/his "subjects" for 

external consunqption. The ethnography s/he ultimately 

produces is indelibly stan^d with that influence. 

The decision to peirticipate in this local 

representationcU. project, to take on the responsibility of 

representing in ethnography the voices of one's subjects, 

raises what Mannheim and Tedlock (1995) have chcuracterized as 

the problem of "collusion" (see, for exao^le, Behar 1993; 

1995; Bums 1995; DeBemardini 1995). The anthropologist must 

decide whose voices to represent and how these will be 
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represented, a particular problem for cuiyone working in an 

environment that is politically divided and fraught with 

cosseting interpretations of the socicil world. If one views 

culture as dialogically emergent, created and recreated in 

the interactions between and among communicating subjects, 

then choices about which interpretations to privilege greatly 

influence the kind of ethnographic representation that will 

be produced. 

These observations also suggest the important 

performative dimension of indigenous representational 

practice and the impact of local performances of identity on 

anthropologiccLl fieldwork. Identities must be publicly 

presented in order to become instantiated as local culture; 

the discursive performance of culture and identity can be 

seen as a requisite consonant of ethnogenesis (Hill 1996; 

Whitten 1996). Anthropological work on performance has 

explored the importance of the audience in the elaboration 

and presentation of culture and identity (Basso 1985; Bauman 

1986; Briggs 1988; Schechner and Appel 1990; Turner 1974). 

What I suggest here is that the anthropologist her/himself 

may constitute another kind of audience, one v^ch in her/his 

person indexes an entire non-present audience of presumably 

influential North American readers. The culturcU. performances 

that I describe may have been, in part, directed at me as an 

audience, and my influence on those performcuices merits 

cons ideration. 
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*** 

An awareness of these considerations has greatly shaped 

the content and organization of the present work, field 

research for which was conducted in 1994-96. I began my 

fieldwork with the hope of writing about the maintenance of 

"community" and cultural "tradition" in a migrant barrio, 

against the pressures towards dissolution cuid anomie that 

were supposedly characteristic of marginal barrios in Latin 

American cities, or of urban life in general (Beyer 1967; 

Mumford 1961; Park 1915; Park, et al. 1925; Powell 1962; 

Simmel 1950; Wirth 1938). As I seeirched for a field site in 

which to carry out such a study, in the marginal barrios of 

Cochabamba (a city I knew from earlier experience, when I 

went there to study Quechua in 1993), my attention was 

repeatedly drawn to Villa Sebasti^ Pagador, which a number 

of local scholars aind researchers described to me as the most 

organized, most progressive, and most "traditioneU." barrio in 

all of Cochabamba. One afternoon, shortly after arrival, I 

sat with a group of Bolivian friends, discussing my reseeurch 

goals. As I explained what I was looking for in a field site 

~ a beurrio with a strong sense of itself as a community, one 

that had not lost the cultured, traditions of the countryside 

— my friends exchanged glemces, cmd as one excleamed: "Villa 

Pagador 1" This barrio, they said, was the only beurrio in 

Cochabamba that fit that description. It sounded like 

something right out of my grant proposals. 
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It was thus through Its reputation in greater Cochabamba 

that I first came to know Villa Pagador. With time, this 

reputation itself came to be a central theme in research. 

My initicU. impulse to somehow identify and evaluate the 

maintenance of "community" and "^adition" in the barrio gave 

way to an effort to understand the meaning of these concepts 

to local people, cuid the ways in which these are talked about 

cind manipulated in the production of a local identity cuid a 

local reputation. This reputation, which had originally drawn 

me to the barrio, I now came to recognize not as something 

spontaneously emergent from the feU>ric of a traditioncU. 

community, but as something produced and transmitted by 

interested parties within the barrio in order to promote 

local economic and political initiatives. The struggle to 

construct images of the beirrio as a traditional community and 

to broadcast these to outsiders with the power to influence 

or improve the quality of life in the barrio I came to see as 

a central aim of local political discursive practice. 

At the same time, I came to realize that I myself might 

be perceived to be one of those powerful outsiders. As a 

"professional" come from the United States to study the 

barrio, I was perceived by some as a potential resource in 

their efforts to geiin international recognition for the 

community. From the very outset of my work in Pagador, I was 

more or less commissioned by the leaders (dirigentes) of the 

bcurrio to produce a representation of them and their locality 
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that would be of benefit to the community In Its struggles 

for dignity and development. At the first leaders' meeting I 

attended, I was confronted by Dona Lldla^ (then president of 

that committee) In what I would soon come to recognize as her 

inimitable, take-no-prlsoners style: What are you here to 

study, she demanded, and what advantage will we get out of 

It? I had come prepared to explain myself, but even so I was 

nonplused. HeLltingly, I began by saying that I would like to 

write a study of the barrio, but Dona Lldla interrupted. 

"No," she Instructed me, "un libro," as though putting me on 

notice that nothing short of a book would be acceptable to 

the community. 

Being perceived as the person who was going to represent 

villa Pagador to the rest of the world had its advcuitages and 

its drawbacks. People often invited me to attend meetings and 

community events, tcUclng the time to clarify what was going 

on and to explain how p€irtlcular incidents or individuals 

figured in the broader history of the barrio. At times, 

however, I felt that people were putting the best face on 

things for me, emphasizing those aspects of local history 

that they felt reflected best on the barrio, peurtlculcirly on 

its image as cui organized and unified community. By the same 

token, I occasionally felt excluded from discussions or 

^ I have chosen to use pseudonyms for all of the local colledaorators in 
this reseeurch project. Though a number of people gave me permission to 
use their real names in this study, for reasons of confidentiality I 
decided not to do so. 
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meetings that revecU.ed certain negative aspects of barrio 

life, such as conflicts or disunity among community members 

{vecinos), or that touched on aspects of local politics 

deemed "sensitive" by some of the less-trusting local 

leaders. Particularly in the early days of my fieldwork, this 

limitation felt problematic, and I worried sibout the 

comprehensiveness of the understandings I was reaching, 

whether I was not just being played as a puppet by the local 

spin doctors. It was as though I were trapped in some sort of 

Goffmanesque house of mirrors, in \^ich I could never find my 

way into the "backstage" that lay behind the public face of 

the community (Goffman 1959; Scott 1990). 

with time and persistence, however, my presence came to 

be more taken for granted, and I was included without comment 

in all manner of barrio activities. The growing closeness in 

friendships I enjoyed with residents of the bcurrio meant that 

people became more willing to discuss all kinds of issues 

with me, trusting in me a bit more to represent them in a 

fair and accurate manner. In addition, as I Ccune to know and 

to interview more euid more people in the barrio, it became 

increasingly importcui-k to those v^o originally had refused me 

an interview to participate in ny study, so as not to have 

their perspectives excluded. These people seemed to recognize 

the potential "problem of collusion," and tried to ensure 

that their voices would not be left out of the final product. 

Thus I was gradually admitted "backstage," to observe the 
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workings of life In the barrio, including all of its 

conflictsr divisions, disharmony, and struggle. This 

perspective provided an invalucUale conqplement to the public, 

"frontstage" face that had originally been presented to me, 

and which continued to be performed for city authorities cuid 

other outsiders. 

The factionalism and divisiveness in the community, 

however, continued to make for tensions surrounding me and my 

allegiances within the bcirrio, as some people clecurly feared 

that my "book" would overrepresent one particular viewpoint 

or another. One problem, for instance, derived from my 

institutional affiliation with CERES (Centra de Estudios de 

la Realidad Econ6mica y Social), a Cochabamba-based research 

organization that had previously done a small project in 

Pagador euid had sponsored a symposium in which residents of 

the beirrio had participated. The report produced out of this 

syn^osium was highly critical of certain factions in the 

barrio, and my affiliation with CERES thereby prejudiced the 

members of those factions against me from the outset. Another 

problem lay in relationship with the Casa Comunal, the 

local branch of the municipal government (the alcaldia; see 

chapter 3). Through CERES I had made contact with the 

architect who ran the Casa Comunal in Villa Pagador, and 

through him had been introduced to many of the leaders of the 

barrio. This circximstcince, together with my being a foreigner 

on friendly terms with the government officials working in 
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the barrio, associated me In the minds of some people with 

the alcaldla, which they variably perceive as enemy or ally. 

Thus suspicions about me were never fully allayed, and 

the levels of mistrust (desconfianza) that people displayed 

toward me cycled through high euid low periods, vrtien my 

ability to make productive inquiry was either hankered or 

expedited. Some people could never give up the idea that I 

was some sort of "spy" {esp£a), perhaps for the CIA or the 

DEA; others never really accepted my claim that I was not 

with USAID, and had no access to funds to support a project 

they had in mind. For others, I came to be perceived as a 

friend of the barrio, albeit a mildly eccentric one, kind of 

like a community mascot. At public events, friends jokingly 

presented me to outside visitors as "the first gringo citizen 

of Pagador." Don Lucho once responded to a whispered inquiry 

about my identity with a huge laugh and the comment "He is 

studying usl" (" tNos estd estudiandol"), v^ch everyone in 

earshot thought hysterical. But some people studiously 

avoided me, refusing even to greet me in social situations, 

the height of rudeness in a place that values civility even 

towards known enemies. 

Itf acceptance in the baurrlo vras greatly expedited when I 

took up residence there, which began a few months into my 

fieldwork. Finding a house to rent in the beirrlo was not 

easy, and we had to wait until Dona Lidia had finished the 

renovations on a spcure room in back of her pharmacy before we 
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could move into the community. wife, Claire, had 

accon^anied me to the field, and her presence helped to 

soften people's attitudes towards us. AdditioncU.ly, edx)ut 

four months into the field period Clcdxe became pregnant, and 

people in the barrio were active in their speculations about 

the sex of the child (everyone sed.d it would be a girl; they 

were all wrong). Once Benjamin was bom cuid came to live with 

us in the barrio (we returned to the U.S. for his birth, but 

went back to Bolivia shortly thereafter), we felt almost 

fully accepted in the community. Our willingness to bring our 

child to Villa Pagador was as great a demonstration of our 

commitment to the community as anything we could have ever 

planned (though people frequently chided us for not naming 

the baby "Sebastian," in honor of the barrio). Whenever 

possible, I tried to perform what services I could for barrio 

residents, including teaching English classes and frequently 

serving as "padrino de fotos," taking pictures of in^rtant 

barrio events and leaving copies for the local archive, which 

I also helped to found. Claire, a certified teacher in the 

U.S., taught her own English class to elementary school 

children during their school vacations, and volunteered her 

services teaching English in one of the beirrio middle 

schools. 

My sense of responsibility to the people of villa 

Pagador is reflected in the present work, which as an 

artifact of representation attempts to do justice to their 
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own struggles to represent themselves. I hope that by telling 

their story to a foreign audience I eun accomplishing what 

they desired of me, ̂ ^ch is to be a participant in their 

struggle to be known euid recognized as a force to reckon 

with. intention is to share this document with them, that 

it may benefit them in their efforts to promote their 

community reputation in Cochabamba. In all fairness, though, 

I find it quite impossible to write the kind of "book" that 

the people of Pagador would like me to write cUx)ut them. 

There is no one single story that I ceui tell that would 

accurately represent the great diversity of experience and 

opinion that exists in that community, no way for me to boil 

it all down to a neat package that portrays a unitary 

collective reality for Villa Pagador. And try as I might, I 

feel that inevitably I have taken sides in the political 

conflicts that are ongoing in the barrio, unintentionally 

"colluding" with some factions in the beurrio against others. 

What this dissertation attempts, however, is to permit an 

understanding not of the community of Pagador as an outcome 

of struggle, but as a process of struggle, of political 

practice and strategic efforts at self-representation. The 

conflicts cuid diversity that exist must be understood as part 

of this process, which this dissertation ceUi only partially 

represent. 
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The Marginal Barrio as an Object of Study 

The loccLl struggle for representation cmd the efforts by 

my resecirch collcQjorators to engage me as a pcurticipauit in 

that struggle bad Important in^lications for the methods I 

was able to use in my field resecirch. Through my own work, 

and through observations of others doing "research" in 

Villa Pagador, I Ccune to recognize that the process of data 

collection can be understood as itself a dialogical 

interaction with a performative dimension, in which 

reseaurcher and subject engage in the negotiation and 

production of social "reality." From that perspective, even 

the conducting of a survey or questionncLire holds 

implications for the ways in which ethnographers engage in 

the dialogic production of culture and identity. 

As I discuss in chapter 1, villa Pagador is typically 

viewed by non-residents as a "marginal barrio," owing to its 

geographical location on the periphery of the city of 

CochcUseunba cuid to its perceived isolation from the mainstreeun 

of urban political, economic, and social life. Throughout the 

barrio's history, however, residents of villa Pagador have 

been actively engaged in the production of alternative images 

of their locality, a process that I have characterized as the 

struggle for self-representation, with the aim of achieving 

political and economic advancement for the beirrio. The 

results have been contradictory, as locally produced 
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representations vie with more hegemonic images in a struggle 

to define local "reeJ.ity." Thus Villa Pagador is viewed in 

Cochabamba as an exceptional, even paradoxical, place, a 

margincil barrio that resists characterization as such. It is 

seen as being organized where marginal barrios are thought to 

be politically and socially fragmented and disunified; it is 

seen as having maintained the "traditional culture" of the 

countryside where the residents of marginal barrios are 

thought to have severed all ties to their places of origin. 

These are the elements of community identity that the people 

of Villa Pagador represent to outsiders, and one measure of 

their success in this endeavor is the extent to which Villa 

Pagador has become the object of attention for external 

agencies and individuals with an interest in the problem of 

urbanization in Bolivia. 

Anyone doing cuiy kind of investigation in urbcui 

Cochabamba, whether for academic or applied purposes, somehow 

inevitably seems to end up in Villa Pagador. I of course 

include myself in this assessment. During the year and a half 

I lived in the barrio, I met a number of students, 

development practitioners, missionaries, and other 

"outsiders," both foreign emd domestic, wcU.king the streets 

of Villa Pagador. Many of these outsiders working in the 

barrio were Bolivians. For the local university (the 

Universidad Mayor de San Sim6tt [UMSS]), Villa Pagador serves 

as a kind of laboratory for undergraduate and graduate 
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students doing socieil-science research in urbcui Cochabcunba. 

Attracted by its reputation for strong political organization 

and cultural homogeneity, students come to villa Pagador to 

carry out short-term surveys and c[uestionnaire-based 

sociological research. Host of these students cure 

sociologists and circhitects, there being no department of 

anthropology at UHSS (though architects in Bolivia tend to do 

much social-science research). Among the foreigners vrorlcing 

in the community, most were from the Netherlands and, like 

their Bolivian counterparts, none stayed for more than a few 

days. These investigators also carried out survey-type 

research, en^loying questionnaires and formal-interview 

techniques. The foreigners usually arrived in the con^any of 

a few students from UMSS, whom they had hired to help with 

the administering of the surveys. 

The barrio's reputation as eui organized and homogeneous 

community appe€d.s to investigators in a number of ways, 

severeU. of them told me. For the applied researchers, 

interested in perhaps starting some sort of project in an 

urban bcurrio, a community that is organized and active in its 

own development is vastly more appealing than one that lacks 

any preexisting orgeuiizational structure, and would therefore 

require greater capital investment to bring it to the point 

where it could sustain the management of a development 

project without external support (see the discussion in 

chapter 3 of how Villa Pagador got a World Bank-funded water 
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system). The more academically Inclined, especially the 

university students, see In Pagador a hope for the future of 

Bolivia, a kind of example of the ways In which urbanization 

need not mean dissolution euid loss of tradition cuid 

community. As mentioned above, I n^self was Initially drawn 

to villa Pagador for similar reasons. The purported ethnic 

homogeneity of the barrio is another attractive feature of 

the place as a study site, facilitating the conceptualization 

of the barrio as a coherent unit of study (see the discussion 

of defining a field site in urbcui-based research, below). 

Pagadorenos have thus become quite familiaur with the 

presence of outsiders in their community, many of them doing 

"research" for vairious purposes, perhaps in the employ of the 

government, or em NGO, or the local university. Though most 

people doing research in urban bairrios like Pagador come with 

benign intent, the purposes of these Investigators 

{investlgadores, a term used to refer generally to 

reseairchers of various kinds, from government workers to 

anthropologists) are often unclear to b€un:io residents, and 

people cure left to speculate as to the true nature of the 

investigator. In a place like villa Pagador, where conflicts 

with the state cire a daily affair euid the struggle simply to 

earn enough money to feed one's family is ceaseless, people 

view outsiders as both possible threats and potential 

resources (as in own case, discussed above). A streuiger 

asking questions might be a tax collector or other government 
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fiinctionary, an architect working for the Casa Comunal or a 

cop; he might be a DEA^ agent, or a journalist, or a 

mlssloncuy; he might be a llkisiri, a supematorcLL being come 

to steal away their vital essence (their fat/grasa), or 

someone come to steal their children, to sell their organs 

abroad for transplants; or he might simply be a student, an 

architect with eui Interest In housing design, or ein 

anthropologist come to study "la cultura." On the other hand, 

this stranger may work for a development organization or NGO, 

and so have access to funds to support a long-coveted project 

In the barrio. In any case, assessing eUi outsider's true 

motivations Is a subject of much concern auid discussion among 

barrio residents, and the unresolved doubts cUx>ut cui 

investigator working in the barrio often result in 

desconflanza, a mistrust euid suspicion of outsiders. 

This desconflanza is not entirely misplaced, indeed, 

there are vsurious kinds of investigators at work in Pagador, 

some operating with dubious intent. Anthropologists in Latin 

America are often mistaken for tax collectors, and in the 

urban barrios of Cochcibamba, at least, there is good reason 

for people to make such eUi association. The alcaldla has a 

staff of investigators working out of the department of 

revenue, which makes house-by-house visits in barrios 

throughout the city to determine each household's teuc base. 

^ The department o£ Cochabanba, in its tropical lowlemd zone, is a major 
coca-producing region of Bolivia, auid as such is a tjurget of operations 
for the a.S. Drug Enforcement Agency. 
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Understanding that city taxes cure levied on the basis of 

house size and v^ether the structure has a business or purely 

residential function, people routinely misrepresent 

themselves to these tax investigators, claiming that their 

houses have fewer rooms than they actually do, or that fewer 

people live on the premises, or that a space used for a 

workshop is just a storage room. 

*** Fieldnotes. 10 October 1995 — I was just about to leave 

Nestor's house when Nestor himself pulled up in a truck, and 

unloaded a great electric generator from the back. Then he 

invited Gustavo and me in for a drink. "A beer," he promised 

as he left, but came back with a bottle of carbonated apple 

juice. Nestor said that some investigators from the 

University had come by that morning, asking all sorts of 

questions about his house: How many rooms does it have? how 

meiny people live there? is it made of brick or adobe? eUid the 

like. They may be students doing independent research, Nestor 

says, but when they are finished, they will turn their data 

over to the alcaldla, which will use it to determine taxation 

levels for that household. Nestor says that he and everyone 

he knows routinely lie to investigators who come ciround, 

because they are afraid that whatever they say will be used 

against them. 

Gustavo says that in his case, v^en the tax 

investigators come around he denies that he uses his house as 
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a workshop {taller) to make clothing. He shows them an old 

identity card (carnet) from his days in the construction 

business, and claims that he bought the house from someone 

who used it as a workshop, but he doesn't use it for that 

purpose. For that reason he is working clandestino, without 

paying the proper taxes on his home and workshop, and without 

holding the proper padr6n, which is a document from the 

municipality certifying that you have paid your taxes cuid 

have the right to work in your estciblished business. Gustavo 

says that everyone lies about their work in the Scune way they 

lie about their houses. 

Nestor, too, lies. When the investigators come around, 

walking into his yard as if they own it, he manages to 

persuade them that his workshop consists of just the space 

underneath the little aluminum awning in one comer of the 

yard. All the rest he says is just a junkyard. Since taxes on 

home businesses are determined by the size of the workshop, 

his strategy is to persuade the investigators that his space 

is much smaller than it actually is. *** 

This situation has consequences for social scientists 

who would do "purely" academic research in the bcurrio. 

University students engaged in "scientific" research 

unfortunately fall into the same category as tax collectors, 

and are often perceived to be in league with the state in its 

attempts to regulate the population of the marginal barrios. 
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Many people shcire Nestor's belief that the university 

students (unlversitarios) who come curound doing thesis 

research are funded by the government, and that \^en their 

research Is con^leted the students turn their data over to 

the state, which uses them to corroborate the tax assessment. 

People express tear of a new tax code, based on the research 

done by university students In their community, which will 

tax people more accurately on the basis of their property. 

This suspicion cuid mistrust {desconfianza) of researchers Is 

heightened by the fact that social scientists and state 

functionaries typlCcU.ly rely on the same techniques of data 

collection (usually the survey and census), are not resident 

in the study community, and do no-t shcure with barrio 

residents the results of their research. 

Whether this belief In the colledsoratlon between 

university students and the state Is accurate or not, the 

association of the two and the suspicions It engenders Is 

obviously problematic for those conducting "legitimate" 

social-science research In the bcunrlo. Indeed, I would 

suggest that the problem Is In part a methodological one: The 

close correspondence In methods used by Investigators of 

various stripes, from government offlclcils to development 

groups to university students, tends to ally them eill In the 

minds of those being studied, the poor and often Illegally 

settled residents of Villa Pagador. As the subjects of 

vcirlous surveys, pagadorenos are ever wary of the kind of 
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information they give out edxsut themselves, and are alert to 

the uses to which this information may be put. Even the 

seemingly most innocent questions, the staples of 

anthropological-type surveys, can inspire multiple 

interpretations when vievied from a position of desconfianza. 

Questions about household size euid composition, for example, 

are regcurded with skepticism, for they hold in^lications 

about household income, as do questions about level of 

education, eUid the composition of the daily diet. Similarly, 

number of rooms in the house, materieils used in construction, 

and the uses to which rooms are put, though relevcmt to 

anthropologiceil interest in household orgeuiization euid 

economics, are cU.so directly is^licated in tax assessment.^ 

The uncritical use of survey and census methods has 

resulted in the production of studies that are widely scoffed 

at and discredited by residents of the barrio. Numerous 

people have admitted to me that they routinely lie to 

investigators, often as a way of mocking the outsider 

{tooeuido el pelo — pulling one's leg) who has come to inquire 

^ RelizUsle data on household income and economics generally may be 
impossible to gather methodologically in urban barrios of Bolivia, due 
to the sometimes illegal occupations and money-earning strategies of 
household members. Many people who sell in the cancha or on street 
comers, or who are involved in the transport and sale of merchandise 
suround the country, do so without the proper permits or licenses that 
the state requires. Even more problematic, the coca-production industry 
in Bolivia pervades every aspect of economic life in the country, 
reaching even into the marginal barrios of Cochabamba, La Paz, Santa 
Cruz, and elsewhere. People are extremely reluctant to sheure amy 
information on the subject, and suspicions of investigators asking 
questions about household economics and income-generating strategies eure 
extremely high, limiting the possibility of fully understanding the 
dynamics of the household economy. 
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about barrio life. Even when they do not suspect 

collaboration with the state by the investigator, people may 

be loathe to cooperate in a survey, knowing that the data 

they give will be used by the student to produce a thesis 

that will in no way benefit them or their beuxio. The 

c[uestion posed to me ("What advcuitage will we get from 

this?") is not usually voiced to other researchers; 

nevertheless it often serves as a brake on people's 

willingness to collcd)orate openly with census takers. 

This unwillingness to cooperate Ceui have contradictory 

results for barrio residents, as in the case of the national 

census, conducted throughout Bolivia in 1992. The results of 

this census are locally believed to underestimate the 

population of Pagador by a vast number, owing to people's 

reluctance to state accurately the number of people living in 

their household. This underestimate has had the unfortunate 

effect of making the barrio appecu: smaller than it may 

actually be, thereby reducing the political might of the 

community. Population size is a key factor in community self-

representation strategies — the bigger the population, the 

more seriously the barrio must be taken in its claims for a 

voice in local politics euid its demands for city services. 

For this reason I have known people to become extremely angry 

when discussing the national census figures, which put the 

barrio population at around 10,000 people, a number locally 

regarded as far below the actual beirrio population (local 
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estimates have the population at around 30,000). The desire 

to underrepresent individual household size, while 

advantageous for teix purposes, conflicts with the desire at 

the community level to overrepresent the barrio's population. 

People's anger at the census in part reflects their 

frustration with being forced into this Catch-22 predicament. 

Even the most seemingly quantitative methods thus can be 

shown to be implicated in the production of representations 

by and about barrio residents. What the exan^les above 

suggest are the ways in which people in Pagador use their 

encounters with outsiders, particularly with interested 

investigators like state officieU.s, to produce and perform 

representations of themselves which they hope will entail 

dixect economic benefits (in the form of lower tax 

assessments, for instance), or at least will enable them to 

avoid trouble with the government. The conducting of a 

survey, then, is not the simple treuismission of "data" from 

surveyed to surveyor: It is rather part of the complex 

construction of a perceived local reality negotiated between 

a barrio resident and a city official, or with a social 

scientist asking similar questions. When cui investigator 

comes to call he (or she) encounters not eui innocent subject 

willing to divulge information eU3out herself (because surveys 

are conducted during the daytime, the people interviewed are 

usually women) but a threatened and suspicious person who 

knows full well the consequences of giving the wrong auiswers 
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in response to survey questions, and v^o therefore answers 

the door with a profound distrust of the investigator already 

in place. In responding to his questions she tells him what 

she thinks he expects to hear, so that he will go away 

satisfied euid not report back to the authorities that 

something unusual is going on in that household. The enclosed 

household compound, a mud wall topped by broken glass and 

gucirded by a ferocious dog that serves as a defense against 

petty thieves, cU.so serves to deter unwanted entrance by 

local investigators (something laclcing in the case of 

Nestor's open workshop/yard). This limits the investigator's 

own view of the inside of the household, forcing him to rely 

on the answers given to him by the woman at the door. The 

survey, from this perspective, can be viewed as a dialogical, 

performative event, on the order of a meaningful cultural 

performance through which ideas edx)ut society and culture are 

produced (e.g., Fabian 1990; Feld 1982; Kuipers 1990; Tedlock 

1983). The written report which results stands as another 

kind of negotiated representation, rather than the 

straightforward and "objective" study that its authors 

intended it to be. 

Acknowledging, then, the dialogic and performative 

dimension of even the most "objective" method of data 

collection, I turn now to a consideration of the specific 

technic[ues I used for doing research in villa Pagador. In 

relying on participant-observation as a major component of a 
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triangulated research methodology, I confronted some long

standing criticisms within anthropology of the 

appropriateness of such an approach to an urban field 

setting. 

Participant-Observation in the City 

It is not only Bolivian researchers who exhibit an over-

reliance on survey methodology. As I have indicated, foreign 

investigators working in villa Pagador en^loy the same 

techniques, often relying on assistants to collect much of 

the data for them. Additionally, urban anthropologists from 

North America and Europe have long insisted that 

anthropologists working in cities adopt more quantitative 

methods, to supplement the traditional techniques of 

peirticipant-observation common to the ethnography of rural 

areas (Gulick 1973; Gutkind 1974; Hannerz 1980; Mullings 

1987; Weaver 1996). Some urban anthropologists (e.g., 

Gulliver 1965: 98) go so far as to insist that "old-fashioned 

ethnography" (i.e., participant-observation) is incompatible 

with ein urbein research environment. Similarly, Foster and 

Ken^r (1974: 15) want to move anthropology closer to 

sociology, methodologically speaking. They assert that 

"anthropologists contemplating urbcUi fieldwork will need to 

devote much more attention than they have in the past to 
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sociological reseeurch techniques, such as survey resecirch and 

the design and pretesting of interview schedules." 

The push for a methodology that more closely resembles 

sociology's is derived, in part, from long-standing 

anthropological anxieties eibout how to deeU. with the size and 

complexity of the urban field setting. Faced with an 

extremely large, diverse, euid apparently chaotic locality 

(the "city"), urban cuithropologists sought to identify 

tidier, more well-demarcated units of analysis within that 

Icirger whole in order to apply the methods of participant-

observation, which had been successfully employed in rural 

settings consisting of village communities that were presumed 

to be bounded and isolated from the rest of the world. The 

perennial fieldwork problem of defining and delimiting a 

field site was addressed by searching for enclaves or urban 

"villages" within the larger confines of the city, often 

using the criterion of "ethnic" homogeneity to identify and 

bound a unit of analysis (see, e.g., Lewis 1966; Liebow 1967; 

Hullings 1987). Critics of urban anthropology as it was 

practiced in the 1960s and '70s have observed that 

anthropologists in this period uncritically adopted a 

community-studies model, isolating ̂ at appeeured to be 

geographically well-defined neighborhoods for study as small, 

face-to-face communities on the order of the rural community; 

these communities were taken to stand as miniature versions 

of the larger society as a whole (see Arensberg 1961). The 
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studies of such "marginal" urban communities as squatter 

settlements r favelas, barriadas, and the like (as mentioned 

in chapter 1) fit within this paradigm. 

The critique of the community-studies approach to urban 

cuithropology, though appropriate, nevertheless has sometimes 

resulted in a misplaced suspicion of participant-observation 

as a useful technic[ue for doing urban research. Rather than 

tlirow the methodological baby out with the conceptual 

bathwater, I see no reason why the destabilizing of the 

notion of the bounded and isolated urban community or barrio 

necessitates a rejection of intensive, personal, daily 

interaction with members of a particular urban sublocality, 

that is, site-based participant-observation. I follow Hannerz 

(1980: 310) in including participant-observation as one 

component of an urban methodology of "triangulation," vrtiich 

he describes loosely as "the strategy of putting together 

data arrived at in different ways, sometimes finding several 

routes to the Scune fact." In this approach, direct personal 

experience by the ethnographer (i.e., participeuit-

observation) is supplemented with other techniques of data 

collection, v^ch, tcUcen together, give a more complete 

understanding than any one method alone would permit. 

Like all anthropologists working in cities, I had to 

contend with the problem of bounding a unit of analysis, but 

I was aided in this by following local definitions of 

conmiunity and adopting them as a frcune for my research 
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program. Rather than searching for some authentic criterion 

inherent to the barrio that would permit Its definition as a 

unit of study, such as ethnic homogeneity or cultural 

distinctiveness, I simply allowed the residents of Villa 

Pagador to define the unit for me. Local people Identify and 

recognize their barrio as a barrio, and, more Importantly, as 

a community (the definition of v^ch was presented In chapter 

1). As such. It was only appropriate that I follow them In 

identifying as the study site an area that coincided with 

their own local definitions of community.* Thus, the 

definition of the unit of study — the beurrlo of villa 

Sebasti^ Pagador, part of greater urbeui Cochabamba — was not 

imposed by me, but reflects an expression of a loccil 

collective identity, the formation of which provides the 

thematic foundation for this entire work. 

The definition of Villa Pagador as a specific and 

identifiable place within the greater conurbation of 

Cochabamba is further facilitated by the geographical, 

historical, and legal determinants of its boundaries. Villa 

Pagador occupies a politically defined leuid area on the 

southeastemmost fringe of the city (see Figure 2.1). This 

land, as detailed in chapter 3, was purchased from the 

* This strategy did, at tines, prove problematic. Definitions of 
community boundeuries were less clear for some beurrio residents than for 
others. One man, skeptical of the comnunity-formation strategies of 
local leaders, asked me why I would want to do a study of "Villa 
Pagador" anyway, rather than focusing on one of the subsectors that make 
up the larger community. 
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FIGURE 2.1. Map of Villa Sebastian Pagador 
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Icindholders who had received this acreage from the state as 

part of the agrarian reform that followed the national 

revolution of 1952. The land on which Villa Pagador sits is 

bounded on the west by an irrigation canal, which clearly 

demarcates its border with neighboring VeU.le Hermoso. The 

range of hills bearing the name Kiri-Kiri form an 

unmistakable boundary to the east, while the thundering blue 

electrical plant (EMDE) to the north and the stinky, gray 

petroleum refinery (YPFB) to the south distinguish additional 

frontiers. Thus Villa Pagador enjoys the kind of definite 

landmarks to delimit it as an identifiable space that urbeui 

communities can rarely claim. The physical markers of the 

barrio's limits not only enable me to identify it as a 

studiable space, they also facilitate the self-recognition of 

the beirrio as a distinct community within the broader urban 

arena. 

Though clearly a geographical as well as an ideational 

space, the community of Villa Pagador cannot be 

conceptualized in any way as an isolate. Though this 

dissertation can in some senses be read as a community study, 

in that it focuses on one peurticuleu: euid self-identifying 

community within a larger urban totality, it is as part of 

and against this larger tot2U.ity (the city of Cochabamba) 

that Villa Pagador has emerged and come to define itself. 

Villa Pagador was bom out of an attempt to forge a community 

within the larger conurbation of Cocheibamba, cuid this greater 
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aggregate has conditioned and influenced the growth and 

formation of the barrio during its 20 years of existence. 

This influence and interaction, often characterized by 

conflict and con^romise between barrio cind city authorities 

over a multitude of issues, ranging from leuid legalization to 

local policing, provides the themes around which this 

dissertation is organized. 

Within such a context, peurticipant-observation proved to 

be not a liability, but an indispensable technique for doing 

research. For one thing, as detailed above, I was working in 

a context of desconfianza, in which my moi:ivations cind 

activities were regcurded, initied.ly at least, with a great 

deal of suspicion and even, at times, hos-tility. It is only 

through continuous, long«term peurticipation in the life of 

the community that I was able to begin to overcome the 

desconfianza with which my appearance in the barrio was 

greeted. And not only desconficuiza: It was only with time 

that people came to abandon their fears that I was some sort 

of cop, or missioneury, or baby-thief, as well as to surrender 

their hopes that I was in the en^loy of some development 

agency that could help them to put a sewer system under the 

barrio's unpaved streets. Through participant-observation I 

made deep cuid lasting friendships, and entered into 

relationships of ritual kinship {compadrazgo) that bind me 

for life to members of the community, relationships that 
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enabled me to obtain some of my most In^rteuit Insights Into 

barrio life. 

Pcurtlclpant-observatlon need not necessarily contribute 

to an artificial bounding or Isolation of the locality from 

the greater society In vi^ch It Is embedded. On the contrary. 

It was through direct participation In local life that I 

learned about the city outside the barrio, how people 

perceive and experience the city, and how It Impacts their 

lives. Through observing the activities within and 

surrounding the Casa Comunal, the local branch of the 

municipal government, I learned cUaout the kinds of legal and 

bureaucratic Impositions the city authorities place on barrio 

residents, and how these poorly understood laws and 

requirements negatively effect people In Pagador. I saw the 

missionaries and development people and university students 

come and go, the police Inspectors and salt vendors and 

journalists and mobile vaccine clinics and visitors from the 

countryside, even a traveling circus with some sort of rangy 

monkey and a blue-faced dwarf; and I observed the kinds of 

responses they encountered among the local population. I 

witnessed the local protests agcilnst state neglect of the 

barrio, and was there when the mayor came to visit, to 

address residents' con^lcLints. Nor did peurklclpant-

observation confine me to the barrio: I followed people as 

they went about their dally secirch for work downtown; I 

accompanied them on visits to the credit union In search of 
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loans, to the market (cancha) to sell their wares or to do 

their shopping, to the cU.c£U.dla to make denunciations against 

the land speculators (loteadores) for illegally evicting 

delinquent tencuits, to the seat of departmental government 

(the prefectura) to denounce the local police for their 

ineffectiveness and collciboration with thieves. In short, 

through participcint-observation I gained eui understanding not 

of the barrio's isolation from the city, but of its intense 

and all-pervading incorporation within greater Cochabamba, 

and of the experience of this incorporation from the 

perspective of the barrio residents with whom I lived (see 

Scheper-Hughes 1992 for a fine exanqple of participant-

observation in an urbanized aurea). 

There are, as has been frequently pointed out, 

limitations to the kind of insights that participant-

observation can provide. As critics of urban peirticipant-

observation have noted, the highly mobile nature of urban 

populations and the chcuracter of urban barrios as bedroom 

communities (dormitorios) to which people return only at 

night can hamper the effectiveness of pcirticipcuit-observation 

(Foster and Ken^r 1974). I found this at times to be a 

problem in my own work,^ particularly on Wednesdays and 

Saturdays, market days in the city's ceuicha, when many bcunrio 

residents go downtown to the enormous outdoor market, to buy 

^ when I began seeking a field site in Cochabeunba, several local 
researchers warned me that working in a dormltorio would mzJce research 
of the participant-observation vjuriety extremely difficult. 
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or to sell. At such times I would find inyself the only person 

on the streets of Pagador, and would retreat to compadre's 

workshop to sit idly watching him do his metalworking. 

Nevertheless, the problem of the bedroom community seems to 

me to be greatly exaggerated. It is true that the barrio 

population by necessity is highly mobile: People often spend 

their days wandering cibout the city in search of work as a 

construction worker {albanil) or seeking customers to buy 

their vegetables, or they travel about the country, 

transporting items to sell or resell. All of these 

occupations are sporadic, however, euid people often find 

themselves in the barrio for long stretches between jobs or 

money-making opportunities. Local bureaucratic dememds also 

keep people home: Though unfortunate for them, it was a 

positive boon for me to heuig out in the Casa Comunal tcilking 

with frustrated landowners attempting to legalize their 

claims, or to wait for hours outside the school with parents 

hoping to enroll their children in the ed.ready-overcrowded 

classes. In addition, many people make their livings locally, 

and some of ny best and most consistent collaborators were 

people who had shops or home-based livelihoods in the barrio: 

the local market women, the barber on the comer. Dona Lidia 

in her phemnacy, ny compadres the welder cuid the peints mciker 

and the homemcUcer, the shoe repairmen, the bureaucrats in the 

Casa Comunal, the many local shopkeepers. Sundays in 

particular were always productive: On Sundays most people 
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stayed home, attended meetings or played soccer {fdtbol) or 

hosted weddings, euid these \i«ere the best days to find people 

in the barrio. In short, despite its reputation as a bedroom 

community, there was eU.ways someone around to talk to in 

villa Pagador. 

Additionally, as peurt of a larger strategy of 

participant-observation, I attempted to observe and, where 

possible, record examples of public speech, especially when 

it pertained to efforts to produce public representations of 

the community of Villa Sebastian Pagador. Thus I attended 

numerous meetings — of leaders of the barrio, of committees 

like the pcirents' organizations {Padres de Familia) of the 

local schools, of the Casa Comunal — and eventueU.ly was given 

permission to tape record some of the proceedings. I also 

tape recorded the visits by city officials to the barrio, 

which on four separate occasions included speeches by the 

mayor of Cochabamba himself, Capit&n ^^fred Reyes villa. In 

these events, barrio leaders and residents also spoke 

publicly, sometimes engaging in dialogue with the city 

officials, and this discourse was captured as well. These 

recordings con^rise a valuable source of information from 

which I have drawn many of my conclusions pertaining to the 

public, discursive construction of community and Identity in 

the barrio. 

As I came to focus more on the political dimensions of 

local life, however, it became appcurent that I would need a 
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more systematic and in-dep-th means for acquiring Icurge 

amoun-ks of information on specific topics of interest, within 

the amount of tijne I had ed.located (or v^ch circumstances 

had allocated me) for completion of my fieldwork. Therefore, 

about eight months into my fieldwork, I began to conduct 

informal interviews with individuals who were knowledgeable 

about the history of the community, or were currently 

involved in local politics, either as leaders or as 

participants in local political or community-based 

organizations, such as the water cooperative (APAAS) or the 

various local churches. Though wide-ramging and conducted 

without any preestablished or pretested set of questions, 

these interviews focused on certain specific themes, 

including the personal life history of the respondent, 

community history from that person's point of view, their 

perceptions of the community and of the city eind local 

authorities, and their ideas about how the community is 

viewed by outsiders. I conducted more than 70 interviews, 

each one lasting from one to three hours, most of which were 

tape recorded.^ These were transcribed, and portions 

translated for reproduction in this dissertation. Vy 

treuislations of recorded material attempt to capture the 

^ These interviews, along with most social interactions, were in 
Spanish. My knowledge of Quechua was helpful in some contexts, 
peurticuleurly as an ice breaker in uncomfortedsle situations, but the 
largely trilingual (with Aymeura) nature of the barrio's populace meauit 
that all public (and most private) speech was conducted in Spemish. 
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colloquial sense of the utterances, rather them providing a 

literal translation of them. 

The third leg of the triangulated methodology i employed 

involved the collection of documentary information pertaining 

to villa Pagador, the southern zone of Cochabamba in «^ch 

Pagador is located, and the problematic of marginal beunrios 

in Bolivia in general. Due to its nature, discussed above, as 

cin object of fascination for government planners, development 

agencies, and university students. Villa Pagador has been the 

sxibject of a number of studies, copies of which I tried to 

obtain (see Sandoval Z. £uid Ayllon Soria [1992] for a very 

useful bibliography of urbcin research in Bolivia). Included 

among these secondary sources of information are the results 

of severcJ. surveys conducted in the barrio (Aguilo 1996; 

CERES/FORHOM 1991; 1993; CIPRODEC 1993; DISU 1996; Institute 

de Investigaciones de Arguitectura 1996), including the 

national census of 1992 (Institute Nacional de Estadlstica 

1992), and theses (by local Bolivian sociologists, 

economists, and architects) on topics rcuiglng from the forms 

of employment in the barrio, to environmental degradation and 

air pollution, to dietary con^sltlon (Castro Loayza 1985; 

Culza Romeuio 1995; Escobar ScLlguero cuid Ccuiedo Mendoza 1987; 

Liebson 1995; Novak Herrera 1994). I also sought out 

newspaper reports addressing the problems facing the 

residents of marglncil barrios in Cochabcunba, including villa 

Pagador. Perhaps most interesting, I obtained copies of the 
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rare instances in v^ch villa Pagador was featured in radio 

and television broadcasts in the Cochabanba media; cUicU.ysis 

of these was particularly useful in prepciring chapter 6, 

where I consider local media coverage of cui incident of 

popular violence in the barrio. 

Also among the documentary matericils I collected were a 

number of items produced in the beunrio itself. These include 

programs of community events such as the cuinueiL cuiniversciry 

celebration of the barrio, cuid invitations to weddings and 

fiestas. In addition, severcil locally produced versions of 

community history have been written over the last few years, 

and copies of these supplement own interviewing on the 

subject. In some ways, the collection of documentary 

materials was the most difficult aspect of my fieldwork, 

requiring a great deal of effort cuid time away from the 

barrio, as I tracked these down in their hiding places in 

various offices and agencies around the city. Very little 

exists in the way of officicU. or church records documenting 

the lives of the mostly illegal residents of the marginal 

bcirrios, and what information I could find was usually 

contained in informal studies and other secondary sources. 

These three subsidiciry projects — peurticipant-

observation, intensive interviewing, and collection of 

documentary materials — together comprise a triangulated 

methodology through which I have developed a more thorough 

(and I believe more interesting) picture of Villa Pagador 
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than any one of those techniques alone would have allowed. 

Triangulation, though, is a fancy term for what amounts to a 

flexible and adaptive approach to data collection. As Hannerz 

(1980: 310) says, urbcui life, by virtue of its complex and 

politicized nature, requires a high degree of methodological 

flexibility on the part of the researcher. The urban 

anthropologist needs to be circumspect about the uses of the 

data collected and the ways in which this collection takes 

place, and open to the multiple interpretive avenues that 

present themselves, in order to arrive at an understanding of 

a locality in and of itself, and as situated within a larger 

urban totality. 

Caught in the Middle: Desconfianza and the Native 

Ethnographer 

*** A reflection. 29 September 1996 - I had been trying for 

ages to get Eleuterio Mayta to talk to me. As one of the 

founders of the barrio, one of the first local leaders, and 

one of the men known throughout the bcurrio as a land 

speculator, I felt that he would have intimate, firsthand 

knowledge of meuiy key aspects of beurrio history. I deemed his 

participation in my study essential. 

Yet he avoided me, with an assiduousness that could only 

have come from conscious intent. We would agree on a time to 

meet, and I would arrive at his house to find him not at 
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home. "Gone to the city," his son would tell me. Once I left 

a photo of him that I'd taken during the San Miguel fiesta in 

'95, as a kind of bait to draw him out; but the next 

appointment was broken, Scune as the last. "If it was anyone 

else," I told friend Sim6n angrily, "I'd just forget about 

it." 

It was the fiesta de San Miguel, my second year 

participating, and this time I found n^self demcing in the 

same fraternity as Don Eleuterio, I with the sponsors 

(pasantes) at the front, he dressed as a Moreno somewhere in 

the middle. When the public demonstration ended on Sunday, 

and we were all flush with the excitement of the performcuice 

and three days of com alcohol {chicba), I ran into Don 

Eleuterio, in full costume, on the fringe of the field where 

the performance had taken place. To ny surprise, he called me 

over, called me "con^adre," asked me to take his picture. "I 

am the founder of all of this," he told me proudly, gesturing 

at the animated crowds all around us. He lecuied closer, 

regarding me. "I want to talk to you," he said. I couldn't 

help it, I burst out laughing. 

The following week I went down to Don Eleuterio's tailor 

shop in the city, and we tsilked for over an hour. *** 

There is no doubt that pcurticipant-observation, 

particularly in the middle- to long-term, ceui wear down 

suspicions and the hostility that comes from misunderstanding 
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(or perhaps from an all-too-accurate understanding), what I 

have here termed desconficuiza. Yet there is an aspect of this 

mistrust that is insoluble, stemming as it does not from the 

essential nature of the foreign researcher^ but from the 

politicized euid at times even demgerous quality of life in 

the urban beunrio itself. There is indeed an element of 

distrust r of feeu:, of desconfianza in most social 

relationships in Villa Pagador: The barrio was bom in 

conflict; the illegsil sale of lots in the barrio permanently 

divided the community into factions whose antagonism has only 

intensified over the years (see chapter 3); generations of 

leaders, young emd old, vie for power with each other; 

religious affiliations pit "sinners" against "the saved;" 

criminals prey on the unprotected homes and bodies of 

Pagador; and all the v^ile the grasping hand of the state is 

there, reaching into people's pockets, holding out promises 

while refusing accountability. Desconficinza. 

The problem of desconfianza is perhaps best illustrated 

by the experiences of Siin6n Lopez, a young resident of the 

beurrio who became my resecurch assistant eUid one of my closest 

confidants. Sim6n made a great contribution to this study 

through his active engagement in eUid almost instinctive knack 

for the resecurch process, and in working with him I was able 

to observe as though at second hand the problems an 

anthropologist faces in trying to do resecirch in villa 

Pagador. 
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I first: met: Sim6n in the English class I taught two 

nights a week in Nestor and Jueuia's kitchen. I call it a 

kitchen, though it was part of a Icurger room in v^ich the 

family slept, cooked, ate, watched television: in short, 

their home. But Dona Jucuia, my comadre, would string up eui 

old bed sheet to divide the sleeping cirea from the cooking 

area, and in the latter we arrcuiged rows of chetirs (this 

space also occasionally served as the site of political 

meetings) and I held my class, an old green chalkbocird 

perched atop a low, neon blue, defunct refrigerator. Sim6n 

had graduated from high school in 1990, had since worked in 

several intermittent jobs, and was now studying part time in 

a technical institute in the city, learning to repaiir 

computers. Like others I knew who worked in technical 

professions, he wanted to lecum English in order to better 

understand the training manucils they used in the institute, 

which were produced in the U.S. and were entirely in English. 

Sim6n attended class for a few months, but eventually stopped 

coming v^en his schedule became too busy to allow evening 

meetings. 

Though we lived only three houses apart from one 

another, I seldom saw Sim6n until a few months later, when I 

visited the barrio office of IFFI {Instituto de Formaci6n 

Femenina Integral), a Bolivian NGO working on issues of 

women's health in villa Pagador. IFFI was planning to conduct 

a survey in the barrio, which I had been helping to organize 
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(despite misgivings, I still held out hope of 

participating in a survey), and they had hired several young, 

educated beurrlo residents to help administer the survey. 

Sim6n was among these. Due to various internal problems with 

the institution, IFFI was unable at that time to carry out 

the proposed survey, euid Sim6n found himself without a job. 

Realizing that I needed help in my research, I hired 

simbn to be my assisteuit. 

At first Sim5n's duties were limited to running errands 

for me in the city, tracking down emd copying documents and 

reports that I'd heard eUxjut, or helping me in the barrio to 

set up interview appointments with people who were often hard 

to find at home. With time, however, Sim6n began to 

participate more in the substantive work of doing research, 

sitting in on some of the interview sessions, adding 

questions of his own, reminding me of things I'd forgotten to 

ask. As a long-time barrio resident, Sira6n could offer 

insights or call on local historical knowledge which I did 

not possess, helping me to understcuid the con^lexities of 

what people were telling me. And as someone locally known and 

recognized, Sijndn's presence helped to assuage the cuixieties 

that some people might have had about teilking to me. As his 

petrticipation increased, I began to instruct him in the 

basics of euithropological ethics, insisting that he make 

clear to everyone with whom he spoke that he was working with 
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me, and that whatever they told him might be used in 

study. 

Interestingly, though, at times Sim6n's presence at eui 

interview had precisely the opposite effect, producing 

desconfianza instead of trust. Although some barrio residents 

felt more comfortable specUcing to a fellow pagadoreno, others 

felt an extreme reluctance to share information with someone 

from the barrio who might use that information against them. 

For these people, it was much easier to tell their stories to 

me, an outsider, than to Sim6n. For exctmple, for some time I 

had been trying to arrange eUi interview with Don Eulogio and 

Don Te6filo, the leaders of a local, political neighborhood 

group (junta vecinal) representing a Icirge sub-division of 

the barrio. When they finally consented, I cunrived, as I 

sometimes did, with Sim6n accompanying me. We all sat down 

around a table in the unfinished adobe living room of Don 

Eulogio's house, ready to begin; but Don Eulogio turned to me 

and, indicating Sim6n, asked "Who is this?" I explained that 

Sim6n was my assistant, and that he often helped me with my 

interviews. Don Eulogio was immediately dismissive, saying 

that he would not specUc in Simdn's presence, and that he 

would have to leave. I looked at Simdn apologetically, but he 

took the hint and excused himself. Don Eulogio told me that 

the subjects cUx3ut which he was going to specUc were too 

sensitive for another bcirrio resident to hear, and that he 

would only speak to me, an outsider, about them. This event 
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illus-tra-ted for me the simultcuieous advantage cind 

disadveuitage of the euithropologist's outsider status: Though 

in some cases my strcuigeness would promote anxiety in niY 

collcQxjrators in the bcurrio, in others it was a positive 

facilitator. Knowing that I was not personally involved in 

the conflicts that they had experiencedr that I had no stake 

in the outcome of these conflicts, people could speak more 

freely with me than with, another barrio resident, whose 

allegiances and political (or even monetary) investments were 

uncertain. 

This kind of desconficuiza, as Simbn and I labeled it in 

discussions afterwards, was a source of consternation for 

him, particularly as he came to identify more with the goals 

of the resecurch project in which he was engaged, and as he 

came to discover for himself the difficulties associated with 

pursuing them. Indeed, Sim6n for his own part began 

increasingly to experience the desconfianza to which I had by 

then become accustomed. Some of this desconfianza rubbed off 

from me: Sim6n told me that some of his friends teased him 

about me, saying that he was "selling his barrio" for money 

to the gringo. Others assumed we were Mormon missionaries 

(despite our lack of tell-tale white shirts, neckties, and 

name badges), unable to imagine cuiother context in v^ch a 

gringo and a Bolivian would go around together as a team. 

This was all exceedingly embarrassing for Sim6n, who is a 
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popular figure among the young barrio residents and an active 

leader of the youth group of the Catholic church. 

Another source of desconfianza for Simdn lay in the fact 

that his uncler Ausencio Lopez, had been a founder of the 

community, one of the infamous Icuid speculators {loteadores) 

who had profited greatly through illegal land sales in the 

barrio (see chapter 3). Sim6n had almost no relationship with 

his uncle Ausencio, however. Simdn's father, Ausencio's 

brother, had been a miner and died of mine sickness (jnal de 

mina) when Simdn was ten years old, and though his uncle had 

helped Sim6n's mother and the family resettle in villa 

Pagador, he had always treated Sim6n and his siblings as 

though they were far below him socially, with no hope of 

elevating themselves in the world. But this disaffection 

between uncle and nephew was not widely known in the 

connnunity, and those who knew of Sim5n's familial ties to 

Ausencio often regarded the nephew with the same desconfianza 

otherwise reserved for outsiders. Friends would sometimes 

pull me aside and whisper, "His uncle is a land speculatorl", 

as though I had no idea, emd I would assure them that I knew 

and it was okay. Sim6n was aware of these suspicions, having 

experienced them before in his life, and despite his active 

role in the youth organization the fact of his kinship at 

times tended to place him somewhat outside of the main of 

barrio confidence. In this, Sim6n was kind of the classic 

anthropological research assistant: Savvy and knowledgeable 
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about his community, he was removed from it just enough to 

lend him a criticeil distance in his observations. 

But vrorst of all for Sim6n was the way in which his 

credentials as native pagadoreno begcui to evaporate as he 

became a more active peurticipant in the research process. 

From time to time Simi6n would insist that, given desconfianza 

towards me, he would have more success interviewing somebody 

without me there. Trusting his judgment on these occasions, I 

would lend him tape recorder and he would go off to 

conduct the interview. Sometimes, however, Simdn would report 

back to me that he had been unsuccessful, that he had run 

smack into desconfianza. Most curiously, this happened when 

he tried to interview his own uncle Ausencio, the same 

loteador whose relationship with him had at times been 

compromising. After the interview Sim6n was very distressed, 

unhappy and agitated over his uncle's apparent desconfianza 

in him, indicated by his refusal to discuss the details of 

the illegal land sales and the settling of the barrio from 

which he had profited. "He just didn't want to talk to me," 

Sim6n said. "Three times I asked him, 'So how was it with the 

leuid sales? Were there problems with the settlers?' And three 

times he said to me, 'No, there were no problems, everything 

was fine.' He just didn't want to talk to me cUx>ut it." More 

than feeling bad about his uncle's lack of faith in him, it 

seemed to be the alienation of desconficinza that bothered 
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Simbiir and his newly intensified distcuicing from the 

community in which he had lived nearly all his life. 

The experiences of Simdn doing research in his own 

community highlight the desconfianza that pervades most 

aspects of social life in a place as politicized and 

conflicted as Villa Pagador, such that even a native son of 

the barrio can be trcuisformed into an outsider when his 

motivations or dubious associations (e.g., his relationship 

with me) compromise his identity of origin. In becoming \^at 

is sometimes CeU.led a "native ethnographer," Simon's personal 

identity was trams formed, euid his already problematic 

insider/outsider status was further confounded by this 

transformation, which exacerbated his alienation from his own 

community. The problem, again, can be understood in terms of 

a struggle over representation: By seeking information about 

the community eind its members, Sim6n put himself in the 

position of an investigator, whose use of the information 

supplied was uncertain. That he was collecting it for me to 

help with the "book" I was going to write further 

problematized his position. The ability to represent others 

is a form of power cleeirly understood in the community, and 

the attenqpt by euiyone to control it, even by a local barrio 

resident, is something that encounters much resistcuice. 
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Negotiating an Identity: Being and Becoming a "Mai-

pagadoreno" 

The struggle to control representation lies at the root 

of the problem of desconfianza, as Sim6n and I experienced it 

in Villa Pagador. As an outsider stepping into this milieu 

with the goal of producing my own representation of local 

experience, presence in the barrio was a source of 

constant mediation and interpretation by local people. 

Concerned as they are with reputation and image and identity, 

for some pagadorenos it was never fully possible to forget 

that I was going to go home and write a "book" about the 

community, and that anything they told me might end up in 

print. This could mean that people exaggerated the positive 

aspects of a situation, to cast the best possible light on 

themselves, or else they might downplay a negative situation, 

out of fear of retaliation by others in the community against 

whom they were speaking. Hy role as scribe and interpreter, 

armed with tape recorder and laptop computer, made me a 

notable figure in the community, sometimes populeur, at other 

times a pariah, and sometimes an unwitting participeuit in the 

local struggle for self-representation. Although I was 

usually able to blend cpiickly into the background of most 

meetings, conversations, or public events, there were times 

when my very presence became a tool in the community's self-

representation project. 
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*** Fieldnotes. 29 Sepl-omhoT- logs; D£a del San Miouel - it 

was the morning of the entrada, the start of the big barrio 

fiesta. I was walking up the main avenue of the barrio, 

heading towards my con^adre Nestor's house. The parade was 

due to start in an hour, and people were beginning to gather 

by the bus terminus, the concentration point for the dance 

groups to assemble for the parade. In the street I 

encountered a group of men, dressed in suits with colorful 

sashes across their chests. It was the Com±t6 de Festejos, 

the organizing committee for the fiesta, which consisted of 

three men, all of whom were important community leaders and 

key collaborators in research. They were accon^anied by 

two men, introduced as engineers (ingenleros), but who I 

later learned were heads of a local political party and 

honored invited guests who had come to the barrio for the 

fiesta. 

One of the members of the committee, Don Nelson, seemed 

especially pleased to see me. He greUsbed me by the arm and 

led me along with them to a nearby bar, vi^ere we all gathered 

around a small table and were served several tall bottles of 

Huari, the Oruro beer. The pagadorenos in the group toasted 

the Pachamama (Earth Mother), pouring offerings of beer on 

the ground as is customary before drinking themselves. One of 

the engineers, a large man with a thin, scraggy beard, 

bulbous nose, light skin, and receding hairline, told me he 
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was from Cochcd>amba, "one of the few original cochabambinos 

left in the colony," referring to the large population of 

immigrants that now live in the city. The second engineer, a 

sandy-hcLired man with light eyes in an ill-fitting leisure 

suit, looked unfocused euid said little. 

To great surprise, accustomed as I was to being 

ignored in such gatherings, I suddenly found n^self the 

object of attention in this small group. My Pagador friends 

introduced me again to the invited dignitaries. I was 

described by Don Ignacio as a great friend of the barrio, who 

has done much to help the community by donating photos of 

important events, and teaching free English classes to 

children of the barrio. Don Nelson also described me as being 

like a community member, though he joked that I was really a 

"mal-pagadoreno," a complex pun referring to ny lack of a 

salary for the work I do (i.e., poorly paid, " malpagado"), 

and to the fact that I am from the United States and so not 

really a pagadoreno at all. Nelson thought this joke 

hilarious, and repeated it several times in the course of the 

day. *** 

The attention pciid to me, the description of me as eui 

outsider come to help the bcurrio and be part of the 

community, is perhaps best understood as an atten^t to 

demonstrate the in^rtance of the barrio itself, that a 

gringo should come and live there and work with the people. 
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By pointing me out to the distinguished guests, the other 

outsiders whom they were trying to impress, the authorities 

of the barrio were making a comment about their own 

significcince in world affairs. This incident represents one 

of the ways in v^ich I myself was incorporated and 

transformed into a community member, albeit an imperfect one, 

and the ways in which this identity was at times 

strategically deployed in the service of community identity 

building. Used to being part of the audience for loceil-

identity performances, it was with some surprise that I found 

myself suddenly up on stage with the rest of the cast. 

This chapter, then, has addressed the problems of 

studying and trying to represent the lives of people who are 

already active in their own self-representing projects. 

Through my own experience and that of my assistcuit Sim6n, I 

have tried to show how the researcher her/himself ccui become 

caught up in and transformed by these local, ongoing, 

identity-formation projects. The remainder of this 

dissertation explores other dimensions of this question, as 

they have been played out in the history and daily life of 

villa Pagador. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE SETTING: HISTORICAL PROCESSES OF URBAN EXPANSION 

AND COMMUNITY FORMATION 

In the preceding chapters I introduced Villa Sebastl^ 

Pagador as the site of resecirch upon >^ch this dissertation 

is based. In chapter 1, I identified the "marginal barrio" as 

a category of place within Cochabamba, and explored the 

extent to which Villa Pagador conforms to and resists 

designation as an example of this type. Chapter 2 introduced 

the local projects of representation that are an inseparable 

part of daily life in the bcirrio, and suggested that Villa 

Pagador's image and reputation are key elements in 

understcuiding local collective identity eind political 

process. In the present chapter, I provide an overview of the 

history euid growth of Villa Pagador within the urban context 

of greater Cochabamba. The chapter begins with an examination 

of the history of the city of Cochabamba, focusing 

particularly on the period since 1950, during which time the 

city experienced its greatest population growth as a result 

of increased rural-to-urban migration from the altiplano. I 

examine in detail the efforts and failures of the 

municipality to control and regulate this growth, to create a 
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more "orderly" and "rational" city out of the urban "chaos" 

that migration produced. The changing structure, 

organization, and political discourse of the municipcU. 

government (the alcaldla) can be understood as a series of 

responses by the municipality to the perceived threats 

migration and illegal settlement posed to urban order and 

municipal authority in Cochabamba. 

I then turn to a consideration of Villa Pagador itself, 

and its emergence in this context of struggle between the 

municipality and the "illegal" settlers of the urban 

periphery. I focus on the changing nature of the relationship 

between the barrio and the municipal government, beginning 

with the alcaldla's strategy of simply ignoring the illegal 

settlements that escaped its control, to the creation of a 

decentralized system of municipal authority that has enabled 

the alcaldla to finally penetrate and exert some control over 

marginal barrios like Villa Pagador. The discussion also 

looks at the problems that resulted from the illegal sale of 

land in villa Pagador and the corruption of the barrio's 

"traditional" authorities, which paved the way for acceptance 

of "legitimate" state power in the community. Throughout, I 

consider the ways in which residents of villa Pagador have 

worked to construct a "community" in the barrio, and to 

represent themselves as cui orgcuiized and unified collectivity 

to the alcaldla and to development groups with the potential 

to improve the quality of life in the barrio. By offering 
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this overview, I hope to present a historical picture of 

political and social life in Villa Pagador, in order to 

contextualize the chapters that follow, in which more 

specific exan^les of the local representational project are 

detailed. 

Migration and Urban Formation 

In order to understand the founding cind growth of villa 

Pagador, it is necessary to situate the bcirrio and its 

history within the larger social euid politicail setting of 

Cochabamba as an urban center. In 1571 Freincisco de Toledo, 

viceroy of Lima (whose domain included Peru emd Alto Peru, 

today Bolivia) granted the right to found a city in the 

agricultural high valleys of Alto Peru to Captain Gerdnimo 

Osorio, who initiated construction and settlement of the 

villa de Oropesa (Urguidi 1949). The name of the town was 

soon changed to Cochabcunba, the Spanish pronunciation of 

Qhochapanqsa, the origine^. Quechua name for the area, meaning 

"flood plain of the leUce" or "flat area subject to flooding" 

(Guzman 1972). The city was founded in eui area of extremely 

fertile and productive agricultural Icuid at the eastern end 

of the Valle Bajo (Lower Valley) of Cochabamba depcurtment, 

and provided the seat of Spanish control of the surrounding 

valley leuids emd pueblos. Situated at eUi ciltitude of 8360 

feet (2550 meters), Cochabamba was nestled between the peaks 
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of Tunarl and the Cordillera Occidental to the north and west 

and the lower mountcujis of the San Pedro chain to the east; 

to the south, the city was bordered by the small lake known 

as Laguna Alalay, and sheltered by small hills which formed a 

corridor leading out to the towns and farmland of the higher 

Valle Alto. The entire Cochabcunba valley has long been known 

for its mild year-round climate and rainfall adequate to the 

needs of its agraricui economy (Larson 1988). 

The department of Cochcibamba in the 17th through the 

19th centuries became the major gredji-producing region of 

Bolivia r serving as a ]cind of bread-basket to the highland 

mining regions of the country. In addition, through the mita 

system imposed by the Spanish colonial regime, Cochabamba 

became a major supplier of forced peasant labor to work in 

the mines of Potosl (Larson 1988; S^chez-Albomoz 1978). The 

city of Cochabamba itself served as administrative and 

mercantile center of this pollticeU. economy, supervising 

relations of production and distribution throughout its 

hinterlcind. Land throughout the Cochcibamba veU.ley was 

concentrated in Icurge feudal leuidholdings i haciendas or 

latifundieus) owned by a small oligarchy, many of «^om 

maintained urban residences while their holdings were managed 

by mixed-race (mestizo) supervisors and worked by indigenous 

Quechua sharecroppers (Rivera 1992). As ein urban center, 

Cochabamba experienced relatively slow growth throughout this 

period, maintaining the chcuracter of "great village" (gran 
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aldea) which commenta-tors have mentioned as the predominant 

social identity of the city (e.g., Solares Serrano 1990). 

The nature of the city changed little during this period 

of almost three centuries. Despite the revolutions of the 

ecurly part of the 19th century, «^ch culminated in the 

overthrow of Spanish colonicil rule in 1825, Cochabamba 

mcLlntained its role as agricultural center and marketing 

town. Unlike most other regions of Bolivia, where the 

hacienda system went into decline after the revolution, the 

Cochabamba valley saw a flourishing of haciendas under the 

control of a Creole aristocracy, helping Cochabamba to retain 

its prominence as agricultural supplier for much of the 

country (Klein 1992: 124). Though the second-largest city in 

Bolivia at the time of independence, Cochabamba had a 

population of just over 20,000, and continued to experience 

very slow growth for the remainder of the 19th and the first 

part of the 20th centuries. 

An important point of eurticulation between the city and 

its hinterl€uid was the Icurge and bustling feria or peasant 

meirket, known by its Quechua name la cancha (market). 

Historically, the ceuicha provided the space in which the city 

and the surrounding countryside met, as valley 

agriculturalists brought their goods to town to market them 

to the Creole (upper class, Spanish or mestizo) urban 

residents (Rodriguez Ostria and Solares Serrano 1990). As the 

mcirket grew in size and in the diversity of items sold, a new 
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class of middle people emerged to buy from the rural 

producers and to market their wares in the urbcui cancha 

(Guzmdn Arze 1972). In Bolivia today, the cancha is popularly 

regarded as the most distinctive feature of Cochabamba 

(Swaney and Strauss 1992), both in terms of its economic 

Importance to the city and its role as icon of urban 

Cochabamba society. 

The population of the city of CocheUsamba in 1900 

numbered 21,866 people, inhabiting an area of the city known 

as the casco vie jo, the old city center (Escobar de Pabdn and 

Ledo Garcia 1988). The city at this time did not extend 

beyond the zone delimited by the Plaza San Antonio to the 

south (site of the cancha) and the Rio Rocha, a river which 

curves around the city center bounding it to the north and 

west. By 1950 the population had grown to some 80,000 people. 

The Rio Rocha, prone to seasonal flooding, was channeled and 

bridged in the 1950s and '60s, enabling the expansion of the 

city and the founding of the suburban zones of Gala Gala, 

Queru Queru, and La Recoleta to the north of the old city 

center (Solcures Serrano 1990: 198). The southern zone of the 

city beyond the cancha had experienced little growth in the 

early part of the 20th century, but the expansion of 

artesanal production cuid small industry beginning in the 

1940s saw the establishment of some new neighborhoods in this 

zone. The population growth of the city prior to 1950 can be 

attributed in large measure to the migration of peasants from 
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the rureil provinces and small tovms of Cochcdsamba department 

to the depcurtmentcQ capiteil, seeking to integrate themselves 

with the growing industrieU. economy based in CocheUscunba city 

(Centro de Estudios de Poblaci6n n.d.). 

The national revolution of 1952 against the old 

postcolonicJ. order and the politiceU. cuid economic elites who 

controlled it transformed socieil relations in Bolivia. With 

the agrarian reform of 1953 breaking up the estates cind 

putting cui end to feudcU. relations of production in the 

Coched3amba vcd.ley, the cancha and hence the city itself took 

on greater importance, as the new class of peasant 

smallholders sought markets for their agricultural produce. 

The urbeui centers of Bolivia begem to experience 

unprecedented growth. Between 1950 and 1976, the population 

of the city of CocheU)amba more than doubled. According to the 

national census of 1976, the urban population of Cochabamba 

had grown to 204,684 (Centro de Estudios de Poblaci6n 1993). 

The nature of this population growth had changed along with 

the rate of that growth: Whereas prior to 1950 the greater 

part of the migrant population had been drawn from the rural 

cireas of Cochabamba department itself, by 1976 the majority 

of migrcuits arriving in CochcUsamba originated from Bolivia's 

altipleuio depcirtments of Potosl, Oruro, euid La Paz (Aguilo 

1985). This trend continued throughout the 1980s and '90s, 

and by 1992 the urban population of Cochabamba had reached 

407, 825. For the first time, the number of people living in 
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urban areas of CochcUoamba department (including the towns and 

provincial capitals) outnumbered those living in the 

countryside (51.3% urban) (Institute Nacional de Estadlstica 

1992). 

This explosion in the migration flow {flujo mlgratorio) 

reaching the city stemmed from a number of factors motivating 

migration out of the siltiplano and towards Cochabamba. The 

peascint smcU.lholders of the Bolivian altiplano had been hard 

hit by a severe drought lasting through much of the eeirly 

1980s r which, coupled with several devastating animal 

diseases affecting much of the livestock (cows, sheep, and 

llamas) of the altiplano, jeopardized rural livelihoods. This 

ecological crisis coincided with the national economic crisis 

that lasted from the late 1970s through most of the 1980s, a 

crisis characterized by declining agricultural prices, 

skyrocketing inflation, and mounting international debt 

(Klein 1992: 271-2). Perhaps worst of all, the price of tin, 

long Bolivia's major export commodity, bottomed out in the 

mid 1980s, leaving the country with virtually no source of 

foreign currency for debt repayment. The federcU. government 

(under the regime of Victor Paz Estenssoro) responded in 1985 

by instituting a new economic program \<diich included a 

permcuient shut down of production in the nationally owned tin 

mines, putting thousands of miners out of work. Many of these 

ex-peasants and ex-miners turned their sights on Cochedsamba. 

a city with a thriving informal economy centered on the 
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small-scale commercial opportunities in the cancha, and 

providing easy access to the coca fields of the lowlcuid 

Chapare region, Cochabcunba offered the promise of economic 

opportunity in a pleasing climate^ (Escobar de Peibdn and Ledo 

Garcia 1988). 

The rapid growth that Cochcdsamba has experienced over 

the last few decades has transformed the city from the "great 

village" of the past into something like a small metropolis 

(Figure 3.1). Cochabamba today is busy and sprawling. The 

centuries-old streets of the city center, never intended for 

automobile traffic, are clogged with cars, trucks, and buses, 

all spewing thick exhaust into the air. Many new buildings 

have been constructed since the 1950s in an atten^t to 

"modernize" the cityscape, and these stand uneasily beside 

their neighbors bearing colonial-era facades. The city is 

divided into districts that are class- and ethnicity-based: 

The predominantly mestizo, well-to-do "residential beirrios" 

(barrios residenciales) of the northern suburbs have little 

intercourse with the poor, indigenous "popular b€u:rios" 

(barrios populares) of the southern zone euid the northern and 

^ It is interesting to note, however, that for Cochabamba in general, 
studies show that the greater part (73%) of the migramts to the city 
eurrived not from the countryside but from other urban areas in Bolivia, 
such as Oruro, La Paz, and smaller municipalities such as the mining 
centers of the altipltuio (Ledo n.d.; 1993). One suggestion implicit in 
this finding is that ex-miners may outnumber ex-peasants in the total 
migremt population in Coch2d3amba. These ex-miners eure known as 
relocalizados, workers and their families who have been "relocated" to 
the city as peurt of the Bolivian government's agreement (part of Decreto 
Supremo 21060) with the miners union to provide for the displaced 
workers following the mine closures (TIFAP 1988). 
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western fringes, though the latter often do supply the former 

with a stone mason or a domestic employee. The city as a 

v^ole suffers from an infrastructure that has been 

overburdened by the rapid growth of the population, though 

this lack is felt especially in the poorer bcirrios, where 

water, electricity, sewers, telephones, and paved streets are 

typicsLlly in short supply. 2 

The size and diversity of the city also make Cochabamba 

an interesting place to live. Perhaps due to the variety of 

ecological zones in the country and the different economic 

opportunities offered by each, urbcinization in Bolivia has 

not followed the pattern of "urban primacy" (Fortes 1989), 

wherein one single city experiences massive growth while 

others stagnate. Instead, Cochabamba has grown paurallel with 

other Bolivian cities like La Paz and Santa Cruz, euid though 

it has not become a huge megalopolis on the order of these 

two, Cochabamba has become a sizable city with a distinctly 

urban chcuracter. At the same time, however, this growth has 

been problematic for the native Cochabamba population, who 

generally regcird the expansion of the city as a destruction 

of the old "great village" that they remember from their 

2 For example, a recent study undertaken, by CESa (Centre de Estudlos 
Superiorea de la Oniversidad Mayor de San Siin6n) found that whereas 
residents of the wealthier northern zone of the city cons\iine 165 liters 
of water per day per person, in the poor southeastern zone of the city 
(where Villa Pagador is located) consumption of water measures 125 
liters per day per family. This discrepatncy correlates with maurkedly 
higher rates of infeuxt mortality in the southeastern zone {Entre Zonas 
Sud y Horte Bay Grandes Diferenciaa en el Conaxmo de Agua 1994). 
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childhoods, and they look with distaste upon the altlpleuio 

migrants who by their very presence have turned Cochabamba 

into the city of today. In addition, the expansion of 

Cochabamba has posed a number of problems for the municipal 

government, \i^ch has had great difficulty controlling the 

growth of the city eUid regulating the activities of its new 

inhabitants. In the next section, I consider the efforts of 

the alcaldla of Cocheibamba to produce an orderly urban 

landscape out of the "chaotic" settlement patterns imposed by 

migrants to the urban periphery. 

Creating the RationcU. City: The Piano Regnlador 

By 1950 it was cilready clear to the political leaders of 

Cochabamba that their city was beginning to experience 

unprecedented growth eUid complexification. Troubled by what 

they saw as the beginnings of an "exodus" of migraints from 

the countryside, the alcsildla euid the city council (Coasejo 

Municipal) of CocheUaeunba in the 1940s orgeuiized a team of 

architects to devise a master plan to direct future urban 

expansion (Urquidi Zambreuia 1967). Coordinated through the 

Office of the Director of Municipal Public Works (v^ich later 

became the Department of Urbcuiism euid finally the Urbanism 

Service of the HonorcUsle Municipality), this team labored 

through the latter half of the decade to prepetre the first 

Piano Regulador (Regulatory Plan). The plan for urban growth 
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and development: laid ou-t in the Piano Regulador was adopted 

by the municipeU. government upon its completion in 1950 (euid 

updated in 1961), and put into effect through a series of 

laws and ordincuices designed to direct the future growth and 

composition of the urbcui feibric (tejido urbano). The 

expressed goal of the pleui's promulgators was "to direct 

rationally the growth of the city, in the new stage of its 

evolution" ("encauzar raclonalmente el crecimiento de la 

ciudad, en la nueva etapa de su evolacidn") (Urquidi Zcunbrana 

1986: 16). Cochabamba is the only city in Bolivia to have 

attempted to direct its growth through such a master plan. 

The Piano Regulador and the ordinauices that Ccime out of 

it atten^ted to govern and coordinate all aspects of urban 

expansion cuid development. These included the construction of 

a system of streets 6uid roads to integrate the vcirious parts 

of the city, the division of the city into specific zones 

depending on the primeiry uses of that paurticular space (i.e., 

residence, agriculture, mcuiufacturing, etc.), eUid the 

regulation of new construction through a series of building 

codes. Perhaps most significeuit was the effort to define 

areas of urban growth and settlement by setting legeil limits 

to the official "urban district" or "Urbein Radius" {Radio 

Urbano) of Cochabamba. By limiting the cireas that could be 

legally colonized cind settled by new migrants to Cochabcunba, 

the municipality hoped to be cUsle to control and regulate new 

settlements, and to protect the femnlands that surrounded the 
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city, preserving them as areas of agricultural production 

(Urc[uidi Zambrana 1986). At the Scune time, the municipal 

government atten^ted to limit urbanization by estciblishing 

legal requirements of new settlements, demanding that 

cessions of land amounting to 39% of the total land area of 

the settlement be made to the alcaldla. These areas of 

cession {ireas de cesida) were to be given to the state to be 

used as parks and recreation areas for the city's inhabitants 

(dreas verdes), or else as spaces on vi^ch to locate schools, 

hospitals, or public roadways (Mreas pdblicos). 

Through the establishment of these norms for new 

settlements, the city hoped to be able to control its own 

growth, to dictate \i^ch areas of the city might be 

"urbanized," euid to determine how much of those cireas could 

be devoted to housing. It was thus with great optimism and 

self-confidence that the authors of the Piano Regulador set 

out to institute the "rational use" of resources in and the 

"logical" growth of the city within the specified terrain of 

the Urban Radius: 

Our purpose was to establish a premise or general 
guideline that would direct us in deducing and 
determining the maximum possibilities of development in 
the region, that is to say the city of Cochabeunba and 
the neighboring valleys, without provoking socioeconomic 
and ecological disequilibrium. For that it was necessary 
to establish the relation between the potential or grade 
of optimum regional productivity eUid the maximum 
population that could benefit from it in acceptable 
conditions of well-being. To put it another way, up to 
what point could the population grow in the eurea of the 
region ... without occasioning uncontrollable 
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socioeconomic or ecological problems.^ (Urqaldl Zanbrcuia 
1986; 21) 

The firs-t evidence that cd.1 viould not go as planned came 

in the late 1950s ̂ en, as mentioned previously, the city 

began to experience a much greater Influx of migrants from 

the altlplano. In the absence of affordcUsle housing 

opportunities (^at rental properties there were in the city 

center were beyond the means of most recent immigrants), 

people begain to organize as settlers' or centers' unions 

(sindicatos de Inquilinos) with the intent of colonizing lauid 

deemed "unurbemizcLble" by the alcaldla. Between 1955 emd 1961 

the first Icuid invasions were initiated by these renters' 

unions. The land that these groups occupied — on two hills in 

the southern zone (San Miguel emd Cerro Verde) overlooking 

the Laguna Alalay, cuid at the base of the hills of San Pedro 

to the east and the Nationcil Fcirk of Tunari to the north — 

had been designated as "green cireas" (Ureas verdes) by the 

municipality, public land that was to be turned into parks 

eind recreation areas or left unsettled as natural spaces. To 

the urbcui planners, such "green" or public areas were 

essential to the "rational" growth of the city, in that 

leaving such spaces unpopulated would serve to limit the 

number of people that could set up residence in a given area, 

thus controlling population growth. At the Scune, such open 

cureas would provide for the enjoyment of the city's 

^ All translations of quoted material cu:e my own. 
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inhabitaiits. To the migrants, facing a grave housing 

shortage, such green areas were nothing more than vacant lots 

which the city was unfeiirly keeping them from settling. 

The colonization of these green cireas by the migrants' 

unions met with a great outcry from the native Cochabamba 

population. The invasion of the green areas was characterized 

in the press as an attack on the body of Cochabamba by cin 

alien force, threatening the very life of the city. "The 

green areas," read a local editorial, "apart from the 

recreative function that they serve, constitute the very 

lungs of the city (verdaderos pulmones de la ciudad) and 

contribute to maiintcLlning in great measure the ecological 

balance" of the urban environment (Enajenacidn de Areas 

Verdes en Cochabamba 1 1974). The threat of the migrants' 

invasions was thus not only to urban order, but to the very 

survival of the city itself. Read another terrifying 

newspaper headline: "Cocheibamba Is Being Left Without Lungs 

to Breathe" (Gonzalo Terceros Rojass CocbeUaamba Se EstS. 

Quedando Sin Pulmones Para Respirar 1993). 

Unable to contend with or prevent these land invasions, 

the municipality was forced to acknowledge the new 

settlements, extending the Urbcui Radius to encompass them. 

The alcaldla hoped that by bringing these settlements into 

the officieU. body of the city it could better prevent further 

illegal activities (especially further illegctl land 

occupations) in those zones. To most observers, however, it 
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seemed tha-t the alcaldla had no control over the situation 

and could not protect the "municipcd. patrimony" of the city 

from these alien invaders. Recognizing that this type of 

invasion posed a great threat to order euid rational growth in 

the city, another editorial commented that vd.th the city's 

apparent capitulation to this disorder: 

~.«^at was in principle an anomcCLyr seems to be becoming 
a norm, despite its illegality and irrationality. The 
most grave aspect of this is that this alienation 
{enajenacldn) of the municipal patrimony could continue 
until Cochabamba is left without a single public peurk. 
{Enajenacidn de Areas Verdes en Cochabamba 2 1974) 

This pattern of invasions of public leuid in CocheUsamba, 

characteristic of many Latin American cities (Lloyd 1980; 

Lomnitz 1977; Perlman 1976), hit its peak during the decades 

of the 1960s and '70s. For a city that had long prided 

itself as being "The Garden City" (La Ciudad Jardln) of 

Bolivia, the loss of public pcirks, agriculture^, zones, and 

natural spaces to free-for-all urbeuiizing was a blow to civic 

identity. The city authorities, lacking means to prohibit 

illegal land occupations, chose to violate the terms of the 

Piano Regulador by extending the Urban Radius to include new 

communities that continued to spring up throughout the city. 

In addition to invasions of public land, from the late 1970s 

on individuals began to buy up sections of agricultural land 

bordering the city, particularly in the southern and 

southeastern zones, dividing this land into lots and selling 
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it illegally to immigrants, that is, without making proper 

cessions of green areas to the alcaldla. Many of these new 

settlements were deemed "illegal" or "clandestine" by the 

alcaldla, and under pressure from various constituencies the 

municipality for the first time began to refuse them 

inclusion in the Urban Radius. These settlements now existed 

outside of any type of municipal authority. The people 

responsible for the illegal division and sale of land (the 

loteadores) often profited greatly within this unregulated 

context, gathering fortunes from the illegal sale of lands to 

migrants who continued arriving from the altiplano. The 

majority of these purchasers knew little of the alcaldia's 

regulations governing land sales, and had no conception of a 

"green area." As a result, many were the unwitting victims of 

the land speculators' activities, and found themselves owners 

of illegal landholdings, title to which they were unable to 

legalize. 

The resulting tensions between native cochcUsambinos and 

the altiplano migrants, perceived as thieves of public spaces 

and transgressors of urban rationality, did not dissipate. 

The migremt settlers, even those who purchased their land in 

ignorance of the norms governing land sales in the city, were 

painted as "bad citizens" euid selfish violators of the public 

trust, turning parks and fema land into settlements for their 

own interests (Urquidi Zambrana 1986). The process of urban 

expansion and settlement, governed by its own laws of 
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availability and obliging need rather than the bureaucratic 

"rationeLlity" contained in the Piano Reguladorr was 

characterized by government officials, media commentators, 

and native cocheibcunbinos as "irrationcU.," "anarchic," and 

"absurd." Another editorial in the newspaper Los Tieapos, 

describing the illegal settlements of the southeastern zone 

of the city, depicted the fear of most native urbcui 

cochcibambinos regarding the new settlements appearing on the 

margins of the city: 

(N)ot only do (the illegcU. settlements) do irreparable 
damage to the city by occasioning the disappecirance of 
important areas of reserve, but also they will give way 
to the presence of unhealthy euid unattractive 
neighborhoods (barrios insalabres y ant±est6ticos), now 
that the topographic configuration suid the situation of 
the areas in question pose insurmountable technical 
difficulties to the delivery of potable water and the 
removal of sewage euid rainwater, creating the risk of 
gravely contaminating the Laguna Alalay. (Urge la 
Conservacidn de las Areas de Reserva Urbana 1974) 

By the late 1970s it was clear to the alCcU.dla cind to 

most observers that the growth of the city was proceeding 

without regulation by the municipal authorities. The Piano 

Regulador was declared "obsolete" by a number of these 

authorities for its inability to contend with these 

circumstances; responded the College of Architects, promoters 

of the original plem: "What is obsolete we believe is the 

mentality of those \i^o denigrate the Piano Regulador without 

first proposing other, more efficacious means and instruments 

for the development of the city" (El Coleglo de Argultectos 
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de Coched)amba Freate a las Arbitrarias Cesloaes de Parques 

Ptiblicos 1980). Nevertheless, it was clear that the effort to 

produce an orderly "urban fabric" was a failure. The Plan 

Director de la Region Urbana of 1985, a successor to the 

Plauio Regulador, attempted to address the "urban chaos" that 

had arisen from this settlement process, but was forced to 

admit that "45% of the urbanizations and subdivisions within 

the city escape municipal control" (1985: 4). Acknowledging 

its own failure, the alcaldla continued its policy of 

exclusion rather than incorporation: Instead of attempting to 

bring illegcU. settlements into the fold of the Urban Radius 

and hence subject to municipal authority, many of these 

settlements were singly declared "illegal" or "cleuidestine" 

and excluded from the body of the city. In the southern zone 

of the city, where many of the most recent of these 

settlements were concentrated, a large area of occupied land 

was declared a red zone (zona roja), an area comprised 

entirely of illegal settlements. The red zone (which included 

much of villa Sebastito Pagador) was considered frozen 

{congelado) by the alcaldla, the inhabitants denied even the 

opportunity to legalize their land cleiims. Unable to regulate 

the illegal settlements, the alcaldla had now closed its door 

on them, deciding to concentrate its efforts and its 

resources in the "legal" (typically the more estcdillshed and 

well-to-do) zones of the city. 
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The concern or even fear tha-t was expressed in the 

repeated complaints about urban "chaos" and "disorder," 

condensed in the image of the marginal barrio as red zone or 

illegal settlement, reflects a larger feeu: among native urban 

cochabcunbinos that they were losing control over their city. 

The invasion of Cochabamba by altiplano migrants (whose 

cultural and linguistic difference in itself threatened the 

purported homogeneity of the city) constituted a menace to 

the prevailing social order, a transformation of the great 

village into a sprawling urban metropolis. This invasion 

seemed to threaten every aspect of life in Cochabamba. By 

taking over public and agricultural land and turning it into 

urban barrios, migrants were blurring the categories of urban 

and rural, consuming rural spaces seen as viteJ. to the 

physical survival of urbeui residents (the green areas as the 

"lungs" of the city) euid transforming them into urban spaces. 

This transformation was in^rfect, however, for it followed 

its own laws rather thcUi those decreed by the state to govern 

urbanization, and thus created "chaos" euid "disorder" in the 

cityscape by blurring the boundaries between the city and its 

hinterland. This disorder also posed a serious threat to the 

social control of the alcaldla over the urban population. In 

ignoring the legal requirements of urbanization, migrants 

were themselves tcUcing control of the urbcui-development 

process, defying the authorities' efforts at regulation. 

Unable to extract cessions of leuid, to tcuc property, or to 
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put its seal of approval on land transactions, the eilcaldla 

was left entirely out of the process, and thus could not 

establish its own authority in the new communities. The 

migremts' apparent disregard for the laws euid norms of urban 

(read: civilized) society thus threatened to unravel the 

entire socicG. fabric of the city. 

"Titan of the Andes:" The Founding of villa Sebasti^ Pagador 

It was within this context of criminalization of the 

settlement process and demonization of the settler that a 

group of migreuits from the altiplano depcurtment of Oruro came 

together to create a new beunrio on the outskirts of the city.* 

These migrants had currived in Cochabamba in 1974 and '75, and 

were living in rental properties in some of the newer beurrios 

of the city, concentrated in Cerro Verde eind Huayrakhasa in 

the southern zone. Many of them were from the same province 

of Oruro, Sur Carangas (Andamarca), but it was through their 

work as small-scale ambulant vendors (comerciantes 

menoristas) in the ccuicha that they remained in contact with 

one another euid commiserated about the expense, difficulty, 

and shame of living as renters {inquilinos), lacking the 

dignity that they associated with being owners of their own 

Icuid. In a series of meetings in late 1975 and eeirly 1976, 

* The material on local history «md the founding of Villa Pagador 
presented in this section is derived liirgely from oral histories 
collected from participants in the settlement of the community. 
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this group of Oruro migrants came together under the 

leadership of a group of self>appolnted leaders who began 

organizing the group Into a movement to found their own 

community. These leaders (Eleuterlo Mayta, Domingo Hollo, 

Ausenclo Lopez, and Bonifacio Vlllca) would continue to play 

an Important role In the history of the community that would 

come to be Villa Sebastian Fagador. 

The first task facing the group was to Identify a 

suitable territory for settlement. Rather than proceeding 

illegally, as was then the norm in Cochabamba, the group, 

consisting of 156 families, presented a petition directly to 

the mayor of CochcUsamba, Humberto Coronel Rlvas. Presented by 

the entire group, which marched en masse to the very chambers 

of the alcaldla, the petition asked the mayor's help in 

finding eui area where they could settle, to establish 

themselves as landowners and good citizens of Cochabamba. The 

group presented themselves to the authorities as migreints, 

but honest and hardworking people who wanted nothing more 

than to found their own community and to live within the law 

on their own land, as they had been accustomed to doing in 

their places of origin in Oruro. 

It is unclear \^y this petition met with favor from the 

mayor; perhaps it was because, faced with so much Illegal 

settlement that he could not control, the mayor was pleased 

to be given the opportunity to help found a legcLl settlement 

in the city. The group of Oruro migrants that now approached 
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him was organized In the manner of a renters' union; but 

rather than Illegally Invading land, as was the norm for this 

kind of organization, the group was petitioning the mayor for 

help, cuid he responded. The group was told to look for a spot 

south of the cancha, in the area of Villa M^jico, a very 

Icirge bcunrio made up mostly of migrants from the Cochabamba 

vcaiey. But this site was too expensive, and the orurenos did 

not like the idea of settling in the midst of so many 

cochcUscunbinos, whom they were already coming to realize had 

little tolerauice for altiplano migreuits. So the mayor 

directed them to Lacma, an area of farmland near the present-

day Wilstermann airport. This area seemed acceptable to the 

migrants, but before they could formalize the arrangements 

the alcaldla decided to cede that land to a new hospital. 

Thus the migrant group (which had appointed its own 

commission to find a settlement site) turned its attention 

further south, to the area known as Valle Hermoso Norte. 

Though a full 5 km from the center of town, with poor roads, 

no public services, and a precipitous location at the base of 

an erosion-prone hillside, the site seemed perfect to the 

commission. The distance from the center of town would be a 

problem for the vendors who needed to be at work in the 

cancha ecirly in the morning, but more in^rtantly the 

distance provided a buffer between the barrio and the rest of 

the city, v^ich the migrants viewed as hostile and 

unwelcoming. On the periphery of the city, the migrants (and 
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particularly those men who had set themselves up as the 

group's leaders) hoped to be allowed to form their own 

community with their own internal leadership, and so to be 

able to control their own destiny at a distance from 

municipal authority. 

Prior to the 1953 national agrarian reform, the entire 

area of Valle Hermoso (includdLng Valle Hermoso Norte) was 

owned by the Tardio family and worked as one large estate 

(hacienda). Following the 1952 national revolution and the 

accon^anying agrarian reform of 1953, large estates were 

broken up cuid distributed as smallholdings to the peasants 

who lived on and worked the land. The parcel of land 

identified as the site of the future barrio had been held 

briefly by these peasants before being bought up by a land

owning cooperative known as the Cooperativa Agraria Alalay, 

based in valle Hermoso. This cooperative had purchased chunks 

of farmland in and around Valle Hermoso, an area that for 

centuries had been devoted to agriculturcLl production. As the 

city of Cochabcunba began to expcuid south in the 1960s euid 

'70s, these peasants saw their property values rise, and many 

of them begcui to sell and move into the city. The cooperative 

had formed to consolidate these smaller holdings into larger 

territories, which it then sold to speculators who again 

divided it up into lots to sell (often illegally) to new 

settlers. The leuid in valle Hermoso was thus shifting out of 

agricultural production and becoming residential land, the 
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site of new marginal barrios on the far southeastern fringe 

of Cochabamba. 

The leaders of the migrants' group thus contracted with 

the leaders of the cooperative to buy a large plot of land at 

the base of the hills in Valle Herraoso Norte. The leaders 

drew up plans for the subdivision of this area into 

individual lots, which in early 1977 were sold to members of 

the migrants' group. The mayor, however, under pressure not 

to legalize more settlements outside of the Urban Radius, now 

seemed to be wavering in his support of the new community. In 

order to ensure that the alcaldla would not back down from 

its promise to grant legal recognition to the new barrio, the 

leaders instructed the settlers to set to work immediately on 

construction of their dwellings. Only by occupying the land 

they had purchased could the barrio residents clailm to be 

deserving of legal recognition by the municipality, thereby 

forcing the hcuid of the inconsistent mayor. This 

understcuidlng of the norms of the state demonstrates the 

savvy of the leaders in working the system to serve their 

Interests. One early settler (Dona Elena de Ramirez) 

remembers the process as the first of meuiy clever ploys the 

barrio residents and leaders would use on the alcaldla: 

Cueuido los lotes nos han repartido, nos han obligado ps 
hacer 30 dlas de t^rmlno, nos han dado para hacer las 
casasl Todos hacer adobe, hasta de noche han hecho, yo 
tambidn rdpldo tenia que mandar hacer con^rando adobe. 
Este cueirtlto nomds todavla psl ^ Es que declan ps si no 
hacen nada, nos van a quiteir los autorldades. Nos Veui a 
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decir, "Para que reparten lates si no hacen?" ~ Despu^s 
ya, asi. hemos hecho, un cucurtlto, dos cueirtltos, segiin a 
lo que podlainos, no? Despu^s ha venldo, ps, el e^.ccU.de, 
han invitado un domingo al eU.calde.^ Eso ha venldo, ps, 
ya ha dlcho, "Pero us-tedes han hecho clandestincunente 
todas es-tas casas, sin autorizacidn" (se rie). "Pero, ya 
no se puede hacer nada, se va a autorizeu:." Si, asl era 
(se rle). 

[When the leaders divided the lots among us, they 
obligated us to a term of 30 days, they gave us to build 
our houses 1 We eill had to make adobe, working until 
nightfall. I had to quickly send out em order to buy 
adobe. This little room was all there wasl ~ They said 
that if we don't make emything, the authorities are 
going to kick us out. They are going to say to us, "Why 
did you divide up lots if you're not building?" 
Afterwards, we did it like so, one little room, two 
little rooms, according to what we could, no? Afterwards 
the mayor Ccune, they invited the mayor one Sunday.- He 
came, euid he said, "But you have made all these houses 
clandestinely, without authorization" (laughs). "But, 
now we can't do anything about it, we will authorize 
it." Yes, that' s how it was (laughs). ] 

The beurrio was thus legally recognized by the alcaldla. 

Legalization was made possible by the cession of a large 

chunk of Icind to the alCcU.dia, a space of severcil hundred 

square meters in the center of the settlement, which was to 

serve for public meetings and recreation. (This cu:ea would 

later become the main plaza of the barrio.) Though the entire 

area of Valle Hermoso Norte was designated as being outside 

of the Urban Radius of the city and hence "unurbeuiizcible," a 

specicU. dispensation was granted to the founders of the new 

b€Lrrio so that the settlement could be deemed legal, despite 

its location. In this one exceptional case, the alcaldla 

returned to its earlier policy of Incorporation rather than 

exclusion, and extended the urban Radius to include the new 
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settlement:. Asked for the name of the barrio to put on the 

legalization documents, the leaders thought for a moment and 

then named the barrio "Villa Sebast:ito Pagador." 

Like the construction of the houses, the choice of names 

for the b€irrio indicates the polit:ical acumen of the local 

leaders. Whereas they had presented their original petition 

to the cLlcaldla as being on behalf of a group of migrants 

attempting to assimilate in an orderly fashion to the 

mainstream of Cochabambar the leaders now chose to emphasize 

their altiplano origins in the selection of a name for the 

bcirrio. Although sentiment in Cochabamba was strongly against 

migrants for their supposed theft of public areas, 

destruction of the natural environment, and subversion of the 

orderly cuid rational development of the city, the leaders of 

the new beurrio recognized that this antagonism could work in 

the interests of the barrio. By organizing as migrant:s, 

specifically as migrants from Oruro, the barrio residents 

could form themselves into a community, with a shared sense 

of origins euid destiny, surrounded by enemies but strong 

through their internal unity. Naming the barrio for Sebastidn 

Pagador, a hero of an early (1781) struggle by the people of 

Oruro against the Spanish, helped esteiblish this loccH 

identity. "Sebastian Pagador" is a ncune strongly associated 

with Oruro; the city of Oruro is replete with references to 

Pagador, on street signs, plazas, and private businesses. In 

addition, the name Sebastian Pagador ("The Titan of the 
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Andes r" as he is known) has in^rtant: resonance in national 

historiography, where he is conceptualized as an early 

forefather of the later, more successful overthrow of 

colonial rule. One nationalist account of Pagador (Murillo 

Vacareza 1987: 58-9) acknowledges that today little is known 

of him: 

But one Ccui infer that he was a man of action, full of 
energy auid decisiveness, euid that he conducted himself 
with the greatest courage in the midst of the violence 
of those days and the dcuigers that confronted him. 

The portrait that illustrates these lines seems to 
embody that which materially eUid spiritually the orureno 
is dedicated to achieve; and therefore that figure (of 
Sebastian Pagador) also should stcuid as a symbol and 
find itself located in all parts, so that its eponymous 
valor may drive a permanent and unfailing struggle for 
the most noble and humane ideals. 

By naming the barrio for this national hero, the leaders of 

Villa Pagador were constructing their community in his image, 

attaching the "eponymous valor" of Pagador to their own 

little barrio. 

The first few years of the barrio's history were marked 

by a high level of unity and readiness among the local 

population. The local leaders, all of them urbcui tradesmen by 

profession (Eleuterio Mayta is a tailor, Domingo Hollo a 

carpenter, Ausensio Lopez an upholsterer, and Bonifacio 

Villca a hat maker), set themselves up in the mode of 

"traditional leaders" (as they described themselves; in 

Quechua, jilaqatas) of a rural community who had a direct 

involvement in and authority over every aspect of collective 
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life. Connaunity meetings viere held every Sunday in the main 

plaza, and every barrio resident was compelled to attend 

under threat of a fine for poor attendance. At these meetings 

the leaders held court, resolvdLng local disputes and making 

decisions about community priorities and projects. Lack of 

potable water, for example, was a major concern among barrio 

residents, «^o relied on cistern trucks to deliver water for 

all their needs. The leaders organized a commission to 

investigate possible solutions, and lobbied city agencies eUid 

development groups to aid them in constructing a water 

system. They also organized communal leUx>r groups to perform 

local infrastructurcil improvements, such as paving roads with 

stones or constructing public buildings. Groups of residents 

patrolled the barrio at night, keeping watch for strangers 

who might be thieves preying on the unpoliced residences in 

the bcLrrio. At the first sign of dcuiger, a bell was rung and 

hundreds of barrio residents would pour into the streets to 

apprehend and punish suspected criminals. 

The leaders orchestrated all of these activities, 

managing every aspect of the socieU. life of the barrio. 

Benefiting from their remove of 5 km from the city center eUid 

its centralized authority, the leaders were able to act with 

in^unity in directing the growth and development of the 

barrio. Today some say that these leaders treated the barrio 

like their own little kingdom: "They thought they were the 

only true owners (los dnicos verdaderos duenos)" of the 
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barrio^ grumbles one man. The leaders themselves remember 

their leadership as being in the interest of forging unity 

eind progress in the barrio, deriving their legitimacy from 

their "traditional" authority. Remembers Don Eleuterio, 

comparing the leaders of the early days with their 

conten^rary counterparts: 

Ya no es dirigentes tradicionales de antes. Que querlan 
conducir al barrio hacia unidos... Hemos sido dirigentes 
tradicionales porgue nosotros hemos fundado el barrio 
con todo el animo de progresar, todo el animo que hciiga 
alguna cosa. 

[Today there cire no traditional leaders like before. 
That wanted to drive the barrio towards unity.^ We were 
traditional leaders because we founded the barrio in the 
spirit of progress, in the spirit that it should be 
something.] 

The leaders' efforts were successful in that Villa 

Pagador begeui to gain a reputation throughout the city of 

Cochabamba as a barrio that was orgcuiized and active in its 

own development (a reputation discussed in chapter 2). 

Whereas other migrant barrios seemed to fit the sociologist's 

expectations of disorganization and urbeui anomie. Villa 

Pagador seemed to be a "community," a unified group of people 

who cooperated and worked together to achieve their 

collective aims. Both populcurly in Bolivia and within North 

American urban anthropology, local collective action and the 

ability of a group to work in concert towards common goals is 

taken as a primary measure of the extent to which a locality 

can be called a "community" (as discussed in the case of 
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Limar Peru by Lloyd [1980]). People in Villa Pagador share 

this assessment, and frequently point to their own successes 

in this regard as an indication of their own heightened level 

of community. 

The issue of transportation is held up as an example by 

many barrio residents and outside observers as evidence of 

Villa Pagador's exceptional, communal nature. At 5 km 

distance, the barrio was extremely isolated from the city 

center, a situation most devastating to the majority of 

barrio residents who worked in the ceincha as small-scale 

merchants. The existing bus lines had no interest in 

extending their services to the margins of the city, 

peurticularly since the poor roads connecting the barrio to 

the main avenues were unpaved and rutted, and impassable 

during the summer reiins. And since all trcuisportation within 

the Urbaui Radius was controlled by a single transport owner-

operators' (transportlstas') syndicate, which had sole 

authority to determine where new bus lines could be created, 

it seemed impossible that Villa Pagador should ever have bus 

service. In 1981, a small group of local transport operators 

began offering transport service to beunrio residents in 

pickup trucks, taking vendors in to the cancha early in the 

morning euid bringing them back ageuji at night. Soon these 

transport operators and their supporters in the community 

began lobbying the government to grant them the right to 

operate outside of the control of the Urbein Radius syndicate, 
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making vocal protests at the offices of the alcaldla and the 

departmental government of Cochabamba. After a prolonged 

struggle they succeeded and vfere granted legal recognition 

and permission to operate (the personerla jurldica), 

effectively brealcing the syndicate's urban monopoly. Today 

Villa Pagador has its own bus lines, operating some of the 

finest vehicles in service in the city. This achievement 

raised the community's profile around the city, as the only 

barrio in all of Cochabamba to have its ovm bus service. 

Successful struggles^ like this built on each other. As 

villa Pagador gcLined recognition throughout the city, it 

continued to attract more services and projects to the 

beurrio. And through these struggles a community identity 

continued to be consolidated, as the leaders promoted unity 

cind collective action to achieve social and infrastructural 

improvements in the barrio. The significance of this unity 

and struggle is best understood within the context of 

marginality and neglect of the barrio by the alcaldla. 

Despite its "legal" status. Villa Pagador's location on the 

urban periphery and its lack of cui official means of 

addressing the city authorities meant that the alCcQdla pcLid 

^ Hy use of the texm "struggle" to characterize these engagements with 
the state or other opponents of the barrio reflects the local usage by 
barrio residents of the lexical item una lucba (a struggle; [•] lucbar, 
to struggle). This term is widely used in Villa Pagador in reference not 
only to political processes like the ones I discuss, but also to 
describe the difficulties of daily life under conditions of poverty. The 
highest compliment that people pay to a good leader is to call him a 
luchador, a "struggler." 
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little attention to the barrio. A strong self-help movement 

based on collective action euid Identity was required for the 

barrio to attract the attention of the alcaldla cuid of non-

govemmentcil organizations (NGOs; see the discussion of a 

world Bank project In the barrio, below). Barrio residents 

and leaders were constantly active In lobbying the state for 

improvements to the barrio, to have their needs addressed by 

those in power. And a viteU. component of this lobbying effort 

was the community's ability to represent Itself as a unified 

and organized group of people, as a "community" capable of 

managing resources and directing its own future. 

"We Had to Invent Ourselves": The Struggle for a School 

An example of how the beirrio residents became active in 

constructing representations of their community to outsiders 

is the story of how Villa Fagador got its first school. 

Shortly after the barrio was established, the Fagador 

settlers began looking about for a school v^lch their 

children could attend. This precipitated one of the 

pagadorenos first encounters with the racism or regionalism 

of the Cochabeunba valley residents (qochalos) directed 

against the altlpleuio mlgremts that comprised the majority of 

the new bcurrlo's population. Don Meurio eUid Dona Elena 

remember how the directors euid parents of the neeurby y 
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Alegrla^ school in Valle Hennoso refused to accept the 

children of the migrant settlers in their institution: 

Don Mario: Alld abajo, F6 y Alegrla, no gueria saber 
nada de los de aqul. "Esos son can^sinos, dpara que 
vamos a tener aqul?" No querlan para, por nada, por eso 
se ha cUsierto aqul. 

Dona Elena: No queria, la monja de alll, pues. No 
queria, no s4 que se llamaba.^ Despu^s ha venido un 
sacerdote, bueno este sacerdote, Santiago se ha llamado^ 

Simon: SeUitiago, un viejito, no ve? 

Dona Elena: ̂ entraba siempre. No^ joven era. 

Simon: Oh, si? 

Dona Elena: Entraba, tomcir su refresco, servir su 
Scuiduich. Y despu^s, el ha venido en una reuni6n. Ha 
discutido con la monja. "La escuela es para todosl Para 
toda clase de gente." La otra decia, "No, todos son 
chapcurenosl No sirven esta gente I" 

Chaparenos? 

Dona Elena: O sea que algunos ibein eil Chapare, no ve? 
Asl, "no querlamos." Y el decla, "tiene que ser. Esto es 
malo. La escuela es para todosl" Estaban discutiendo (se 
rle). 

Asl les ban tratado, la gente de aquX? 

Dona Elena: Si, asl, algunas monjas especlficas, son 
malas. 

Porque eran inmigrantes, u orurenos, o^? 

Don Mario: Si todos son inmigrantes, si. Del altiplano, 
del Chapare^ 

^ FS y Alegrla. (Faiith emd Happiness) is a system of school 
adminis-tra-tion instituted in Bolivia by the Catholic church in 
collaboration with a European NGO. Though schools within the system sure 
publicly owned and funded, administrative responsibilities are turned 
over to F# y Alegria. The directors and administrators of the schools 
are generally nuns from Spain. 
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Dona Elena: Hira, la monja tambi^n es inmigrcui-te, ps, no 
es de aqull 

De EspaSa (se rle, todos se rlen). 

[Don Mario: There below, y Alegrla, they didn't wan-t 
anything to do with the people from here. "Those are 
peasantsr what do we want with them here?" They didn't 
want us for, for nothing, for that reason (the school) 
was opened here. 

Dona Elena: The nun from there didn't want us. She 
didn't want us, I don't know what she was called. ̂  
Later there came a priest, this priest was good, 
Santiago was his namft... 

Simon: Santiago, a little old man, right? 

Dona Elena: ~he always came in to the house. No, he was 
young. 

Simon: Oh, yeah? 

Dona Elena: He used to come in, have a drink, a 
sandwich. And then, he came to a meeting. He sirgued with 
the nun. "The school is for eilll For all classes of 
peopleI" The other said, "No, these are chaparenosl 
These people are worthlessl" 

Cbaparenos? 

Dona Elena: That is, that some went to the Chapare,*^ you 
see? So, "We don't wcint them." And he said, "It has to 
be. This is bad. The school is for alll" They were 
arguing. (laughs) 

That was how they treated you, the people from here? 

Dona Elena: Yes, like that, certain nuns cire bad. 

Because you were immigrants, or orurenoSf or^ 

Don Mario: Yes, we all are migreuits, yes. From the 
altiplano, from the Chapare^ 

^ The Chapare is the tropical lowl2aid region of Cochabamba depairtment, 
known as Bolivia's major coca-producing 2md cocaine-processing region. 
Hsmy people from the Bolivian altiplano have migrated to the Chapare in 
recent years, and urban residents will sometimes migrate seasonally to 
engage in coca production. 
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Dona Elena: Lookr the nun herself is an immigrant, 
right? She's not from herel 

From Spain, (laughs; all laugh) 

It is easy to Imagine people like Dona Elena using this 

irony to deflate the racism of the valley residents, who 

resented the arrival of the altiplano migrants on their 

doorstep. But even so, the pagadorenos were unable to enroll 

their children in the Valle Hermoso school, and so had either 

to create a local school or resort to sending their children 

to the city center to attend classes. This journey was 

especially difficult at that time due to the lack of decent 

roads and bus service linking the barrio to the city. So 

beucrio residents took the initiative to create their own 

school. Especially active in this regard was one Don Arsenio, 

who no longer resides in Villa Pagador but was cui early 

settler of the barrio and a godfather of the wedding {padrino 

de matrinonio) of Don Eleuterio Mayta, the barrio's first 

leader. Don Arsenio organized classes in people's homes, and 

went door to door enrolling children in this local school. 

Dona Elena remembers him at meetings, tears coursing down his 

cheeks as he beseeched the parents of the bcirrio to send 

their children to classes. Everyone in the barrio recognized 

Don Arsenio's whistle, which he blew to announce the 

beginning of the school day, and the children would run and 

hide at the sound of it. 
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But this kind of informal schooling was not sufficient 

to the barrio's needs, nor to the community's public identity 

as a progressive and important barrio. The barrio, its 

leaders decided, deserved a real school, like any other 

neighborhood in the city. Especially important in this, 

however, was that the school should be recognized and funded 

as an urban school, with an urban teacher {profesor urbano), 

and not with a rural teacher (profesor rural), whose 

credentials and training were necessarily inferior. For a 

community of ex-peascuit migrants, it was essential that this 

recognition by the state of the barrio's existence be a 

recognition of it as an urbeui community. Only in this way 

could the transition from rural to urban that the migrants 

had undergone be officially scuictioned by the state. But in 

order to be recognized as eui urbcui school, euid to receive a 

state-funded contract (an ITEM) for eUi urban teacher, the 

institution had to present itself to the state as having a 

large enough population to warrcuit an urban designation. Don 

Arsenic's recruitment of students, then, was also an attempt 

to construct the community as urban, in need of an urban 

school to serve its large population, with a population of 

only eU30ut 200 families, this required some creativity. Don 

Mario remembers how this was achieved by artificially 

inflating the school's enrollment: 

Don Mario: Hasta mujeres, jovenes, ha recolectado pues, 
no? Para alcance, para este, para urbano. Porque no 
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alcanzaba. 

Dona Elena: Era pues~ 

Don M^lo: Rural nomds declan, pues. En-tonces no querla 
pues el profesor rural, tlene que ser urbano, en-tonces, 
tenemos que hacer alcanzar, hasta jovenes, mujeres 
jovenes, trala pues a la fuerza. 

Simon: Peura que estudien alll? 

Don Mario: Si para que se abra esto, asl, como urbano. 

[Don Mario: Even women, young adults, he gathered, no? 
In order to reach, for this, to be urban. Because there 
weren't enough people. 

Dona Elena: It was.. 

Don Mario: Rural is all, they seiid. But here they didn't 
want a rural teacher, he had to be urban, so, we had to 
stretch [the population], including young adults, young 
women, brought in by force. 

Simon: So that they studied there? 

Don Mario: Yes so that it could be opened like that, as 
urban.] 

Don Arsenio and his beurrio committee signed up all sorts of 

people to fill out the school's roster, including children as 

young as three years of age and women long past school age. 

In this way, the beu:rio was able to present a case to the 

ministry of education that they were eui urbcin district in 

need of an urban teacher. After a lengthy bureaucratic 

procedure, in 1982 the state accepted the barrio's petition 

and granted it a contract to hire urban teachers. It is with 

great pride and sense of accomplishment that people like Don 

Mario and Dona Elena speeik of these events. Proclaims another 

friend (Don Fausto Huanca), proudly recalling the community's 
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manipulation of its own image: "We had to invent ourselves" 

{"Tenlamos que inventamos"), 

In its first years of existence (1977-1983), then, villa 

Pagador exhibited a high level of unity euid community action 

towards clearly identified goals and development initiatives. 

The successful struggles for a transportation system and an 

urban school cure exeinqoles of what the barrio was cQ^le to 

achieve through these efforts. Not only did these struggles 

bring needed improvements to the beirrio, enhancing the 

quality of life of its inhcibitants, they aLlso served to 

establish a reputation for the barrio in greater Cochabamba 

as a highly effective eind organized community. This 

reputation in turn contributed to further development 

initiatives: Recognizing the political potential of the 

barrio, the alcaldla and NGOs were inclined to acc[uiesce to 

further demands of the community and its leaders. The unity 

the beirrio exhibited in this period was attributable to two 

sources. One was the unchallenged authority of the local 

leaders, whose leadership con^lled the cooperation of barrio 

residents in community-based projects. The second was the 

orureno identity of the barrio residents. As self-identifying 

migrants from Oruro, the residents of Pagador elaborated a 

collective identity as orurenos, who at their most 

fundamental level conceived of themselves as sharing a common 

origin and cultural heritage. Under the leadership of the 

"traditional" leaders, this collective identity could be 
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mobilized and publicly represented to the city authorities as 

a force to be reckoned with. The ability to "invent 

themselves" according to circumstcinces would be a continuing 

hallmark of the residents of villa Pagador. 

Growth of the Barrio: Illegal Settlement 

Villa Pagador had begun as a tightly knit, powerfully 

organized community. As the bcuirrio began to grow, however, 

the initial unity and orgcuiization of the community began to 

weaken. The leaders who had founded and ruled over the barrio 

began to buy up areas of land adjacent to the existing bcirrio 

and to subdivide these into lots to sell to newly arrived 

migrants. Though these areas were deemed part of Villa 

Pagador, they were not covered by the same legal recognition 

that those in the first sector of the beirrio (known as Primer 

Grupo) enjoyed. The leaders, now functioning as land 

speculators euid sellers (loteadores), profited enormously 

from these illegal leuid sales, which begeui in the ecurly 

1980s, occurring even as these same men were actively engaged 

in forging community among the legal residents of Primer 

Grupo. The Icuid scd.es were illegcU. because the sellers did 

not make cessions of land to the alcaldla for it to use as 

green areas and public spaces, instead, the land speculators 

sold the land that should have been given to the state, in 

order to enhance their profits. The business practices of 
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these men were suspec-t in other ways as well. Sonetiiiies the 

same lot was sold to more than one buyer, escalating tensions 

and interpersonal conflicts. Other indlvidueas arrived in the 

beurrio and se-t themselves up as leuid speculators; some stayed 

only long enough to make some money through illegal Icmd 

sales, and then left town. At the same time as the land 

speculators/leaders were profiting from the emrival of new 

settlers, the size of their domain was expanding greatly, as 

new sectors of Villa Pagador were subdivided, sold, and 

inhabited. It has been estimated that from its original 

population of a few hundred people the beurrio quickly grew to 

several thouseuid by the eeirly 1980s. This growth continued 

throughout the 1980s cuid '90s, so that today the population 

is estimated vcuriously from 10 to 30,000 inhcUsitcUits.^ 

All eU.ong the base of the hills of Kiri-Kiri, new 

sectors spr£uig into being, many of them perched precariously 

on the edge of eroded run-off canals or on the steep, rocky 

terrain of the hillside. The leuid speculators/leaders 

benefited from, the fact that whereas their own land was 

legalized, the areas they were selling were outside of the 

domain of the alc£d.dia and so unregulated and unsupervised by 

^ In the absence of reliable census data, in a population whose numbers 
often fluctuate due to travel or temporary residence elsewhere for work, 
the actual size of the population is difficult to assess. The 1992 
national census puts the barrio population at 10,725 people (Institute 
Nacional de Estadistica 1992), a figure with which some investigators 
agree (Liebson 1995). Another recent study in Pagador records a 
population of 33,266 (Oisa 1996). I would estimate the population size 
to be closer to 30,000 them to 10,000, though the exact number would be 
hard to pinpoint. 
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the state. One friend, Don Eulogio, a latter-day leader 

representing the people of these new sectors (recently 

grouped together into a junta vecinal, or neighborhood 

organization), described the subdivision of land into lots 

(loteamiento) of this part of Villa Pagador as a story of 

unbridled avcurice (I paraphrase him here, in an excerpt from 

my fieldnotes): 

*** Fieldnotes. 19 wnygmiTer 1995 — The land speculators saw 

the lots in this area as really nice and juicy tidbits (bien 

jugosa), and broke them into fragments and sold them off. The 

altiplano people {gente altlpldnica) that arrived to buy 

these lots euid settle them came to the area like innocent 

sheep, knowing nothing of the demands of the alcaldla 

regarding the necessary restrictions for urbanization cuid 

legalization of land claims. The land speculators, on the 

other hcind, knew the story full well, but took advantage of 

the migrants' ignorance to boost their profits. They sold the 

areas of cession, which should have been donated to the 

alcaldla and dedicated to public use. They sold the same lot 

to more than one buyer and then skipped town. Worst of all, 

they charged people for basic services like electricity, 

water, and se%«ers, promising services eind chcirging for them, 

while knowing full well that these would not be provided.^ "We 

^ Quips a friend: "No wonder they call this place Villa 'Pagador' (i.e., 
payer town)." 
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were worn out" {"Hos ha caasado") from these rip-offs. Some 

land speculators served as intemedicLries on behalf of 

absentee owners, selling the land by degrees {paulatinamante) 

to people so poor they couldn't pay the whole selling price 

at once (often a couple thousand dollars). This selling of 

leind by "c[uotas" was risky for the buyer, however, because if 

he failed to make a payment one month, the land could be 

taken from him and sold to someone else who was waiting in 

the wings to buy it. The first buyer and his family could be 

evicted from their home euid left with nothing. *** 

Despite the abuses they committed in their role as land 

speculators, the original leaders of the community continued 

to maintain some of their former authority as leaders of the 

barrio. 10 Within their own original sector. Primer Grupo, the 

leaders continued to hold great authority, for here people 

had most directly benefited from their leadership in terms of 

the services that had been provided through orgemized 

struggle, in addition, these men had established extensive 

ties of compadrazgo throughout the comnninity, binding 

residents and settlers in fictive kin relationships, thus 

It should be mentioned that while aoine land speculators were 
motivated entirely by greed emd self-interest (especially those who left 
town after the illegal sales had been transacted), others in the 
community were less pernicious. The men who had founded the barrio and 
served as the first leaders are loathe to discuss their involvement in 
the land sales in Villa Pagador. They seem to feel, however, that they 
were providing a service to the comminity in their role as land sellers, 
and that the problem of legalization was not something that they had 
anticipated or intentionally failed to consider. 
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gucUTcUiteeing their loycLlty and support in political 

conflicts. Having set themselves up in patron-client 

relationships with the residents of Primer Grupo, the leuid 

speculators/leaders had a strong base of loyal followers that 

served to maintain them in power even after the extent of 

their abuses came to be known. 

In the newly created sectors, however, conflicts between 

settlers and land speculators were beginning to be expressed. 

Though originally grateful just to have had the opportunity 

to buy a lot in the city, the new settlers were soon coming 

to discover that vrtiat they had purchased was not, in legal 

terms, their own. in the eyes of the state they were not 

owners of their land but illegal squatters, and as such not 

entitled to any state services. Without a legal land title, 

the settlers were unable to get credit from banks or credit 

agencies, they were unable to sell or pawn their land, to 

transfer their land to cuiother or to leave it as inheritance 

for their children. Furthermore, without the legal leuid 

title, people were not considered legitimate owners {duenos 

legltimos) of their land, nor were they full citizens of the 

state or members of the municipality, without state approval, 

their Icuid was nothing more than a piece of ground that they 

could occupy until such time as the state saw fit to remove 

them. Thus tensions began to mount, and people's anger was 

directed at the men who had sold them this land. What was 

lacking, however, was a means to organize and challenge the 
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land speculators/leaders' power within the community. At the 

same time, the land speculators/leaders were struggling to 

contain this challenge to their authority, afraid that if 

word of the conflict and disunity in the barrio got out, the 

beunrio's reputation would suffer a devastating setback. 

Despite the conflicts they were now suffering, barrio 

residents and leaders were still able to elaborate a coherent 

representation of their barrio as a unified and organized 

community. An example of this is the struggle to bring a 

potable-water system to the barrio. In 1990, the Association 

for the Production and Administration of Water and Seuiitation 

(Asoc±ac±6tt de Producci.6n y Admin istracldn de Agua y 

Saneamlento [APAAS ]) was formed in Villa Pagador to try and 

resolve the chronic lack of water that the community 

suffered. Villa Pagador, through APAAS, began a program of 

incessant lobbying of the city's water and sewers department 

{Seuiamiento Ambiental), to induce the municipality to provide 

water to the barrio. Being so far from the center of existing 

water networks Villa Pagador was a poor Ccuididate for such 

attention, given the limited resources of the state. 

Nevertheless, APAAS members continued to petition the water 

and sewers department for assistcuice. One of the engineers 

heading this department, himself a migremt from Oruro, 

finally agreed to keep an eye open for possible funding 

sources. 
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Later that scune year, the World Bank came to Bolivia to 

introduce a new "pilot project" to bring a water system to an 

urban community (previously, most of the Bank's development 

activities had focused on rural areas). The Bank's La Paz-

based representatives contacted various municipcU.ities in 

Bolivia seeking a suitcdsle site for this project. The orureno 

engineer at water emd sewers quickly recommended Villa 

Pagador, suggesting that the barrio's strong level of local 

organization would mcUce it a good collaborator in the 

project. The World Bank agreed to take a look, and in early 

1991 a representative from the Bank arrived in the barrio by 

helicopterto meet the community. This representative, a 

North American, was so in^ressed with the high level of unity 

and organization that she claimed to observe in the community 

that she immediately recommended Villa Pagador as the site of 

the program. Local leaders of APAAS remember how they went to 

great lengths to persuade the World Bcink official that their 

barrio was a good choice for the water project, emphasizing 

that of all the marginal beurrios in Cochabcunba, only villa 

Pagador was a community, with the organizational resources 

for managing such a project. No mention was made of the 

internal conflicts over illegal Icuid sales that the barrio 

was then beginning to experience. 

The s-kory goes that the helicopter kicked up so much dust lamding on 
the dirt football field that barrio residents who had come to greet the 
representative had to flee for their lives, neaurly consumed by the giant 
dust storm. The World Bank representative had to retreat, and returned 
the following day in a ceir. 
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A New Pl£ui: The Talleres Zonales/Casas Comunales 

Public discourse in CcxsheO^amba abou-t the growth of the 

city continued to be characterized throughout the 1980s and 

eeirly 1990s by a concern with the "chaotic" and "irrational" 

expansion of the periphersil or marginal barrios of the city. 

By 1993, 80% of all the periphercJ. barrios were categorized 

as "clandestine" or "illegal," a figure which encompassed 40% 

of the total urban population {80% de Urbanizaclones 

Perif6ricas son Clandestinas 1993). In the press and in 

official circles, the alcaldla came under mounting criticism 

for its failure to regulate or control urban growth and 

development, and for its evident ineibility to address the 

problems of poverty and lack of infrastructure in the 

barrios. Of peurticular concern was the increasing 

environmental degradation of formerly agricultural zones that 

had been illegally urbanized. The now-defunct PlcUio Regulador 

was overdue for upgrading, some commentators remarked, as 

evidenced by this ongoing loss of public land and green 

areas. One observer (Lopez G. de Page 1993) noted: 

What is needed is a restructuring of the Piano Regulador 
so that the city of Cochabamba continues with its growth 
but in a manner that is more controlled and regulated so 
that once again we caui call it "The Garden City" of 
Bolivia. 
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In 1993, Manfred Reyes Villa of the Movimiento Bolivia 

Libre (MBL) party was elected mayor of Cochabamba. Manfred, 

as he is popularly known (he also sports the sobriquet 

"Bombon" (bonbon), "because he's so sweet," people joke), 

came to power on a platform promising to address the problems 

of the periphereU. bcunrios of the city. In pcirticular, Manfred 

pledged to preserve the natural environment and to control 

the "chaotic" patterns of land colonization in the 

agricultural zones bordering the limits of the city {Reyes 

villa Proclam6 Politica Urbana para una Defensa del Medio 

Ambiente 1993). Key to Manfred's plaui for asserting municipal 

control of its chaotic periphery was to decentralize the 

alcaldla, breaking with the long-standing centrifugal 

tendencies in Bolivian politics (Klein 1969) in an effort to 

extend the reach of the municipality into the beurrios 

themselves through a system of "subalcaldlas." Only by 

establishing a local presence in the barrios euid working 

directly with barrio residents, Manfred suggested, could the 

alcaldla hope to bring those communities under its control. 

As one municipal officicU. put it: 

we have seen that the Alcaldla ceui't close its eyes to 
this brute reality. It needs to be said that the 
Alcaldla has to intervene in these barrios in order to 
regularize (regularizar) them. It has to incorporate 
them, to integrate them to the city, cmd that supposes 
that the AlccJ.dla can open regioncil offices, to relocate 
technical teams to be cdsle to elaborate new plans 
according to the reality of the situation. {El 40% de la 
Poblaci6n Estd Asentada en Barrios Cleuidestinos 1993) 
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Decen-trallzation of the alcaldla cind regularization 

(I.e., legalization) of individual land holdings became a 

priority of the municipal government under Manfred. Only in 

this way could the chaos of the periphery be transformed into 

the good working order that is essential to a government's 

control of its population. In the words of the new Director 

of urbanism, Oscar Terceros: 

Facing the chaotic and disordered growth of the city of 
Cochabamba, it is necessary to elaborate a strategy of 
urban development with a vision towards the 21st 
century, and a goal of standardizing systematic and 
ordered growth. - One of the priorities will be to 
introduce a dedicated support to the marginal barrios in 
order to proceed with the regularization of the 
clandestine dwellings and the ordering of the streets 
and roadways. (Urbanismo EvitarS. Loteamiento de Areas 
Verdes 1993) 

In order to accon^lish this decentralization of the 

alcaldia, with the goal of regularizing the illegal barrios, 

in 1993 Manfred and his lieutenant Gonzalo Terceros, 

president of the city council, revived an experimental system 

of subalcaldlas called the Talleres Zonales (ZonaU. 

Workshops), euid placed them under the direction of a new 

municipal department, the Office of Barrio Management 

(Direcci6n de Gesti6n Barrial) (Concejo Creard Direcci6n 

Municipal para Atender las Zonas Periurbanas 1994). Gonzalo 

Terceros' brother Osccu: was named to head this new 

department. The system of TeU.leres Zonales had first been 

est6j3lished in 1990, as an experimental project attempting to 
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address the problems created by an overly centralized and 

bureaucratlzed system of municipal government. The Teilleres 

zonales were based in six different meurginal barrios that 

were deemed most in need of the services of the alcaldla, in 

terms of legalizing their land claims. By bringing the 

administrative euid technical services of the alccU.dla into 

the barrios themselves, the municipal government hoped to 

find a new way of regulating the clandestine barrios of the 

city by doing away with the top-down system of planning and 

governance that had been in place since the adoption of the 

Piano Regulador and its accompanying legislation in the 

1950s. It was also hoped by some of the more socially 

conscious people in the alcaldia that this system would help 

to bring new infrastructure and attention to the needs of the 

people living in some of the poorest zones of the city 

(Dominguez 1994). The barrio of Villa Sebastidn Pagador was 

chosen as the site of the first of these experimental 

Talleres.^ 

In many ways, the Talleres Zonales project was a radical 

break with the urban politics of the past. Rather than a top-

down system of administration, v^ch had atten^ted 

^ The Talleres Zonales were an ejcperinental precursor for the Law of 
Popular Farticipa'bion (Ley de Partxcipacidn Popular) adopted nationally 
in Bolivia in 1995. The law seeks to decentralize government at every 
level, and gives development funds directly to local comminities that 
reconstitute themselves as "territorial base organizations" 
(orgaalzaclones territoriales de base) directed by oversight conmiittees 
(comites de vxqilancia). This program has received international 
attention for its effort to further the neoliberal project of decreasing 
governmental involvement in national economic and social life. 
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unsuccessfully to impose its regulatory norms on the people 

of the barrios r the TeU.leres ZoncU.es aimed to enlist the 

peurticipation of the loceU. population in the process of 

community development euid land legalization. In this way, it 

was hoped, both the alcaldia and the marginal beurrios could 

benefit. The "Talleres Zonales approach" was described in 

this way: 

For the municipeU.ity the Talleres Zonales are technical 
offices of pcurticipatory planning at the micro level. 
They should be decentralised to have better control of 
the illegal settlements and to protect the permanent 
deterioration of the environment. 

For the people the Talleres Zonales are technical, 
social, legal and administrative tools that the 
municipality provides so the population can use their 
rights of control euid peirticipation in the municipal 
government. The orgemised participation of the people 
should make possible 

• the reinforcement of grass roots organisations 
that have been losing their representativeness 

• a local urban pleuining that gives better answers 
to the needs of the people. (Dominguez 1994: 86) 

To accomplish this goal, each TcU.ler Zonal was organized into 

five commissions, each one dealing with a different eirea of 

concern to the alcaldia and the people of the bcirrio. These 

five commissions (as spelled out in a pamphlet distributed to 

the community by the Taller Zonal) were: legal issues ("to 

know your rights and obligations"); infrastructure ("Plan~.to 

advance"); health and human services ("Health~cuiother of your 

rights"); education eUid culture ("Education is euiother 

right"); and ecology and forestation ("Concerned citizen, 

tcike ccire of your environment~J»lant a treel"). In addition, a 
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Zonal Council {Consejo zonal) was orgeuiized, whose membership 

consisted of both barrio representatives and city officials. 

Consciousness raising and "consolidation of democracy" 

(Dominguez 1994: 86) through populeir participation in the 

barrios were important goals of the Talleres Zonales' 

idealistic planners. This idealismr however, may have been 

the project's undoing. The attempt to treuisform the 

institutionalized mecuis of urban governance through such a 

radical and sudden change created a stir within the 

entrenched municipal bureaucracy. After less thcui a year of 

operation, the Talleres ZoneU.es project begeui to encounter 

political resistance within the alcaldia itself, and mounting 

conflicts over the purposes euid administration of the project 

resulted in its suspension in 1991. In 1993, following his 

election as mayor, Manfred Reyes villa reinstituted the 

Talleres Zonciles, now called the Casas Comunales (Communal 

Houses), as a means of accon^lishing his goal of 

decentrcQizing the alcaldia, extending municipal services to 

the urban periphery, and incorporating the meirginal barrios 

to the city. Manfred declared the red zone in the city's 

southern zone "unfrozen," once again opening the alcaldia's 

doors to the msurgincU. barrios, and provided the Casas 

Comunales as the instrument by which the residents of these 

barrios could put their papers in order and legalize their 

land claims. 
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In the initieU. stages of this second life of the 

project, the Casas ComuncLles seemed to be organized with the 

same noble intent as the Talleres zonales had been. The 

alcaldla seemed to be in transition from the centralized 

bureaucracy of the past to a system of governance more 

integrated in the neighborhoods of the city and more 

responsive to the needs of the population. The municipality 

also began to express an interest in building up, rather than 

undermining, local forms of political action and 

organization, which it hoped to enlist as "participants" in 

the process of urban development. In announcing the re> 

establishment of the Talleres Zonales/Casas Comunales system. 

Director of Urbanism Oscar Terceros observed that: 

The Talleres Zonales represent not only a factor in 
decentrcU.ization, but eU.so the possibility of 
pcurticipation of the citizenry and strengthening of 
neighborhood organizations. En^hasis is being placed 
on the preparation (capacitacidn) and orgeuiization of 
the people "so that they will realize that they are 
actors in their own development." (Oscar Terceros: 
"Antes que Sea Tarde Debemos Reconducir el Desarrollo 
Urbano" 1993) 

For the municipal planners emd participants in the 

project, these early years of the Ted.leres Zonales/Casas 

Comunales were incredibly exciting. Trained as architects but 

with a knowledge of history, sociology, cind political 

philosophy, these officials were young and enthusiastic about 

transforming the system of urban govemcuice, under the 

leadership of the young and dynamic mayor, Manfred Reyes. The 
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Casa Comunal architects (many of whom I Ccune to know 

personally) saw themselves as working not only to improve the 

living conditions of the city's poor, but to help these 

people to become full and active participants in their own 

economic, social, and political development. This type of 

"prepciration" (capacitacidn) cind consciousness raising 

{consc±entizac±6n) was seen by the architects as 

transformative for the migrant residents of the bazxios, who 

had previously labored under the idea that they were not full 

citizens, having long been defined as "illegal" and excluded 

from or ignored by the municipality. Becoming citizens, 

however, meant legalizing one's land claim, and receiving the 

official approval from the alcaldXa recognizing the legality 

of one's lot (the approved plan, or piano aprobado). 

Remembers one of the architects who worked in Villa Pagador: 

~^n ese espacio de, de capacitacidn que se les dcUsa, les 
hicimos ver que ellos eran tan, tan ciudadanos, como el 
que mas del centro que vive. Porque igual pageiban sus 
in^uestos, igueil estaban aportando al desarrollo de su 
regidn, aunque ellos eran migrantes, no? Porque antes de 
eso ellos siempre se creieui marginados, o sea que no 
deberlan pedir nada, deberlan estar siempre calladitos. 
Entonces, pero despu^s de que nosotros entramos ellos se 
dieron cuenta que no era asl, que era, tenian derecho a 
todo, porque eran ciudadanos. Y lo que mas les hacia a 
ellos ciudadanos ademas era el piano aprobado, de la 
alcaldla de Cochabamba. Porque eso le permitla decir "Yo 
vivo en Cochabamba, y este es mi piano aprobado por la 
cLLcaldia." En cambio antes de eso, no habla ese detalle. 
Antes de eso ellos hicieron varios intentos de 
regulcurizar su situacidn, de tenencia del suelo, pero 
siempre le salia malo, siempre les, les rebotaba con 
algtin otro problema con la alcaldla, porque siempre la 
alcaldla como tu sabes era burocrdtica, centralista, no? 
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[~1JI that: space ot, of preparation that was given them, 
we made them see that they were as much, as much 
citizens, as those who live in the city center. Because 
just the sane they peiid their taxes, just the same they 
were supporting the development of their region, even 
though they were migrants, no? Because before that they 
always believed themselves to be margincU.ized, or that 
they shouldn't ask for anything, they should always be 
quiet. Then, but after we came in they realized that it 
wasn't like that, that it was, that they had rights too, 
because they were citizens. And the thing that most made 
them citizens was the approved plan {piano aprobado), 
from the alcaldla of Cochabamba. Because that permitted 
them to say "I live in Cochabamba, and this is my plan 
approved by the alcaldla." Instead, before that, they 
didn't have that con^nent. Before that they made 
veurious attempts to regularize their situation, of 
ownership of the land, but always it turned out poorly, 
always they, they were sent away because of some other 
problem with the alcaldla, because the alcaldia always 
as you know was bureaucratic, centralist, no?] 

The approved plcui, then, as an instrument of 

incorporation by the city as well as a ticket to full 

citizenship for the marginalized people of the beurrios, 

perfectly served the aim of the alccQdla to control and 

regulate the marginal barrios. Land legalization through the 

approved pleui was a way to make good citizens out of illegal 

settlers. In addition, by setting up the Casa Comunal as a 

means to provide access to the legalization procedure, the 

alcaldla could insert itself into the land sale-and-

settlement process, thus giving it a means to establish its 

legitimate authority in the barrios. By granting the approved 

plan to residents v^o con^lied with the norms of the state, 

the alcaldia was cible to become a player in the urbanization 

process from which it had long been excluded. As final 
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arbiter in land legalizationr the alcaldla could assert 

control over the urban periphery by tapping into the 

settlers' desire to be recognized as citizens by the 

nninic ipality. 

Once agcLin, hoinever, it was the politiccil radicalism and 

philosophical idealism of the Casa ComuncLl architects that 

led to the project's undoing. The alcaldla, \^ch had 

originally expressed great interest in "preparation" of 

bairrio residents to organize and participate in their own 

development, began to fear that such an approach would 

undermine its ability to control the meirginal populations. 

Having fineLlly been able to establish a foothold in the 

barrios through the regularization requirements and the 

approved plan, the alcaldla no longer desired the creation of 

a population that would be "participants" in the development 

process and so make demands of the municipality. Retreating 

from the social con^nent of the program, the Casa Comunal 

system began to en^hasize the legal, bureaucratic elements of 

its function. The work of the Casa Comunal shifted to focus 

almost exclusively on helping residents comply with the 

regulatory requirements for legalizing their land claims. The 

five social commissions no longer met, euid city officials no 

longer sat as representatives to the Zonal Council, leaving 

that institution solely to the bcurrio residents themselves. 

Most of the original architects in Villa Pagador were fired 

or transferred to other districts, and the eirchitect who took 
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over the directorship of the Casa Comunal was a pure 

technocrat with no social vision. The architect quoted above, 

who took such pride in the work of the Taller zonal in 

teaching the residents of Pagador to demand their rights as 

citizens, was transferred to another office in another 

barrior buried in paperwork to manage the steady flow of 

legalization procedures submitted by residents. This 

architect views this change of emphasis by the alcaldia as a 

deliberate atten^t to reverse the process of "preparation" 

initiated by the Talleres zonales: 

Crees que la alcaldia no qulere una gente tan 
capacitada, tan activa, que reclaman tanto? 

Bueno (se rle). Si te digo lo contrario te estarla tal 
vez mintiendo, no? Yo pienso que ninguna instituci6n 
gobermental, a ninguna, le interesa que sus bases o su 
pueblo o sus ciudadanos le exiga mucho. 

[Do you believe that the alcaldia doesn't want a people 
so prepared, so active, that complains so much? 

Well (laughs). If I tell you the opposite I would 
perhaps be lying to you, no? I think that no 
governmental institution, none, is interested in having 
its bases or its people or its citizens demcuid much of 
it. ] 

The Casas Comunales became the Casas Municipales in 

1996, a change of name that reflects the increased 

bureaucratization of their function (from "Communal Houses" 

to "Municipal Houses"). The system has expanded to include 14 

different Casas in as many barrios, and is regeurded by the 

alcaldia as one of its most effective instruments for 
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governing the previously unregulated urban periphery. The 

Casa Municipal is also widely acknowledged by barrio 

residents as a vital instrument in processing their land 

claims, without having to go to the government offices in the 

center of town to conduct their business. The Casa Municipal 

system is thus eui effective bureaucratic tool for 

administerdlng to the barrios of the city. Although the 

original intentions with which the "experiment" was created 

have been abandoned, the Casa Comunal system has nevertheless 

had a profound influence on the course of life in villa 

Pagador, as will be explored in the followdlng section. 

Community, Interrupted: Land Speculators and the Casa Comunal 

In 1990, the first of the experimental Tcilleres Zonales 

was instcU.led in an unused office adjacent to the central 

marketplace in Villa Pagador. According to some of the first 

architects to work in the Taller, Villa Pagador was chosen as 

the site of this experiment for two reasons. On the one hand, 

the beirrio had a reputation for possessing a strong level of 

community organization, euid this was thought to be an 

advantage in the Taller's efforts to prepare eUid educate 

{capacitar) the barrio residents to participate in their own 

development. On the other hand. Villa Pagador eilso had a very 

high level of illegal settlement. Though the first sector to 

be occupied. Primer Grupo, was fully legalized, the rest of 
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the barrio (by this time representing the greater peurt of the 

population and land area of the barrio) was clandestine^ a 

red zone. One of the challenges facing the architects of the 

Taller Zonal (and later, following a hiatus, the Casa 

Comunal) was to confront the land speculators, who still 

functioned in some sectors of the barrio as "traditional 

leaders" (dirigentes tradicionales), to try and conqpel them 

to cede areas of land that the alcaldia required in order to 

legalize the land claims of the residents in the community. 

Don Eulogio described the problems that the Te^.ler Zonal/Casa 

Comunal faced: 

*** The task of the TeU.ler Zoned, was to help the residents 

with the urbanization process, v^ose paperwork had been set 

aside and was lying idle. However, the manner in which the 

land had been fractioned up and the lack of public areas and 

areas of cession meant that the people could not go on with 

the legalization, despite the efforts of the Casa Comunal. 

The residents would first have to pay the alcaldla to mcike up 

for the lack of an area of cession. This was made even more 

difficult by the actions of the lemd speculators, who wanted 

the Casa Comunal to fciil from the outset, because its 

presence meant that city officials might force the land 

speculators to pay for the crime of selling land illegally. 

Also, the fact that people like Ramon S^chez, one of those 

who had illegally sold the green cireas, had skipped town. 
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made It that much more impossible to reconcile the situation 

equitably. "Little do I like to involve myself in these 

things'* ("Poco me gusta meterme en estas cosas"), says Don 

Eulogio. He says it mcUces him feel like "a caged cat" ("un 

gato encerrado"). *** 

The Casa Comunal encountered much resistance from the 

"traditional leaders" of the bcurrio, who resented the 

intrusion of the municipality into a domain that for years 

had been under their personal authority. According to the 

first eirchitect of the Taller Zoned./Casa Comunal in villa 

Pagador, before the Taller Zonal came to Villa Pagador the 

barrio was unified behind the traditional leaders. After the 

Taller began to instruct people on their rights as citizens, 

this architect suggests, the organization and unity of the 

barrio populace begcui to break down, as did their passivity 

in confronting their problems. From this perspective, it is 

the Taller that served to break the authority of the 

traditional leaders in the community, and the driving force 

behind the mobilization of the barrio population in demanding 

attention from the municipality: 

Yo les he hecho mucho dano, sabes por qu6? Porgue he 
abierto unos (pausa) espacios (pausa) de reflexi6n en 
ellos que antes tal vez ningtin profesional los ha hecho. 
(pausa) 

Como qa4? 
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Por ejen^IOr ellos nunca se dleron cuenta hasta antes de 
ml entrada de la estafa que tenlan por parte de los 
loteadores.. 

Abhm 

Entonces yo, les he Indlcado de que, que la estafa 
estaba pasando con la contra de sus lotes que los haclan 
ellos. 

Uh huh. 

Uno, no? Otra cosa (pausa) les abrl otro espacio de 
reflexi6n sobre, un dirigente no solo tiene que 
limitarse a (pausa) a (pausa) a quedarse sentado, ir lo 
que ocurre, no? Slno tambi^n a, a., a gritar, a llorar, a 
pedlr antes los autoridades, con fuerza, sus 
necesidades, y tengeui que ser oldos.^ No, porque cuando 
nosotros entramos era una comunidad mas, un bcirrlo mas, 
donde hcibla una serie de necesidades, pero (pausa) esas 
necesidades ercui vistas como algo cotidicmo por ellos y 
que no habla nada que hacer por eso, hcibla que, si 
alguna vez alguien se quejaba, bueno se quejaba, pero no 
llegaba mas allSi. Pero nosotros los hemos ensenado cUsrix 
estas canales, no? E)onde podia irse a quejarla, donde 
podia ir a pelearla, o que hacer, p£u:a pedir un, por lo 
menos un ladrillo peura construir algo. 

D: Si. 

I: Y es eso. Yo creo que les hemos hecho ese detno (se 
rie) o teU. vez les hemos hecho un bien, no lo s6 (se 
rie). 

[I have done them much hemn, do you know why? Because I 
opened a (pause) spaces (pause) of reflection in them 
that previously, perhaps, no professional made for them. 

Like what? 

For exan^le, prior to my arrival they never realized how 
the land speculators had swindled them~ 

Ahh» 

So I, I pointed out to them that, that the swindle 
occurred when they purchased their lots. 

Uh hah. 
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For one thing, no? Another thing (pause) I opened for 
them another space of reflection abou-t, a leader doesn't 
only have to limit himself to (pause) to (pause) to tcUce 
what happens sitting down, no? But also to, to, to 
shout, to cry, to plead before the authorities, 
forcefully, their needs, and they have to be heeurd. ^ 
No, because when we entered it was more a community, 
more a barrio, \irtiere there was a series of needs, but 
(pause) those needs were seen as something quotidian by 
them and that there was nothing that could done about 
them, that there was, if some time someone con^lained, 
fine he con^lained, but nothing more was achieved. But 
we taught them to open these channels, no? Where one 
could go to con^lain, where one could go to fight, or 
that to, to ask for a, a-t least a brick in order to 
build something. 

Yes. 

And that's it. I believe that we did them this damage 
(laughs) or maybe we did them this good, I don't know 
(laughs).] 

An alternative interpretation of the intact of the 

Taller on the local community is that it provided a space 

within which the already brewing anger cind resentment against 

the Icuid speculators eind the state (for its failure to defend 

the settlers against the predations of the land speculators) 

could find expression. Most barrio residents disagree with 

the perspective offered by the architect, that it was through 

the TcQ.ler Zonal that they became self-conscious political 

actors, demanding redress of grievances from the alcaldla. 

People point to the high level of community orgcuiization cind 

self-help development activities ongoing in the beunrio prior 

to the arriveU. of the Taller Zoneil as evidence of the local 

origins of their political consciousness and collective 

action. Pagadorenos do credit the Taller Zonal with being an 
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important instrument in helping them to contest the control 

of the traditional authorities in the community, by providing 

them a means to select new leaders and to have these 

recognized by the municipality as the official 

representatives of the barrio. 

Whatever the case, the installation of the Taller 

Zonal/Casa Comunal in villa Pagador coincided with a rupture 

of the system of traditional leadership in the barrio cuid its 

replacement with a more democratic form of local 

participation. For the majority of residents in the barrio, 

eager for a meeuis to organize euid brecUc the domination of the 

land speculators/leaders, the Casa Comunad. offered a space 

within which the people could meet and propose solutions to 

their problems. Through the Zoneil Council, the barrio 

residents elected their own leaders, establishing a new 

system of democratic leadership in the barrio to supplant the 

"traditional" (patronage-based) authority of the old leaders. 

This politicization of the populace also resulted in 

increasingly strong demands being made of the alcaldla to 

provide services to the beirrio. The barrio population, behind 

the new leadership of the Zonal Council, bec£une active in 

demanding redress of their grievances, not only from the leuid 

speculators but also from the alccU.dia itself, which had 

provided the space for this organizing in the first place. 

According to the aurchitect, this was precisely the intent of 

the project: 
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Nosotros hemos entrado a trabajar en lo mas elemental 
del pensamiento del poblador~El vecino nunca mas va a 
ser el mismo que era antes de que llegar el Tciller. 
Nunca mas va a sen ~ Es eso el valor de los TeU.leres 
Zonales. Que a partlr de ese proyecto, el vecindario ha 
enpezado a exlgdx su derecho a peurklcipar mas 
democratlcamente en la vida muncipal, en la vida del 
gobiemo, en lo que tu quieres peurtlcipar. 

[We came to work at the most basic level of thought of 
the resident. The resident will never ageiin be the 
same as he was before the arrival of the Taller. Never 
again will he be like that! That is the greatness of 
the TeU-leres Zonales. That after that project, the 
community began to demand its right to participate more 
democraticcU.ly in municipal life, in the life of the 
government, in whatever they wcuited to participate in. ] 

Certainly the Taller Zonal/Casa ComuncU. provided the people 

of Pagador with a more direct access to the alcaldla than 

they had previously enjoyed, and they used this access to 

demand that the alccildla attend to the needs of the 

community. However, these demands, as mentioned previously, 

resulted in the alcaldla retreating from the consciousness-

raising dimension of the project, converting the Casa Comunal 

into a purely bureaucratic instrument for the alcaldla's own 

legitimation. 

The community of villa Pagador, which had been unified 

euid organized under the leadership of the traditional 

leaders, now found itself fragmented and conflicted. Many of 

these conflicts stemmed from the demands of legalization. 

Subsectors of the barrio, organized under the leadership of 

individual leaders, pushed for the legalization of their own 

sectors. Often this required the residents of a particular 
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sector to pool their resources and purchase an area of land 

to cede to the alCcLldla, to con^nsate for the lack of a 

green area. Sectors of the barrio also began to organize 

individually to lobby the state for the addition of 

infrastructural in^rovements to their own sectors. Some 

leaders accused others of not thinking of the barrio as a 

whole: "Each one pulls for his own side" ("Cada ano jala por 

su lado") is a common complaint about the barrio leadership 

and the fragmenting of beurrio unity. One sector, 12 de 

Octubre, is often accused of being egotisticeLL and sectorist 

{sectorista), putting the interests of its own sector aihead 

of those of the barrio as a whole, because its leaders have 

used their connections with a local politiceU. peirty to 

install public lighting in and to pave the streets of their 

sector alone. 

The sheer size of the barrio by the mid 1990s has made 

any large-scale organizing difficult, as has the 

socioeconomic disparity that today exists between subsectors. 

Whereas Primer Grupo is legalized and equipped with paved 

roads, running water, even telephones (the objects of earlier 

struggles in the community), other, more recently populated 

sectors lack even the most basic services necessary to their 

survival. The F6 y Alegria school, the struggle for v^ich is 

described above, today serves primarily the children of those 

in Primer Grupo. For residents of other sectors there is a 

long waiting list to get in, and these parents have to send 
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their children to another school in the barrio, which lacks 

electricity and even chairs for the students to sit on. These 

disparities have made it increasingly difficult to speak of 

the barrio as a community, "a single villa Pagador" ("una 

sola villa Pagador") with shcured needs and goals. 

The task of organizing and mobilizing the population 

became more difficult as the Talleres ZoncU.es were 

transformed by the alcaldla into Casas Comunailes in 1993. As 

previously discussed, the alcaldla was not pleased with the 

apparent success of the Tcilleres zonales in reiising the 

consciousness of the barrio population, which was becoming 

increasingly irritating in its demands of the municipality. 

Thus the alcaldla diminished the social-service function of 

the Casa Comunail, emphasizing its bureaucratic role in 

processing legsilization papers. This shift in emphasis was 

not lost on the pagadorenos; as one man commented: 

Cada persona que entra para traibajar como 
alcalde~.sienq9re va a guerer ver a una poblacidn mayor 
fracturada. Por que? Porque cuando un pueblo esta unido, 
es un problema peira un autoridad. Porque ese pueblo va a 
exigir, cosas, que a el derecho le coresponde. Pero 
cuando un pueblo esta fracturado, de alll uno exige, de 
ac[ul otro exige, de otro extremo otro exige.~. "A quien 
voy a atender? Quien es por ejemplo dirigente?" Es por 
eso que quiere fracturcu: acd. 

[Every person that takes the job of mayor..^ways is 
going to want to see a more fractured population. Why? 
Because when a people is united, it is a problem for an 
authority. Because that people is going to demand, 
things, according to their rights. But when a people is 
fractured, one demands from there, another demands from 
here, from another extreme another demands.- "But to 
whom am I going to attend? Who for example is the 
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leader?" It is for that reason that he wants to fracture 
here.] 

Despite this recognition, people warmly embraced the 

bureaucratic function of the Casa Comunalr grateful that its 

location in the barrio saved them the bus fare and hassle of 

processing their paperwork downtown. In the struggle to 

become full citizens and legitimate land holders in the eyes 

of the state, the Casa Comunal is today regarded as a 

faithful friend of the community. Though it has been largely 

unsuccessful in its efforts to bring the land speculators to 

account for their crimes against the population (despite bold 

proclamations such as the newspaper headline that read 

"Municipal Government Declcires Struggle to the Death With 

Loteadores" (1993)), the Casa Comunal is loceilly regarded as 

having broken the hold of the land speculators (in their 

capacity as traditional leaders) over the community. The 

people of Villa Pagador express a proprietary sentiment 

towards "their" Casa Comunal, v^ich is locally viewed as an 

indication of the importance of the bcunrio in the eyes of the 

alcaldla, which through the Casa Comunal gives them a direct 

line to the municipality. At the Scune time the Casa Comuneil 

has proven an effective instrument in regulating and 

incorporating the marginal barrios, which had been the source 

of so much trouble to the municipality in the past. 

The in^rtcuice of the Casa Comunal to communities like 

Villa Pagador is likewise recognized by the alcaldla, whose 
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representatives frequently point to these "subalcaldlas" as 

evidence of the municipality's commitment to the marginal 

beirrlos. The mayor himself, Manfred Reyes villa, touts the 

Casa Comunal system as one of his greatest achievements, euid 

uses them to generate support for his administration in the 

barrios. During a visit to villa Pagador during his campaign 

for re-election in 1996, Manfred named his support for the 

Casas Comunciles as his greatest contribution to the marginal 

barrios of Cochabamba: 

Creemos que ahora asl, ha llegado el momento de 
tra±>ajar, ha llegado el momento de la unldad, entre 
todos los cochabambinos. For eso senores dlrlgentes, el 
tinico que quiero decirles esta noche, esta noche 
hlst6rlca, esta 9 de Novlembre~u}ue espero que me vuelvan 
a Invltar ac& como alcalde de esta cludad, y podamos 
dlalogar.^ Porque nuestro goblemo municipal se va a 
caracterlzau: por la partlclpacl6n de ustedes, de los 
veclnos, de los dlrlgentes, en todos los tredsajos que 
vayamos a revisar. Vamos a fortalecer nuestras Casas 
Comunales (aplauso) para poder contar con todos ustedes 
(aplauso). 

[We believe that right now, the moment of work has 
arrived, the moment of unity has arrived, among all 
cochaba^lnos. Therefore honored leaders, the only thing 
that I want to say to you tonight, this historic night, 
this 9th of November^that I hope you will again Invite 
me here as mayor of this city, and we ceui dleilogue.~. 
Because our municipal government will be chcuracterized 
by the peurticipation of all of you, of the barrio 
residents, of the leaders, in all the work that we are 
going to do. We ar& going to strengthen our Casas 
Comunales (applause) in order to have the support of all 
of you (applause).] 
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Performing Communl-ty: An Ongoing Representation 

It is perhaps ironic that the institution of the casa 

Comunal, primary instrument in state incorporation of 

marginal barrios to the city, should be so embraced by the 

residents of these barrios. The Casa Comunal's main function^ 

after all, is to inqpose its own definition of order within 

and to assert municipal authority over the barrios, thus 

extending the state's domination to those areas of the city 

that had previously escaped its jurisdiction. From one 

perspec-tlve (discussed in chapter 1, in the consideration of 

agency, resistance, and the hegemonic production of 

subjectivity), it would seem that the people of villa Pagador 

are in a state of feU.se consciousness, that they mispercelve 

the state as their friend, eind in their desire to become 

"citizens" they fail to recognize that they are subordinating 

themselves to state domination. This perspective tcUces for 

grcuited the idea that the people of the barrios should 

necessarily seek to escape state domination, rather than 

submit themselves to it. It is indeed the case that by 

accepting the state's terms for citizenship — defined through 

the legalization procedure and the administration of the 

approved pleui — the barrio residents have thereby accepted 

the alcaldla's claim to legitimate authority over and 

regulation of Villa Pagador. Such an acceptance would seem to 

legitimate state domination, implying that the people have 
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exchcuiged one mas-ter for another as the alcaldXa has replaced 

the land speculators as rulers of the barrio. 

From another perspective, however, submission to the 

state cind incorporation to the municipality is a reasonable 

politiccLl strategy for barrio residents and the new 

generation of leaders to pursue. The first generation of leuid 

speculators/leaders resisted integration to the municipality: 

In founding the barrio, the leaders chose a site far from the 

city center and from the centralized municipal government, 

whose authority did not extend to the barrios of the urban 

periphery. The marginal position vis-et-vis the municipality 

provided by this physical distcince afforded the leaders a 

space in which they could rule over the beucrio without 

challenge from the alcaldla. In some ways this rule was 

beneficial, in that it enabled the barrio to function as an 

organized community, bringing mcuiy physical improvements to 

the barrio and building a reputation for itself as a 

significant place on the city's periphery. But this order was 

seriously pejorative to the waves of migrcuits that succeeded 

the initial settlers, whose illegal purchases of land 

obstructed their hopes of becoming urban citizens and so of 

living a better life in the city. The leaders from this 

period today regcurd the alcaldla with hostility euid 

suspicion, as an interloper that has recently arrived on the 

scene and disrupted their authority, which they continue to 
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view as having been in the best interests of the community of 

Villa Pagador. 

For the new generation of leaders, however, those 

elected by the residents of the community to serve in the 

Zonal Council, the alcaldla is welcome as a provider of 

services and a meeuis of brecUcing down the land speculators 

authoritarian dominion. The stigma of being classified as 

"illegal," their inability to get credit or to be full owners 

of their land, their limitations as a barrio in competing 

with other "legal" barrios for state resources and services: 

All of these figure into people's evaluations of what the 

state has to offer them. The Casa Comunal from this 

perspective represents an avenue to achieving the goal of 

integration to the municipality. The Casa Comunal provides a 

means to put one's affairs in order, to receive one's 

approved plan from the state, euid to thus be able to 

represent oneself to the state as a citizen, deserving of 

equal treatment before the law. In addition, the state as a 

rational, legal system of domination can offer barrio 

residents a modicum of protection from the unregulated and 

arbitrary authority of the Icuid speculators. State authority 

is judged to be infinitely preferable to the personc^istic 

rule of the traditional leaders, constructed through ties of 

ritual kinship and patronage rather than a democratic form of 

governance. 
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However, accep-tance by the barrio residents of the 

state's authority to regulate land sales and determine 

citizenship through the approved pleui does not meeui that the 

residents of Pagador are uncritiCcU. of the municipal 

authorities or ignorant of their own subordinate position 

vis-4-vis the state. As the following chapters of this 

dissertation indicate, the people of villa Pagador are 

extremely critical of the state, and engage in multiple 

struggles for recognition and improved quality of life in 

their community. But people in the barrio recognize that it 

is only as citizens and full members of the municipality that 

they can successfully petition the state for services, and 

hope that the state will recognize their demcuids as 

legitimate. Long defined as illegeU., people in Villa Pagador 

don the mantle of citizenship in order to more effectively 

lobby the municipality for the services they feel they 

deserve. 

AcceptdLng the identity of citizens of the municipality 

thus does not necessarily imply an abandonment of community 

or the complete subjection of the barrio to state domination. 

The present-day leaders of the barrio euid their constituents 

recognize the importeuit benefits that their barrio has 

accrued by representing itself as cui organized and 

progressive community to the authorities of the city. Indeed, 

despite the multiple internal conflicts in Villa Pagador, it 

is remarkable to note that people of the barrio continue to 
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elaborate a strong collective identity of "community," 

en^hasizing their shared origins, strong local unity, and 

high level of organization. Although the displacement of the 

traditional leaders by the Casa Comunal effectively ruptured 

the original system of organiza-tion within the barrio, 

resulting in a more individualistic and fragmented political 

process, publicly Villa Pagador maintains its character and 

reputation for unity and organization. The present system of 

leaders, organized through the Zonal Council (which, somewhat 

confusingly, is today called the Casa Comunal, having named 

itself after the municipal office of the same name), 

elaborates a coherent discourse of "community" which is 

mobilized in the ongoing struggle to bring infrastructure and 

other in^rovements to the barrio. People in the barrio 

continue to describe villa Pagador as "the most progressive 

barrio in the southern zone," a model of organization for all 

other marginal barrios in Cochabamba. At the 19th anniversary 

celebration in the barrio in 1995, for example, speakers 

elaborated this discourse for the benefit of the visiting 

authorities, including Manfred himself, who sat on the dais. 

After recounting the history of the barrio's founding, one 

speaker, a local schoolteacher (Sr. Huanca) offered this 

observation: 

Pero gracias a la unidad y el trabajo comunal de los 
habitantes, nuestra zona va a crecer con pasos gigantes, 
que hoy por hoy no dudamos en afirmar que la zona 
Sebastian Pagador es la mas organizada, mas dedicada a 
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canbio de es-tilo de vida. Queremos ser una zona ejemplo 
de todos los barrios, con todas las necesidades de 
servicio social. 

[Bu-t thanks to the unity euid the communal leibor of its 
inheUsitants, our zone is going to grow with giant steps, 
that day by day, we do not doubt that the zone Sebasti^ 
Pagador is the most organized, the most dedicated to 
changing its quality of life. We want to be an example 
for all the barrios, with all our social-service needs 
met. ] 

Thus the eibility to "perform community" to interested 

outsiders is a key feature of villa Pagador's successful 

management of its own image and reputation, \i^ich it has 

frequently paurlayed into material gains for the barrio. 

Through its 20-year history. Villa Pagador's leaders and 

residents have been adept at assessing the expectations of 

those in power, and in elaborating representations of 

themselves to meet those expectations and so to bring 

benefits to their community. Despite the intemeil conflicts, 

the struggles in v^ch the people of villa Pagador engage 

continue to be enacted through the idiom of community, as 

they IcUx^r to define and negotiate the relationship of their 

bcirrio to the municipeU.ity of Coch£ibamba. It is these 

struggles which the remainder of this dissertation explores. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PERFORMING NATIONAL FOLKLORE: 

THE FIESTA DE SAN MIGUEL 

IN THE PRODUCTION OF LOCAL IDENTITY 

In 1968, the Bolivian state nationalized populcir culture. In 

presidential decree number 08396 of that year, the militeiry 

government of General Ren^ Bcurrientos Ortuno declared that 

folkloric music ("la MUsica folkldrica"), defined as music 

produced by peasant groups and "folk" in genercU. {"grupos 

campesinos y 'folk' en general"), was now property of the 

state {"propiedad del Estado") (Guerra Gutierrez 1990). This 

same decree created a nationeil Depeurtment of Folklore within 

the Ministry of Education and Culture, specificed.ly to 

promote the cataloging and regulation of Bolivian folklore in 

its various manifestations. By 1970, the government of 

General Barrientos had been twice replaced, first by that of 

General Oveuido and then by that of GenereU. Bcuizer (Klein 

1992), but the state's commitment to the ownership and 

bureaucratization of national folkloric culture remained 

steadfast. In a decree of 1970, Beuizer's government spelled 

out the duties of the national Department of Folklore and its 

regional subcommittees, most of which involved compiling 
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regis-ters suid inventories of the Vcirious dances eind musics 

classified by the state as folkloric, amd promoting and 

sponsoring folkloric performances. Especially important in 

this was recognition of cind support for the annual Camaval 

de Oruro, now elevated to a national folkloric celebration. 

In yet cinother presidential decree of 1970, the Bolivian 

state declared the city of Oruro to be the "Folklore Capital 

of Bolivia" (Guerra Gutierrez 1990). 

I read this series of presidential decrees as part of a 

strategy by the Bolivicui state to incorporate popular 

cultural expressions such as music and dance as con^nents of 

a national cultural patrimony (Garcia Canclini 1995). 

Occuzrring at a moment in BolivicUi history when state 

steibility eind legitimacy were in doubt, the state's 

declciration of ownership of all that is culturally produced 

by "its folk" represents an attempt to extend national 

dominion over the most public and performative elements of 

indigenous popular culture, thereby fostering national 

consolidation and defining the state itself as the legitimate 

representative of that totcility, "the natural embodiment of 

history, territory euid society" (Cohn and Dirks 1986: 12) in 

Bolivia. Despite the many chcuiges which occurred in the 

composition of the Bolivian state over the next tmo decades, 

the consequences of this nationalization of popular culture 

endured. The national significance accorded to Oruro as 

"Folklore Capital of Bolivia" raised that city's Camaval to 
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the status of national cultural event, and its associated 

dancesr costumes, and musical, styles serve as indices of the 

Bolivian nation wherever they are performed. Oruro thus has 

become a folkloric "place" within Bolivian national spaced 

(Gupta and Ferguson 1992; Liechty 1996), a key site for the 

maintenance of an often fragile Bolivian nationeU. identity 

(Abercrombie 1991). 

For the people of Villa Sebastian Pagador, this 

association of Oruro with national culture presents an 

opportunity to chcLllenge their in^sed marginality, this time 

at the level of culture and "tradition." Elsewhere in this 

dissertation (e.g., chapters 5 euid 6) I explore the efforts 

by residents of Villa Pagador to contest directly and 

politically the state's neglect and "abandonment" of their 

barrio, its failure to deliver services and its rejection of 

barrio residents' claims for equal citizenship. Here, I turn 

to a consideration of the ways in «^ich this contestation is 

enacted in struggles over control of nationcLl folklore, 

through an examination of one loceU. "folkloric" performance, 

villa Pagador's fiesta de San Miguel. As self-identifying 

natives of Oruro, Bolivia's folklore capital, pagadorenos are 

uniquely positioned to meuiipulate the discourses of the 

Boliviaui state, creatively reappropriating the nationalized 

meaning of "folklore" to characterize their own expressive 

^ "Place is space to which meaning has been ascribed," (Carter, et al. 
1993: xii). 
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culture. By positioning themselves as the true bearers of the 

national. culturcU. patrimony, the authentic owners and 

originators of what has only recently become nationcQ 

culture, the people of Villa Pagador ceui articulate with the 

nationcil state and the local municipcU.ity, transforming their 

"marginal beirrio" into a national folkloric "place," suid 

contesting their own political, social, and economic 

margineilization from Bolivieui nationeU. life. 

The present chapter is organized into two parts, in an 

atten^t to excunine the fiesta de San Miguel from two 

different perspectives: from "within" and from "without."2 m 

the first part, I present an ethnography of the fiesta as 

experienced on the ground ("The Fiesta from Within"), 

exploring the vcurious social, cultural, euid economic factors 

that make the fiesta a centrcil institution in the life of 

Villa Pagador. This discussion includes the history of the 

San Miguel fiesta in Villa Pagador, the role it has played in 

consolidating Villa Pagador as a community, and the tensions 

that have arisen around the fiesta between Villa Pagador and 

its neighbor, Valle Hermoso. The second part of the chapter 

("The Fiesta from Without") considers the individual- and 

community-level interpretations of the meaning eind 

significance of the San Miguel fiesta in terms of the 

2 I propose -this di.s'tiac'tion ("within" and "without") in order to 
indicate the two different perspectives I am discussing in this single 
chapter. The actual experience of fiesta practice ("within") may be 
quite distinct from the interpretations of the metming of that 
experience that participants attribute to it ("without"). 
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struggle to contest marginality through control of national 

folklore. This section begins with a brief discussion of the 

definition and history of the concept of "folklore," and the 

uses to which this idea has been put in producing nationeJ. 

identities in Latin America, before turning to a 

consideration of how national ideas about Bolivian "folklore" 

are deployed in the construction of local identity in Villa 

Pagador. Especicilly important in this is eui understanding of 

the ways in «^ch local ideas eibout "community" shape 

people's evaluations of the meaning of the San Miguel fiesta. 

Through this aneU.ysis I hope to situate the preceding 

ethnographic description in the broader context of the local 

and national meanings ascribed to fiesta practice by both 

pagadorenos euid the Bolivian state. 

THE FIESTA FROM WITHIN: PASSING THE FIESTA DE SAN MIGUEL 

IN VILLA PAGADOR 

*** Fieldnotes. 29 aop-ht»mher 1995 — For much of the day it 

seemed like nothing specicU. was happening, people going about 

their business in much the same way as they always do. I was 

reminded of the quiet before the 10 de Febrero anniversary 

celebration: All morning, nothing to indicate that something 

big was about to go down. And then, the hour of the big 

entrada comes, and^nothlng. Hora Boliviana (Bolivian time). 
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the people say laughing. And sometimes^ Bora Sebastiana, 

which is even la-ter and less relicdsle i^han the Hora 

Boliviana. Then, just when you've begun to give up hope, 

thinking it all a big hoax played on the anthropologist with 

his taste for fiestas euid large public displays, everyone 

suddenly gathers at the predetermined location, and within 

fifteen minutes what was a typiccU. quiet day on the main 

avenue of villa Pagador is treinsformed into a huge, noisy, 

colorful parade, unlike anything you'd expect to see suddenly 

materialize in that dusty comer of Cochabamba's periphery. 

*** 

The fiesta de San Miguel is, for many of villa Pagador's 

residents, the highlight of the yeeu:. Even the evangelicals 

in the community, proscribed from dancing or drinking by 

their church doctrine, speaUc of the fiesta with excitement 

and real feeling. ̂ Especially for the young people in the 

barrio, the passion for the fiesta is palpable, you can hear 

it in their voices %^en they describe their plcuis for the 

event. Though in terms of sheer numbers most people don't 

actively dance in the fiesta, the fiesta touches nearly 

everyone who resides in the barrio: many people turn out to 

view the entrada, lining the streets of the bairrio to watch 

^ For more on the relationship of evemgelicals to the fiesta de San 
Miguel, see Goldstein (n.d.)• 



FI6UBE 4.1. The Fiesta de San Miguel: the Deinostraci6n 
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the pcurade pass by, or the demostracidn on the football field 

on Sunday afternoon; memy attend the parties hosted by the 

pasantes (sponsors) in the evenings following the day's 

dancing; meuiy others attend the weddings which take place 

during the fiesta; smd even those who would avoid the event 

entirely ceui't help but notice the constcint music, the 

shouting in the streets, the nonocQly staid barrio populace 

reeling drunJcenly in the public sc[ucu:e. Hundreds of visitors 

pour into the bcurrio from the countryside, coming to visit 

their migrcuit relatives and friends and to participate in or 

observe the fiesta. For nearly a week in September, the 

barrio is treuisformed, and the fiesta reigns over deuLly life. 

The day devoted to the local Saint, the archangel 

Michael (San Miguel), is September 29, and the fiesta 

celebrating this devotion spans some five days before and 

after the official Saint's day. Preparations for the fiesta 

begin long in advance of the actual day: An aspiring pas ante, 

for excunple, may begin saving his^ money and incurring 

reciprocal obligations years ahead of the time of his actual 

sponsorship, participants in the fiesta cu:e grouped into 

dsuice troupes, Ccd.led ccmparsas or fratemldades 

(fraternities), the membership of which includes both men euid 

women. Each fraternity ncunes its pasantes, the man and woman 

who will sponsor the troupe, providing the band, the 

^ It is normally the rum who Is regeurded as the pasante, while his wife, 
though a pasante herself, is accorded secondeury status 
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refreshments r and the party which all the participants will 

attend. Preparations and rehearsals for the fiesta are 

organized sporadically throughout the year, but begin In 

earnest In June, ̂ en the fraternities meet In the evenings 

or on Sundays to leam their dance steps and to coordinate 

their movements. These rehearsals continue throughout the 

(South American) winter, culminating In the convlte, the big 

dress rehearsal for the fiesta, %^lch tcJees place on the 

Sunday before the entrada, the parade which marks the 

beginning of the fiesta weekend. In the convlte, all of the 

different dance troupes vrtilch have been reheeirslng sepcurately 

are supposed to convene for a run-through of the entrada, 

which culminates In a visit to the Seiint, asking for success 

in the fiesta.^ 

The fiesta de San Miguel officially begins on a Friday 

with the entrada, when all of the dance troupes line up in a 

pre-determlned order, and parade through the barrio, each 

group dancing Its particular folklorlc dance (e.g., the 

Morenada, the Diatladaf the Tinku) to the characteristic 

music of the brass bands that accon^any them. Along the way 

the parade winds through the streets of villa Pagador, which 

were lined with spectators waving euid cheering at the troupes 

^ This ideal foxmat did not pan out in 1996, however, when only four of 
the fourteen fratemidades slated to inarch in the entrada actually 
showed up for the convite, provoking much grumbling eunong the groups 
that did attend. Don Fausto Huanca, one of the paaantes, muttered that 
this did not bode well for the organization of the fiesta which would 
follow (see more on Don Fausto, below). 
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as ^hey dance by.^ The paurade crosses neighboring Vcille 

Hemoso, and ends up at t:he chapel t:hat: houses San Miguel, 

perched a^op a small hill overlooking Valle Hennoso and Villa 

Pagador beyond it. Here the pasantes kneel before the Saint, 

asking that he recognize their devotion and bestow his 

blessings upon them. Afterwards, the fraternities dance 

around the church performing for one another, later returning 

to the homes of the individucil pasantes for food and drinks, 

dind a party that lasts cd.1 night. At svinrise the next morning 

(Saturday) everyone returns to the chapel for the alba, or 

salute to the sunrise, which involves more dancing and 

drinking, and the preparation of a commeal soup cooked by 

submerging a hot stone in the broth, rendering a porridge 

called q'alapari. This is followed by a mass said in the 

chapel, and then more pcurties in the pasantes' homes. 

Saturday night there are weddings, as those pascuites who have 

never been married in the church take the opportunity to 

formalize religiously their civic vows. The wedding is 

followed by cuiother pairty, vrtiich again lasts all night. On 

Sunday the partying continues into the afternoon, when the 

demostraci6n is held. This is the formal con^tition of the 

fiesta, held on the main football field in the barrio. One by 

^ The division of the fiesta into dancers and spectators is a feature 
that distinguishes the rural fiesta from the urban "show" (Garcia 
Canclinl 1993). in the traditional rural fiesta, participation is more 
generalized throughout the coimminity. In the urban fiesta, by contrast, 
the community is more segregated as performers/audience. This is 
particuleurly evident in the entrada and demostracion. 
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one the dance groups take their turn performing their steps 

on the field, dancing before a reviewing stand where a group 

of dignitciries sits to judge which groups are the best. 

Barrio residents and visitors crowd the edges of the field, 

elbowing one another for a better view of the performance. 

Later, prizes are awarded in severeUL categories, including 

best band and best dancers. This demostracidn is followed by 

more parties. On Monday, the last official day of the fiesta, 

the pasantes of each fraternity pay a visit to the home of 

the couple that has been designated to serve as passmtes for 

next year's fiesta, emd "deliver" the fiesta to them in a 

simple ritual called the kacbarpaya. PsLrties follow this 

event and continue for a day or two afterwards, essentially 

until all the beer and chicha has been finished. 

Such is the ideal itinerary of the fiesta. Analysis at 

this level of abstraction Ccin say much about how the fiesta 

is supposed to look, accessing as it does the general model 

that serves as a kind of orgeuiizational tool for fiesta 

planners, helping to guide the unfolding of the actual fiesta 

on the ground. In the absence of cui effective coordinating 

effort (the central ComitS de Festejos was formed only in 

1995, cuid performs a minor role in this regard), such a model 

is a necessary meauis of directing action, so people know 

genercLlly where they are supposed to be and at what time, and 

what they are supposed to do when they get there. But the 

ideal version of the fiesta rarely unfolds as it ought to in 
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actual practice. The sequence of the fiesta only loosely 

corresponds to the pre-established agenda, and each fiesta 

sponsor lends to the event his or her own peirticular touches. 

This is most likely due to the diverse origins of the 

different fiesta sponsors, who come from different provinces 

of Oruro, or even from different altiplano departments, and 

incorporate aspects of the fiestas they know from their 

pueblos. Each pasante, then, sponsors a distinct private 

fiesta within the larger public one, and each of these 

fiestas has its own particular flavor. This diversity 

problematizes any attempt to present a generalizable, 

"objective" account of "the fiesta" in VdLlla Pagador. 

From an individual perspective as well, such a 

generalized description reflects little of the way in which I 

or anyone else actually experiences the fiesta: No one gets 

drunk and throws up in that kind of description, no one gets 

in a fight, no one goes broke or goes home in tears or has 

the time of their life. What I want to present here, instead, 

is an ethnography of one pasante and his efforts to "pass" 

the fiesta, focusing on a description of the first day of the 

fiesta, the entrada. Through this description, I hope to 

illuminate many of the more general details in^rtant to an 

understauiding of the fiesta de San Miguel in Villa Pagador, 

while maintaining the flavor of the experience of one 

pasante's fiesta seen from the inside, to evoke a sense of 

what it meant and how it felt for him (and me) to be a part 
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of the entrada in the fiesta de San Miguel. This ethnographic 

account will serve to ground the theoretical discussion and 

interpretive efforts (of both community members auid n^self) 

that follow. 

Passing the Fiesta with Don Fausto 

Don Fausto Huanca is a paceno, meeming that he is from 

La Paz; but he is from a rural pueblo in La Paz department, 

not far from the Oruro border, and he knows so much about 

folklore and how to pass (pasar) a fiesta that people tend to 

forget that he is not an orureno. When I first made his 

acquaintance, following the fiesta de San Miguel in 1995, he 

had just received the office (cargo) to be pasante of the 

fraternity Morenada Central Pagador for the fiesta in 1996. 

To be a pasante was a lifelong goal of Don Fausto — he had 

danced in fiestas as a kid in the countryside, had been one 

of the original organizers of the first fraternity in the 

fiesta in villa Pagador (the very same Morenada Central), a 

guide (gula) who helped to instruct the others in Pagador 

about how a fiesta should be run, cuid had been involved in 

the fiesta in various capacities ever since. Now he would 

have the chance to sponsor the show himself. 

Don Fausto and his family were also among the first 

people to settle in villa Pagador. He arrived in 1977, after 

performing his obligatory two years of militaury service (the 
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cuartel). His parents were ambulatory vendors, they knew 

Eleuterlo Mayta (one of the founders of the barrio) through 

their work in the csuichar euid had bought a small lot in Villa 

Pagador during the very first sale of Icuid, in the sector 

later known as Primer Grupo. Don Fausto is a cop — he entered 

the police academy right out of military service, and in one 

yecir was trained and certified to be a member of the national 

police force. He was instrumental in bringing a police 

station and officers to villa Pagador, though he himself is 

stationed in TemporaQ, on the far northwest side of the city. 

He is 38 years old. His wife. Dona Maria, is CLISO from La 

Paz. She takes care of their seven children, euid sometimes 

works selling things in the ceuicha. 

On the morning of the entrada, Friday, 27 September 

1996, Don Fausto was busy with last-minute preparations for 

his fiesta. With some compadres, relatives, and friends, he 

stood in the street before his house, erecting a large metal 

divider to block off a section of street to be used as a 

party area. The men used strips of wire to lash tall, 

corrugated meted, sheets to wooden planks, anchored at the 

bottom with big adobe bricks. A huge pile of dirt sat in the 

street by this barrier, blocking access to Don Ramiro's 

vacant, roofless gcirage across the street, vi^ch also was to 

serve as a party area. A terrible cirgument ensued between Don 

Fausto, backed by several angry comadres, and a neighbor, the 

owner of the dirt pile, who claimed that as the street was 
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public space he had every right to leave his dirt there. 

EventueU.ly he was prevailed upon, to move it, but only after 

Don Ramiro came out and threatened to call the architect down 

from the Casa Comuncil, who would surely fine the man for 

dirtying the streets. Don Fausto, though obviously tense, 

retained his excitement and good humor throughout, only 

occasionally crying out " tQa4 macanal" (What a messl) with a 

laugh, throwing his arms to the sky. 

In the enclosed yard of Don Fausto's house, a group of 

about fifteen women, all of them relatives, friends, and 

comadres of the pasantes, sat beneath the metal awning that 

covered the outdoor kitchen, talking, preparing food, and 

sorting out the rented costumes for the entrada. Meuiy of them 

were laughing, peeling carrots cuid potatoes, infants strapped 

across their backs, laughing about the upcoming fiesta and 

remembering past ones. The rented clothes lay on a sheet of 

plastic, in a big pile beneath the awning. At a word from the 

comadre in charge of doling out the costumes, the women rose 

and stood euround the pile, each with a glass of beer in her 

hand served out by the comadre. Each woman poured an offering 

around the edges of the pile in the ritual act of the ch 'alia 

(Martinez 1987; Rocha 1990). As she poured the offering, each 

woman asked the Pacbamama (Quechua: Earth Mother) to provide 

a successful fiesta, amd good luck for the fraternity in the 

entrada. With a laugh, each woman finished the beer that 

remained in her glass. The comadre in charge of distributing 
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the costumes then handed each woman her outfit: an 

elaborately decorated red and pink pollera (the thick, 

multllayered skirt of traditioncil attire), a v^te blouse 

with lace edges, and a noisemaker {matraka) to twirl as she 

danced. The women supplied their own brown derbies. In a 

small notebook the comadre kept a record of what each woman 

received, how much she paid, and how much she still owed. 

The fence out front now ready, Don Fausto came inside 

and washed his hands, and with Dona Maria and four of their 

kids we headed up to the house of Don Salvador, last year's 

pasante of the Morenada Central. As pasante of the previous 

year, it was Salvador's job to accompany the present pasante 

in the entrada and demostraci6n, and to host a small party at 

his house after the alba on Saturday morning. He also hosts 

the kallayku, an Aymara word for the blessing of the men's 

costumes which marks the beginning of the fiesta. In Don 

Salvador's yard, a number of male dcincers had gathered to 

diwy up their costumes. These had been brought from the city 

of Oruro by a husband-and-wife team of professional costume 

makers. They have been coming to Pagador for ten yecurs, 

bringing costumes for the deuicers in the barrio fiesta. They 

explained that there is no good folkloric costuming in 

Cochabamba, and so for a really superior fiesta you have to 

in^rt the costumes from Oruro, where these same outfits are 

used in Ccimaval. 
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There are t:wo kinds of male dancers in the iforenada: the 

Morenos, with large, tiered costtimes that resemble a wedding 

CcUce, and the Achachis, similar but with big tails that 

protrude like a dragon's out of the back of the costume. I 

tried on one of the Achachis — they weigh 50 kilos, and I 

instantly broke out in a sweat. The dance of the Horenada is 

said to represent the exodus of the African slaves, who had 

been held by the Spanish in the mountains of Potosl, where 

they worked the mines to extract silver for export to Spain. 

But the Africans were physiologically ill-suited to the high 

altitudes of Potosl, and so were marched across the mountains 

to the tropical lowlands of the Yungas, where the Afro-

Bolivian populations of today reside (Boero Rojo 1991). In 

Oruro, Morenada dancers wear huge, terrifying masks, 

grotesque caricatures of "black" {negro or moreno) faces, 

with big protruding eyes, pendulous lips, and slathering 

tongues, said to represent the exhaustion that the slaves 

felt as they marched across the high mountains. The dancers 

crank noisemakers as they dance, which are said to reproduce 

the sound of the slaves' chains as they dragged them over the 

mountains. These noisemakers (matrakas) often are shaped like 

icons of the groups that carry them: the dancers in the 

fraternity sponsored by the transport syndicate in the 

barrio (the Morenada Transpagador), for example, dcuice with 

noisemcLkers shaped like the buses they drive. In Villa 

Pagador, unlike in Oruro's Carnaval, the dancers don't wear 
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masks, only brown or black fedoras on theix heads. They say 

it is because of the climate in Cochabamba: In frigid Oruro, 

it's not a problem to wear a big heavy mask, but in the heat 

of the valley it would be suffocating. 

Don Fausto ran about Don Salvador's yard, making sure 

that everyone had a glass of beer, with which they performed 

a ch'alla over their costumes. People were in high spirits, 

except for my assistant Sim6n, who had a cold and a fever, 

cind sat to one side trying not to be noticed, so that no one 

would offer him drinks. He was sick all weekend, in fact, and 

adopted this strategy throughout, though it was apparently a 

point of honor for him to keep reminding me that were he 

healthy, he would be drinking with the rest of us. 

Though the entrada was slated to begin within the hour, 

Don Fausto still had errands to run in the cancha, so 

together we left Don Salvador's and got on a bus for the 

city. Fausto was quiet and distracted — now, he admitted, I'm 

starting to get nervous. He, too, had a bad cold, and had not 

slept the night before, getting things ready for the party. 

Arriving at the cancha we headed for a tailor's stall, set 

among dozens of others like it, v^ere Don Fausto stopped to 

pick up his new suit for the entrada. (He had previously 

purchased another new suit vrtiich he would wear for his 

wedding on Saturday night.) We waited while the tailors sewed 

the final buttons on the jacket, a brown wool/poly blend. 

When the suit was ready we performed a few other errands. 
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picking up some flowers (red gladlolas) for Dona Maria euid 

her comadres to carry In the entrada, a few bags of white 

confetti to rub In people's hair, and two boxes of hand-held 

cardboard bottle rockets (petardos) which I paid for, Don 

Fausto by now being completely out of cash. 

By the time we returned to the beirrlo It was past 1:00, 

the scheduled hour for the depcirture of the entrada. Some men 

in Moreno costumes were milling about in Don Fausto's yard, 

and the women in chcirge of the kitchen were beginning to 

serve up bowls of noodle soup. The band arrived then, 

Juventud Nobles of Cochabamba, all of them dressed in 

identical light-brown suits with matching fedoras, white 

shirts open at the throat, and piled their shiny brass 

instrxunents in a big heap in one comer of the house 

compound. The band members took seats along the wall of the 

compound, where they were served bowls of soup by one of the 

comadres. 

After they had eaten, the band members gathered in a 

loose circle around the pile of instruments for the q'owa, 

another blessing intended to bring success to the fiesta and 

its participants (Rocha 1990). On the altipleuio the q'owa is 

traditionally performed on the first Friday of each month, as 

a ritual to purify homes and bring hecd.th and well-being to 

the occupants. It is also observed before important fiestas 

like Camaval, when success in a particular endeavor is 

desired. The bcind members now passed from man to man a bag of 
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coca leaves and a small bot-tle of clear grain eU.cohol. Each 

man sprinkled some of each of these substcuices over the 

instruments, mumbling a short benediction before teUcing for 

himself a small sip of the grain alcohol. They also passed 

around two brovm eggs: When a man received the egg, he passed 

it all over his body, finally kissing the egg and blowing on 

it before passing it to the man next to him. It was explained 

to me that through this act, all of the wickedness 

(maldicidD) was drawn from the man's body euid into the egg. 

When the eggs had made a complete circuit of all the band 

members, they were flung far away from the house compound, 

taking their evil with them. 

Meanwhile, a small fire had been lit in another comer 

of the compound, and a misa was burned over it. The misa is a 

ritual offering (ofrenda) consisting of a sheet of paper 

covered in various ingredients, including herbs and plants, 

food items, euid small plaster images of desired objects, 

which cire presented as a gift to ensure the blessing of 

supernatural beings (Bouysse-Cassagne, et al. 1987; Martinez 

1987; van den Berg 1985). The misa is burned as part of the 

purifying ritual of the q'owa.^ In urban Coched)amba, misas are 

often purchased ready-made from vendors in the cancha. The 

burning misa, l€Lid atop a rusted metal sheet, was carried 

over to the instruments, where its thick, fragrant smoke 

^ The texm misa is sametimes used to describe the entire ritual here 
termed the q'owa. 
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would purify the instruments so they would produce better 

music for the fiesta. Finally a live chicken was brought over 

to the pile, where a man touched it to each of the 

instruments, serving the same function that the egg did for 

the men, drawing the evil into itself. After being touched to 

the instruments, one man held the chicken while cinother 

grabbed its head and hacked it off with a dull kitchen knife. 

The men cheered emd sprayed beer over everything, and the man 

holding the chicken tossed it to one side, v^ere it ran in 

circles for a few moments before collapsing lifeless to the 

floor. Some men chanted "Lengual Lenguar, emd one guy picked 

up the chicken's head euid French-kissed it, rising bloody 

faced and grinning to the cheers of his friends. 

The entrada got going around 2:00. I danced at the front 

of the Morenada Central, with Don Fausto emd his invited 

guests: Don Salvador cind his wife (last-year's pasantes); 

Dona Maria's ancient mother; the ritual godparents (padrinos 

religiosos) of Fausto and Maria's upcoming church wedding; 

and Fausto's sister and her husband. We were followed by the 

deuicers, orgcuiized into several subgroups (bloques). Each 

subgroup consists of a number of dancers that perform their 

choreographed steps in unison, men dancing with men and women 

with women. The more subgroups a dance troupe has the 

better, as size of the group is tcUcen as a measure of its 

populeirity and success. ("We had seven subgroups this year," 

bragged a friend from the Morenos Fronterizos, which took 
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first, prize for heavy costumes in the demostracidn.) Each 

subgroup within the larger fraternity has a leader, vrtio 

carries a vi^stle to coordinate the group's dance steps 

{figuras). The bcind follows in the middle or rear of the 

troupe, so those of us at the very front had trouble hecuring 

the music. The Horenada is a slow, rhythmic, plodding dance, 

vtfhose side-to-side movements are said to parody the court: 

dances of colonial Spain (Morales 1992). Thus the progress of 

the entrada through the barrio was slow, and I was surprised 

to find that it took great exertion to dance at such a 

deliberate pace. Don Fausto's fraternity had six. subgroups, 

each con^rised of 20 to 30 dancers, so all told the group 

(including the band, the invited guests, and other 

participants such as food servers and chicha pourers) 

numbered over 200 people. Dancing at the front of the group, 

I could see the fraternity stretching along the street behind 

me, and Don Fausto beamed with pride at the large size of his 

group. 

The parade wound through the barrio, ending at the small 

chapel where San Miguel is housed. Along the way people 

watching cheered as we passed by, occasionally running out to 

offer us a bottle of beer or a gourd cup (tutuma) of chicha. 

We arrived at the chapel and danced ciround it before going 

inside, where the pascuites knelt before the images of the 

Saint and Jesus on the cross. Dons Fausto and Salvador had 

been carrying giant white candles in the entrada, and these 
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they now set amongst others placed on the alter before the 

Saint, lighting them with a prayer and a petition for His 

blessing. Afterwards, we all filed out through a door in the 

back of the church, a cold, late-aftemoon wind whipping in 

from outside and nearly extinguishing most of the candles on 

the altcur. 

Afterwards we watched other groups as they arrived and 

danced around the church. Don Salvador invited me to drink 

with him at a nearby storefront. When it was dark the 

fraternities reassembled and dauiced down the backside of the 

hill we had earlier ascended, the dancers from the Central 

ending up at Don Fausto's house where the comadres served a 

meal of thin, spicy soup. Everyone was drunk cuid happy and 

laughing. In the street in front of the house the dancers 

gathered for visperas, the final event of the evening. The 

band played thunderously as the dcuicers went through their 

steps for the last time that day. The party continued through 

the night, with people gathered in small groups in Don 

Fausto's compound, singing, laughing, cuid drinking chicha 

till they could no longer keep themselves upright. 
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Paying for the Party 

The pasantes' generosity and gross expenditure is one 

in^rtant measure of the quality of the fiesta. The expenses 

facing every pasemte are enormous. A good band, for instance, 

one that has made the trip from Oruro, wears matching 

outfits, is composed of a large number of players, and plays 

with ability, can cost up to US$5000, an astronomical figure 

in a country where the average per capita monthly income for 

urban residents is about US$40 (Crespo 1995). In Don Fausto's 

case, he contracted with a Cochabamba band (a local band, but 

famous, Don Fausto apologized), Juventud Nobles, composed of 

45 members, a medium-sized group by all accounts. Hiring this 

band to play the entire three days of the fiesta cost him 

US$2500. Providing food for eill of the dancers, band members, 

and others associated with the fraternity or attending the 

party can cost another Bs 3-4000 (about US$600-800). Don 

Fausto didn't even wcuit to think about how much he was 

spending on alcohol for his party, but he provided eight huge 

barrels of chicha and 100 cases of beer, some 1200 bottles. I 

would estimate Don Fausto's expenditure to be in the low to 

middle range of what is normally spent in sponsoring this 

kind of fiesta, owing to certain efforts to economize. For 

instance, in hiring a local band, Don Fausto spared himself 

the expense of housing the band members, an outlay facing 

those pasantes who hire the more expensive and higher-status 
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Oruro bands to play at their fiestas. The only aspect of 

fiesta expense for which the pasantes are not responsible is 

the costuming of the dancers, who individually rent their 

outfits, which can cost up to Bs 200 (US$40) for the heavy 

Moreno costumes. Although not prohibitively expensive, the 

cost of costume rental does require individuals to save their 

money in order to dance in the fiesta. 

Don Fausto describes the economic obligations of fiesta 

sponsorship as like "throwing the house out through the 

window" {votar la casa por la ventana), that is, an insane 

distribution of wealth {"uno tiene que erogar deaasiado 

dinero"). Indeed, figuring out how individual pasantes manage 

to pay for their fiestas is one of the great topics of 

conversation during San Miguel, provoking much speculation 

among observers. Some from outside the barrio have asserted 

that trafficking in illegal drugs pays for- the fiesta, and 

certainly some people in Pagador are involved in the drug 

trade, as people are in many communities in nearly every 

comer of Bolivia (Gill 1987; Healy 1988; Henkel 1988; 

Lasema 1984; Sanabria 1993). Neurcotrafficking touches every 

aspect of Bolivicui economic life, euid to some extent it 

probably plays a role in funding San Miguel. Getting people 

to talk about this subject is incredibly difficult, however, 

and I have no relicUale knowledge about the extent of 

involvement of pagadorenos in coca production or processing. 

Among the paseuites I know well, including Don Fausto, I Ccin 
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say definitively that coca trafficking is not an income 

source for fiesta sponsorship. 

Many pasantes are among the wealthiest residents of 

villa Pagador^ including land speculators and trauisport 

owner-operators; the sponsor of the Valleymanta fraternity in 

1996, for example, is a well-known land seller, transport 

syndicalist, and the owner of a lucrative beer 

distributorship. Others, like Don Fausto, have no such income 

sources. Don Fausto is a police officer, and takes home a 

monthly salary of eibout 160 Bs — US$32. When asked how he 

paid for his fiesta in 1996, Don Fausto first answers 

philosophically, saying, "Where there is faith, anything is 

possible." He compares it to Jesus with the loaves and 

fishes, observing that when one honestly believes in the 

power of the Saint, a small amount of money can go a long 

way. He also rejects the criticism of some in the community 

who hint that as a police officer he paid for the fiesta with 

bribes solicited from crimincLLs he has apprehended, in 

exchange for looking the other way or releasing them from 

custody after they have been captured. Don Fausto says that 

such comments reflect the jeaJ.ousy of others %^o lack his 

true fciith in the Saint and can only imagine the worst in 

people. He is as honest in his professional practice as he is 

in his faith in San Miguel. 

At a more practical level, Don Fausto called in some of 

his debts established through the ayni system to pay for the 
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fiesta. Traditionally, the ayni is an institution of delayed 

reciprocity in which the pasante receives gifts of money, 

beer, food, and the like from friends, relatives, and people 

who may want to pass their own fiesta sometime in the future 

(Isbell 1978). This system functions to a limited extent in 

Villa Pagador, perhaps less so than in other urbcui fiestas 

described in the literature (e.g., Buechler 1980). Don 

Fausto, for exan^le, asserts that ayni contributions to his 

fiesta were not extensive, and the people making ayni 

contributions did not form a specicil retinue of retainers 

around the pasante during the fiesta. Nevertheless, Don 

Fausto had over the years contributed to the fiestas put on 

by other pasantes in his fraternity the !forenada Central — a 

case of beer here, 100 pesos there — euxd these people 

reciprocated to help support his fiesta in 1996. More 

significantly than ayni was the naming of ritual con^adres 

(kinsmen) or padrinos (godparents) to help pay for the event. 

These people pay a specific amount or provide a designated 

item to the fiesta, and are named padrino of that item. As 

Buechler (1980: 159) has indicated for La Paz, the naming of 

padrinos in a fiesta context is eUcin to naming co-sponsors of 

the fiesta, euid so does not incur the obligation to 

reciprocate that is associated with ayni. 

The role of compadrazgo (ritUeU. kinship) in fiesta 

sponsorship is important in organizing the event and making 

sure things run smoothly. Each aspect of the party has a 
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designated coordinator, usually a relative, a con^adre, or a 

godchild {ahljado), who tcdces charge of certain activities. 

For example, a vioman (in Don Fausto's case, his sister) 

organizes the food, preparing it and making sure each guest 

receives a plate; someone else organizes euid doles out the 

alcohol; other people distribute the costumes to the deuicers, 

both female and male; someone else is responsible for 

organizing the band, and so on. Don Fausto described himself 

as being like the general in charge of coordinating the 

activities of all of his officers. Host of the organizational 

work at the party seemed to fall to two women, Don Fausto's 

sister and one of Dona Maria's goddaughters, who were 

particulcirly active in serving food and managing the behavior 

of drunken revelers. 

When a wedding is involved, as it was for Don Fausto euid 

Dona Meuria, there is a series of people who take on the 

responsibility of providing Veurious elements of the wedding 

pcurty which supplements the regular San Miguel party. Each of 

these people is termed a padrino or madrina (godfather or 

godmother) for that aspect of the party. For instance, there 

are padrinos religiosos, vrtio pay for a good part of the 

wedding itself; a padrino de amplificaci6a, who hires the 

speaker system for the music and narration; a padrino de la 

torta, who pays for the wedding cake; and a padrino de la 

colita, who provides the commemorative pins with ribbons 

bearing the names of the various padrinos. Especially 
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in^rtan-t in terms of keepdLng tabs on futtire reciprocal 

obligations is the padrino de conteof who is responsible for 

keeping an exact record of all gifts given or promised to the 

marrying couple, in order to facilitate later reciprocation. 

Furthermore, should a promised gift not be delivered, it is 

the padrino de conteo's responsibility to make up this loss 

to the couple out of his ovm pocket. I myself was named 

padrino de video, and I provided a videotape eind photo album 

of the event as a gift to the couple. 

The fiesta de San Miguel in Villa Pagador, then, only 

vaguely approximates the rural fiesta in terms of the role of 

traditional systems of reciprocity in fiesta sponsorship. 

Although reciproccLl fiesta sponsorship through ayni is 

recognized as a "traditional" aspect of the rural fiesta , it 

is only partially utilized in Villa Pagador, such as in the 

small donations people mcUce to a fiesta sponsor in the hope 

of securing reciprocity from him in the future. In the barrio 

fiesta sponsorship is more individualized, with the naming of 

padrinos being employed as a form of cosponsorship which does 

not incur the formal obligation to reciprocate. This type of 

cosponsorship reflects the individualized nature of economic 

and social life in the beirrio — economic colleJx>ration by 

family and friends, such as it is, is not formally 

institutionalized through ayni giving. But people do not 

consider this individualization of sponsorship to be 

particularly significant to their overall evaluations of a 
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fiesta. More importeuit to people's conceptualization of the 

fiesta is its collective aspect, the extent to which it is 

seen to serve the function of community building, as I 

discuss below. 

A Pascuite's Motivations 

Don Fausto professes a strong faith (fd) in the Senor de 

San Miguel (the Lord Scin Miguelr or Holy San Miguel). His 

primary motivation for being a pasante is to express this 

faith, and through this expression to bring the blessing of 

the Saint on himself eind his family. Dona Mcurla claims the 

same motivation, as does every participant in the fiesta, 

from pascuites to the regulcu: dancers in the fraternities. The 

more cynical accuse the pascuites of wanting to sponsor the 

fiesta out of a desire for material gain, in the hope that 

the Saint will bring them a new house, or a car, or some 

matericU. good fortune, but Don Fausto insists that those who 

make such accusations simply don't understand what it means 

to be a pasante. Fiesta sponsorship must come from a true 

faith in the Saint. One young woman, for instance, a 

hairdresser with her own little Scd.on in the beunrio and a 

damcer in the Valleymanta fraternity, describes a "good" 

fiesta sponsored by one Don Felipe, v^o was motivated not by 

material aspirations, but by faith alone: 
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Para el sigulente [eino] le ban dado al Don Felipe. El ha 
pasado may bien la fiesta. Si, estuvo may bien la 
fiesta, el ha pasado la fiesta con toda f6. Y a todos 
los fratemos, siempre nos ha llevado con esa f^ a donde 
el Senor. Siempre nos dijo que bailar por, en esta 
fiesta por el Senor, que no sea por devoci6n a querer 
tomar o a querer buscarse chicas o chicos o a pelear. 
Nada de eso, no, se ha dicho que sea por devocidn al 
Santo. Al Senor. SI. Aquel que beiila por devocidn al 
Senor, es porque uno tiene fS, y le ayuda y le va todo 
bien. Uno tiene derecho a pedir algunos cosas que el 
desee, si esta bailando por f6 se le va a considercir el 
deseo. Pero si no lo esta haciendo, no va a tener ese 
deseo, o sea no lo considera el Senor. 

[For the following (year) they gave it (sponsorship of 
the fiesta) to Don Felipe. He passed the fiesta very 
well. Yes, it was a very good fiesta, he passed the 
fiesta with con^lete faith. And all the members of the 
fraternity, he always guided us with that faith. Always 
he told us that to dance for, in this fiesta for the 
Senor, that it shouldn't be out of devotion to wanting 
to drink or wanting to look for girls or guys or to get 
in a fight. None of that, no, it should be out of 
devotion to the Saint. To the Senor. Yes. He who dcuices 
out of devotion to the Senor, it's because he has faith, 
and He will help him and all will be well for him. One 
has the right then to ask for things that he desires, if 
he is dcuicing out of fcLith then this wish will be 
considered. But if he is not doing it (for faith), he 
won't get that wish, or rather, it won't be considered 
by the Senor.] 

A secondary motivation for Don Fausto to be a pasante is 

the desire to have a church wedding, to ratify in religious 

ceremony the civic union between himself and Dona Maria. A 

number of pascuites express similar motivations, cuid every 

yecu: during Scui Miguel three or four couples have a church 

wedding and a party afterwards. This peurty, which by custom 

anyone marrying in the Catholic church is obligated to host, 

poses the obstacle to having a church wedding in the first 

place, for the expense of such a festivity forces many young. 
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struggling couples to forego a religious wedding euid to 

observe only the civic vows. Pasantes typically describe the 

church wedding during San Miguel as killing two birds with 

one stone ("matar dos pijaros con un solo tiro"): Because 

they are already laying out the expense to host the fiesta, 

they can easily make the party Into a wedding celebration and 

thereby satisfy the demands of custom. A church wedding Is 

seen as the real ratification of the union between a man and 

a women; prior to that It Is as though they are not really 

married y and men often take the opportunity to malnteiln other 

womenr sometimes with childrenr on the side. The practice of 

concubinage as It Is called Is very common In villa Pagador 

and elsev^ere. Don Fausto says that many young men don't want 

to be "tied down" to one woman, and lacking the money for a 

church wedding, they feel little obligation to be faithful. 

This Is a practice which many women find Intolercible, and Is 

a motivating force In driving some women to the eveuigellcal 

chiirch, where pcirtles are prohibited and religious weddings 

are much more common thcui In the Catholic church (Brusco 

1995; 6111 1994). Though Don Fausto does not have extra

marital affairs {aventuras), Dona Maria says that the desire 

for a church wedding Is one of her primary motivations for 

being a pasante. For his part, Don Fausto regards It as a 

sign of his maturity as a man, a husband, and a father to 

commit to a marriage In a church wedding. 
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The Impulse to Community: Acquiring Prestige and 

Consolidating Unity through Fiesta Practice 

A fined, motivation for becoming a pasante, sometimes 

hinted at but reurely stated openly, is what^ one pasante 

termed the aspecto social, the social aspect of being a 

fiesta sponsor. In becoming pascuites a couple gcimers a 

certain measure of socicil status, or prestige, in the eyes of 

the community. The acquisition of prestige is a feature 

commonly identified by anthropologists interested in fiesta-

cargo systems throughout Latin America as cin important 

motivation of fiesta sponsors (Buechler 1970; 1980; Cancian 

1965; Harris 1964). Assuming the role of pasante Ceui bring 

status or shame to the couple sponsoring the fiesta 

(especially to the man, ̂ o may have future political 

ambitions in the barrio), depending on how the pascuites are 

perceived by the people of the community. 

Certain prerequisites can help insure that the fiesta is 

successful and that the pasante is deemed a good sponsor by 

his invitees. Don Fausto says that a good paseuite is one who 

is well known in the community, euid is well liked by a lot of 

people. Given these good relations in the barrio, he is able 

to lift up {sobrellevar) other people with his energy and 

goodwill, and move them to enthusiastic participation in the 

fiesta (as in the description of the pasante Don Felipe, 

above). A good pasante has ideally held several other offices 
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icargos) in the cononinlty, such as being a leader of his 

sector, a leader of the potable water committee, head of the 

athletic league or of the pcurents orgcuiization (padres de 

familia) in one of the local schools. Through this 

peurticipation he has become known as a responsible person, 

and has proven himself to be community-minded, and not an 

egotist {egoista), one who assumes leadership roles for his 

own self-aggrandizement. A pasante must be a populcu:, well-

liked person in the community, or else no one is going to 

want to follow him and to help make his fiesta a success. 

And a successful fiesta is the goal of every pascuite. 

Everyone attending (and many people observing from without) 

evaluates the fiesta sponsored by each pasante, euid compares 

each one to those of other pasantes of that year's fiesta, or 

to parties of the same fraternity in years past. Do the 

pasantes care for their dancers, providing them with drinks 

while they're dancing, cuid good food when they're finished? 

Is there plenty of beer emd chicha at the party? Is the band 

top notch? The goal, says Don Fausto, is to meUce each year's 

fiesta slightly better thcui the year before, a task which 

obviously becomes more difficult with the passage of time. 

And the other goal is to win the officicU. con^tition, to be 

judged as having had the best dcuice troupe of the year. 

The fiesta is thus chciracterized more by competition 

between dance groups than by collaboration among them, and 

people often express ferocious loyalty to their own group, or 
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virulent: animosity agcLinst others. Prizes are given out to 

the best dancers and the best bands, based on their 

performance in Friday's entrada and Sunday's demostraci6n; in 

1996, several large, goldplated trophies were donated by the 

municipcG. government, and a panel of judges conqposed of local 

leaders and outside dignitaries sat on a dais overlooking the 

football field to determine the winners of the competition. 

In addition to these formal prizes, informal judging goes on 

constantly during the fiesta, and the post mortem that 

follows the fiesta week can last for years. After the '96 

fiesta, for example, there was much gossip and criticism of 

the paseuites of the Valleymanta fraternity, who apparently 

hosted a very weak fiesta. The dancers in this fraternity are 

mostly youths and children, and the pascuites were criticized 

for not serving them refreshments while they danced, for 

providing bad food, eind for generally attending inadequately 

to the needs of the dancers. The fact that the pascUites of 

this fraternity %rare the daughter eUid son-in-law of a weeilthy 

land speculator in the community, who was presumed to be the 

real behind-the-scenes pasante of the event, may also have 

served to fuel this criticism. As a man v^o was ill-regarded 

in the barrio to begin with, an opportunist (oportunista) who 

had profited unfairly through illegal land sales, he had 

little credibjLlity for sincerity euid public-mindedness in the 

community, and people were disinclined to be sympathetic 

towards evidence of tight-fistedness in his fiesta. 
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Although the sponsorship of a fraternity in the fiesta 

de San Miguel is in some senses conparedsle to the holding of 

a fiesta-cargo position in a rureU. community, one cannot 

profitably understand the barrio fiesta in terms of the rura^. 

fiesta-Ccirgo systems described in the literature. The San 

Miguel fiesta does not form part of an integrated fiesta-

caiqo system, in ii^ch people assume the obligations of 

fiesta sponsorship as part of a nested sequence of offices in 

the community designed to draw individuals into leadership 

roles (Mangin 1954) or to level wealth among individuals in 

the community (Wolf 1955). There is no civil-religious 

hieraurchy in villa Pagador as there is in the countryside, 

through which men pass in a cycle that lasts a lifetime, 

holding various offices and responsibilities in the community 

(Coyle 1997; Isbell 1978). Some claim that the San Miguel 

fiesta was initially founded in the barrio out of a desire to 

create cargo positions or offices that men could hold, in 

order to reproduce in the urban barrio a kind of fiesta-ceurgo 

system like that of the countryside. One friend (a student of 

sociology at the loceLl university) insists that the founders 

of the barrio had the "custom" (costumbre) of holding 

offices, a holdover from life in the countryside, and that 

the fiesta was necessciry to provide a meeuis of achieving 

status in the community. This may have been the case in the 

eeurly days of the barrio, when the local leaders functioned 

as something like jilaqatas, the traditional leaders of 
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Andean peasant communities whose job it was to bridge the 

spiritual and secular worlds, assuming fiesta cargos as an 

inseparable component of their political leadership (RasnaXe 

1989; Stroebele-Gregor 1996). 

But whether this was originally the case or not, today 

the sponsorship of a fiesta during San Miguel does not 

comprise the same kind of obligation that it often does in 

the countryside, but is rather an opportunity that some men 

seek out in order to position themselves as leaders of the 

community, and to demonstrate their sense of civic 

responsibility. In Villa Pagador, holding the office of 

fiesta sponsor is a meeuis of validating status already 

achieved, and not in itself a means for acquiring it. To a 

certain degree, the desire for prestige is a motivating 

factor for becoming a pasante in Villa Pagador, to the extent 

that a man who serves as pasante of a fiesta can claim to 

have established himself as an important figure in barrio 

life. Hen of means are sometimes asked by fraternities to 

serve as sponsors, and this is taken as an indication of a 

man's status in the community. Indeed, most of the pasantes 

of the '96 fiesta live within a few blocks of each other in 

Primer Grupo, the oldest, wealthiest, and most estciblished 

sector of the barrio. Also, as Don Fausto stated above, 

successful pasantes are men who have held other positions of 

responsibility in the community, and so are already regarded 

as men of status, the fiesta serving as an additional 
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dLstinc-bion in their local careers. But people scoff at the 

pasante who is clecurly spending more than he can afford to in 

an effort to gain prestige and, as in the case of the land 

speculator sponsoring the fiesta in his daughter's name, 

fiesta sponsorship cannot compensate for other abuses or 

shortcomings of the individual holding the office. A pasante 

is just as likely to bring criticism on himself for 

sponsoring the fiesta as he is to bring status. Don Fausto, 

as noted ecirlier, has been accused of paying for the fiesta 

with bribes taken through his job as a policeman. In 1995, 

the pascuites of the Tinku fraternity were a couple who had 

been living in Argentina, but their return to the barrio to 

sponsor the fiesta was regarded with some skepticism by those 

who viewed their return as a distasteful demonstration of 

their newly acquired we€U.th. 

People in Villa Pagador are very sensitive to the 

ambitions of those known to be egotists or prepotentes 

(domineering, overbearing people, convinced of their own 

superiority), individuals out for their own gain at the 

expense of the community, and sure loathe to bestow prestige 

on someone who is perceived to be assuming an office out of 

self-interest. Thus the effort to build a local reputation 

must be balcuiced carefully with the need to be perceived as 

acting out of public goodwill. In such a context, the 

insistence on faith in the Saint {f4 en el Senor) as a 

pasante's primary motivation is more comprehensible: Only by 
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being perceived as acting out of purely selfless motives can 

a pasante hope to be regcurded as a "good" or "succesful" 

pasante, euid so acheive a measure of prestige through his 

sponsorship. This is further problematized, though, by the 

high level of competitiveness between fraternities, mentioned 

above. A pasante must walk a fine line between serving the 

interests of his fraternity, by trying to win the con^titon 

and put on a fiesta better than the other fraternities in the 

barrio, emd serving the interests of the community, which are 

more generalized eUid harder to define, yet require a public 

demonstration of personal disinterestedness. 

The terms in which a pascuite is evaluated are primarily 

tlirough his efforts to build "community" in Villa Pagador. 

Although the organization and practice of the barrio fiesta 

does not greatly resemble that of the rural fiestas of 

people's places of origin in Oruro and elsewhere, pagadorenos 

recognize (in something like a functionalist ethno-

ethnography) that a fiesta serves to build community, in the 

sense of forging unity cunong a group of people sharing common 

goals and concerns. They look to the fiestas of the 

countryside with the hope of reproducing something like them 

in the barrio, with the idea of creating the same kind of 

community that they remember from or idealize about the 

countryside. Many fiesta paurticipauits are young people who 

grew up in the barrio and have no real memory of life in the 

countryside, yet nevertheless turn to the fiesta as a way to 
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create a sense of community cuid to preserve a cultural 

identity for themselves in the city. One young man, a local 

schoolteacher and aspiring politician, described Villa 

Pagador as one big ayllu, refering to the rural Andean system 

of social organization v^ose definition, though con^lez, is 

sometimes glossed as "community" (for a discussion of the 

ayllu in Bolivia, see Alb6, et al. 1990; Piatt 1982a; 1982b; 

Yampara Huarachi 1992). The fiesta can then be seen as a way 

of coimnunicating this sense of community identity among 

members of a new locality, whose leaders hope to build a 

community out of a group of displaced people. When asked to 

expladLn why the fiesta was founded, Don Fausto replies: 

Para que? Para que de ese modo tambi6n nos hagamos 
conocer de que nosotros pcurticipamos, no? Porque los 
residentes Orurenos est^ pues en todos partes^ 

[Why (did we create the fiesta)? So that in that way, 
too, we make known to ourselves that we participate, 
see? Because the residents of Oruro are everywhere^] 

A man v^o works honestly to create a wonderful fiesta 

brings prestige to the bcirrio as a whole, peirticularly if he 

works to publicize the fiesta outside of the barrio itself, 

and so can share in the prestige that his work cuid investment 

has generated. Such a man is henceforth addressed by others 

as "Sr. EX'pasante," a term of great respect. But a man who 

is seen as putting on the fiesta for his own self-

aggrandizement is regarded with contempt, for he is seen as 

violating a community ethos that the fiesta is supposed to 
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help build. A pasante, then. Is honored for his contribution 

to the communltY of villa Pagador, and successful fiesta 

sponsorship Is understood as a contribution to these efforts 

to forge unity and a sense of cultural Identity In the 

barrio. 

The in^rtcuice of the fiesta In local strategies of 

representation will be considered later In this chapter. 

First, I turn to an hlstorlceil consideration of the emergence 

of the fiesta In the context of the barrio's founding. 

Colonizing San Miguel: The History of the Fiesta 

*** Fleldnotes. 29 fitap-hcmher 1996 — I walked up to the health 

clinic with Don Fausto, which was to be the concentration 

point v^ere the different deuice groups would gather for the 

entrada. We were among the first to arrive, though It was 

well past one o'clock, the official starting time. The 

Diablada (Devil Dance) from Valle Hermoso was supposed to 

lead the parade, as they historically have done, but they 

were unaccountably absent. This made our group the first, and 

by default the leaders of the entrada. Little by little 

people kept arriving, until finally Don Fausto just said 

"Let's go," and the band began to play and off we went. The 

fiesta had begun. 

The entrada followed the usual parade route through the 

barrio: Down the main avenue, turning left at the market. 
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then down the hill past the pharmacy and the PentecosteLL 

church, a right turn at the football field, then through 

primer Grupo and around the main plaza. After that we headed 

out of the barrio, through Valle Hermoso, and finally up the 

hill to the little chapel where San Miguel himself is housed. 

When we arrived at the foot of the hill, to begin our 

climb up to the capilla, a streinge thing happened. I had been 

dancing along with the pascuites at the head of the group, 

when suddenly our attention was drawn to a commotion behind 

us. The Diablada from Valle Hermoso had fincilly arrived, 

joining the entrada as it reached the end of its route. The 

dancers from valle Hermoso were now pushing right through our 

Morenada group, elbowing the clumsy Morenos in their heavy 

costumes off the road, drowning out our bcuid with their own, 

as they shoved ahead to teUce their place at the front of the 

procession. 

Don Fausto stood in the middle of the road watching this 

disruption, eunns folded across his chest, furious auid 

swearing bitterly. "Fausto 1" exclaimed his wife, shocked at 

his language. The rest of us in the pascuites' group gathered 

around Don Fausto, our sponsor, forming an in^sing bcunrier, 

so that the arriving flood of devils (diatlos) broke over us 

like waves, spilling around to the sides of the reef we 

formed. 

Then there was San Miguel himself, a young man from 

Valle Hermoso dressed in the gold helmet, knee-high gold 
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boots, and winged costume of the archangel whose fiesta this 

is. Sword raised high, San Miguel stood marking time before 

us, gesturing with his weapon that we should part and allow 

him to pass through. We held our ground. San Miguel shrugged 

euid crashed through our line, blowing his whistle as he 

forced his way between two women, comadres of the pasante. 

One of the women began swinging at the Saint as he passed 

through, whacking him on the side of his gold helmet with the 

flat of her hcuid, screaming cUause. *** 

Given the centreLlity of the event to barrio identity and 

social life, it is curious to note that the fiesta de San 

Miguel predates the founding of villa Pagador by some 50 

years. Since the early 1920s, the people of neighboring Valle 

Hermoso, a formerly agrarian community which borders present-

day Villa Pagador to the west, had observed the day devoted 

to their local patron Saint, San Miguel. It is said that San 

Miguel appeared miraculously to a peascuit, in the form of a 

glowing stone on the hilltop where the chapel presently 

stands. This peasant, an old man with the family name of 

Costa, reported the miracle to the rest of the community, and 

a temple was built in the Saint's honor, and a painted image 

of San Miguel beating down the devil with his blazing sword 

was hung on the weU.1 over the altar. The Costa family became 

the "owners" (dueiios) of the Saint, chcirged with maintaining 
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His image eind protecting it. The granddaughter of this same 

old man is the present owner of the Saint. 

The origin of San Miguel in the CocheQ>amba vcU.ley is a 

fact freely acknowledged by pagadorehos, who value the 

fiesta's history in the region despite the fact that it 

predates their own: 

La fiesta habla existido sien^re, no? Con relaci6n a los 
oriundos cochabambinos, habla existido siempre. 

[The fiesta always had existed, no? As far as the native 
cochabambinos, it cilways had existed. (Don Fausto 
Huanca)] 

In the early days of the barrio, residents of Pagador would 

wander over to observe the San Miguel celebration next door 

in VcQle Hermoso. People describe the Valle Hermoso fiesta in 

those days as being small eind loosely organized, with just a 

few small groups of dancers marching in an entrada that 

lasted only through the course of a single day. in 1979, Don 

Eleuterio Mayta, as leader of the barrio at the time, 

received eui invitation from an acquaintance in Valle Hermoso, 

asking him to be pasante of their Diablada fraternity for the 

coming year. Don Fausto describes the response in Pagador to 

that invitation: 

Pero comoquiera que nosotros estabamos de reciente 
creaci6n, entonces de esta manera, no falta, bajo el 
efecto de la bebida alcdholica, el impulso la alegria 
mas que nada, uno de los dirigentes que estcU^a, que lo 
ha sucedido a Don Vilca, ested)a a cargo Don Eleuterio 
Mayta. Y el en aquel tien^ los anos 79, siempre se 
habla hecho hacer una visita al Senorcito, y nosotros 
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como claro, como fellgresla asl, sablamos ir. Pero este 
senor lo ha sorprendldo a 61, lo ha dlcho, "Como un 
dlrigente, nos tiene que cooperar, que haga la fiesta, 
que sea integrante de la fiesta." Entonces de este modo 
ha recibido 61, la fiesta como fratemidad Diablada. 
Diablada de Valle Hermoso. Pero sin heiber tomado en 
cuenta a sus propios vecinos, sin haber tooiado en cuenta 
sus, que lo rodea, a sus paisanos, amistades. Pero 
comoquier£L~que aqul habla harta gente, nos hemos reunido 
en una de 6stas fechas aproximadamente casi en mayo^os 
hemos reunido, nos hemos organizado, y en otros tirminos 
casi lo hemos obligado para que se haga una nueva 
fratemidad ahora que se llama Morenada Central Pagador. 

[But anyway we (in Villa Pagador) were of recent 
creation, so in that way, not missing, under the effect 
of alcohol, out of the inpulse to happiness more than 
cinything, one of the leaders that was there, that came 
after Don Villca, that was in charge, Don Eleuterio 
Mayta. And he in that time, the year '79, eilways had 
made visits to the deeir Senor, euid we like, of course, 
like a congregation, like so, we knew how to go. But 
this meui surprised him, be seiid to him, "As a leader, 
you have to cooperate with us, to make the fiesta, to be 
a participant in the fiesta." So then in that way he 
(Don Eleuterio) received it, the fiesta in the form of 
the Diablada fraternity. The Diablada of Valle Hermoso. 
But without taking into account his own neighbors, 
without taking into account his, those that surround 
him, his countrymen, his friends. But anyway being that 
here there were so many people, we got together on one 
occasion, sometime in May We got together, we 
organized ourselves, and in other words we basically 
con^lled him that he should make a new fraternity that 
now is called the Morenada Centred. Pagador. ] 

Thus from the very first moment of their participation 

in the fiesta, pagadorenos inserted themselves as distinctive 

and separate from %^at was already ongoing among their 

Cochabamba neighbors. Some in Pagador bluntly make note of 

this fact, as two elderly evangelicals observed to me: 

Dona Elena: No s6 que ano era, no s6 que ano era, porque 
ese Seuito que tienen, el Scui Miguel, dice que ya pues es 
de aqul del valle, de Valle Hermoso. (laughs) 
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Don Mario: Oe valle Hermoso es, pues. 

Dona Elena: Han venido los orurenos ya despu€s~. 

Siini6n: Se han quitado. (laughs) 

Dona Elena: ~Jian comenzado la fies-ta. 

[(Dona Eena: I don't: know wha-t year it was, I don't know 
v^at year it was, because that Saint that they have, San 
Miguel, they say that he's from here in the valley, from 
Vcille Hermoso. (laughs) 

Don Mcurio: He's from Valle Hermoso, of course. 

Dona Elena: But the orurenos came, and then~ 

Simdn: They took it over, (laughs) 

Dona Elena: -they began the fiesta.] 

Don Fausto en^hasizes that it was the people of Villa Pagador 

who pressured their leader, Don Eleuterio, to reject the 

invitation to pcirticipate in the fiesta alongside the natives 

of Valle Hermoso. Having been offered the sponsorship of the 

Diablada fraternity that already existed in Valle Hermoso, 

Eleuterio was urged by the people of Pagador to form a 

separate dance troupe in the spirit of the altiplano, from 

whence the pagadorenos had migrated: 

Don Fausto: ̂ n t^rminos generales, casi lo hemos 
obligado peura que pueda cambiar de este, no? De 
fratemidad. Que no sea Diablada, sino que sea a lo, al 
altipldnico, una Morenada. 

[Don Fausto: ..Jji genere^. terms, we almost forced him, 
that he should chcuige from this, no? From the 
fraternity. That it shouldn't be a Dicdslada, but that it 
should be, something from the altiplano, a Morenada.] 
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The Morenada Central Pagador thus became the fixst 

fraternity in villa Pagador. In that first year, the CentrcLL 

danced with only seven Morenos, accompsuiied by a band with 

seven players. With time, though, as more and more people 

settled in Pagador and sought to participate in the fiesta, 

other fraternities formed out of the Central. Thus the 

Morenada Central, is sometimes called the "mother" of the 

fiesta, for out of it were bom all the other fraternities in 

the beirrio. Don Anacleto Quispe, a local barber and longtime 

peurticipant in the Morenada, tells the story of this 

reproduction-through-fission: 

Primero se ha tomado al nivel residentes, (iltimamente se 
ha sido la separaci6n en nuestra fratemidad. Nuestra 
fratemidad no tenia nombre, era tambi^n como "la 
Morenada Central." Pero ya, los j6venes se han 
integrado, digamos. Ellos han dicho, "Hira, la Morenada 
debe llevcurse con un nombre. Quizes el nombre de nuestra 
llagta, o quizes de la provincia," no es cierto? 
Entonces, ellos heui llamado, Morenada nni6n Carangas. 
Uno. Bueno, no habla falta tambi^n, otros. Ya, otros, 
otros sectores, digamos, nosotros colindamos casi con 
todo. "Porque no hacemos una Morenada de fronterizos?" 
Porgue ellos manejan mayormente, este, contrabandas 
digamos, para entonces era, ya? Matuteros, se llaman. 
"Haremos." Bueno, y nosotros tambi^n decimos, "HagcUi." 
Porc[ue cuando hay plata se puede hacer. Porque nosotros 
teniamos tanta seguridad que los matuteros lo van a 
hacer lo mejor. Y lo hem hecho. Lo han hecho. 

[First it was taken at the level of residents, finally 
it was the separation of our fraternity (from the 
Morenada Central). Our fraternity didn't have a name, it 
was also like "the Morenada Central." But then, the 
young people came in, let's say. They said, "Look, the 
Morenada should give itself a name. Maybe the name of 
our Ilagta (Quechua: place of origin, home), or perhaps 
of the province," you see? So they called it, Morenada 
Union Carangas. One. Good, nothing else was missing. 
Now, others, other sectors, let's say, we were adjacent 
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to almost everyone. "Why don't we make a Horenada of 
fronterizos (people from the frontier)?" Because they 
work in transport for the most part, this, contraband, 
let's say, okay? Smugglers, they are called. "Let's do 
it." Good, and we also said, "Do it." Because when there 
is money it can be done. Because we were completely 
certain that the smugglers were going to make it the 
best. And they did it. They did it.] 

Following the introduction of these new Morenada groups, 

several other fraternities were formed in the barrio, 

comprised mostly of young people and teenagers. These youths 

introduced new dances into the fiesta apeirt from the 

Morenada, v^ch they found unappeciling, due to the heavy 

costumes and clumsy, plodding movements of the dcuices. As Don 

Anacleto puts it, these young men and women were possessed of 

"an initiative to move their bodies" {"ana inlciatlva, 

digamoSf de mover el cuerpo"), euid so formed the fraternity 

Tinkus Pagador. The Tinku, a form of ritucilized combat from 

the north of Potosi, though not strictly an Oruro dance, 

holds much appeal for young people due to its lively style of 

movement, and is much practiced throughout Bolivia, including 

in Oruro's Coimave^.. Later, in 1989, another group of young 

people founded the fraternity Valleymanta (Quechua: "From 

valley"), which performs the Caporales dcuice, cuiother 

familiar CcumaveU. theme popular eunong young people. 

The changes that the fiesta de Sem Miguel experienced as 

a result of the participation of pagadorenos in it Ccui be 

characterized as the trcuisformation of a small, semi-rural, 

Cochabamba fiesta into a mini-Camaval, on the model of 
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Oruro's national, urban extravaganza. Beginning in 1980, v^en 

Don Eleuterlo formed the first Seui Higuel dance troupe in 

Villa Fagador, pagadorenos began to take the IOCCLI fiesta and 

recast it in an Oruro idiom, incorporating many of the 

aforementioned features that now characterize ScUi Higuel. 

Dcuice groups in the manner of Camaval fraternities vrere 

orgcinized, Camaval dcuices (especially the Horenada) were 

introduced to the Seiint's day celebration, and other 

specifically Oruro features were incorporated into fiesta 

practice, including the addition of the Sunday demostraci6n 

and the Saturday morning salute to the sunrise (the alba) to 

the Friday entrada. Special foods eaten only during Camaval 

were prepared for the San Miguel fiesta (e.g., q'alapari), 

and altipleuio rites like the g'owa began to be practiced. 

From a small, agrarian affair, then, the San Miguel fiesta 

was transformed by the Omro migrants into a miniature 

CcimavcLl, in an explicit effort to introduce the traditions 

of Oruro to their new valley home. And in this transformation 

the people of Valle Hermoso, originators of the fiesta and 

"owners" of the Saint himself, were excluded from reeU. 

participation, resulting in the enmity witnessed in their 

crashing of the entrada, described above. 
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Modeling the Fiesta: The Camaval Connection 

As discussed above, the barrio fiesta described here 

varies greatly from accounts in the anthropological 

literature of rureU. Andean fiestas, as it does from other 

urban fiestas in Bolivia (for La Paz, see especially Albd and 

Preiswerk 1986; Buechler 1980). Unlike these other events, 

the fiesta de San Miguel in Villa Pagador does not comprise 

part of a larger annual fiesta cycle, governed by the 

Catholic ritual CeilendcLr, but rather stands alone as the 

singular barrio fiesta of the entire year. Nor Ceui the fiesta 

de Scin Miguel be understood as a simple, linear urbcuiization 

of a rural tradition brought by migrants to the city and 

reproduced in the new urbcui environment. Rather, as the 

history presented above indicates, the fiesta was a local 

event colonized by the arriving migrants, and transformed 

according to a model that they superlji^sed over the existing 

fiesta. Though the fiesta includes many features borrowed 

from the rural fiesta context (e.g., the manner in which the 

ch'alla blessing is performed varies according to the 

province of origin of the individual pasante), the larger 

model of the fiesta as a whole is based on Camaval, the 

national folkloric festival held in the city of Oruro, 

capital of the department of Oruro from which many of 

Pagador's residents hail. As one early pasante of the fiesta 

attests: 
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Camaval es como modelo para la fiesta de San Miguel? 

Exac-to. Todos los orurenos, cuando viajamos a Oruro a 
Camaval, nos traemos algo, para poder teunbl^n acd en 
Cochcibainba demostrarr lo que es nuestro folklore en 
Or\iro. LO que es realmente Oruro, como capital 
folkl6rica. 

[Carnival is like a model for the fiesta de San Miguel? 

Exactly. All orurenos, when we travel to Oruro, to 
Carnival, we bring something back, so that here in 
Cochabamba too, we can show what our folklore in Oruro 
is like. What is really Oruro, as folklore capiteil. ] 

Camaval de Oruro serves as a frame according to which 

the fiesta de San Miguel has been organized since it became 

peirt of life in Villa Pagador. Though the experience of the 

fiesta varies for each participant, when asked to interpret 

the fiesta to eui outsider people invariably invoke symbolic 

meanings constituted at the national level, adopting the 

terminology of "folklore" to describe their local fiesta. For 

pagadorenos, San Miguel is a fiesta folkl6rica, a festival 

that they perceive as a performance of their folklore, the 

folklore of Oruro, which in turn has become the folklore of 

the Bolivicui nation. To understand how the modeling of the 

barrio fiesta on the nation's Camaval serves the political 

and economic interests of the local community, it is 

necesscury to consider the meaning of "folklore" in Bolivia, 

cind how the people of Villa Pagador struggle to apply 

folkloric meaning to their own fiesta practice. 



THE FIESTA. FROM WITHOUT: FOLKLORE, FOLKLORIZATION, AND THE 

REAPPROPRIATION OF NATIONAL CULTURE 

The concept of "folklore" has its origins in the mid-

nineteenth century, when scholars of a romantic bent, euixious 

over the accelerating pace of technological change, 

industrialization, and urbanization in Europe, coined the 

term to designate the cultural traits of a predomincuitly 

rural society that was seen to be rapidly disappearing. The 

idea of "folklore" as the expressive culture of the "folk" or 

"people" connoted this sense of the retrospective, a longing 

for the cultural traditions of the past; v^ere it referred to 

contemporary peoples, it implied the notion of "survivals," 

as in the Tylorian conception of cultural elements from the 

past surviving into new social states (Williams 1976). 

Following Herder, "folklore" also referred to the essential 

elements of national cultures, where the "Volksgeist" 

represented the orgemic spirit of the nation and "its" 

people. In this Germanic conception, folklore is also closely 

linked to the idea of the premodem peasant community, the 

"Gemeinschaft" of a people who are essentially rural, 

communitarian, and somehow outside the flow of modern 

history, living examples of the nation's past (Rowe and 

Schelling 1991). 

These conceptions of the essentially rurcil, 

autochthonous, and timeless character of "folklore" and the 
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folk who created it eire evident in the application of this 

idea in contemporary Latin America, where the term 

simultcuieously refers to the cultureU. practices of the 

indigenous peasant communities of the countryside, and to 

those of the na-tion in which these people typically occupy 

the lowest position in the socioeconomic hierarchy. Folklore 

at once refers to the expressive culture of the Latin 

American peasantry, its origins lost in the emcient past, and 

to the cultural "traditions" of the modem nation, in which 

folklore "constitutes the essence of the identity and the 

cultural patrimony of each country," as the Cheirter of 

American Folklore (created by the Organization of American 

States in 1970) asserts (Garcia Canclini 1995: 152). Implicit 

in this dual definition is a particuleu: understanding of 

history, which views the rural producers of folklore 

themselves as being trapped in the past, while rescuing 

folkloric objects and performances as fully emblematic of the 

modem nation-state. Folklore, then, is seen as something 

profoundly "traditioneU.," descended as it is from the past, 

while simultaneously representing the modern nation, or the 

continuity of the national essence through time (Alonso 

1988). 

National folklore is thus a repository of the cultural 

inheritance of the nation; it constitutes a patrimony which 

the state, identifying itself as guardian of the nation and 

national tradition, can employ to stabilize and expand its 
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hegemony (in Gramscian terms) over a heterogeneous 

population. By positioning itself as defender emd guarantor 

of the nation's essential property (i.e., "its" folklore) r 

the state consolidates its ovm legitimacy, in an effort to 

make its inherently eurbitreuy power appear more natural and 

inevitable. Folklore is thus one means among many for 

generating the conscience collective that Corrigan and Sayer 

(1985, building on Durkheim) recognize as centred, in 

establishing a legitimate state, one whose domination becomes 

tciken for granted by those it dominates (Abrams 1988 [1977]). 

As Geircia Canclini (1995: 108) puts it; 

Precisely because the cultured, patrimony is presented as 
being alien to debates aibout modernity, it constitutes 
the least suspicious resource for gueiranteeing social 
con^licity. The group of goods and traditioneU. practices 
that identify us as a nation or as a people is valued as 
a gift, something we receive from the past that has such 
symbolic prestige that there is no room for discussing 
it. The only operations that are possible — to preserve 
it, restore it, disseminate it — are the most secret 
basis of the socieil simulation that keeps us together as 
a group ^ The perennial character of these goods makes 
us imagine that their value is beyond question and turns 
them into a source of collective consensus, beyond the 
divisions among classes, ethnic groups, and other groups 
that fracture society and differentiate ways of 
appropriating that patrimony. 

It is folklore's "traditional" quality, therefore, that 

provides it with its deep historicity (Touraine 1977). As a 

counterpoint to modernity, folklore remcdjis uninterrogated as 

a site for the production and legitimization of state 

domination. 
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Anthropologiccd. writing on ques-tions of Latin American 

popular culture has usefully explored the phenomenon 

identified as the "folklorization" of indigenous tradition, a 

kind of hegemonic process in which the transformation and 

incorporation of indigenous culture to a generic, national 

property is accon^cuiied by a rejection and denigration of the 

actual producers of that: culture (Geurcia Canclini 1993; 1995; 

Hill 1991; Turino 1991; 1993). Such processes have been 

typical of state strategies of constructing legitimate 

domination in Bolivia. It is perhaps not surprising that the 

Bolivian state should turn to its indigenous population in 

search of resources for promoting national consolidation: A 

spirit of indigenism {indigenlsmo) and a revalorization of 

"Indian" culture and identity were at the heart of efforts to 

"create the national character" (Tamayo 1975 [1910]) 

following the 1952 national revolution. LibercU. 

intellectuals, seeking to imagine the new Bolivian citizen, 

rejected the hegemonic, European-derived model that valued 

Spanish-descent physiognomy and culture at the expense of the 

indigenous. In its place, the "organic intellectuals" 

(Gramsci 1971) of the Bolivieui national revolution, men like 

Jaime Mendoza, Roberto Prudencio, and Fernando Diez de 

Medina, elevated "the Indieui" to the status of national 

figure, transforming the previously despised altiplano native 

into the new Bolivieui "man" (Diez de Medina 1950; Francovich 

1956; Morales 1992). Aymara and Quechua peasants, though 
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still confined to the margins of national political and 

economic life, became symbolic figures in state-directed 

efforts to imagine a Bolivian nation. 

The indigenistas also leibored to produce a new national 

n^hology and folklore, claiming to find in the expressive 

culture of the countryside the essentially BolivicUi features 

of a newly independent nation. Their work in this endeavor 

drew in large measure on the earlier writings of Franz 

Tamayo, the so-called "apostle of nationalism" in Bolivia 

(Morales 1992). Tamayo saw in the "Indian" a representative 

of an authentic Bolivian "race" (raza), whose physical and 

spiritual connection to the Bolivian landscape made him the 

most authentic resource in the effort to constitute the 

Bolivian national cheuracter. Tamayo defined "national 

character" as that essence which unifies a nation and 

distinguishes it from all others (Ferrufino Llach 1987); it 

is a biologiCcU. property, made manifest in the customs and 

practices of Bolivia's indigenous inhabitants. 

[The national character] is the constant manifestation 
of a biological law, c€J.ling itself a nation. And how 
can it be seen, and where can it be found? Everywhere 
and in all manifestations of the nation: In its 
intelligence, above all in ii-g rngt-nma. in its tastes 
and tendencies, in its affinities and repulsions: it is 
the genius of its history and the hue that colors eU.1 of 
its national activity. (Tamayo 1975 [1910]:45. En^hasis 
added.) 
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The nationcLl character is defined by the customs of the 

countryside, which give the Bolivian nation its 

distinctiveness cind its collective identity. The elcUt)oration 

of Camaval as a national cultureU. celebration represents an 

atten^t to "folklorize" these customs, to taUce them from the 

hands of their producers by performing them in contexts (like 

Camaval or other "national" events) v^ch contribute to 

greater national consolidation. The presidential decrees 

presented at the outset of this chapter were efforts by the 

Bolivian government to sanction this folklorization with the 

officializing voice of the state. 

But there is another side to this process, one in which 

some indigenous Bolivians have struggled for greater 

inclusion and participation. I argue that this can be seen in 

the reappropriation of national folklore by the people 

labeled "indlos" or "cholos" cuid relegated to the fringes of 

national life. For v^iile the folklorization of the rural 

Bolivian fiesta and its associated deuices involves the 

appropriation of traditioncJ. practice to the realm of 

national cultural patrimony, in so appropriating, the state, 

through its officieU. discourse (exen^lified by pronouncements 

such as the decrees described cUxjve), creates contradictions 

which indigenous Bolivians can exploit to contest this 

appropriation, and their own subsequent marginalization from 

national life. Locating Bolivian national culture in Oruro, 

for example, though useful in transforming that place from 
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defunct mining center to robust tourist attraction (Morales 

1992), presents a problem for state hegemony. The association 

of folklore with Oruro produces a contradiction in which 

those who are natives of Oruro's countryside can clatim to be 

masters of "folklore" (despite folkloric Camaval's urban 

character^), thereby depriving the state of exclusive 

ownership of national folklore. Thus the "symbolic prest^ige" 

which Gcurcia Canclini observes as being attached to folkloric 

items is available not only to the state, but also to those 

who can claim to be the authentic producers of that folklore. 

This is true even in urbcui migrant communities, v^ere 

displaced orurenos exploit strategies of identity formation 

and self-presentation to make themselves heard by the state 

in demanding improved livelihood conditions for their 

communities. By presenting folkloric performances on the 

order of Oruro "s Camaval, self-identified orurenos try to 

confer on their own communities a measure of the prestige 

that Oruro enjoys at the national level, thereby attaching 

some of that national significeuice to their own local spaces, 

the would-be "places" in a national geography of folklore. 

^ For a descrip-tion of Carnaval in a rural setting, see Harris 1982; 
Rasnake 1986. 
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Local Interpretations of the Fiesta 

The tcUceover of the local Seiint's fiesta is described by 

pagadorenos as a necessary fvinction of their superiority, as 

orurenos, over cochabambinos in matters of folklore. In the 

speech of many pagadorenos one notes the use of a discourse 

in which a claim to a command of folklore is asserted on the 

basis of origin. In this discourse, the mention of specific 

places — Oruro, or the altiplano in general — invokes a 

battery of meeuiings given importance through their 

association with national cultural celebrations. Regarding 

the fiesta de San Miguel, for example, Don Fausto asserts 

that because of their altiplano origin, pagadorenos knew how 

a fiesta should be organized; this special knowledge is seen 

as being responsible for the success of the fiesta, measured 

by its growth and elaboration: 

Nos hemos organizado en 6sta manera y hemos hecho una 
linda fiesta, comoquiera que aqul en Cochabamba 6sa 
ten^orada no era asl. Se contrataba unas pequenas 
banditas de ocho, de doce, eh, efectivos, no? No s6, 
ntlmeros, no? Entonces, no sonaban bien, no? Pero 
nosotros comoquiera que sabemos y conocemos como se 
realizan en el ciltiplano, 4sa tenqrarada nos hcd>rlGUiios 
traldo, eh, un grupo de 25 mtisicos, que estaba bien 
formado, ha sonado bien, nosotros los hemos uniformado 
igual. Entonces de 4sa manera empezado la fiesta de lo 
que eihora es grande, no? Sumcunente grande. 

[And in this way we organized ourselves, and we made a 
beautiful fiesta, because at that time, here in 
CochcLbcunba, it wasn't like that. They contracted with a 
few small bands of eight, twelve members, no? I don't 
know, numbers, no? And they didn't sound good, no? But 
we know, we understand how it is done on the altiplano. 
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and at that time we brought a group of 25 musicians, 
well organized, that sounded good, we dressed them 
alike. And in that way began the fiesta which now is 
big, no? Really big.] 

This discourse of the altiplano as a folkloric place is 

evident as well in the speech of Don Eleuterio, who 

criticizes the residents of Valle Hermoso for their ignorcUice 

in matters of folkloric dancing: 

Otros me ban dlcho que al principio bablan unos 
conflictos entre, unos perjulcios de los vallunos contra 
los migrantes que ban llegado. 

Si. Eso existe en la entrada. Si, ellos querlan entrar 
primero, porque no querian guedarse atrds. No, eso 
existe. No entran ordenado ellos, como nosotros. 
Nosotros entramos ordenado, respetamos. inclusive la 
misma demostracidn, nos interrumpen^o tienen orden, 
ellos. Y tampoco bailan como nosotros bailamos. Hay 
mucha diferencia en ese. 

Como bailan? 

Es que no saben los pasosl For ejen^lo en Oruro la 
Diablada es lindo. 

La Diablada es un baile de^ 

Oruro. Netcunente. 

Oruro. PerOf ban bailado aqai en Valle Hermoso. 

Claro, han bailado porque alguien, tambi^n orureno, 
tambi^n, ensenado. 

Pero no may bien. 

No muy bien. No, en Quillacollo mismo la Dieiblada no es 
asi como en Oruro. Yo bail4 en Oruro 9 einos en la 
Diablada. En Camaval, es lindo. El paso mismo. Es mucho 
mejor atractivo, la Diablada. 
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iOtbers have told ae that at first there were some 
conflicts between prejudices by the valley people 
against the migrants that came here. 

Yes. That: exists in the entrada. Yes, they wanted to 
enter first, because they didn't weint to come after 
(us). Ndr that exists. They don't enter in eui orderly 
manner, like we do. Wie enter in an orderly manner, we 
show respect. In the demostraci6n as well, they 
interrupt us. They don't have order. Nor do they dance 
like we demce. There is a lot of difference in that. 

How do they dance? 

They don't know the steps 1 In Oruro, for exan^le, the 
Diablada is beautiful. 

The Diablada is a dance frojiu 

Oruro. Genuinely. 

Oruro, But they danced it here in Valle Hermoso. 

Yeah, they deuiced it because someone, CLISO an orureno, 
also, taught them. 

But not very well. 

Not very well. No, in Quillacollo^ itself, the DicUalada 
is not like it is in Oruro. I dcuiced in Oruro for nine 
years in the Diablada. In CeuniavcG., its beautiful. The 
dance steps as well. It's much more attractive, the 
Diablada.] 

Especially vdien it comes to dancing, the orureno embodies the 

folkloric: 

Policarpio: Yo no soy devoto de ningunos Seuitos, pero me 
gusta. Nosotros somos de Oruro, tenemos orgullo en el 
Camaval 

Si. 

Policarpio: No porque vinieron a la Virgen del Socavon. 
No. Es porque me gusta bailar. 

^ The reference is to the fiesta de arlmpina, in the neeurby town of 
Quillacollo. 
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ITes-kor: Para fes-tejar, no? 

Pollcarpio: For el orurenor ye^r mas, no ensaya, Scdae 
bcdJ.ar. 

Nestor: Exac-to. 

En su sangre. 

Nes-tor: Ezac-to. 

[Pollcarpio: I'm not: a devot:ee of any Saint, but I like 
(to dcuice). We from Oruro, we have pride in Camaval ~ 

Yes, 

Policarpio: Not because they came to the virgin of the 
Hineshaft (the Virgin of Oruro to whom Camaval is 
dedicated). No. It's because I like to dance. 

Nestor: To party, no? 

Policarpio: For the orureno, now, more, he doesn't 
practice, he knows how to dance. 

Nestor: Exactly. 

In his blood. 

Nestor: Exactly. 

This embodiment echoes the racialization of folklore seen in 

writers like Tamayo, who see in the customs of the "Indians" 

the biological basis (la raza) of the Boliviain nation. 

The power of the local discourse of folklore comes from 

the steady indexing of official state discourses on nationed. 

culture, which have defined Oruro as a special place in the 

life of Bolivia. As self-identified orurenos, pagadorenos 

hope to gain prestige and nationcil recognition by promoting 

themselves as bearers of this national culture, reiterating 
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their connection to Omiro in public and private discourse. 

References to Oruro as the "folklore capital of Bolivia" 

punctuate everyday speech; when asked to tell me about Oruro, 

for exanple, people would invariably speak of its wonderful 

traditions, a faraway look in their eyes, and then point out 

that Oruro is nationally recognized as Bolivia's folklore 

capital. This theme is reiterated in official barrio 

discourse, not only on fiesta occasions but during public 

civic festivity as well. For example, on the cover of the 

program produced for the barrio's anniversary celebration in 

1995 is the phrase "Oruro^Capital del Folklore de Bolivia;" 

below this legend is the official emblem of the department of 

Oruro, and below that the announcement of the 19th 

anniversary of Villa Sebasti^ Pagador (Figure 4.2). This 

metonymic juxtapositioning of Villa Pagador with Oruro and 

its associated national image serves to transfer some of this 

prestige from Oruro to the beirrio: the community of 

transplanted orurenos stands as Oruro in miniature, just as 

they would have Seui Miguel stand as a miniature Camaval. 

Y esta fiesta (de San Miguel) es id^ntico a Oruro, al 
Ccimaval ? 

Policarpio: Si si si. Todos los pasos, todo, todo, es 
una copia, casi, del original, el autentico. Entonces 
como cada grupo, en aqul mismo (Villa Pagador), tiene 
que trateu: de inspirarse otro paso, sepan a resaltar. 

[And this fiesta (San Miguel) is identical to Oruro, to 
Carnaval? 
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Pollcarpio: Yes yes yes. All the steps, everything, 
everything, is a copy, almost, of the origineil, the 
authentic. So that each group, in this place (Villa 
Pagador), has to try to push itself one step further, to 
know how to appear/steuid out. 

The Political-Economic Dimension of Seui Miguel 

Although people in the barrio have strong emotional ties 

to their places of origin in Oruro and to the expressive 

cultural traditions of the countryside, the remaking of San 

Miguel as a folkloric Caucnival celebration was done with 

explicitly political intentions. As discussed previously in 

this chapter, in the early days of the beurrio's existence, 

the fiesta served a unifying function within the community 

itself, as people employed fiesta practice cuid participation 

as a way to communicate to themselves their own existence in 

this new place. The fiesta continues to serve as a measure of 

the bcuxio's success in establishing a new community of 

orurenos in the city of Cochabamba. Folklore is described as 

a force that unifies people in the barrio; it also serves to 

attract visitors from the pueblos in the countryside, who 

come to dcuice in the fiesta, and to marvel at the 

accomplishments of their countrymen (paisanos) who have 

migrated to the city. 

Pero el folklore de Oruro - unifies a la gente, entre 
ellos. 
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Claro. Hemos visto este ano, se ha unificado muchissimo. 
Ya, mucha gente llegaba a vemos, con nucha gente nos 
hemos visto, ha llegado desde, desde las fronteras ha 
llegado, desde Chile hcui llegado, bueno, desde Argentina 
han llegado, digamos, no es cierto? Solamente para 
bcLilar, digamos, no? 

visitantes? 

Visitantes, harto. Entonces, yo creo que cada ano esta 
mejorando, digamos, no? 

En los pueblos saben de la fiesta de Villa Pagador? 

Oh, claro, muchissimos saben, es grande la fiesta. O sea 
que esta aument&ndose cada ano mas, un poquito, no? Este 
ano ha sido, un poco, el ano pasado si mejor, este ano 
quizds un poco mejor, teunbi^n, vin poco mas organizado, 
no es cierto, su organizacidn. La cancha estaba 
totalmente, estaba con cordones, nadie entraba, no es 
cierto. Y ha sido para los veedores ha sido excelente, 
digamos, vemos. Entonces creo que a trav^s de nuestra 
organizaci6n creo que estamos viendo bien. 

Y que opina la gente del caapo, cuando venga para la 
fiesta, que opina de^ 

No, es^ 

~de la ciudadf digamos? 

-enorme. Es enorme. Dicen ellos, y admiran. Como, como 
cuites. Villa Pagador no habia nada. Porque unos est^ 
llegando despu^s de ocho anos, nueve anos, hasta diez 
anos. Y para entonces villa Pagador no habla nada. Si 
no, ellos heui visto lleno de matorred.es. Ya? Y eihora, 
cuando han llegado despu^s de ocho o nueve anos, y es 
una ciudadela, ya con una grauide fiesta semejcuite sus 
bandas que llegan, no es cierto. Y este con junto de 
semejante cantidad, digamos, entonces ellos se 
admiraban, y que realmente "Mira, esta poblacidn se ha 
progresado mucho." 

[But the folklore of Oruro unifies the people, among 
them. 

Of course. We saw that this yecir, the people were 
extremely unified. Now, many people came to see us, we 
were seen by many people, arriving from, from the 
frontiers they arrived, from Chile they arrived, from 
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Argentina they arrived, let's say, right? Just to dance, 
let's say, no? 

visitors? 

visitors, many. So, I think that each yecir it is 
iii^roving, let's say, no? 

In the pueblos they know of the fiesta in villa Pagador? 

Oh, of course, mcuiy know, the fiesta is huge. Or rather 
that it is getting bigger every year, a bit more, no? 
This year was, a little, the year before better, this 
year maybe a little better, too, a little more 
organized, right, its orgeuiization. The field was 
totally, was cordoned off, nobody entered, right. And 
for the spectators it was excellent, let's say, to see 
us. So I think that through our organization I think 
that we are looking good. 

And w&at do the people of the countryside think, when 
they come for the fiesta, what do they think of^ 

NO, it's-

-of the city, let's say? 

-enormous. It's enormous. They say, and they admire. 
How, how before, villa Pagador was nothing. Because some 
of them are arriving after eight years, nine years, up 
to ten yecurs. And back then villa Pagador was nothing. 
So, they saw it full of undergrowth. No? And now, when 
they come after eight or nine years, it is a little 
city, now with a big fiesta similar to, down to the 
bcuids that come, right. And these bands are of similar 
size (to Oruro), let's say, so they admire, and really, 
"Look, this population has progressed so much." 
(Anacleto Quispe)] 

Don Anacleto's pride in the organization of the fiesta euid 

the orderliness of the spectators {"Este ano ha sido^un poco 

mas organizado^staba con cordones, nadie entraba") 

illustrates a more general pride in the distinctiveness of 

Pagador as a community that has built itself up from nothing, 

and now hosts a fiesta that is as orgeuiized as any Ceimaval 
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could hope to be.io The order created suggests the "modernity" 

of the community, even in the midst of a "traditional" 

performcuice. By having aspects of the fiesta that are similcu: 

to Oruro's Camaval ("este con junto de semejcuite cantldad"), 

the barrio demonstrates its level of progress towards 

becoming a real city. 

The fiesta thus has come to stand for the community as a 

whole, especially in people's efforts to represent themselves 

in broader political contexts. In their dealings with the 

municipality, for example, people in villa Pagador 

strategically employ a national folkloric identity when 

making demands for in^roved infrastructure and city services, 

representing themselves to the authorities as "children of 

Oruro" or "orurenos in Cochabamba," in^lying a certain 

mastery of national culture. Community leaders in particulcu: 

recognize the discursive force associated with Oruro, and 

mobilize that force in their dealings %d.th the municipal 

government. In civic celebrations like the anniversary 

(mentioned above, and in Figure 4.2), repeated references are 

made to Oruro as the point of origin of Pagador's residents. 

This public discourse serves to promote a local identity for 

the barrio as a community of migrants that has not severed 

Don Anacleto is describing the demostracidn of 1995. In 1996, 
however, this orderliness broke down, as people observing the 
demostracidn entered the field where the performance was taking place, 
disrupting the dancers euid kicking up terrible dust storms. This 
breedcdown in orgimization was a source of great embeurrassment for fiesta 
organizers emd pasantes. 
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its connection with its Oruro origins, and obscures any 

heterogeneity of origins that may exist within the 

population. The ScUi Miguel fiesta is represented as another 

example of pagadorenos' constancy, and their ongoing 

connection to tradition. Don Eleuterio recognizes the 

conten^rary politiccil and economic significance of this 

fiesta: 

Es iaportante aantener la costumbre? 

Mantener es importante la costumbre. Y esto va atrayendo 
el progreso a la villa, a la zona. 

En que manera? 

Uno, en la fiesta, muchas cosas se ve. Y las autoridades 
ven creciendo, no? Entonces esa, se necesita alguna 
calle que puede ser mejorado, todo eso. Y cuando puede 
venir turismo, turistas diremos del exterior, entonces 
hay falta por ejemplo un alojcuniento, un hotel, todo 
eso, entonces, algto dla de aqul unos anos seguramente, 
alguien va a crieu: un alojamiento, un edificio, alia van 
a alojar los turistas. Entonces, econdmicamente, hay 
dinero que se puede guedar para la villa. 

[It's inqportant to maintain one's customs? 

It's important to maintain one's customs. And this will 
attract progress to the villa, to the cirea. 

How so? 

For one, in the fiesta, one sees many things. And the 
authorities see it growing, no? Therefore, some street 
needs to be in^roved, like that. And when tourism can 
come to the barrio, tourists from other countries, let's 
say, then there will be a shortage of lodgings, a hotel, 
all that, and one of these days for sure, someone is 
going to create a lodging, a (multi-story) building, and 
the tourists will stay there. So, economically, there is 
money that will stay in the villa. ] 
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In these words one notes the almost effortless segue, 

from maintenance of tradition to economic development in the 

barrio. Villa Pagador holds little economic opportunity for 

its residents within its own boundaries, and tourism 

represents a chance to bring resources into the community, 

much as it has treuis formed the faltering economy of Oruro. 

People frequently compsire San !(iguel to the fiesta de 

Urkupina, held in the nearby provincial town of Quillacollo. 

In recent years, the fiesta de Urkupina has evolved from a 

small, regional fiesta celebrating the appearance of the 

virgin to a peasant, into a folkloric festival of national 

proportions, attracting thousands of pilgrims every year euid 

injecting millions of pesos into the local econon^ (Lagos, 

1993). Looking down the road to Quillacollo, as well as to 

Oruro's Camaval, pagadorenos see the potential economic 

gains for their community if San Miguel could become a 

nationcU. tourist attraction. Already, local would-be 

promoters and entrepreneurs refer to the San Miguel fiesta as 

a "second Urkupina" {segunda Urkupina), imagining the kinds 

of hotels they would build to attract and house the tourists 

who will come to watch the fiesta (as in this conversation 

with Nestor): 

Desde ya ha eiqtezado con dos pasantes, tres pasantes. 
Sucesivcunente hasta este cuio, creo que hay unos doce, o 
once por lo menos. Sigue creciendo ano tras ano. Ahora 
hay unos doce, pero eU. ano va a hcUoer trece o catorce. Se 
va a agrcindar, cada ano que pasa 
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Claro. va a ser segunda tTrkupina, no? 

Puede ser, puede ser, porque es-tds viendo ahora, estd mas 
organizado. 

Hay que tener alojamlentos aqal. 

Si, va a haber>. 

Para los turistas. 

~.edificios de tres plsos, cuando vengas (laughs; everyone 
laughs). 

S±, en tu lote. 

[Since then It began with two pasantes, three pasantes. 
Successively, up to this year, I think that there are 
some twelve, or eleven at least. It keeps growing year 
after yecur. Now there are twelve, but next year there 
will be thirteen or fourteen. It will keep getting 
bigger, each year that passes. 

Right. Its going to be a second Urkupina, no? 

Maybe, maybe, because you're seeing now. Its more 
organized. 

There have to be lodgings here. 

Yes, there will be~. 

For the tourists. 

U}ulldlngs of three floors, when you come back (laughs; 
everyone laughs). 

Yeah, on your lot. ] 

The collective self-representation of villa Pagador as a 

community of orurenos has relevance In terms of both national 

and regional politics. As an "Island of Oruro," pagadorenos 

express the belief that they are performing a service to the 

nation, maintaining nationcU. cultural traditions though they 

have been uprooted from their places of origin. Because of 
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this service, they believe they deserve not only recognition 

from the state as the bearers of national folklore; they also 

want in^roved infrastructure and city services for their 

barrio, better schools for their children, and an expanded 

voice in city-level politics. It is because of their command 

of national folklore that pagadorenos believe they deserve 

nationeil attention, as Don Demetrio Ccuiqui states: 

Lo que esta fallando acd. serla, en el sentido de 
comunicacidn. Yo creo que los senores dirigentes~est^ 
un poco cerrados, no estdn haciendo conocer a la ciudad 
de Cochabamba, porque, no simplemente a la ciudad de 
CochcdacUODba, sino al dmbito nacional. Creemos de que, 
desde 1981 al '96, hay bastante crecimiento, de 14 a 15 
fratemidades. Entonces creo es necesario dar 
reconocerla, en forma nacional, a trav6s de la prensa 
oral y escrita. Es lo que esta faltando es, el sentido 
de comunicaci6n. 

Porque, pues? Porque es necesario que sepan, o conozcan 
al barrio al nivel nacional? 

Porque es necescurio, que tambi^n existimos acd una is la 
de Oruro. Es necesario. Es necesario. 

[What is missing here would be, in the sense of 
communication. I believe that the leaders (of the 
bcurrio) are a little closed, they eu:e not making (the 
barrio) known to the city of Cochcibcunba, because, not 
simply to the city of Cochabamba, but at the nationeU. 
level. We believe that, from 1981 to '96, there is so 
much growth (in the fiesta), from 14 to 15 fraternities. 
So I think it's necessary to gain recognition, at the 
national level, through the written and oral press. That 
is what is missing, the sense of communication. 

But why? Why is it necessary that they know, or are 
aware of the barrio at the national level? 

Because it is necessary, that here too we exist, an 
island of Oruro. It's necessary. It's necesscury. ] 
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The prestige associated with being the self-appointed 

bearers of nationcil folklore is ein important instrument in 

battling racism and discrimination at the regional level as 

well. As migrants and orurenos living in Cochabamba, the 

people of Villa Pagador have had to contend with prejudice 

and discrimination, with the insults and abuse of the valley 

dwellers {vallunos) who would characterize their migrant 

neighbors as ethnic others. Pagadorenos ar& often classified 

as "Indieuis" {indios), a term of great insult often used to 

identify indigenous people of the cLLtiplano, or are tagged 

with regioncLL markers of a stigmatized Andean identity: 

laris, or llameros ("llama herders"). This climate of tension 

and eintagonism is peurticularly evident between villa Pagador 

and its neighbor, VcLLle Hermoso, whose history of conflicts 

surrounding the fiesta is discussed eU30ve. Pagadorenos like 

Don Fausto today speak bitterly of the early years in the 

barrio, when the native cochedsambinos treated them with 

condescension or hostility, as uneducated and unsophisticated 

altiplano peasants {laris), 

-^teriormente siempre, desde que hemos llegado aqul, 
habla fisuras, si. Hcdsla fisuras. 

Si? En que manera., fisuras? 

En que, nosotros somos residentes del altiplano, y ellos 
ercui oriundos de acd del valle, entonces comoquiera no 
todos somos iguales, o por desgracia no hemos tenido esa 
suerte de poder educamos, adecuadamente. Entonces, a 
uno siempre le falta la verba, entonces desde ese punto 
de vista nos tratciron, no, a todos, en otros t^rminos 
vulgares, de laris. 
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[^previously, since we arrived here, there were always 
fissures, yes. There were fissures. 

Yeah? In what way, fissures? 

In that, we eu:e residents of the altiplano, and they 
were natives of here in the valley, so that anyway we 
are not all equal, or by misfortune we haven't had the 
luck to be able to educate ourselves, adequately. So, 
when one lacks eloquence, then from that point of view 
they treated us, all of us, in vulgar terms, like 
laris.] 

By appealing to a kind of national identity, people 

circumvent the insulting regionalisms to which they are 

subjected, being labeled as migrants or altiplano dwellers 

{altlpl^icos). One older woman, for example, tells of an 

encounter she had with two women of Valle Hennoso. They were 

riding on the bus into town, which was crowded with 

pagadorenos heading to work in the cancha (the bus from 

Pagador to the city passes through Valle Hermoso). One of 

these Valle Hermoso women commented to the other that these 

"llamas" were taking up all the seats on the bus. Dona Elena 

angrily turned to them,"^ to inform them that migrants were 

not llamas, but even if they were, that the llama is a 

prominent feature of the national emblem {escudo nacional) of 

Bolivia. Reminding people of the folkloric importance of 

Dona Elena saya that these women were speaking in Quechua, assuming 
that the altiplano migrants would only luderstand Aymara. This points to 
the problem of identifying discrete ethnic categories in Bolivia on the 
basis of language: Though many people of altiplano origin speak Aymara, 
there is a great deal of trilingualism as well (with Spanish). This is 
especially true of Oriuro, which forms a kind of linguistic frontier 
between valley Quechua and altiplano Aymara, and whose inhabitants 
therefore resist a tidy categorization on the basis of lemguage eQjility. 
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Oruro in the nationcLl imagination is another way of calling 

them to task for making disparaging remarks about the 

altipleuio and its natives. 

In many ways, the initial impulse to community formation 

that the fiesta served still endures. Some see in the fiesta 

a meeuis to forge a sense of unity and solidarity, of 

community, out of a group of people that is steadily getting 

larger cuid more fractious. Don Anacleto sees in the fiesta 

hope for building a spirit of community in the barrio, and 

for orgcuiizing to promote other, more development-oriented 

projects:^ 

Entonces yo creo que se ha sido excelente, digamos. De 
como surgid, digeunos, bueno, en todo can^ parece (^e 
villa Pagador esta queriendo surgirse. Lo que yo digo 
que, que ojald se entienda la gente, para todos que sea 
ser unidos, digamos. Usted ha visto, digamos, esta 
fiesta, no es cierto? 

Si, si. 

Ha sido bastante unida, no habia peleas, no habla 
insultos, nada, no es cierto? 

Bonito es. 

Es bonito. Y realmente, mira, si asl trabajamos por un, 
por un folklore, digamos, pero tambi^n con un proyecto, 
por el embellecimiento de la poblaci6n tambi^n, 
tendriamos que tredsajcu: todos asl, no es cierto? Un poco 
de recursos, poner nuestra esfuerza, poner nuestro 
eiqpeno, toda la voluntad, digamos. Y asl, pueda. 

^ These local applica-tions of the fiesta eure in. some ways more 
practical £Uid important than is the hope that the fiesta could help the 
barrio to achieve national recognition. It is not at all certain that 
the national government would even be pleased to find a commmity of 
omrenos engaged in folklore-based self-representation on the maurgins of 
Cochabamba. 
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enormemente, en nuestro barrio, el des£un:ollo, pero 
grande, dlgamos. 

[So, I believe that: it has been excellent, let's say. 
How it has forged eQiead, let's say, well, in every 
respect it seems that villa Pagador is forging 
ahead/raising itself up. What I say is that, that 
hopefully the people understcuid, for eU.1 to be unified, 
let's say. You have seen, let's say, this fiesta, right? 

YeSr yes. 

It was extremely unified, there were no fights, there 
were no insults, nothing, right? 

It's beautiful. 

It's beautiful. And reed.ly, look, if we work like that 
for a, for folklore, let's say, but also for a project, 
for the beautification of the population as well, we 
would all have to work like that, right? A small amount 
of resources, to place our effort, to place our desire, 
all our will, let's say. And like that, it could be, 
enormously, in our beirrio, development, but big, let's 
say.] 

In the excerpts from the speech of beirrio residents, 

leaders, and fiesta participants, one can read the tensions, 

both locally and nationally, associated with identity and 

fiesta practice in Villa Sebasti^ Pagador. The meanings 

associated with Oruro as folklore capital of Bolivia are 

transferred euid applied to the local barrio context, lending 

national force to the local goals of coasting with their 

neighbors cuid getting attention from the government. As Don 

Demetrio observes: 

No quiero ofender a los cochabambinos. Si, no? Los aqui 
del valle son poco cerrados. Quieren mantener su 
cultura, exclusivcunente peuca ellos. Entonces como 
nosotros tambi^n tenemos nuestra cultura, a pesar de 
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todos lo que somos nosotros de la capital folkldrica de 
Bolivia. Nosotros gueriamos ya demostrar lo que somos 
nosotros de alll. Con estas intenciones, se ha criado 
las primeras demzas ac&, o fratemidades de Villa 
Sebasti^ Pagador. No para decir que nosotros tenemos 
teuito poder, sino simplemente por esa devocidn que 
nosotros tenemos en Oruro, porque tenemos nuestros super 
CcumavaLles. Entonces querlamos nosotros tambi^n decir 
que en Oruro tambi^n se practican estas culturas. 

[I don't want to offend the cochabambinos. You see? 
Those from here in the valley are somewhat closed. They 
want to mainteuji their culture, exclusively for 
themselves. But we have our culture as well, in spite of 
everything else we are from the folklore capital of 
Bolivia. Wie wanted to show what we are, being from 
there. With these intentions were created the first 
dances here, or fraternities of Villa Sebastidn Pagador. 
Not to say that we have so much ^wer, but simply 
because of the devotion we have in Oruro, because we 
have our super Ceumivals. So we wanted also to say that 
in Oruro, this culture is practiced.] 

CONCLUSION: FROM RURAL "TRADITION" TO THE URBAN "SHOW" 

The definition of folklore offered in this paper established 

its principal associations with the essentially rural peasant 

community. How is it possible, then, for a barrio of urban 

migrants to present themselves effectively as the authentic 

bearers of Bolivian folklore? UrbcUi migrants, after all, are 

typically regcirded as cholos in the Bolivian ethnic 

hierarchy, more or less "urbanized Indians" who are not quite 

rural, not quite urban in nature. In making the claim to be 

the true custodians of what is essentially Bolivian, 

pagadorenos in fact tap into one of the fundamental 
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contradictions engendered by the folklorization of rural 

tradition: In becoming folklore, rural cultural practice is 

urbeuiized, while continuing to stand for the countryside 

which produced it. By this definition, urban migrants are 

well-positioned to make a claim for representativeness, as 

they too can cleiim to be urbanized without having lost what 

is essentially rural in their nature. Thus urban migrants, 

typically denied full citizenship and excluded from popular 

conceptions of the Bolivian nation, are equipped with a 

unique set of resources to challenge the definition of 

national identity. 

It is this resourceful deployment of popular culture by 

the poor and disenfranchised that I think anthropologists 

neglect to take into account when assessing the value of 

popular-cultural expressions in urban settings. The lack of 

knowledge that many young people have of the rural fiesta has 

in some ways left them only the national models of folkloric 

culture to use as a frame in organizing the barrio fiesta. It 

could be cirgued (emd indeed has been by scxne anthropologists 

working in Latin America) that the transformation of the 

rural fiesta into the urban folklore "show" represents the 

death of something fundamental and authentic in Latin 

American populcir culture, and portends the ultimate collapse 

and dissolution of the rural community (Garcia Canclini 

1993). Although such a transformation may have negative 

consequences for the countryside, in the urbein barrios of 
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Bolivia's ever-expanding cities urban folkloric performance 

rather represents a resource for consolidating new 

communities in the city, and a mecuis of communicating the 

needs and demands of those communities to the municipal and 

national authorities. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SINS OF THE FATHER: CRITIQUES OF STATE PATERNALISM 

IN LOCALIST DISCOURSE 

Villa Sebastian Pagador, situated on the periphery of urbeui 

Cochabambar is locally identified as a barrio marginal, a 

"marginal barrio" whose geographical distance from the center 

of the city reflects the community's peripheralization from 

the center of national life. This idea is explored in the 

introduction to this dissertation (chapter 1). But how is 

this marginality experienced by the people who actueilly 

inhabit the barrios of the urban periphery? Through what 

ideological frame is the experience of marginality itself 

lived, interpreted, negotiated, and contested? For the 

residents of Villa Pagador, margineility is a system of 

domination, perceived as a neglect by the city and its 

authorities, a neglect that leaves their barrio without 

essential city services, with no means to legeU.ize their lauid 

claims and so esteUalish their legal rights as citizens, euid 

with little access to conventional channels for demcUiding 

redress of grievances. The authorities have failed to live up 

to their responsibilities, it is said, and the people of the 

beirrio suffer in consequence. Life in a marginal beurrio, says 
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Sindiir cap-turing the sense of it all in a single word, is 

triste: sad. 

This chapter examines the discourses by which people 

conceptualize their ovm margincQity. I also look at the 

discourses of the state, which it produces to characterize 

cind contain the people of the marginal barrios, whose 

challenges to state authority are often problematic to the 

municipality's efforts to regulate the populations of the 

barrios. Both of these discourses — the state's hegemonic 

discourse on urban life and migrant groups, and the barrio's 

discursive criticpie of the state — are enacted through an 

idiom of kinship and the family, characterized here as a 

discourse of paternalism. The alcaldla (municipal 

government), condensed into the person of the mayor (alcalde) 

himself, is chciracterized by barrio residents as a bad father 

who neglects his obligations to his children; the barrio 

residents are thus orphcuis {huSrfanos), left to fend for 

themselves in a harsh world. The mayor, for his part, also 

invokes the discourse of the family, connecting with a long 

tradition of paternalist politics common to Bolivia and other 

nations. 

These competing discourses intersect cuid clash over the 

mecinings associated with these fcunilial categories: the state 

as good or bad patriarch, the people of the barrio as 

deserving or disobedient children. Barrio residents and 

leaders mobilize these discourses to criticize the state for 
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abandoning the beunrio, while spokespeople for the alCeU.dla 

reproduce the hegemonic, paternalistic discourse of the state 

In an attempt to contcLln this criticism euid to legitimize the 

alcaldla's authority over the marginal barrios. AncLlysls of 

this contested discursive terrain points to the struggle of 

the subordinated for recognition and needed city services 

that the state cannot or will not provide. A consideration of 

the ways In which the alcadla and the barrio residents talk 

about one einother Indicates some of the important discursive 

sites at which the struggle for domination and resistcince is 

enacted. 

The state as Father in Nationalist Rhetoric 

Nationalist Ideology, in Bolivia and throughout the 

world, identifies the nation as homeland, a territory often 

gendered as "the motherlcuid" or "the fatherland" (la patria) 

in nationalist discourse. Within national space, the unity of 

the nation's people is posited through the idiom of kinship, 

which represents all members of the national "family" as 

joined through a common national genealogy (Brow 1990). 

Kinship tropes are common features of state official 

discourse, as the state is represented as "supersubject, as 

paterfamilias" (Alonso 1994: 385) of the nation-as-family. As 

Trouillot (1990), has noted for Haiti, this model of the 

state as father-figure is a common trope employed by national 
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elites In their construction of representations of the state, 

for It positions them as the "natural" leaders of the nation, 

much as the father Is commonly regarded as holding "naturcLI" 

authority over his family. 

This Is a model of authority and legitimation of rule 

that Is reproduced at various levels of society. In rural 

communities of Latin America, loccU, leaders often have set 

themselves up according to a patriarchal model as fathers and 

defenders of the pueblo. The much-studied caciqaes of Latin 

American pueblos^, those men who serve as "power brokers" and 

mediators between local communities and state bureaucratic 

power structures, typically base their local power on 

paternalistic patron-client relationships with peasants 

(Larson 1988; Lomnltz-Adler 1992: 301). The cacique may be 

pulled In multiple directions, however, as the larger state 

powers with whom he articulates attempt to use him as a means 

to penetrate the rureU. community and undermine Its autonon^. 

Thus local evaluations of a cacique as a "good patriarch" may 

be made in terms of the cacique's ability to steuid up to 

exploitation by outsiders (Mallon 1995). Charged with 

defending the pueblo in the face of larger systems of power 

and expropriation, the cacique is regcirded as fulfilling his 

paternal obligations only if he lives up to the understood 

commitment he has to the people of the community. 

^ On the cacique role in Latin Ainericeui rural society/ see Demdler 1971; 
Friedrich 1970; 1986; Healy 1984; Knight 1986; Pena 1986. 
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Similar evaluations are made of the state as a structure 

of legitimate domination (Corrigan and Sayer 1985)^ which has 

likewise been represented as occupying a paternalistic 

position vis-^-vis the loccil populations that con^rise the 

national family. At the nationalr regional, and municipal 

levels, politiccU. leaders often represent themselves as 

father-figures to the communities that they would govern. The 

members of the local communities subject to state authority 

often share in the state's paternalistic self-conception. 

However, in setting themselves up so, these politicians open 

themselves to evaluation as "good" or "bad" patriarchs, 

depending on whether or not they live up to local 

expectations of worthy masculine behavior, including 

selflessness, devotion to the community, honesty, and 

impartiality. This type of evaluation euid assessment of the 

state and its representatives has been ancd.yzed in a rural 

Mexican context: 

Namiquipcuis' vision of the state in the past as well as 
the present has been, like the state's own, a 
paternalistic one. Positively, the state is the padre 
(father) of the patria (motherland), the people, euid the 
patria chica (little motherland or local community). The 
state as padre is the government as the good, wise, 
beneficent father v^o protects and respects the 
sovereignty of the patria chica and the honor of his 
"sons" and "daughters." But negatively, the state as 
padrastro (stepfather) is the government as the bad 
father who encroaches upon local sovereignty, 
penetrating and redrawing boundaries that should ideally 
subsist between state and community. (Nugent cuid Alonso 
1994) 
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Nugent and Alonso descrilse a context in which a rural 

pueblo is struggling to maintain its autonomy in the face of 

an all-encompassing process of state incorporation and 

fragmentation of local sovereignty. In this context, state 

paternalism is evaluated as "good" depending on the extent to 

which the state lives up to the presumed social contract it 

has established with the community, recognizing loccU. 

sovereignty and limiting its meddling in community life (in 

the Namiquipa case, this refers specifically to the division 

and distribution of ejido Icind in the post-revolution 

agrarian reform). Evaluations of state paternalism differ, 

however, in the context of an urban bcunrio, where dependence 

on state and municipal provision of services is crucial to 

the lives and livelihoods of barrio residents. Whereas rural 

communities may be engaged in a struggle to resist 

incorporation by a hegemonic state, in an urban context the 

state's refusal to incorporate the marginal barrios of the 

urban periphery poses a different kind of challenge to the 

survival of the local community, in barrios like villa 

Pagador, the perceived neglect of the barrio by the municipal 

authorities represents a failure of the state to live up to 

its patemcLl obligations to its urbcui "children." People in 

villa Pagador criticize the state (or, more often, the 

municipality, in its role as the local version of the 

national state) not for its penetrations of the comnninity but 

for its "aibandonment" of the barrio and its neglect of the 
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needs of the barrio residents. Whereas nicirgincU. barrios lack 

basic municipal services, such as water, trash collection, 

and paving of streets, more well-to-do barrios in other parts 

of the city are seen as receiving a disproportionate amount 

of attention from the government. The municipality here is 

criticized for being a "bad" patrieurch for refusing to 

acknowledge its familial obligations cmd for giving 

preferenticO. treatment to some of its "children" over others. 

What follows is ein examination of the local discursive 

critique of state paternalism produced in villa Pagador as a 

response to state and municipal neglect of the barrio. What 

is interesting to note in this discussion is how the 

discourse produced by barrio residents mirrors that of the 

state representatives who position themselves in the classic 

patriarchal fashxon. Both the state and its critics in the 

barrio engage in the discourse of paternalism, invoking the 

same rhetorical elements either to elaborate a paternalistic 

hegemony or to critique it. People in Villa Pagador reveal in 

their discourse about state patemeilism a "penetration" 

(Willis 1977) of their structurcil position relative to the 

state, in which they recognize their subordination as a 

community within the national body politic. By criticizing 

the state in the terms it sets out for establishing its own 

authority (i.e., as a father-figure), local discourse in 

villa Pagador represents v^at Hill (1991: 73) has elsewhere 

described as "a rhetorical struggle for control of the 
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material eind symbolic resources that are cast up in the 

dialectic of the encounter" between subordinate Indicui people 

euid the state. By criticizing the alcaldla for its failings 

as a father, local people reveal their ovm penetrations of 

this subordination and attempt to challenge it through their 

critique. 

Hegemonic Paternalist Discourse 

From the perspective of the powerful, paternalism is an 

especially productive ideology to establish a structure of 

domination. Hegemony, understood as a process in which the 

dominant continually atteiq>t to stabilize and extend their 

rule over the subordinate sectors of society by representing 

their domination as being in the interests of the dominated, 

requires an ideological framework for this incorporation. 

Paternalism is particuleurly effective in this regcurd, owing 

to its metaphorical connection with other, supposedly 

"natural" forms of domination. Paternalist discourse 

necesscirily implies a structure of inequeU.ity: As "children" 

to the paternal state, disen^wered people like the residents 

of Villa Pagador are subordinate to and dependent on that 

father, just as their own children are dependent on them as 

parents to provide for their needs. The patemcU.ism of the 

state mirrors the patriarchal structure of the BolivieUi 

family, in which the authority of the male head (the father) 
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is rarely questioned. That this father is also working in the 

best interests of his family is taken for greuited, implicit 

in the structure of the relationship father:children. And 

just as the father knows what is best for his children, so 

does the paternal state claim to know v^at is in the best 

interests of its children/subjects, who cure constructed 

through discourse as innocent, naive, and in need of guidance 

and leadership. 

The elaboration of this ideology through talk is a 

fundamental component of state hegemony. Individual 

politicians and bureaucrats seeking to advcuice their own 

careers articulate this paternalist discourse in their public 

speech, both in the media and in more local discursive 

encounters in the barrio itself. For exan^le, employees of 

the Casa Comunal, the local branch of the alccLLdla \irtiich was 

set up in villa Pagador to decentralize the municipality and 

so to perform more effectively the administrative and 

regulatory functions of the state (see chapter 3), cire active 

reproducers of this discourse. Many of these employees, 

trained as architects and engineers and now working for the 

city as bureaucrats or urban pl£umers, view the population of 

the barrio in which they work as having many childish or 

childlike qualities. Children in Bolivia (as is elsewhere the 

case) generally are regeirded as lacking self control, and as 

being selfish, unreasoneUale, demcuiding, irrational. These 

same qualities are attributed to beurrio residents. One 
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engineer, for excui^le, arriving from the city center on a 

noisy red motorbike, complained to me of the lack of 

cooperation he was experiencing in trying to elicit local 

cooperation in the construction of a sidewalk near the barrio 

marketplace. "People here just ask for things (pedlr)l" he 

lamented. "They don't want to cooperate; they don't want to 

work. They just askl" Not reflecting on the utility of a 

sidewalk to people v^o lack paved streets and running water 

(these being the things that the people actually ask for), 

this engineer regarded the people of Villa Pagador as being 

like children, always asking for things they want but 

unwilling to work for them. This accusation of laziness is a 

familiar refrain, a quality frequently in^uted to adhere to 

poor people in contexts of unequal power worldwide. 

In addition to being seen as unreasonably demanding, 

pagadoreiios are chairacterized as selfish and unappreciative. 

The head architect of the Casa Comunal frequently denounced 

the people of the barrio as thinking only of their own local 

needs and never of the needs of other barrios. The 

jurisdiction of the Casa ComuncJ. #7 at the time of ny 

fieldwork included villa Pagador and several surrounding 

communities (Villa Venezuela, villa Eucaliptos, villa Brasil, 

etc.). When called upon to address publicly the requests of 

local residents for in^roved services in the barrio, the 

architect accused the barrio residents of being selfish 

(egoistas), thinking only of their barrio eind never of the 
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entire southern zone of the city of which they are a part. 

"We have to think at the family level {nivel familiar)the 

curchitect stated on one such occasion ̂ urging the people to 

look beyond their own loceU. needs. Privately, this architect 

complcLined of being unappreciated by the people he serves, 

who only want more euid never express their theuiks for what 

they have received. 

The infcuitilization of barrio residents extends to 

considerations of their intellectual capabilities and 

emotioncil maturity. Their app«u:ent love of drink and 

festivities, for exeu^le, is tcUcen by city authorities as 

evidence of the population's childish nature. People's 

willingness to invest so much time, energy, and especially 

money in organizing celebrations like the fiesta de San 

Miguel is seen by outsiders as proof of the pagadorenos' 

inability to think of or plan for the future. Why spend so 

much money on a "pagan" fiesta, one engineer asked me, when 

they are unwilling to spend moneys on local development 

projects? This imputation of immaturity to the population is 

also made by the coordinators of non-govemmental 

organizations (NGOs) wor]cing in the barrio. One of the 

^ This accusation is forcefully denied by barrio residents, who claim 
that they frequently contribute what little resources they have 
(including money and manual ledDor [mano de obra]) to projects in the 
community. My observations and research confirm this local collaboration 
in externally ftinded projects. In constructing the World Bank-funded 
water project described in chapter 3, for example, each member of the 
water cooperative (APAAS) contributed money and liUsor to building the 
water-delivery system. 
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directors of IFFI {Institute de la Formacidn Femenina 

Integral), a Cochabamba-based NGO with an office in villa 

Pagador that works on issues of women's health and family 

nutrition, explcdjied to me that the people of the barrio lack 

the intellectual capacity to fully analyze their situation. 

Like children, they choose immediate gratification over long-

term investment, instead of carefully planning and working 

for the betterment of the community, she said, people in 

Pagador are singly imitative; They see what other, more well-

to-do beirrios have (i.e., peurks, sewer systems, nice 

schools), and they want to copy them. And their first 

response is always to mcUce demands of the municipality, and 

to blame the city for their lack of better living conditions. 

Given this mental incapacity, she suggested, it is up to the 

authorities emd other more-educated professionals to 

determine the real needs of the community and to decide for 

the b£un:io how these could best be met. 

This infeuitilization of the barrio population intersects 

with the racialization of that population. Characterizing 

indigenous people as belonging to a "child race" is a 

familiar theme in colonic^, and post-colonial discourses about 

the conquered, \^ere native populations are depicted as 

innocent of the ways of civilization and incapcUsle of Ceuring 

for themselves without the benevolent leadership of the 

colonizer. Williams (1989), for example, mentions the 

depiction of Guianese Amerindians by the British (and later 
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by jjnmigran'k populations of Africeuis and East Indians as 

well) as "children of the forest" vrtio required colonieil 

administration to protect and care for them in the modem 

vrorld. This suggests an interesting spatialization of the 

"child races" as well, for the "children of the forest" ar& 

confined, both physically and ideologically, to their 

"natural" territory, the jungle, with its associated savagery 

and carefree living outside the responsibilities of civilized 

society. This has resoncuice for the situation in Bolivia, 

where the beunrio residents, as migrants from the "less-

civilized" countryside, are envisioned as incapable of 

understanding the complexities of modem urbcui life and so 

require the leadership of the paternalist state in the 

urban/civilized environmen-t. That the state functionaries and 

bureaucrats conceive of themselves as racially distinct from 

the altiplano migrants of Villa Pagador reinforces this 

construction of racieU. "others" as mentally inferior, less 

responsible, immature, euid in need of careful supervision by 

those occupying more elevated positions in the national 

raciaJ. hierarchy (Szwed 1975; Williams 1993). 

If the barrio residents are children, it is the mayor of 

CocheLbamba himself who is their father. As the local 

incaimation of the Boliviem state, the alcaldla of Cochabamba 

and its chief representative the mayor Capit&i Manfred Reyes 
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Villa^ employ the discourse of paternalism to chcuracterize 

their own relationship to the subject population (see Figure 

5.1). On several visits to Villa Pagador, Manfred gave public 

speeches explaining municipal policy, particularly in regeird 

to local development initiatives euid urban improvement 

schemes, enqsloying familiar paternalistic themes. One of his 

major promises to the bcunrio, offered during his 1996 

canqoaign for re-election, was to provide free hecilth-care 

services to pregncuit mothers eind to all children under the 

age of five. "This is something very in^rtant to us," he 

told the audience of Pagador residents, "in \i^at it 

signifies, dear residents, dear Cochadsamba family" ("Eso es 

algo may importante para nosotros, dentro de lo que 

sign!flea, qneridos vecinos^ querida familia cochabambina"). 

The mayor's offer of health-care services to the women and 

children of the barrio itself served to underline his 

discourse, in which he reinforces the representation of 

himself as the father of his Cochabamba feunily, caring for 

its most vulnercible members. 

This theme is reiterated in cuiother speech that Manfred 

made to the community, on the occasion of the inauguration of 

a new Casa Comunal in villa Pagador in the winter of 1996. 

Though a branch of the alcaldla, the Casa Comunal (as 

discussed in chapter 3) is regeurded locally as cui object of 

^ The mayor's title of Capit&n was earned during his service as an 
officer in the national militsury police. 
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FI6USE 5.1. An autographed postceird distributed by canqsaign 
workers during Manfred Reyes Villa's bid for re-election as 
mayor of Cochabcunba in 1996. The pre-printed inscription 
("Con todo carino para tl/With clLI my love for you") suggests 
overtones of the paternalist discourse discussed in this 
chapter; the use of the familicir "tu" has a simileir effect. 
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great, pride and proprietciry interest in the barrio. Residents 

point to the presence of the Casa Comunal in Villa Pagador as 

evidence of their community's in^rtance in the eyes of the 

city, which favors them with its own "subalcaldla." There had 

also been criticism of the cU-CeLldla, however, because the 

Casa Conninal #7 in Villa Pagador was not dedicated solely to 

that barrio, but as previously mentioned included within its 

jurisdiction several neighboring barrios. This was rectified 

in 1996, when the Casa Municipal #14 was opened with Villa 

Pagador as its sole area of purview. As part of the 

inauguration of this new Casa Municipal^, Manfred spoke of the 

need for pagadorenos to recognize the needs of other 

communities and to put aside their selfish clcdins to be more 

deserving theui other barrios of state attention. Heavy with 

unintended irony (Villa Pagador is one of the poorest barrios 

in the city, lacking much in the way of infrastructure 

enjoyed by other urban barrios), the mayor at once tried to 

deflect local criticism of his actions as patricurch while 

lecturing the barrio residents for being unreasonably 

demanding: 

Cucuido yo voy a La Paz, me dicen, "tQu6 bien cQcaldel 
iComo estd trabajandol" "lQu6 bienl" en Santa Cruz, en 
Tcurija. Porgue esto es nuestra dindmica. 2Por qa€ no 
iremos por hacer mucho mds? Porque no tenemos recursos. 
lY c[u4 tiene que hacer la alcaldla? Tiene que hacer como 
es un padre de familia. Un padre de familia tiene cuatro 
hijos, y a los cuatro tiene que hacerlos comer. No puede 

^ See chapter 3 for a discussion, of the significance of this name 
change. 
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darle solamente un pan a uno. Y es igual la alccLIdla. No 
puede solamen-te darle a un sec-tor. Slno tlene que 
distribulr en forma equltatlvar entre los diferentes 
beuxios, los recursos que tiene la alccQ.dla. 

[When I go to La Paz, they say to me, "What a fine 
mayor! Hovr he is workingl" "How finel" in Santa Cruz, in 
Tcurija. Because this is our dynamic. Why won't we be 
able to do much more? Because we don't have the 
resources. And ̂ at does the alcaldla have to do? It has 
to be like the father of the family. A father of the 
family has four children, and he has to feed these four. 
He can't give bread only to one of them. And it's the 
same thing with the alcaldla. It can't give only to one 
sector. Rather it has to distribute in an egalitarian 
manner, among the different barrios, the resources that 
the alcaldla has. ] 

This chastising of Pagador for its excessive demands and 

selfishness is pcirt of a larger discursive strategy by the 

state to break down the regioncLL identity that the community 

exhibits. As discussed elsewhere in this dissertation. Villa 

Pagador at the community level produces a strong collective 

identity as a barrio of transplanted orurenos, migrauits from 

the altipleuio department of Oruro ̂ o have settled on the 

outsJdLrts of Cochabamba. This identity is an Important tool 

in local efforts at political mobilization, for it is as a 

community of orurenos that villa Pagador comes together to 

make demands of the alcaldla and to decry perceived 

injustices. By chastising barrio residents for their 

selfishness in denying the needs of other barrios in the more 

generalized Cochabamba "family," the municipal authorities 

may be attempting to undermine this strategy of regionally 

based (Oruro) identity formation. We see this in the remcurks 
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of the head architect of the Casa Comunal, mentioned above, 

when he criticizes pagadorenos for their refusal to think at 

the family level; we see it ag€Lin in other public discourses 

offered by city authorities during important events in the 

barrio. For exan^le, at Villa Pagador's 19th anniversary 

celebration in 1995, an event in which much pro-Oruro 

sentiment was expressed by local barrio specikers in their 

public remarks, the representatives of the alcaldla employed 

the discourse of family to counter these strong regionalist 

sentiments. After praising "our Oruro brothers" (nuestros 

bermanos orurenos) for their strong level of local 

organization in the barrio, M^fred issued this appeal: 

Y asi los recordcunos a todos ustedes que el d£a de hoy 
esta linda llacta, esta linda ciudad los acoge con mucho 
carino, porque creo que esta ciudad de Cochabamba es una 
ciudad anfitriona, que recibe a todos los bolivianos con 
los brazos abiertos, y creo que vivimos en unidad ac& en 
nuestra linda llacta, en nuestra linda ciudad de 
CochcUDamba.^. Queridos cochaUDambinos, queridos orurenos 
(porque creo que las familias cochcibeunbinas y las 
orurenas viven a.c& en todo este barrio), debemos 
trabajcu: en forma conjunta, debemos treUsajar por esta 
tierra que nos acoge con mucho carino. Seamos de otras 
ciudades, pero esta linda tierra, esta bendita tierra 
nos acoge, con ese amor, y creo c[ue nosotros debemos 
responder. Debemos trabajar por el futuro promisorio de 
esta tierra, por el futuro de nuestros hijos, porque el 
futuro de Cochabamba significa el futuro de Bolivia. 

[And so we remind you all that today this beautiful 
pueblo, this beautiful city of cochabamba accepts you 
with much affection, because I believe that this city of 
CochcUaamba is a hospitable city, that receives all 
Bolivicuis with open arms, and I believe that we live 
here in unity in our beautiful pueblo, in our beautiful 
city of Cochabamba.^ Dear cochabambinos, dear orurenos 
(because I believe that families of cochcUSambinos and of 
orurenos live here in this barrio), we should work 
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together, we should work for this Icuid that accepts us 
with much affection, we may be from other cities, but 
this beautiful leuid, this blessed Icuid accepts us, with 
love, and I believe that we should respond. We should 
work for the promised future of this land, for the 
future of our children, because the future of Cochabamba 
is the future of Bolivia. ] 

Although escplicitly recognizing the Oruro origdLns of 

many of the barrio's residents, the mayor urges them to set 

aside this allegicuice and to recognize that they are now 

cochabambinos, and to direct their loyeU.ty to their new home. 

The city of Cochabamba, he says, accepts them with 

"affection" and with "love," much as a loving pcirent would 

welcome home the prodigeU. son. Manfred implores his audience 

to join him in his efforts to in^rove the living conditions 

in Cochabcunba' s barrios by throwing their support behind him: 

"We need the support of all of the residents, the devoted 

support of you eU.1, so that you can cooperate with your 

alcaldla" {"Necesiteuaos el apoyo de todos los vecinos, el 

apoyo decidido de ustedes para que puedan cooperar con su 

alcaldla"). In the context of paternalist discourse, the 

mayor is asking the people to cooperate with and support him 

and to submit themselves to his leadership, which he enacts 

as would a benevolent patrieurch. 
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Local Critiques of Paternalism 

The paternalist discourse produced by the state In many 

of Its dealings with euid depictions of the barrio populace 

helps perpetuate a structure of domination vrlthln which 

pagadorenos are constructed as children and so subordinated 

to the "natural" leadership of the alcaldla. At the same 

time, this discourse contciins numerous contradictions, fault 

lines that local people recognize eUid exploit In elaborating 

their own locallst critique of this domination and of their 

own subordinate position and relative powerlessness within 

It. When the alcaldla describes pagadorenos as children, for 

example. It en^haslzes the negative elements of childhood, 

such as Immaturity, laziness, and cm unreasonsibleness In 

making excessive demands of Its father. Pagadorenos accept 

their designation as children, emphasizing Instead certain 

positive valuations of childhood to criticize the alcaldla as 

cin abusive parent. 

People In Villa Pagador often describe themselves, and 

the earlier migrants to the cirea who Initiated the settlement 

of the bcirrlo, as cunrlvlng from the countryside In a state of 

con^lete Innocence, like children they say, or even "sheep" 

{ovejas). AS such they were easy prey for the cunning land 

speculators {loteadores), those men who Illegally sold them 

plots of Icuid In the barrio without providing the official 

papers or making the cession of leind to the alcaldla that it 
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requires for a legal sale (a process detailed in chapter 3). 

After many of these land trcuisactions had already been 

completed, the alcaldla stepped in, demanding that all bcirrio 

residents formally legalize their land claims in order to be 

recognized as "legitimate owners" {duenos leg£tijaos) of their 

lots. Today, the vast majority of the residents of villa 

Pagador remain unable to legalize their land claims, due to 

the enormous amount of back taxes they owe to the city on 

their land euid the lack of green areas (Sreas verdes) to 

donate as public land to the alcaldla. In numerous public 

meetings to which representatives of the alcaldla are invited 

(typically these take place in the Casa Municipal, the 

alcaldla's main instrument for administering the land-

legalization process), and in face-to-face encounters with 

bureaucrats, barrio residents appeal for leniency, cleuming 

that as "ignorants" {ignorantes) from the countryside, 

"novices" (novates) or "innocents" (inocentes), they could 

not possibly have understood the regulations of the city. 

Implicit in this appeal is a cheU.lenge to the eU.caldla 

itself, for not having protected these innocents from the 

abuses of the land speculators. 

It is an interesting aspect of villa Pagador's history 

that some of these land speculators were also the founders 

and first leaders (dirlgentes) of the barrio (see chapter 3), 

and despite their abuses eu:e frequently credited with 

bringing a spirit of unity to the settlement. Setting 
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themselves up as "traditional leaders" of the bcirrio, these 

men served a role similar to that of the patriarchal cacique, 

described earlier in this chapter. As a result of their 

abuses in profiting illegcU.ly from land sales in the barrio, 

these men are frequently criticized by unhappy barrio 

residents as bad fathers. They sire said to think of 

themselves as "fathers of the place" {padres del lugar), 

carrying the negative valence of an abusive, selfish 

patriarch who cares poorly for his children. The metaphor of 

the family, often used by the alceildla in reference to the 

entire city of Cochabamba, is applied locally to the 

community of Villa Pagador itself, the land speculators in 

this case representing the (bad) fathers. One man describes 

the difficulty of building unity and a good life in a 

community that is not orgcuiized as a family: 

Yo creo que el bcunrio es, se puede tomar esta misma 
forma. Es como una familia. Entonces, cuando se entiende 
una familia, hay todo bueno. Si no hay, no hay 
entendimiento en la casa, un poco dificil de vivir. 

[I believe that the baixio is, can take this same form. 
It's like a family. So, v^en it takes considers itself a 
feunily, all is good. If not, if there is no 
understanding in the home, then it's a little difficult 
to live.] 

The abuses and profiteering of the leuid speculator are 

described as a violation of their paternal role within the 

community, a transgression of their responsibilities as 

leaders. A good leader, by contrast, is conceptualized as 
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behaving like a benevolent: fat:her to his children, v^o 

protects them rather than exploiting their weaknesses. The 

critique of the local leaders as bad patriarchs is extended 

to the mayor of Cochabamba as well, who as the father of the 

entire municipality is seen as acting dishonestly towards his 

children; 

Un dirigente tiene que velar, tiene que generalizcirse 
del pueblo, no de su sector nomds. Eso es dirigente. 
Tiene c^e velar por igual. Como un padre vela, por toda 
la familia de su casa. Y la misma cosa, un dirigente, si 
podemos con^eurar, como un padre que, de todo sector del 
lugar. 

Asl dice el Manfred, dice que el es pap& de todos los 
cochabambinos que son sus hijos. 

Solamente es una pcilabra polltica. No es lo real. Le 
trata convencer a la gente, y con eso se conforma el 
pueblo. Pero mientras, que no hace las obras, el estd 
enganando al pueblo. 

[A leader has to be vigilant, he has to spread himself 
among all the people, not only of one sector. That is a 
leader. He has to be vigilant for all equally. Like a 
father watches over all the family of his house. And the 
same thing, a leader, if we can compare, is like a 
father that, of all sectors of the place. 

That's what Manfred says, he says that he is the father 
of all cochabambinos, that they are his children. 

That's only a political term. It's not real. He tries to 
convince the people, and in that way get the people to 
submi-t. But meanwhile, he doesn't do public works, he is 
cheating the people. (Celestino Loayza)] 

If the mayor describes himself as the father of his 

people^, the people describe themselves as orphans of the 

^ In a curious reworking o£ the father/children relationship in local 
discourse, barrio leaders invited the mayor to attend the 19th 
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city. The term "orphcuis" {hu^rfanos) is frequently used in 

barrio discourse, both publicly and privately, to 

chcuracterize the position of the people relative to the 

authorities. People describe the barrio as having been 

abandoned by the cU.CcU.dla, neglected by the authorities who 

should be acting as benevolent patriarchs. Before the city 

opened the Casa Municipal #14, dedicated solely to the people 

of villa Pagador, severaU. local leaders protested that they 

were orphans of the city, being forced to share a Casa 

Comunal with other barrios. Following a violent encounter 

with the police over their failure to provide adequate 

security to barrio residents (see chapter 6), many people 

decried their ed)cLndoninent by the authorities: "We are 

orphans" {Somas hu4rfanos) was the genercil sentiment. People 

attribute the difficulties of their lives to this condition 

of being orpheuis: 

La gente llega m&s necesitado, el pueblo. £Por qu^? 
Porque le ha quitado el fuente de treUaajo. Porque ya no 
tiene de d6nde vivir, de d6nde dar el peui del dia, de 
d6nde, como educctr a su hi jo, que estaba estudiando, en 
la educaci6n. En el educativo. Por esa raz6n en este 
momento, lo que nosotros sentimos, mucho, y nos sentimos 
muy hu^rfanos en cuanto de los autoridades. 

[The people now are more needy, the people. Why? Because 
our sources of work have been tcUcen away. Because now we 
don't have a place to live, from where to get our daily 
bread, from where, how to educate our chil^en, that 
were studying, in the education. In the school. For that 
reason at this moment, what we feel, very much, we feel 

annlvers2u:y celebration in the community in 1995, naming him "favorite 
son" (hijo predilecto) of Villa Pagador. 
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very much like orphans in relation to the authorities. 
(Ratil Floras)] 

The powerful resonance of this metaphor to barrio 

residents derives not only from its political potentieil to 

subvert the discursive authority of the mayor as benevolent 

patriarch. For mcuiy of the speeUcers I cite in this text, the 

experience of being em orphein is all too recU.. Though I have 

not attempted to qu«uitify the frequency of orphans in the 

generaLL barrio population, I know the number to be great. For 

example, nearly every speciker quoted in this chapter has lost 

one or both parents^, many vrtiile the speaker was but a child. 

Ratil Flores, for example, lost his father when a truck he was 

driving fell off a muddy road in the lowland Chapare region; 

Ratal's mother had earlier run off with a soldier she had met 

while smuggling contraband into Bolivia from Argentina, 

abandoning Radl cind his younger brother. They were raised by 

a series of relatives, lastly by an abusive grandmother who 

threw Ratil out of the house when he was 13. Celestino 

Loayza's father was a miner in Potosl, vAo abandoned 

Celestino when he was seven years old. Celestino never knew 

his mother, \i^o died v^le he was an infant, and from the 

time of his father's disappearcuice he was forced to rely 

completely on his own resources, working in various 

capacities and suffering physical, emotional, and sexual 

^ The loss of el'ther p&rent^ makes one an orphan, in Local usage; e.g., a 
man who loses his mother is called a huerfaao de mama. 
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abuse from the adults upon whom he depended for food and 

shelter. My friend and assistant Siin6n lost his own father to 

mining sickness (inal de mina, or silicosis). "To lose a 

father is horrible" ("Perder ud padre es eaonae"), says Don 

Anacleto, and he speaks for many, meuiy people in villa 

Pagador who know the experience of being orphans. Don Raul 

attributes much of the misfortune he has suffered in life to 

having lost his parents so young: 

dEsas cosas pasan por gu6? Porque cuando ya no tiene 
papd ni mama uno comienza a recaerse. Y por esa raz6n yo 
ta^i^n estoy un poco caldo, no tengo un adelanto en 
ningun lado, porque sien^re necesito el apoyo de mi 
padre y de mi madre, y cueuido uno vive, cuando sus papds 
viven sien^re no est&, sus mejores tratos nos hacen 
estudiar, nos hacen. Si no estudiamos, nos da una casa o 
un terreno, o si no nos da dinero para que nosotros 
podamos vivir, Ino? 

[Why do these things happen? Because when one doesn't 
have a father or mother one begins to feG.1 back. And for 
that reason I too am a little downfalien, I don't have 
an advcuicement in euiy curea, because I always need the 
support of my father euid my mother, and when one lives, 
vi^en one's parents still live it's not like this, with 
their best efforts they make us study, they make us. If 
we don't study, they give us a house or some land, or 
else they give us money so that we can live, no?] 

The personal escperiences people have of loss £uid 

deprivation, of never having had (or of having lost) a family 

or paurental love and support, inform their political 

identities and discourses. Their knowledge of cUseuidonment and 

neglect grounds their perceptions eUid interpretations of the 

alcaldla's cibcuidonment of their community, which ironically 

it denies behind a mask of paternal love and devotion. Don 
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Celestino, for example, «^o never knew his own mother, 

invokes that experience of loss in his more overtly political 

discourse, in which he criticizes the alccildla for being, in 

this case, a bad mother. Here he describes his own 

deprivation, of never having known a mother's love: 

Eso seria, Don Ocuiiel, hasta este momento, y durante 
hasta actual que he pasado, que he sufrido, y asl estoy 
llegando a sufrir, y ahora tambi^n mis hijos siguen 
estin sufriendo, claro ya no hay siempre como una madre 
que puede dar el ceurino, el derecho de dar el carino de 
la madre. No, entonces, si, de ese lado habia sabido 
sufrir uno quien no tiene madre, sufre bastantemente. 
Cuando uno tiene madre es un orgullo, es una cd.egrla. 
Pero cuando uno no tiene madre — hasta ahorita yo 
todavia tengo esta espereuiza verla por lo menos su foto, 
como era mi madre. Y como hubiera sido yo, cuando 
hubiera conocido mi madre, y cuando hubiera vivido mi 
madre, entonces, es bastantemente un pensamiento, una 
aflicci6n bastante que llevo. 

[That would be, E)on Daniel, up to this moment, and 
during the present time, what has happened to me, what I 
have suffered, and what I am still suffering, and now 
also what my children continue to be suffering. 
Obviously there is never one like a mother that can give 
affection, the right to have a mother's affection. No, 
so, if, from that side one had known suffering who 
doesn't have a mother, he suffers tremendously. When one 
has a mother i-t is a pride, it is a joy. But when one 
doesn't have a mother — until this moment I still have 
this hope to see her or at least her photo, what my 
mother was like. And how I would have been, if I had 
known my mother, and if my mother had lived, then, it is 
a big thought, a great affliction that I bear. ] 

In his critique of the municipality, Celestino also 

invokes some of his more recent pain over the loss of his 

first wife, the mother of his three young children. Celestino 

is now remarried, yet he is doubtful of the stepmother's 

commitment to his children who cire not her own, and rues that 
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his own children will, like him, be bu4rfanos de mamd, never 

knowing the love of their mother. This familial experience 

informs his commentcury on the barrio's relationship with the 

city: 

Somos totalmente desabemdonados. Como hace rato he 
heiblado que yo he sido hu^rfano de la madre, y tambi6n 
tenia padre pero no contaba conmigo, ino? La misma cosa. 
Tenemos el gobiemo, tenemos el alcalde, pero^l 
gobiemo nunca se recuerda como estd. £Ya? Como si 
estuviera una madrastra que no quiere ver nada a Villa 
Pagador. Igualito el gobiemo, no? Entonces, el alcalde 
lo mismo. Entonces cada dirigente que ha asumido o sea 
el dirigente que estd entonces quien estd en su bcirrio, 
va a molestar, va a golpear a la puerta de la alcaldla, 
a veces nos escucha, a veces nada. 

[We are totally eQ>andoned. Like I said a little while 
ago that I have been an orphcin of my mother, and also i 
had a father but he did not recognize me, no? The same 
thing. We have the government, we have the mayor, but 
the government never remembers how it is. See? It's as 
if it were a stepmother that doesn't want anything to do 
with Villa Pagador. The same with the government, no? 
So, the mayor the same. So every leader of his barrio, 
is going to bother, is going to knock on the door of the 
alcaldla, sometimes they listen to us, sometimes 
nothing.] 

In defining their relationship to the city as one of 

orphans to a neglectful or cdssent parent, pagadorenos are 

attempting to challenge this abauidonment euid to position 

themselves more closely within the Cochabamba "fcunily." To do 

this, it is criticcU. that they secure legal leuid titles that 

the aforementioned illegcU. sale of Icuids has hindered. As I 

discuss in chapter 3, the inqportance of holding a legal land 

title is not merely a bureaucratic matter for residents of 

Pagador. It is absolutely critical for them to appear as land 
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owners (propietarios) in the eyes of the alccLldla, for title 

to land trcuislates into citizenship (i.e., only by holding 

the approved plan I piano aprotado] from the alcaldla can one 

be considered a citizen of the municipality and hence of the 

nation; see chapter 3). And it is only as citizens that they 

can ever hope to gain the state services and attention that 

their barrio requires. This issue is also conceptualized in 

the idiom of kinship, as a question of being recognized as 

legitimate children of the eilcaldla. By securing land titles, 

people hope to overcome their orphaned status, removing the 

legal obstacle to full recognition as deserving children of 

the alcaldla: 

Ahorita estamos, como, personas o sea muy 
independientes, que no tiene conocimiento de la 
alcaldla. 0 sea, esto no cuenta en piano de 
urbeuiizacidn. Sino fuera del plcuio de la urbanizaci6n. 
Entonces por esa razdn es neceseurio que tengamos esa, 
papel de aprobacidn, o sea en ese piano individual, en 
el pleuio individual, donde tiene cpie firmar el alcalde, 
el sello mds. Entonces eso significa que est& 
urbanizado. Entonces con eso ya nos va a costar tal vez 
un poquito m^ pagar los impuestos, tcLL vez que nos va a 
receurgcir un poco mds in^uesto anual, entonces pero. Y 
nuestros papeles est& al dla, o sea ya est& reconocido. 
Ya somos como decir, un hijo natural c[ue no esta 
reconocido por su padre es natural, £no ve? Entonces 
cuando esta reconocido es el hijo legltimo. Entonces 
nuestros documentos casi, mis o menos, parecido a eso, 
itiol Para ser legltimo. Entonces como ahorita que no 
estl reconocido mediante el cU.Cc^.de, cuando ya va a ser 
aprobado, entonces, ya esta reconocido. 

[Right now we are, as, people or rather very 
independent, that have no experience of the alcaldla. 
That is, this place is not included in the urbanization 
plan. But outside of the urbanization plan. Then for 
that reason it is necessary that we have that, paper of 
approval, or rather in that individual plan, in the 
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individual plan, v^ere the mayor has to sign, his seal 
as well. Then that means that it is urbanized. Then with 
that, maybe it's going to cost us a little more to pay 
our taxes, maybe they will charge us a little more 
annual tax. But our papers are up to date, or rather 
then they are recognized. Now we are, how to say, a 
natural son that is not recognized by his father as 
being natural, you see? Then when he is recognized he is 
the legitimate son. Then our documents eilmost, more or 
less, seem like that, no? In order to be legitimate. So 
like right now it isn't recognized through the mayor, 
but «^en it is approved, then, it is recognized. (Raul 
Flores)] 

Until such time as they can become legcil citizens of the 

state by becoming legitimate owners (duenos leg£timos) of 

their laind and hence legitimate children (hijos legltimos) of 

the city, the residents of Pagador have no choice but to 

continue making demands of the cLlcaldla, to insist that 

despite their lack of official papers they are deserving of 

the cLlCcildla's attentions. Again, local discourse connects 

with state patemcilism and inverts it. people in the barrio 

accept the designation as children that the alcaldia attaches 

to them; but v^ereas the alcaldia constructs them as 

unreasonably dem£Uiding pagadorenos represent their demands as 

the "natural" petitions of a needy child to its parent: 

Si la wawa no llora, la madre no va a decir, pues que la 
wawa tiene hambre, dno es verdad? Si la wawa llora la 
madre va a decir, "Pues mi hija tiene hambre. Hay que 
darle el pecho. 0 hay que dar pan, o hay que dar algo." 
Entonces, es falta de nosotros. 

[If the baby doesn't cry, the mother is not going to 
say, well, that the baby is hungry, isn't that true? If 
the bcUsy cries the mother is going to say, "Well, my 
daughter is hungry. I have to give her ny breast. Or I 
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have to give her bread, or I have to give her 
something." So, i-t's our fault. (Demetrio Cangui)] 

Here, the demands that the "children" of the barrio make cu:e 

incumbent upon them, as children — they must make their needs 

known to their "parent:." If not, they have no one to blame 

but themselves ("It's our fault"). In this, the identity of 

children is used as a call to arms, an attempt to mobilize 

popular action against state neglect: 

Tiene que ser el pueblo, no conformarse, sino exigirlo 
hasta que se cun^la. Entonces eso es la obligaci6n del 
pueblo. Eso es para recibir las cosas que queremos en el 
barrio, si en caso nosotros no exigimos, el pueblo no 
exige nada, se calla con todas las palabras que lo hacen 
los autoridades, entonces, la wawa que no llora no 
recibe nada, el pecho de su mama. La misma cosa el 
pueblo, entonces no recibe nada. Mientras que uno que 
exige, entonces organicamente y unificadamente entonces 
alll si podemos logreura muchas cosas. 

[The people have to be, not to subject themselves, but 
to make demands until they comply. Then, that is the 
obligation of the people. In order to receive the things 
that we want in the barrio, if in our case we don't 
demand, the people don't demand anything, they are 
quieted by the words that the authorities give us, then, 
the baby that doesn't cry doesn't receive anything, the 
breast of its mother. The same thing with the people, 
then they don't receive euiything. Meanwhile he who 
demands, then organically cuid in a unified way then 
there we can achieve many things. (Don Celestino)] 

Conclusion 

Some observers, commenting on the appcirent political 

quiescence of the residents of Cochabamba's mcirginal bcirrios, 

have interpreted the ideological hegemony of the state as 
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totalizing and coiqpletely dominating, resulting in the 

neutreilization of effective political protest among the 

marginalized people of the city. The supposed revolutionary 

potential of the poor and disenfrcuichised residents of the 

marginal barrios of Cochabamba, as elsewhere in Latin 

America, has failed to manifest itself in Icurge-scale, cross-

barrio social movements, leaving some intellectuals searching 

for an explanation in the presumcUsly monolithic, io^netrable 

hegemony of the contemporary state. The patemcilism of the 

state, it is claimed, is a crucial component of this 

hegemony, for the acceptance by the people of the barrios of 

this paternal relationship with the state creates in them a 

sense of dependency on state "charity" euid cripples the 

ability of barrio residents to act politically. One important 

local commentator, an architect and Marxist historian of the 

growth of Cochabamba from precolonial times to the present, 

notes that: 

This acceptance of the paternalism of the State eind 
other institutions by the inheUaitants of the periphery 
constitutes a key piece of the system that lulls to 
sleep {adormecer) their political evolution, euid that 
designs a strategy of intervention, wherein any type of 
urban inqprovement not only is negotiated politicc^.ly, 
but>.is taken as an "act of good will," of the "social 
sensibility of the authority," eui "act of charity," but 
never an act of strict social justice, of a benefit 
drawn from capital by the liberated struggle of these 
"marginal." sectors. (Solares S. 1986: 5. Emphasis in the 
original.) 
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The writer of this passage suggests that the capitalist state 

delivers the public works it performs for the barrios as 

gifts of a father to his children, and that they cire accepted 

as such by the barrio residents, v^o do not question the fact 

that what is presented as cheirity is in fact the minijiial 

obligation of the state to the population it rules. 

The discussion I have presented in this chapter clearly 

refutes this argument, suggesting that people in villa 

Pagador are not fully accepting of the paternalism of the 

state, but rather are highly critical of the state's failure 

to live up to its own rhetoric and self-positioning. The 

penetrations that people meUee of the state emd their own 

structural position relative to it cire read through an 

interpretive frame in which they recognize the state's own 

claim of paternity, but take the state to task for performing 

its paternal duties inadequately. Although an admittedly 

limited assault on state authority, this kind of discursive 

critique of the state nevertheless represents an attempt to 

challenge politically the hegemonic system of neglectful 

domination in which marginalized communities are embedded. 

And perhaps most interestingly, it is the patemcU.istlc 

discourse of the state itself that provides local people with 

the resources for launching such a critique, as they 

recognize and occupy the spaces that exist within that 

discourse, spaces from which they are eJ3le to initiate 

challenges to the system that oppresses them. 
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CHAPTER 6 

JUSTICIA FOR LAS PROPIAS MANOS: 

POPULAR VIOLENCE AS A CRITIQUE OF STATE NEGLECT 

On a cold fall day in 1995, an event occurred in the barrio 

villa Sebastian Pagador that came to be known in popular 

reference as the "near-lynching" (the casi llncbamlento). The 

official police report, filed with the NationcLL Police by 

the investigating officer, describes the event in the 

following terms: 

El dia Viemes 10 de Marzo del presente ano, 
aproximadamente a horas 10:30 a.m. la senora Sonia D., 
de 48 anos, con sus dos hijos Seuidro de 18 ano y H6nica, 
de 17 anos de edad, de su domicilio ubicado en el Cruce 
Taquina, se trasladaron a la zona de Villa Sebastian 
Pagador, a objeto de que su hija Mdnica efectu^ un cobro 
de dinero ante su ex-conviviente Nels6n H., llegando al 
lugar a las 11:00 de la maiieuia, se aproximaron a la casa 
de Nels6n, y le comunicaron que no se encontreiba, 
entonces opteuron por esperar y se alejaron de su casa a 
una cuadra de distancia, en ese trajin la senora Sonia 
D., con su hi jo Seuidro, ingresciron a unos matorrales con 
el fin de cun^lir sus necesidades biol6gicas dejando 
sola a Mdnica, esta aprovechcuido la soledad del lugar y 
viendo una casa totcU^nte desprotegida, opt6 por 
ingrescir al inmueble del senor Jos6 C., rompiendo un 
vidrio de la ventana, habla logrado ingrescu: peura luego 
sustraer una radio-grabadora, una garrafa, una cocina de 
mesa, frazada y ropas de vestir, seguidamente retomaron 
del bano, su madre y hermano, y habrlan sorprendido ail 
encontrar a M6nica con los bultos, en ese Interin una 
vecina del lugar Ana de V., la que se dlo cuenta del 
Robo y dlo gritos de alarma y en un instcuite casi 
inmediatamente se reunieron los vecinos del lugar. 
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provistos de palos, fierros y piedras, a-trapando a los 
ladrones para despues golpearlos con los objeto 
mencionados como a punos y patadas, seguldamente los 
arras traron a una torre de alt a tensidn, donde les 
cortaron el pelo, les vendaron los ojos, los insultaron 
con palabras soeces y agrediendolos trataban de que 
confesaron otros robos que habrlcui cometido por las 
zonas del lugar, posterlonnente les rocieron con 
gasolina, primeramente le prendieron fuego a Sandro el 
que habla dado grltos de dolor, esto sucedlo a eso de 
las 13:00 horas, en que llegaron efectlvos policiales y 
evitaron el linchamiento de las tres personas, 
rescatdndolos de la multitud de gente enardecida, 
qulenes les hablan Icuizado piedras ron^iendo los 
parabrizas y vidrlos de los vehlculos de Radio Patrullas 
"110" y destroso del chaperio, posterlonnente los 
rescatados fueron trasladados al hospiteil VIEDM21, 
seccl6n emergenclar que despues de un examen mlnucloso, 
dos se quedeuron intemados, Sonla por presentar Herldas, 
Leslones y quemaduras graves y Sandro, por presentar 
Herldas, Leslones y quemaduras grave, este (iltimo 
contlnua Intemado en la SeU.a de clrugla varones. 

Aslmlsmo el denunclante Jos6 C., no se present6 m^s en 
estas oflclnas, pese a las cltaclones policiales, 
asimismo en el lugar de los hechos nadle qulere 
proporcioneir informacl6n alguna con referenda a los 
acontecimlentos suscltados, al contrarlo se recibl6 
amenazas en sentldo de que si eilguna autorldad fuera al 
lugar reclblridn el mlsmo castigo que los ladrones^ 
(sic) 

[On Friday, March 10 of this year, at approximately 
10:30 a.m., the senora Sonla D., 48 years old, with her 
two children Sandro, 18 yecurs old, cuid Mdnica, 17 years 
of age, left their home in Cruce Taquina and traveled to 
Villa Sebasti&n Pagador, with the intent that the 
daughter M6nlca should collect money from her former 
live-in lover Nelsdn H., arriving at the location at 
11:00 in the morning, they went up to Nelsdn's house, 
and were told that he was not in, so they opted to wait 
cuid moved one block away from the house, in the process 
of which the senora Sonla D., with her son Sandro, went 
into a thicket of bushes to attend to their biological 
necessities, leaving lf6nlca alone, euid she taking 
advantage of the solitude of the place and seeing a 
house completely unprotected, opted to enter the 
dwelling of senor Jos^ C., breaking the glass in the 
window, and succeeded in entering, removing a radio-tape 
recorder, a gas tank, a small stove, blankets euid 
clothing, then her mother and brother returned from the 
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bathroom cind were surprised to find Mdnica with these 
bundles, in that interim a resident of the place. Ana de 
v., recU.ized that a robbery was tcUcing place, and gave 
shouts of alarm and in an instant eUjnost immediately the 
residents of the place gathered, armed with shovels, 
wires euid stones, trapping the thieves euid beating them 
with the aforementioned objects, with fists cuid kicks, 
after which they tied them to a high-tension tower, 
where they cut off their hair, blindfolded them, 
insulted them^ with coarse words, attacking them they 
tried to get them to confess to other robberies that had 
been committed in the cirea, after which they doused them 
with gasoline, first they set fire to Sandro who 
screamed in pain, this happened at 1:00 p.m., at which 
time police officers cirrived and disrupted the lynching 
of the three, rescuing them from the mob of enraged 
people, who then threw stones at the police breaking the 
windshields and glass of the vehicles of Radio Patrol 
"110" and destroying the metal plating, after v^ich the 
rescued people were taken to hospital Viedma, emergency 
section, where they were given a meticulous examination, 
two of them remained in the hospital, Sonia with 
injuries, lesions and severe bums eUid Sandro with 
injuries, lesions eind severe bums, the latter remains 
hospitalized, in the men's surgical ward. 

Also the coi^lainant Jos6 C., has not presented himself 
in this office, despite police citations, likewise in 
the place where the incident occurred nobody wants to 
fumish any information about the events, to the 
contrary threats have been received to the effect that 
if any authority were to go to the area he would receive 
the same punishrcnt as the thieves...] 

Though presented in official police Icuiguage, the 

breathless style of the report somehow captures the feeling 

of the event: the outrage of the barrio residents, the terror 

of the victims, the bewilderment of the police. Read as a 

narrative, the police report represents one of several 

perspectives on the violence of the near-lynching. The 

protagonists of this narrative are the police, v^o arrive on 

the scene in the nick of time and heroically rescue the 
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thieves from the people's rage. Though the three thieves are 

the official defendcints named in the police report, the real 

criminals would seem to be the people of villa Pagador, 

inflamed with passion ("gente enardecida") cuid bent on 

revenge, who took the law into their own hands emd interfered 

with the authorities' atten^ts to restore order. The barrio 

residents' disrespect for the law and the people who enforce 

it would appear to be demonstrated in the last paragraph, 

which describes the lack of cooperation by barrio residents 

in investigating the case, and the threats received by the 

police warning them to stay out of Villa Pagador. 

But what from the perspective of the police is a 

flagreuit disregard for law emd justice is from a local 

Pagador perspective a case of justicia por lets propias manos 

— taking justice into their own hands. In villa Pagador, as 

in many other poor barrios of Cochabcunba's southern zone, 

effective police protection is seen as one more state service 

that the people of the margins are denied, syn^tomatic of a 

Icurger incidence of the state's ab€uidonment of Bolivia's poor 

and disenfranchised. From that perspective, the incident in 

Villa Pagador is doubly meaningful; It is at once an attack 

on the thieves who prey on the people of the barrio, and an 

attack on the national police force (the Policia Naclonal), 

which as an arm of the state is seen to be corrupt, 

ineffective, and antagonistic to the rights and interests of 

the local population. This understanding comes through an 
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analysis of the discourses cdsout justice, poverty, and the 

state that are articulated in Villa Pagador, and of the 

interpretations of the near-lynching offered by barrio 

residents and observers. 

In terms of the central thesis of this dissertation, the 

near-lynching also offers a windovr into the practices of 

popular representation as they are enacted in Villa Pagador. 

Following the incident described above, much attention, both 

favorable and unfavorable, was showered on the beirrio, as the 

news media and the people of greater Cochabamba offered their 

own interpretations of the event. Most of these 

interpretations coincided with the one given by the police, 

in^licit in the official report cited above: That the people 

of the marginal barrios of Cochcdsamba are savages (gente 

salvajB) with no conception of justice and no respect for the 

laws of civilized society. Pagadorehos, characterized as 

"peasants" {campesinos) without "culture" (cultura), are seen 

to be beyond the pale of civilization, with no respect for 

the laws and authority of civilized urbcui society. 

In this context of criticism and condemnation, the 

leaders euid residents of Villa Pagador responded quickly, in 

an attempt to renovate their tarnished reputation. The 

leaders of the community mobilized a popular discourse aibout 

the state, the community, history, and citizenship to propose 

an alternative interpretation of the lynching to the one 

offered by the news media euid the police. Through the careful 
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use of public speech and strategic manipulation of the 

selfscune news medlar the leaders were able to translate a 

moment of popular rage Into a coherent crlticpie of the state, 

by suggesting that the authorities' failure to protect Its 

citizens left the people of villa Pagador no alternative but 

to tcike justice Into their own hands. This process, however, 

required the privileging of certain interpretations of the 

event over others r specifically subordinating the perspective 

shared by women about the lynching to one that en^hasized the 

collective political nature of the event. The analysis 

presented here suggests that interpreting the symbolic euid 

representationcLl dimensions of populcu: violence requires an 

accounting of the diverse positions from which discourses 

about that violence are produced. 

HistoriceU. Visions of Populcir violence: Discourses of the 

Near-Lynching 

Atten^ts by barrio residents to account for the violence 

in villa Pagador employ a lexicon and a rhetoric that call on 

populeir conceptions of Bolivian history to justify the 

violence as part of eui ongoing resistance to illegitimate and 

abusive structures of power by Bolivia's poor eUid native 

peoples. Analysis of incidents of populcu: violence in 

Cochabamba's mcurginal bcunrios suggests that the near-lynching 

forms peurt of a pattern of response to perceived abuses of 
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authority by the state and Its representatives. This pattern 

typically Includes a substitution of the corrupt authority 

with a connnunlty-based system of punishing criminals and 

securing justice, described as teUclng justice Into one's own 

hands (tomar justicia por las manos), 

The near-lynching can be viewed as containing two 

distinct events within the single moment of extreme violence, 

each of which became the subject of discursive eleUx}ration in 

CocheLbcunba. On the one heuid there was the capture and burning 

of the thieves, who were apprehended in broad daylight, 

stolen goods in hcuid, on a street in one of the poorest 

sectors of Villa Pagador. An alert neighbor, noticing 

something streinge going on in the house next door, began 

shouting the alarm. Others, hearing her cries, began to blow 

whistles, cind in seconds a crowd gathered, seizing the 

astonished thieves euid tying their hands behind their backs 

with plastic strips. (One of the thieves recounted in her 

statement to the police that she had been captured by a "mob" 

[turba] of people, appearing out of no«^ere "like ants.") The 

captured thieves were mcurched up a hill to a high-tens ion 

electrical tower, v^ere they were tied up, insulted, beaten, 

their hair cut off, euid finally doused in gasoline. One of 

them was set on fire by the angry crowd, his skin falling 

from him, in the words of one woman, "like a potato peel" 

(como c4scara de papa). He reported to the police that had 

his plastic bindings not melted in the fire, allowing him to 
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roll on the ground and extinguish the flames, he surely would 

have been incinerated. 

The second event occurred immediately on the heels of 

the first, when the police arrived to disrupt the lynching. 

First on the scene were the three local police officers, who 

ran the length of the barrio from their station n&ar the 

plaza, only to be showered with stones and abuse by the 

barrio residents. These officers retreated and called in 

reinforcements, who within minutes arrived in patrol cars, 

dressed in full riot gear. These policemen, too, were 

attacked with stones thrown by people in the crowd, 

shattering the windows of three of the police cars, which 

were parked at the bottom of the hill where the lynching was 

taking place. At some point a van from a local TV news 

station arrived, eind according to one report this vehicle 

also was stoned by the crowd {Una Madre y Tres de Sus Sijos 

Casi Linchados en V. Pagador 1995). The police responded more 

forcefully following this attack, and dispersed the crowd 

with tear gas eind police dogs. 

These two events (the attack on the thieves and the 

attack on the police) eire not easily separable. In Villa 

Pagador it is universcHly agreed that the police are in 

league with the criminals in the barrio, and thus an attack 

on one was an attack on the other. Some assert that the 

burning never would have taken place had the police not shown 

up and attempted to defend euid rescue the criminals. Many 
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different people have told me that the crowd was certain that 

once baclc at the station the thieves would have bribed the 

police into freeing them, allowing them to prey once again on 

the residents of Pagador. The people of the barrio thus had 

to defend themselves and their property, talcing justice into 

their own hands (por las proplas manos), refusing to back 

down from the police until they were forced to do so by the 

clouds of tear gas. 

Though admitting that he did not witness the lynching 

firsthand, Don Celestino Loayza, a local leader, recounts the 

event in the following manner, producing a narrative that 

differs in many respects from that contained in the police 

report: 

Estes rateros siempre ellos han sido acostumbrados hacer 
dano a esta clase de personas humildes, dno? Porque 
ellos no sienten nada, y ademds su trabajo es de ellos 
es. Ellos ya no guieren trabajcu: cosas trabajos 
sacrificados. SI no, ellos buscan lo mds flcil.^ Pero 
tambi^n la gente, o todos los vecinos de villa Pagador, 
cuantas veces nosotros hemos descubierto, y hemos 
entregado tambi^n a la policla, o sea, a la policla 
nacional, eno? Guardia nacional. Pero tambi^n este 
guardia nacional no responde pues como lo que debe 
responder. Ellos agarran al preso, el individuo, 
entonces, dan unos cuantos pesos.Entonces de esa pcirte 
ellos tambiSn son participes. Y en esa forma, villa 
Sebastian Pagador ha reaccionado.^ Y la policla 
seccional, justamente, en vez que vaya a defender al 
pueblo va a defender a los malhechores, mds en contra el 
pueblo, no? Y sospechando que la policla se ha 
enfrentado contra el pueblo, el pueblo ha reaccionado. 

Entonces en esa forma, la policla tambi^n ha comunicado 
un refuerzo a la central, para que ellos tengan mds 
personal, no? Entonces, y hablan llamado tambi^n de la 
central la policla seccional vinieron de alii mds 
cantidad de soldados, y en lo cual ellos largaron pues. 
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gas lacrimbgenor y despu^s de es-to petcurdos que tlenen 
ellos, y han largado ellos. 7 viendo esos atropellos, y 
la gente se ha levan-tado, ya? Se ha leveintado entonces. 
Y tambi^n ha reacclonado, eunna que ellos tenXan, el 
tinlco, en la mano, para mane jar era la piedra. Ent:onces 
primer eii^z6 la policla seccional, largando gas 
lacrlm6geno, y luego empezcuron reacclonar el pueblo. Y 
ya levauitaban.^. Entonces tcunbi^n, despu^s de eso, 
tambi^n heibla perros de la policla, para calmar a toda 
esa gente. Pero el pueblo tambi^n se ha reunido bastante 
entonces pues, habido pues enfrentamiento de cimbas 
partes. Hasta los perros, hasta los perros hablan 
pedrado. Pero en esa forma ellos se hem decidido cuando 
ha puesto a defender a los malhechores, entonces se han 
decidido largar el fuego a ese malhechor. En esa forma, 
ellos hcui sido quemados.-. Porgue la gente misma ha 
dicho~.''Donde est& la justicia? Qu6 justicia entonces 
ustedes c[uieren hacer?" Entonces, "Si ustedes no hacen 
la justicia como autoridad, entonces nosotros vamos a 
hacer con nuestras manos." Ahora, "Si ustedes quieren 
llevamos, bueno, llSvanos cil todo el pueblo." Ahl era 
el clave. 

Entonces eso ha sido la reaccidn del pueblo. Hemos 
defendido al pueblo mismo.~. 

[These little thieves have always been accustomed to 
doing harm to this type of humble people, no? Because 
they don't feel emything, euid besides this is their 
work. They never want to work, to make sacrifices. So, 
they look for the easiest thing.- But also the people, 
all the residents of Villa Pagador, how many times have 
we caught [thieves], and delivered them to the police, 
or that is, to the national police, no? National guard. 
But this national guard doesn't respond like it should 
respond. They hold him in prison, the individual, then, 
they pay a few pesos.~ Then from that perspective they 
[the police] are also pcurticipants. And that's why villa 
Sebasti^ Pagador reacted.And the police, truly, 
instead of defending the pueblo they go and defend the 
wrongdoers, against the pueblo, no? And suspecting that 
the police had opposed themselves against the pueblo, 
the pueblo reacted. 

Then, the police called in reinforcements from the 
central station, so that they'd have more officers 
there, no? Then, and they called also from the central 
station and from there came a Icurge number of soldiers, 
and they released teeu: gas, and after that the rockets 
that they have, and they released those. And seeing 
these abuses, the pueblo rose up, see? Then they rose 
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up. And also they reacted, the weapon that they had, the 
only, in the hand, to use was the stone. So first began 
the police, releasing tesu: gas, cuid later the people 
began to react. And they rose up, the stone. Then, after 
that, there were also police dogs, to pacify eill those 
people. But the pueblo also joined together tremendously 
then, and there was a confrontation of both groups. Even 
the dogs, even the dogs were stoned. But in that way 
they decided, v^en they [the police] went to defend the 
wrongdoers, then they decided to set fire to that 
wrongdoer. In that way, they came to be burned.-. Because 
the people themselves said~.''Where is the justice? What 
justice then do you want to make?" Then, "If you as the 
authority do not make justice, then we are going to make 
it with our hands." Now, "If you want to take us in, 
fine, take cill the people." That was the key. 

So that was the reaction of the people. We defended the 
pueblo itself. 

In this narrative, one can identify a number of key 

discursive elements that are deployed locally to interpret 

the lynching. Thieves are "wrongdoers" (malbechores) or 

"antisocial types" {antisociales), people without commitment 

to the community and so indefensible and deserving of any 

punishment the community sees fit to give them. The police, 

by protecting the thieves, established themselves in 

opposition to the "pueblo," a con^lex term referring at once 

to a physical space (a town or, in this case, the barrio) eind 

the common people (gente humilde) who occupy it (Nugent 

1993). The common people cu:e the ones vrtio are honest, heird-

working, and willing to make sacrifices (sacrificar) in order 

to live a better life, sacrifices v^ich the wrongdoers tcUce 

advantage of through their dishonesty. In contradiction to 

the official narrative contained in the police report, the 
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burning did no-t occur until after the police came to defend 

the wrongdoersr thus transferring responsibility for the 

event to the police authorities. 

Thus the pueblo had to respond, as a community, and 

defend itself against both thieves cuid the police, by teUcing 

justice into its own hands. In doing so they cheU.lenged the 

authority of the police, and by in^lication the legitiiaacy of 

state authority in general ("If you as the authority do not 

make justice, then we are going to make it with our heuids."). 

In defense of its own rights, the pueblo "rose up" ("se ha 

leveuitado"). use of the verb levantarse to describe the 

pueblo's attack on the police, rather than the more neutral 

reaccionar used elsewhere in the ncirrative, indexes a v^ole 

history of popular rebellion in the Andes (Rivera Cusiceuiqui 

1986; Stem 1987), dating back centuries to the revolts 

(levantcunientos or sublevacionesj Orlove 1994) against the 

system of Spanish colonial rule depicted as illegitimate by 

the Bolivarian independence movement. Such a rhetorical 

strategy at once questions state authority by aligning its 

representatives (the police) with the antagonists of the 

colonial past, while at the same time connecting the pueblo's 

attack on the police to a long tradition of violent 

insurrection in the Andes against cUsuslve structures of power 

(Chasteen 1993). 

Additionally, people mobilize local historical memory, 

calling on their experiences from life in the countryside or 
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in the early days of the barrio, before the police ever paid 

attention to Villa Pagador. In those days, community members 

performed rondas, patrols to protect the bcurrio from 

predators. As today, whistles were blown to indicate the 

presence of a thief or other trooblemciker in the barrio. 

Captured thieves were tied to a post in the plaza and beaten 

with a vdiip or stinging nettles gathered from the overgrown 

hillside, and verbally chastised for violating the moral 

precepts of the community. One of the earliest founders of 

the barrio, Don Bonifacio villca, remembers how they once 

captured a thief and put him down a pit latrine (pozo 

s^ptico) as punishment. "Are you in hell?" the people taunted 

the thief from above, cind then thrust his head under the 

water. "No," they mocked him, "now you're in helll" These 

practices of popular justice are said to be traditions of the 

countryside brought to the city by the earliest migrants. 

In describing the violence as a community action, the 

narrator shifts voices to speak from the position of the 

community as a v^ole, the pueblo, a single entity with a 

single, unitary voice. The pueblo speaks to the police, 

chastising them for their failure to meet their 

responsibilities to the community: "Because the people 

themselves said^' Where is the justice?'" The neunrative closes 

with a final defiant remcurk by the pueblo to the police, 

reminding them of their own inability to prosecute the 

community for the attack, and of the strength of the 
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community to resist them ("Now, 'If you want to take us in, 

fine, take all the people.' That was the key."). The lament 

that one hears in the final lines of the official police 

report ("in the place where the incident occurred nobody 

wants to furnish any information abou-t the events") attests 

to the effectiveness of this tactic. 

The fact that the lynching in Villa Pagador was not an 

isolated incident lends force to the challenges to state 

authority implicit in the barrio residents' words and 

actions. The very fact that it is referred to as a "lynching" 

{linchamiento) is telling, seeing as no one was actually hung 

by the neck in the event. But the violent action forms peirt 

of a tradition of similar acts involving retribution (usually 

including a lynching) against criminals and the authorities 

seen to be in league with them. Historlc2Llly these actions 

took place in the countryside (Poole 1994; Taylor 1979), 

though in recent years with the urbanization of rural 

populations occurring throughout Latin America, the lynching 

is becoming an increasingly urban phenomenon. In Cochabamba 

alone, one hears stories of such things happening in 

different barrios in the city (though usueU.ly in the southern 

zone), in the nearby town of Sacaba, in the Valle Bajo town 

of Caplnota, and in the countryside of the Valle Alto near 

Cliza and Punata. The descriptions of these events share many 

cheuracteristics with the lynching in Villa Pagador, including 

the suddenness of the peoples' detection of and retaliation 
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against the crimlneLLs, the extreme rage and violence of their 

response r the kinds of weapons ased, the active peirtlclpatlon 

of women In the event, and the reaction to the Intervention 

of the authorities. For exan^le. In December of 1994, In the 

barrio Villa Ezaltacldn not far from Villa Pagador, a group 

of residents apprehended a man they believed to be a thief 

and after beating him almost unconscious they strung him up 

in a tree. When the police arrived to rescue the man, they 

were met with Insults and threats to puncture the tires of 

their vehicles. The commanding officer notes in his official 

report that when he arrived on the scene: 

grande fu6 ml sorpresa al constatar que una personage 
encontraba practlccunente colgada de un drbol de molle 
completemente inutlllzada y alrededor suyo 
aproxlmadamente una centena de personas enaltecidas y 
ofuscadas que grltaban a viva voz: "VAMOS A EAGER 
JUSTICIA FOR NUESTRAS MANOS." (sic) 

[great was my surprise to find that a persoo-was to be 
found practically hung from a dead willow tree 
surrounded by approximately one hundred enraged euid 
confused people that shouted in a loud voice: "WE ARE 
GOING TO MAKE JUSTICE BY OUR OWN HANDS." (Emphasis in 
the original.)] 

The officer also observes that v^en he attempted to determine 

who exactly was responsible for the lynching, the people 

shouted at him "We are all responsible!" {"Somas todos los 

responsables/"), making it impossible for him to identify the 

authors (autores) of the deed. 

The similarities between the lynching in Villa 

Exaltaci6n and the "almost lynching" in Villa Pagador, even 
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to the rhetoriCcLl strategies and lexical Items enqployed, 

suggest that these events form a pattern of popular response 

to the lack of security In the barrios of Cochabamba.^ In each 

case, the people Involved threaten to take justice Into their 

own hands, challenging the authority of the police by citing 

their failure to provide for the security of the barrio 

residents. The collective Identity of the barrio as a 

community Is asserted against the efforts of the state to 

IndlvlducLllze the population In Its search for the Individual 

authors of the violent action ("We are all responsible!" in 

Villa Exaltacidn, and "If you want to take us in, fine, take 

all the people" in Villa Pagador). The metaphorical 

chcuracterlzatlon of the lynchlngs as popular uprisings in 

defense of the pueblo establishes a connection to popular 

historiccU. discourses of justice and authority in Bolivia, 

suggesting that the recent uprisings are conten^rary 

manifestations of an ongoing popular resistance to the abuses 

of the state (colonial and post-colonial) in Bolivia. The 

principal actor in these dramas is the community itself, the 

pueblo, which cannot be broken into its individual 

con^onents, euid which struggles to guarantee "justice" for 

itself, even if such a struggle is in contravention of the 

"law." 

^ video footage of a lynching in Sacaba in December 1994 and a police 
report from another attack on a captured thief in Villa Pagador (July 
1995) provide additional examples of this pattern. 
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Gendering Violence: Women's Perspectives on the Lynching 

An interpretation of the violence of the lynching is 

inadeguate if only considered from the level of the community 

in genercLl. As a more thorough consideration of the 

discursive practices of persons involved in the event 

suggests, the individual actors engaged in the violence as 

specifically positioned subjects, experiencing the event from 

their particular subject perspectives (Foucault 1979; 1980; 

Kondo 1990; Therbom 1980). Women enqploy a discourse about 

justice and sacrifice, found repeatedly in their 1OC£L1 

narratives of the neeur-lynching in Villa Pagador. Although 

elements of this discourse appecu: in the speech of many 

barrio residents when talking about the lynching, it is a 

particulcirly gendered discourse in that women more typically 

en^loy it to characterize their own participation in or 

perspective on the event. Women call on their experiences as 

women and mothers to account for their participation in the 

violence, and the extreme rage and despair the theft and its 

aftermath provoked in them. 

It is widely acknowledged in the barrio that women 

played a greater role than men in the violence of March 10. 

It is also said that women did the greater pcurt of the 

violence against the thieves, and that it was a womcui who 

threw the match that set the young man on fire. Women speak 

openly about their approval of the violence, saying that the 
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thieves deserved the punishment and worse. Far from 

expressing remorse about the burning, many women In Villa 

Pagador endorse It, fearing only that the thieves might 

return to take their revenge on the community. This Is a fear 

that community members have expressed since the eeurllest days 

in the barrio, «^en criminals whom they captured and punished 

in the barrio plaza would return to revenge themselves on the 

community. One woman, a widow and mother of three grown 

children, as well as a respected vendor of soft drinks 

(refresquera) in the local market, puts it this way (in a 

conversation with Dona Clara, the ethnographer's wife): 

No deblan de quemarlo. IPorgue el ha sufrldol 

Este^ 

El joven. Deblan de matarle. 

iMatarle? iMejor? 

SI. Mejor. Asl no hublera sufrlr. Ahora dlcen que ha 
muerto, dlcen que vlve tambl^n. SI vlve, va a venlr ps. 

iVa a regresar? 

SI. 

I No creoi 

Puede. Porque hedsla mucho, "Me voy a vengcur." 

iSl? 

Muhimn. 

Pero, no, icoao va a hacer? 

Sandndose, ps. 

ZTienen miedo la gente, que va a vengar? 
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Nnhhm. 

Pero, deblan hacer algo, £no? 

Deblan de matarle ps. 

[They shouldn't have burned him. Because he suffered! 

Tbis^ 

The young man. They should have killed him. 

Killed him? Better? 

Yes. Better. That way he wouldn't suffer. Now some say 
that he's died, some say that he lives, too. If he 
lives, he will return. 

He will come back? 

Yes. 

I don 't believe it I 

He will. Because there was a lot of, "I'm going to get 
revenge." 

Yeah? 

Mmhmmm. 

But, no, how's he going to do it? 

Just by getting himself heeQthy. 

The people are afraid, that he will get revenge? 

Mnhmmm. 

But, they should have done something, no? 

They should have killed him. ] 

Women explain their peirticipation in terms of their 

roles as women and mothers, sacrificing to provide for their 

children and defending their homes and property with their 
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lives. This they see as eui obvious and essential aspect of 

women's roles. Not only were women in attendance in greater 

numbers theui men at the burning, they were also angrier than 

the men and committed the actual violence against the 

thieves. Hy comadre Dona Jueuia describes it this way: 

Tambi^n son sufridas, ps, las mujeres. Mas se 
sacrifican, mis trabajcui, a veces llegeui de noche de la 
ventar llegan y lavar sus ropas, el dla siguiente otra 
vuelta, haciendo comida para sus hijos, va a vender 
tambi^n. Se sacrifica, las senoras. Defienden grave, 
grave. 

[They are the suffering ones, the women. More do they 
sacrifice themselves (than men), more do they work, 
sometimes they arrive home at night from selling in the 
market, they arrive home euid wash the clothes, the next 
day again, making food for their children, going to sell 
as well. They sacrifice, the women. They defend 
fiercely, fiercely.] 

A woman in Villa Pagador, as in poor households elsewhere in 

Bolivia and beyond, works constantly, both in the home and 

outside of it. This work, the difficulty of women's lives, 

and the impossibility of making real improvements in their 

standard of living is characterized as suffering and 

sacrifice, qualities of their lives that women in the barrio 

see themselves as sharing. The discourse of suffering and 

sacrifice serves as a device to interpret the lynching, as in 

the following excerpt from Dona Juana's narrative of the 

event. Speaking in a voice even softer than her usucU. tones. 

Dona Juana, like Don Celestino above, invokes the voice of 

the pueblo, only here it is a voice that speaks in a 
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dis-kinc-kly female register^ as a mother and a vroman. The 

pueblo speaks directly to one of the thieves, herself a womcui 

and a mother: 

Hartos, hartos se heui hecho robar ps de estas casas, 
gente pobre es, por eso, porque sacrificeui teuito para 
tener cosas ps en sus casas, lo han dlcho, "Yo, nosotros 
estuvimos trabajando para nuestros hljos, para su pan 
del dla, con que sacrificio nos est£ robado." Tenlan ps 
anlllos de oro, dientes de oro. "Vos bien vestida con 
nuestro sacrificio, y nosotros, ni una pollera no 
tenemos bien por nuestros hijos por hacer comer, por 
tener en nuestra casa buen plato, guericunos con nuestro 
sacrificio, pero vos nos has robado de esto." Se han 
renegado, ps, grave grave le han renido. "Ahora es, ps, 
ahora te toca sufrir a vos, ahora te vas a morir," dice, 
"en el fuego" dice. LlorcUsa, "TNo voy a hacer nunca mds 
de este!" "Ya has hecho dano a la gente. A tanta gente 
has hecho llorar. Por tu culpa a nuestros hijos les 
hemos pegado, les hemos hecho sufrir. Dejcuido a nuestros 
hijos hemos ido a vender, hemos sacrificado, y eso has 
aprovechado vos, eso te has fijado vos. Ahora para vos 
es tcirde. Ahora te vas a morir. En fuego" dicen. A los 
tres querian quemar, los policlas les han defendido. 

[Many, many have been robbed from their houses, poor 
people they are, so, because they sacrifice so much to 
have things in their houses, they Seiid, "I, we were 
working for our children, for their deiily bread, of that 
sacrifice you cire robbing us." They [the thieves] had 
gold rings, gold teeth. "You, well dressed with our 
sacrifice, cuid we, not one nice skirt do we have, so 
that our children can have something to eat, so that we 
can have in our houses a good plate of food, this we 
wanted with our sacrifice, but you have robbed us of 
this." They cursed her like this, terribly, terribly 
they scolded her. "Now, now it is your turn to suffer, 
now you are going to die," [the pueblo] says, "in the 
fire," it says. They cried, "I will never do it again I" 
"You have already done harm to the people. So many 
people you have made cry. It is your fault that we hit 
our children, that we have made them suffer. Leaving our 
children, we have gone out to sell, we have sacrificed, 
and that you have tcUcen advcuitage of, that you have 
fixed upon. Now for you it is too late. Now you are 
going to die. In fire," they ScLid. They wanted to bum 
the three of them, the police defended them. ] 
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The voice of the pueblo is hcirshr unforgiving. It gains 

force in its critique of the thief by addressing her as a 

mother herself, caught robbing from other mothers in the 

con^any of her two children. "How could she do such a thing?" 

women asked each other, incredulous that a woman could be so 

despicable as to teach her children to rob, and to prey on 

other women and their families.^ Everything that is difficult 

about their lives — their lack of personal items like nice 

clothing, the stress and abuse in the household, the daily 

struggle just to feed their families — the women see 

condensed into the person of the thief, who is first 

chastised, then beaten, and then burned. Cutting off her hair 

can be seen as an effort to erase her femininity, which she 

has already betrayed by stealing from other women. The voice 

of the pueblo as a woman is also the voice of justice, as it 

utters the death sentence over the captured thieves ("Now you 

are going to die. In fire."). 

Women, like men, see the police as being in league with 

the thieves. "They are accon^lices of the delinquents," says 

another market woman, "the police are accomplices" ("Son 

c6mplices de los delincuentes, los policlas son cdaplices."). 

So when the police intervene to stop the lynching, the people 

^ The fact that the thieves were a mother and her two children was so 
incredible that it dominated local news coverage of the event; one 
newspaper headline read (misrepresenting the actual niimber of children 
involved): Una Madre y Tres de Sus Bijos Casi Lxncbados en V. Pagador 
(1995). This suggests that the discourse of motherhood emd sacrifice 
discussed here extends far beyond this one barrio. 
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turn theix rage on them. Dona Juana concludes her narrative 

with this comment on the police, here speaking in the voice 

of the police: 

Y los, las policlas le hablan dicho al pueblo, "Nosotros 
somos la que defendemos. Antes que lleguemos deblan 
quemar. Y ahora ya no pueden" les han dicho. Las 
policlas. "El orden es para., con nosotros. Ya estamos, 
ya no pueden hacer nada." 

[And the police said to the pueblo, "We are the ones who 
defend. You should have bumed them before we cunrived. 
And now you caui't" they told them. The police. "Order is 
for, with us. And now we are here, now you can't do 
anything."] 

The voice of the police, like that of the pueblo, is a 

single, unitcury voice; but whereas the pueblo speaks with the 

conviction of righteous rage, the voice of the police mocks 

and threatens ("You should have bumed them before we 

arrived. And now you can't"), cognizant of the arbitrariness 

of its own authority. It denies the women their power, 

depriving them of their right to defend their homes and 

families ("We are the ones \^o defend," says the police). It 

is the (corrupt) police «^o deal in order, and their arrival 

marks the end of the women's power to create justice. It is 

this power the women atteo^ to regain in their attack on the 

police, which speaks with that cruel and mocking voice. 

Women's participation in the buming would thus seem to 

be associated with their roles as mothers and homemakers, one 

of whose duties is the defense of the home against threats 

from outside. Women's political peurticipation in Latin 
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American social movements has often been theorized in this 

manner, with women's involvement in demonstrations and 

politiceil movements seen as emerging from their role as 

orgauiizer of the family's social reproduction (Bennett 1992; 

Scott 1994), or being constructed on the power inherent in 

their social identities as mothers (Navarro 1989). Because of 

the constraints placed on them by their domestic and economic 

responsibilities, as well as by "the ideological burden of 

femininity" (Jelin 1994: 8), women tend to participate less 

in formal, institutionalized organizations than in protest 

movements that emerge in moments of crisis, requiring less of 

a commitment of time and energy and encountering less 

opposition from men who object to women being involved in 

political activity. Such would seem to be the case in Villa 

Pagador, where women reurely hold offices or attend meetings, 

and participate only intermittently in formal political 

functions of barrio leadership. Those women who do 

participate more frequently are either widows (and so are 

said to lack a man who controls them and keeps them home) or 

else are full masters of masculinist forms of discourse: Dona 

Lidia, for instance, spent her career as a pharmacist and 

physician in the Bolivian military, and so was well-equipped 

to take on the presidency of the local leaders' group. 

As a moment of spontaneous violence rather thcui a 

coordinated political movement, the lynching and women's 

participation in it can nevertheless be understood as an 
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intersection of the domestic and the political. In defense of 

their homes and families, and as an explosion of intense rage 

at their own conditions and the difficulty of their lives, 

the vromen lashed out at the thieves and the police, each of 

whom they see as responsible for their suffering, and for the 

ineffectiveness of their sacrifice. Though not an explicitly 

political act, the violence had wide-rcinging political 

effects, for it constituted a direct, frontal assault on the 

state in the form of its representatives the police. The 

lynching also brought tremendous attention to the barrio of 

Villa Pagador, prompting eui examination in the media and in 

popular discussion throughout Cochabamba concerning the 

nature of the marginal barrios and the type of people who 

live there. For the women participants in the violence, the 

rage of the moment soon changed to fear and anxiety, as they 

returned to their homes wondering if the police would try to 

hunt them down, or if the criminals would return to exact 

their revenge on the people of the barrio. 

Managing LOCCLI Reputation: "Official" LoccU. Discourses 

In the days following the near-lynching, the barrio was 

abuzz with discussion cuid euialysis of the event and its 

possible intact on the community. Of particular concern was 

the effect that the incident would have on Villa Pagador's 

reputation in greater Cochabamba. People expressed incredible 
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outrage at the journalists cuid media reports that described 

the barrio residents as "savages" {gente salvaje), decrying 

those who were using the episode to destroy the barrio's good 

name. Criticism of the press coverage of the lynching was 

extended in people's conversation to a more genercil critique 

of the media as ein institution, and of its fcLilure to speak 

on beheG.f of the poor people of the meirginal beirrios. The 

leaders of the beunrio were peurticuleurly vocal in their 

denunciations. For instcuice, Don Lucho (head of the parents' 

group I padres de familia] at one of the local schools) 

complained to me of "the yellow press" (la prensa amarilla), 

which only reports on the marginal barrios when something bad 

happens ̂  a murder, a robbery, or some violent event — but 

otherwise only reports on issues of concern to the "q'aras" 

(Quechua: whites; rich people). Another local leader, Don 

Nelson, told of how he had to pay out of his own pocket to 

publish a statement in the newspaper regarding his ceuididacy 

to become a member of Cochab€unba's city council, because the 

press wouldn't report on it; they were quick, however, to 

call the people of the barrio "savages" following the 

burning. At a leaders' meeting called to discuss the event 

and its consequences, Nestor, his normally placid demeanor 

evaporating, described bitterly a report on the national 

radio network Metro-Policial, which had characterized the 

bcirrio residents as crazed savages, completely out of 

control, and Villa pagador as a dangerous place where no Scine 
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person should visit. This report also made the criminals out: 

to be victims r he Seiid, describing the people who were burned 

as "kids" {chlcos), pain-ting the barrio residents as the real 

criminals. Another TV news report had featured a call-in 

program, in which residents of Cochabamba (those with both 

TVs and telephones) had phoned in to denounce the residents 

of Pagador as heinous savages. 

The angry reactions of the barrio representatives to the 

media coverage of the lynching, I sugges-t, arose from a sense 

of powerlessness, as loceU. leaders confronted negative 

representations of the barrio produced and controlled by 

forces outside of the local community. The community 

responses which followed, coordinated by these same leaders, 

can be understood as at:tempts to discredit the negative 

representations of the barrio produced by outsiders, and to 

reassert their own control over the representation process. I 

would suggest here as well that -this response — v^ich 

included public speeches euid official published 

cumouncements, as well as more informal, loccU. forms of talk 

— represented an attempt by the leaders to geiin control of a 

moment of spontaneous rage produced by community members, and 

to hcimess its energies to an ongoing political movement in 

the barrio, that is, the production of representa-tions abou-t 

the community. In this it is particuleurly interes-ting to 

remember that while the majority of the actors in the 

lynching were women, for whom the event was mostly a defense 
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of their homes and a protest against their wasted 

"sacrifice," the leaders \^o formulated the "official" local 

response to the incident were mostly men, who en^hasized the 

political dimensions of the attack on the police as a 

denunciation of an ineffective state. As we shift, then, from 

the lynching to its aftermath, we find the discourses about 

the burning produced by women being taken over and 

articulated by men, as the leaders scrambled to put the best 

face on the event, euid to incorporate it into their ongoing 

project of barrio representation. Don Celestino's narrative, 

reproduced above, is a case in point. 

The lynching met with severed, "official" responses 

orchestrated by barrio leaders. The incident occurred on a 

Friday, and Saturday of course was meirket day so the barrio 

was cibsolutely still; but by Sunday the leaders had begun to 

coordinate a response. By that time much of the negative 

publicity had come out in the press, and the leaders had 

realized that much potential dcunage to the barrio's 

reputation could result. In a meeting of the leaders, it was 

decided that a rally should be called for the following day 

(Monday), and that the commandant of the CochcUaamba section 

of the national police be invited to the barrio to hecir the 

demands of the residents for improved police protection in 

the zone. 

On Monday morning it was raining, and the entire barrio 

had turned to mud. The commandant had been scheduled to 
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arrive at 8:00 A.M., but when he hadn't shown up by 10:00 a 

delegation was organized to go downtown to the prefecutre 

(prefectura) f seat of departmental government In Cochabamba, 

to demand an explanation. The timing of this visit of the 

delegation to the prefecture would appeeir to have been 

provident, for it was covered by both the radio and the print 

news media. An article in the daily Los Tien^s (1995) 

reported that the residents of villa Pagador wanted to form 

their own police force, to replace the corrupt national 

police; it quotes one barrio resident as saying: "We want our 

own police force for our pueblo" ("Queremos una policla 

propia para nuestro pueblo"). Meanwhile in the barrio. Dona 

Lidia organized an effort to catalog everything that had been 

stolen from people's homes in the barrio during the last few 

months. A partial list was compiled for presentation to the 

police. 

The news coverage that the barrio residents received on 

their visit to the prefecture was remarkcOsle in that it was 

the first positive coverage they had gotten from the media, 

stressing the ineffectiveness of the police in meeting the 

needs of barrio residents. The article also picked up on one 

of the key themes that the leaders were atten^ting to put 

forth to the authorities: the barrio's potential for self-

reliance and independence from the city authorities, cuid that 

if the authorities were not willing to meet their obligations 

to the citizens, they would be forced to take matters into 
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their own hcuids. The repetition of this theme in the news 

report suggests the presence of em active leader, taking the 

opportunity to transmit the theme of community independence 

to a suddenly receptive audience. This theme was reiterated 

during the visit of the commandemtr which took place later 

that same day. Colonel Vitaliano P^rez of the National Police 

spoke to a group of several hundred barrio residents gathered 

on the footbcLll field, promising to augment police protection 

in the barrio eind to provide a patrol car to the cirea one 

night a week. Following his words, a leader speaking on 

behalf of the community offered this response: 

Sr. Coronel, ya en cinterior oportunidad, tcunbi^n ocurri6 
una cosa similctr que lo que nos ha ocurrido eUiora. En 
ac[uel entonces nos conqprometieron de doteimos de los 
efectivos necesarios para la tranquilidad del barrio. Se 
hizo nuevamente unas 24 horas, y luego nuevamente al 
olvido. Y estas son las consecuencias, cuando no podemos 
contar con el apoyo de las autoridades. Somos 
entendidos, Coronel, de que hay poco efectivo. Pero 
tcunbiSn es necesario que nos dote a los lugcires donde 
vcuSiS se precisa el desguardo para el bienestar peura la 
misma ciudadanla. El compromise que usted acedsa hacer, 
quisi^ramos pedirle muy respectuosamente, de que se 
cun^la, y de que aqui, I no quisi^ramos llegar al 
extremes Coronel!.. Estamos pidi^ndole, enc£irecidamente 
que nos dote esa seguridad. Y si no va a haber la 
seguridad que nos estamos pidi^ndole, Coronel, pienso yo 
que el lugar que recibieron de nosotros usted, tambi^n 
tendria que tomeir las cosas en forma directa. Y no 
cpieremos hacerlo eso. Somos muy respetuosos de los 
autoridades. Somos ciudadanos que, estamos batallando 
aqui para poder vivir. Pero tambi^n necesitcunos la 
cooperaci6n de ustedes. Serla eso, lo que pido, como 
ciudadeuio, y como vecino de aqui de Sebastian Pagador. 

[Sr. Colonel, on a previous occasion there occurred 
something similar to \^at is happening to us now. At 
that time you promised to grcuit us the personnel 
necessary for the tranquillity of the baurrio. Again we 
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were promised 24-hour protection, cuid shortly thereafter 
it was forgotten. And these are the consequences, when 
we can't count on the support of the authorities. We 
understand. Colonel, that there eu:e very few police 
personnel. But also it is necessary that you give them 
to the cireas where their protection is most required for 
the well-being of the citizenry itself. The promise that 
you just made, we would like to ask you very 
respectfully that you fulfill it, and that here, we 
don't want to go to extremes. ColonelWe are 
beseeching you that you grant us this security. And if 
there is not going to be the security that we are asking 
you for. Colonel, I think that this place that now 
welcomes you, will have to take matters in a direct 
form. And we don't want to do that. We are very 
respectful of the authorities. We are citizens that, we 
are battling here in order to be able to live. But also 
we need the cooperation of you all. That is what I ask 
for, as a citizen, and as a resident of Sebastidn 
Pagador.] 

This leader, as a spokesman for the community, invokes 

the universalizing discourse of citizenship to call for 

iH^roved police protection for the barrio. This is again 

followed by the threat to take matters into their own hands, 

directly referencing the violence of the lynching as a 

warning to the state to meet the needs of its citizenry. The 

residents of the barrio are presented as loyal subjects of 

the state ("We are very respectful of the authorities"), an 

amusing irony given the steady criticism of the police and 

rejection of their authority by barrio residents. The 

violence of M^ch 10 is invoked as the predictable and 

coordinated response of an organized community demonstrating 

its dissatisfaction with the current authorities. 

After the Colonel's departure, an impromptu gathering 

was called on the football field. Several leaders faced the 
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crowdr among them Don Lucho of the parents' group from the 

local school. He denounced the negative characterization of 

barrio residents by the news media, calling on the pueblo to 

put aside its internal divisions and come together to take 

charge of its own reputation. A hat was passed around, and 

the crowd responded enthusiastically with a flood of coins. 

The money was publicly counted and displayed, its intended 

purpose being to pay for publication of a statement by the 

barrio itself in defense of its actions during the near-

lynching. The leaders adjourned to Dona Lidia's pharmacy, 

where a number of people gathered to draft the statement that 

would be sent to the newspaper. A number of people sat on the 

floor, wrest:ling with the language to find just the right 

words to express their intent. The resulting "Resolution" 

(Voto Resolutive) is shown in Figure 6.1. 

The Voto Resolutive emphasizes the injury done by the 

thieves to the people of the community, forcing them to take 

justice into their own heuids {"tomar justicia por sus propias 

wanos"). It declares the community to be in a perpetual state 

of emergency (" emergencia constante"), organized and ready to 

respond in a similau: fashion to future cintisocial acts (i.e., 

thievery) in the beirrio. This statement is a curious 

reworking of the state's own practice of rule: On several 

occasions in 1995, the Bolivian state declared a state of 



VOTO RESOLUnVO 
Los vecinos de Villa "Sebastî  Pagador reunktos en gran Asambiea 

Extraofdinana y frenis a los acontedmientos susatados el dia viemes 10 de 
tnarzo del pcesente donde lamentataienienie. han sido sorprendidos in-fragan-
ti deRncuenies que saqueaban los bienes y enseres de una humilde vivienda. 
y frente a esa situaddn es que los vecinos enardectdos con este hecfto y 
que en su gran mayoria eran mujeres; heridos en su gran sensibllidad por 
este acto. deaderan tomar justicia por sus prapias manos; ya que en esta 
vSIa suceden Irecuentemente robos y asesinatos provocadas par anosoaales 
que vienen de oiros lados de la dudad. Por lo tanto los vednos de Villa 
*&bastidn Pagador en gran Asambiea. Resuelve: 

1.- No permitir la repeoddn de otros actos similares. por lo que la poUa-
ddn de esie populoso bamo esta en emergencta constante y por lo 
tanio no nos responsabilizanios de las medidas que puedan tomar 
Ids vecinos contra los delincuentes. 

2.- Pedir a las autoridades correspondientes. la dausura de locales de 
expendo de bebidas alcohdiicas. que son el refugio de los malhecho-
res, lugares donde esperan el momento oportuno para cometer 
liaciiorias. 

3.- Queremos hacer conocer a toda la pobladon ccchabambina que los 
vednos de 'Sebastiw Pagador somos gente pacifica. de escasos 
reeursos econ6micos y donde frecuentemente se producen robos en 
nuestras vivtendas y 1  ̂autoridades llamadas par Ley no han poddo 
Irenar estos abusos que han llenado nueetra medida y por esta razon 
nos encontramos organizados y listos para actuar en caso de repetir-
se actos similares. 

4.- Pedlmos a las autoridades competenies. las garantfas individuales de 
todo vedno de "Sebastî  Pagador y en caso de que alguno de los 
vednos sufra agresiones de los antisociales. nos levantaremos como 
un solo hombre y castigaremos este hecho. ya que sabemos que los 
6rgano$ de seguridad no cuentan con el personal y medics matena-
les necesarios. 

ES DAOO EN VILLA SEBASTIAN PAGADOR A LOS TRECE DIAS 
DEL MES OE MARZO DE 1.995 

VECMOS OE VILLA SEBASTIAN PAGAOOR 

FIGURE 6.1. Text of the Vote Resolutive 
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emergency (estado de sitio) in the country due to 

increasingly massive demonstrations by coca growers and labor 

unions. By declciring their own state of emergency in the 

beirrio, the leaders are asserting their autonon^ from the 

state, using one of the state's own tactics for closing off 

dialogue against it. 

In an explicit attempt to counter the image of the 

barrio residents as "savages," the published statement 

asserts that the people of villa Pagador are "poor people, of 

limited economic resources" ("ge/ite paclfica, de escasos 

recur sos econdmicos"), who have not been served by the legal 

authorities, who are unable to put a stop to these abuses. 

Should the "antisocial elements" (antisociales) return to 

again prey upon the people of Villa Pagador, they will rise 

up as a single man ("nos levantaremos como un solo hombre") 

to punish them for their acts. This suggestion that the 

community will rise up {levantarse) again indexes the popular 

history of Andean insurrection agciinst unjust systems of 

domination. 

The published Resolution also points out that the great 

majority of the participants in the burning were women ("en 

su gran mayorla eran mujeres"), perhaps to indicate that the 

riot was not a premeditated political act; women's supposed 

apolitical nature is invoked to suggest the spontaneous 

quality of the violence. Despite this recognition of women's 

role in the burning, however, the pueblo itself is 
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conceptueLlized as a mem: In defense of itself, the people 

will rise up "as a single man" ("como an solo hombrs") to 

punish C castigar") those \rtio prey on the community. As the 

leaders stood around in the pheirmacyr composing the text that 

would later be published as the Resolution, the gendering of 

the community beccune a point of some small contention. Don 

Lucho, an agronomis-t and college graduate, had taken charge 

of the writing, and it was he who coined the term "como un 

solo hombre." Seated nearby on the floor of the pharmacy. 

Dona Felipa, head of the loceQ. mothers club {club de madres) 

and one of only two women in attendance, suddenly piped up: 

"As a single woman 1" {" JCowo una sola muierl"). All eyes 

fastened upon her. Well, she said, not backing down, everyone 

knows that the women in this community are much more 

organized than the men. This point was acknowledged by the 

men, who nodded their heads in agreement, though the text of 

the Resolution was no-t changed. 

Indeed, the gendering of the community suggests that 

although women participated forcefully in the lynching, in 

its aftermath they figured less prominently in its public 

interpretation. The men who serve as leaders of the community 

conceptualized the violence in a way that they felt would 

most serve the ongoing project of representation that they 

coordinate in the community, and in doing so the portrayal of 

the community as a man is more formidable thcUi as a woman. It 

is interesting to note as well that women and men differ in 
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the kind of representation they would like the barrio to 

have. For the male leaders, the characterization of the 

people of Pagador as savages was a cause for grave anger; 

some even suggested orgeuiizing a march on city hall just to 

protest this representation of the community in the media. 

Women, on the other hand, were not nearly so adamant. Many 

women, in fact, confessed to me that they were not at all 

unhappy with being chcuracterized as savages, or the barrio as 

a "dangerous place." Such an image, they felt, could only 

serve to frighten off future delinquents and criminals, who 

might recognize the bcirrio's reputation and so choose to 

commit their crimes somewhere else. This advantage of a 

negative barrio image was also recognized by some men, though 

they sought to moderate it with public statements insisting 

on the nature of the population as peaceful people {gente 

paclfica) as opposed to savages (gente salvaje). 

Hen and women thus had different goals in formulating 

public representations of the community following the 

lynching. Men, concerned with the political ramifications of 

the act cind its effect on local reputation, sought to 

moderate the negative impact by suggesting that the violence, 

committed by women, was a justified act of vigilantism. In 

their public speech, men enqphasize the collective nature of 

the violence as an expression of community solideirity, while 

reiterating the barrio's continued loyalty to and 

acknowledgment of state authority. These male leaders 
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recognize the importance of maintaining good relations with 

the local authorities, in order to leave open possible 

avenues for receiving support for future projects in the 

barrio. They thus seek to maximize the potential for 

inserting the violence into their ongoing representational 

efforts, at once demonstrating that the barrio is an 

independent force to be reckoned with, yet one that remains 

"respectful" of euid dependent on the eiid of the authorities. 

Women, on the other hand, are not involved in ongoing, 

formal political activities, and so are less concerned with 

the "good" image of the barrio. Still enraged and now living 

in fear of retaliation, women prefer to meiintain the image of 

the beurrio as hostile to all outsiders. Having openly 

manifest their own gender solideurity through the lynching, in 

>^ch their anger at the difficulty of their lives and the 

futility of their sacrifice was suddenly given expression, 

women are less willing to subordinate that voice to a more 

generalized "community" solidarity (the community as "como un 

solo hombre," for example) in vrtiich they return to 

voicelessness. From this perspective, the lynching was a 

profound discursive moment in the lives of the women 

peirticipating, enabling them to speak through their actions 

and their denunciations of their hardship and suffering, and 

to find solidarity therein with other women. This voice is 

given clearer articulation in women's later analyses of the 

event, in which the pueblo speaks as a woman, enforcing its 
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own cruel justice by sentencing the criminals to death. But 

little is heard of this voice in the later, public discourses 

of the male leaders, who appropriate the women's action euid 

the women's suffering for the entire community. 

Conclusion: Violence and the Biarginal Barrio 

The publication of the Resolution turned out to be the 

final word in this episode in villa Pagador. The sensation in 

the news media died out, the authorities made promises of a 

very limited extent which were not kept, and the anger of the 

bcirrio residents moderated with time eUid a return to the 

exhausting routine of daily life. But the representations of 

the beurrio and its residents produced by the news media 

endured, in^acting the ideas that urban cochabambinos have of 

the people inhabiting the city's margins (see the discussion 

in chapter 3 of the origins of these ideas). These 

representations connect with long-standing discourses on 

migrants and margined, barrios eUid with models of ethnicity 

and difference in Bolivia. The burning confirms the fears of 

native urbcui cochabambinos (i.e., non-migrants) that their 

city is under siege by altiplano migrants, people culturcilly 

and linguistically different from themselves, who cure 

bringing disorder eUid lawlessness to the city (Lobo 1982; 

Orlove 1994). Villa Pagador and other marginal barrios are 

viewed as places of disorder, outside the control of society 
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and its legitimate authorities, an opinion apparently 

confirmed by the oft-repeated use in the media of the term 

"por las propias manos." When used by barrio leaders, this 

term is meant to suggest a justified resistance eUid cheHlenge 

to corrupt authority and the eUause of power by an 

illegitimate state; when tzLken up in the media and the 

popular imaginations of urban cochabambinos, it has a much 

more negative connotation, suggesting a threat to 

civilization by the "savages" inheUslting the margins of the 

city. This conception of beirrlo residents indexes an entire 

ethnic hierarchy in Latin America, in \rtilch "savage" 

represents the uncivilized indigenous alter to the cultured, 

European-descent population that inheUsits the city center. 

The media reproduces these images and services this system; 

indeed, as Whltten (1996: 196) has observed for Ecuador: 

When discourses of ethnic "disorder" or "revolt" reach 
the mass media all subtleties of ethnic categorization 
are dropped in favor of condensed, multlvocallc, 
polarized, and assoclatlonally unified representations 
of human beings. 

The conception of the marginal beirrlo as a "dangerous 

place" was presented to me on several occasions. Friends in 

the city center would often caution me against working in 

villa Pagador, and were aghast at the thought that i lived 

there with wife and small child. "They'll set you on 

fire!" I was warned, with only a hint of humor implied in the 

suggestion. Others more intimately involved in the criminal 
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justice system sheured this perception. The district attorney 

in charge of prosecuting the near-lynching in Villa Pagador 

was extremely cooperative in my attempts to lecuni more about 

the case, sheuring with me the official police records cited 

in this chapter; she also shared with me her personal opinion 

that the root of the problem was that "these people" {"esa 

gente") have no respect for justice, by \^ich she meant the 

police and the law. A secretciry in the OA's office told me 

that she saw villa Pagador mentioned on the nightly news, and 

would be too terrified to go there herself. Even in the halls 

of justice itself, it would appear that people harbor fears 

of the lawlessness of the margins (Lechner 1992; Orlove 1994; 

Taussig 1987). 

These "external" perceptions of the beirrio, influenced 

by the discursive construction of the margincLL barrio as a 

place of danger and disorder, provides the backdrop against 

which local, community-based interpretations of the violence, 

and of the community's relationship with the rest of the city 

and its authorities, cire enacted. The extemed. view of the 

barrio is grounded in a legalistic model of justice, which 

identifies justice with the law, and reserves for the legally 

appointed officials the responsibility of seeing that justice 

is enforced. This rational, legalistic model comes into 

confrontation with more populcu:, community-based models of 

justice in the marginal barrio, where justice is seen as 

something that is not guarcuiteed by abstract forces, whose 
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very authority may be con^romised by their abuse of power; 

rather, justice is something which must at times be taken 

into one's own hands. Yet even within this community-based 

model there exists diversity cmd dissension, influenced by 

the gendered positions of individual subjects. These gender 

differences cross-cut the overeirching ethnic hierarchy within 

which discourses edx>ut justice are produced. Such diversity 

problematizes the formulation of a coherent and unitary model 

of loccLl community that speaks with a single voice. It is 

this diversity which the present chapter has attempted to 

explore. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION: 

POLITICS, COMMUNITY, AND REPRBSEMTATIONS OF IDENTITY 

This dissertation is concerned with questions of collective 

identity, political process, and the relationships between 

one self-identifying community on the outskirts of Cochabamba 

and the larger systems of institutional power and authority 

to which that community is subordinated. In atten^ting to 

understand this relationship, I have examined the practices 

of representation that are ongoing in the coamnmlty of villa 

Sebastian Pagador, the ways in which barrio leaders and 

residents elaborate images of and ideas about the barrio cuid 

project these to outsiders. The audience for these 

presentations is broad, but particularly Includes 

representatives of the state and the munlclp£Ll government, 

those people with the ability to in^rove the quality of life 

of barrio residents. By representing Villa Pagador as a 

"community," a group of people of sheired origins working 

together for a common future, the people of Pagador hope to 

persuade the municipal and national authorities to eiid them 

in their efforts to transform local infrastructure, and to 
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negotiate a more positively valued identity for themselves as 

a community within the greater urban center of Cochabamba. 

From this perspective, community formation Ccui be seen 

as a kind of resistance process, a way to contest the 

in^sition of a pejorative identity that excludes urban 

migrants from the mainstream of urban national life. People 

in Villa Pagador resist the identity of a "marginal b2unrio" 

in^KJsed upon them within the broader context of Bolivian 

society, in which urban migrant barrios are categorized as 

backward, isolated, uncivilized, and unimportant in the 

larger national socicil formation. By asserting their own 

centrality to the Bolivian nation, pagadorenos contest this 

sense of their own marginality, claiming instead that they 

are a community fully integral to the Bolivieui nation eind so 

deserving of attention from the legally constituted municipal 

and nationcLl authorities. 

To CcLll this kind of process "resistance" challenges 

general anthropological applications of this concept to 

conten^rary socieU. life. In this dissertation I have tried 

to demonstrate that resistance need not mecui a movement away 

from the state, eui effort to create distance cuid autonomy 

from institutional authority and domination. Rather, people 

in Pagador resist marginality, the distance and exclusion 

that they experience by being labeled "marginal" and denied 

city services and a voice in city politics, and so struggle 

for an increased integration within state authority and 
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national identity. Through this struggle people hope to bring 

tangible benefits to their beurrio, in the form of improved 

infrastructure euid city services which can only be delivered 

through a closer association with the powers that be. 

Representations of community and identity thus can be 

understood as central to this process of cultural resistance 

and the contestation of marginality. LoccU. politics in the 

barrio involves the articulation of alternative forms of 

identity, v^ch demonstrate the inportance of the barrio to 

national identity and culture. The fiesta de San Miguel 

(chapter 4), I argue, is one way in which pagadorenos strive 

to perform this anti-marginality: By presenting themselves as 

the "real" owners euid originators of Bolivian national 

culture, the people of Pagador are engaging the Boliviein 

nation on its own terms, showing themselves to be full 

masters of what is fundamentally Bolivian — national 

folklore. In this way they represent themselves as standing 

at the center of national life, rather than as excluded from 

it or marginal to it. Folkloric performance becomes a 

productive me€uis of engaging their own marginality, and eui 

effort to call themselves to the attention of the municipal 

and national authorities. 

Folkloric performance, however, represents only one 

method for so engaging with the state and the municipality, 

and a particularly "positive" or integrative method at that. 

The fiesta de San Miguel is an uncritical way of 
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demonstrating the centrality of the bcunrio and the 

cooperative nature of its inhabitcuits ̂ who presen-t themselves 

through cultural performance as good citizens of the state 

and full members of the nation. In a sense, this performance 

is a polite way of inviting their own integra-tion with the 

nation. At the Scune time, though, pagadorenos launch a much 

more antagonistic or "negative" critical appraisal of their 

exclusion euid marginali-ty, denouncing the state and municipal 

authorities for unjustly excluding the people of villa 

Pagador from urban and national life. People in Pagador 

articulate an ongoing discourse of critique and condemnation 

of the legal authorities, particularly of the municipality 

(the alcaldla) for its failure to live up to its 

responsibilities to its citizens. 

These dual forms of engagement — folkloric performance 

and antagonistic critique — provide the organizational 

skeleton of this dissertation. After laying out the 

theoretical and practical aspects of doing fieldwork in a 

marginal barrio (chapters 1 and 2), and examining the 

historical emergence of Villa Pagador as a meurginal barrio 

within the broader context of Cochabamba's urban history 

(chapter 3), I explored these dual strategies for 

representing community euid contesting marginality in villa 

Pagador. In chapter 4, I excunined the fiesta de San Miguel as 

a demonstration of local prowess in folkloric performcuice, 

suggesting that the overarching political dimension of the 
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event was the assertion of beurrio centrality to nationeLL 

culture and national identity. I then moved in chapters 5 and 

6 to consider the more "negative" critiques of the state and 

the alccLldia for their failure to meet the needs of the 

beuxio populace. These two chapters (and particularly chapter 

6, which describes a violent attack by barrio residents on 

the police as representatives of the state) demonstrate the 

intense anger of bcirrio residents against the state and the 

municipality for their exclusion from the benefits (such as 

police protection) that other urban communities enjoy. 

The local displays of folkloric nationalism depicted in 

chapter 4 thus can be said to be engaged dialogically with 

the condemnations of state and municipal neglect described in 

chapters 5 and 6. Though they are seemingly in conflict with 

one cuiother, these two discourses (integration and critique) 

in fact represent opposing dimensions of a single process. 

Both folkloric nationalism and critique of the authorities 

for their neglect of the barrio are attempts by barrio 

leaders and residents to elaborate a public image and 

identity for their community that can transform the 

conditions in which they presently live. Only by breaking 

down their lived marginality can barrio residents hope to 

improve the qucility of their lives and mcUce a future for 

their children in the city. At times this attempted 

transformation is enacted through critique, which 

occasionally becomes violent as in the event of the near-
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lynching and the attack on the police. At other times, such 

as during the fiesta de San Miguel, this transformation is 

atten^ted through more "positive," less hostile means, such 

as folkloric performance. In^rteuitly, these two opposing 

discourses intersect and overlap. In the midst of critique, 

such as in the aftermath of the necur-lynching, barrio leaders 

attempted to portray their community as cooperative and 

populated by good citizens, "respectful" of the authorities 

and seeking to collaborate with them (remember the speech of 

one local leader during the visit of the police commandant to 

villa Pagador). And during the folkloric performance of San 

Miguel, pagadorenos * interpretations and cuialyses of the 

fiesta vnere rife with criticism of the authorities, vrtio 

continually feLil to recognize the importance of Villa Pagador 

euid its centreU.ity to national life. Thus neither discourse 

(folkloric nationalism or localist critique) Ceui be seen as 

wholly "positive" or "negative," but in fact intersect and 

con^lement one euiother, each containing elements of the other 

within its expression. 

Chapters 4, 5, euid 6, tcUcen together, provide evidence 

that subordinated, self-identifying "communities" like Villa 

Pagador are engaged in a process of resistance to state 

domination, v^ch here involves the appropriation of some 

central components of dominant nationaJ.ist ideology cuid their 

rearticulation in loceJ. discourse. The people of Villa 

Pagador recognize and accept certain elements of state 
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ideology, but such an acceptcince enables them to identify the 

contradictions in state hegemony euid to exploit these 

contradictions for their own community-formation projects. 

Thus in chapter 4, for example, I discuss how pagadorenos 

consider the fiesta de San Miguel to be a performance of 

"their" folklore, thereby claiming that although indigenous 

tradition has been folklorized to become the national 

cultural patrimony, it nevertheless remains the property of 

the orurenos v^o originated it. This kind of reapproprlation 

of the national by barrio residents is observable in a 

different way in Chapter 5. In critiquing the patezmallsm of 

the state, people in villa Pagador make certain concessions 

to state authority, accepting the claims of the authorities 

that the alcaldla is the "father" to the wayward children of 

the barrio, v^o require the benevolent guidance of the mayor, 

the alcaldla, and the national state. But by accepting this 

claim, pagadorenos are positioned to critique this discourse 

from within. That is, in agreeing to subordinate themselves 

to state authority, pagadorenos tcUce offlclcil state discourse 

and invert it, thus becoming "orpheuis" to a negligent and 

abusive "father." What both of these excuqples suggest are the 

ways in which local people creatively Identify and exploit 

those avenues that cure available to them in their efforts to 

in^jrove the quality of life in Villa Pagador. People 

recognize the cracks and contradictions within nationalist 
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ideology and state hegemony, and position themselves to 

benefit from these contradictions. 

In the remainder of this concluding chapter, I explore 

more fully the idea of "community" as it is elcUaorated in 

villa Pagador, in order to suggest ways in which the 

preceding chapters of this dissertation can contribute to an 

expansion of the community concept within euithropology. I 

then return to the consideration of agency cuid subjectivity 

introduced in chapter 1, to explore the importeuit ways in 

which individual discursive participation in community 

formation projects must be considered in order to arrive at a 

fuller understauiding of the subject diversity that exists 

within any seemingly homogeneous community. In each of these 

sections, the importance that locail people place on 

controlling their own public representations of community and 

identity is enqphasized. 

Performing Community and Identity 

A central trope running through the preceding chapters 

is the idea of "community," both as an anthropological 

concept and as an inqsortant local construct for achieving 

collective integration and mobilizing popular action in 

response to perceived needs in the barrio of villa Sebastian 

Pagador. As I discuss in chapter 2, I was initially drawn to 

Villa Pagador as a site for my field research because that 
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barrio seemed to be a "community," in the classic 

anthropological sense of a clearly defined territorial unit 

encompassing a self-identifying group of people with shared 

origins and goals, working in common for a collective future 

(Cohen 1985; Durkheim 1964 [1902]; Lloyd 1980). With time I 

came to understand "community" in Villa Pagador not as a 

spontaneously emerging feature of barrio life but as an 

identity that had to be elaborately constructed and 

performed, both for barrio residents themselves as well as 

for powerful outsiders. I began to focus on the construction 

of representations of "community" in the barrio, particuleirly 

in contexts of interaction with authorities of the municipaLL 

government. I focused on the ways in which barrio residents 

cuid leaders produce public images of Villa Pagador as a 

community, in order to consolidate the local population to 

struggle more effectively against their own marginality, and 

to persuade the municipal authorities and the national state 

that their barrio, as a community, is unified, vocal, and 

active, euid hence a force to be reckoned with in the daily 

politics of urban life. 

"Community" from this perspective need not be understood 

as something entirely cynical or self-conscious, produced 

instrumentcLlly to achieve particular goals. The political 

purposes to v^ch "community" is harnessed could not be 

effectively realized were there not a basis for asserting 

community within and among the people of the barrio 
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themselves, indeed, as I observed again cuid again during 

time in Villa Pagador, people of the barrio recognize their 

locsLlity ̂  a community, and feel that the spirit of 

community that binds them together is authentic, not merely a 

facade or a posture adopted for the benefit of outsiders. But 

in many ways people evaluate their community as a political 

entity. They measure community in terms of the amount of 

unity they see themselves to possess, and the ability of the 

people of the community (peirticuleirly in comparison to the 

people of other meirginal barrios) to work together to achieve 

their goals. Residents envision the barrio as possessing a 

high degree of cohesiveness and the capacity for collective 

action euid "struggle;" in moments of conflict they bemoan the 

loss of community and call on one another to remain united. 

It is this sense of unity and the ability to mobilize it as 

political struggle that, I suggest, is the single greatest 

measure of community in Villa Pagador. 

As I discuss throughout this dissertation, it is the 

shared Oruro origins of barrio residents that provide the 

basis for the sense of unity that is so fundamental to the 

sense of community in Villa Pagador. Pagadorenos see 

themselves as orurenos, with a distinct cultural and 

linguistic heritage that sets them apart from all other 

barrios of Cochabamba. The most significant expression of 

this identity is in the fiesta de Seui Miguel. This event 

contains within it many important political dimensions (which 
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I analyze in chapter 4), chief among them being that by 

commanding nationcU. folklore barrio residents hope to present 

themselves as integral to, rather than marginalized from, 

Bolivian nationeil culture and identity. But the fiesta also 

stands as a singulcu: expression of Oruro identity, locally 

conceived, in that it is fundamentcil to the idea of community 

in villa Pagador. People perform "their" folklore for many 

reasons, not least of which is to perform for themselves the 

cultiircLl basis of the community of which they are members, 

villa Pagador as a community of orurenos is reinforced 

through this performance, which helps to validate year after 

yeeir the in^rtant Oruro basis of barrio collective identity. 

This identity then informs other, more explicitly political 

venues of social action, as people seek to organize and 

contest the geographical eind cultureil boundaries that 

separate them from the rest of the city in which they live. 

As anthropologists have long observed (e.g., Beurth 

1969), the boundaries between social groups are defined on 

the basis of perceived cultural difference, distinguishing 

specific "ethnic" groups within a Icurger social (national) 

formation. This observation certainly applies in the case of 

villa Pagador. The sense of community that the barrio 

constructs is in some senses a positive valuation of the 

stigmatized migrant identity imposed upon them within the 

Icurger context of Cochabamba city. As I discuss in chapter 3, 

during the course of the last 20 years migreints have been 
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constructed as "different" within greater urban Cochabamba. 

Migrants like the people of Pagador are from the altiplano, 

and so are viewed by valley dwellers (native cochabambinos) 

as possessed of distinct linguistic, cultural, and (it is 

asserted) racial features, such as big hook noses cind darker 

skin (hence the "moreno" appellation associated with the 

Morenada dance of Camaval emd the altipleuio). In addition, 

rural-to-urban migreuits are seen as uncivilized: They cure 

presumed to not understand or value the norms and regulations 

of the city (see chapters 5 and 6) cuid so are properly 

relegated to its margins, isolated euid excluded from urban 

life. The marginal beirrio is thus constructed as being 

outside of civilization auid removed from the mainstream of 

urban life, just eis the countryside (the place of origin of 

most pagadorenos) is portrayed as uncivilized cuid mcurginal to 

the life of the Bolivian nation. This construction 

stigmatizes the residents of the marginal barrios as ethnic 

others, subordinating them within a Icirger hierarchy of 

social classification. 

Within such a context, revaluing a stigmatized altiplano 

identity is necessary for people to maintain their dignity 

and to work as a group to in^rove their conditions. This is 

recognized by barrio leaders, v^o are most often active in 

working to construct community in Villa Pagador. Many of 

these leaders work to promote barrio identity by reinforcing 

the Oruro origins of its residents, so consolidating the 
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unity that is the basis of their connnunity. As an exan^le, 

take the effort to ascribe names to the streets of the 

barrio, a project begun in 1994 and as yet uncompleted. A 

small group of leaders, working independently, proposed a 

pleui to neune the streets of villa Pagador in an Oruro motif. 

Though Oruro-bom, these leaders were mostly educated young 

men v^o had lived in Villa Pagador since their early 

childhoods. 

*** Fieldnotes. 21 wovftmher 1995; According to the plan 

proposed by these young leaders, several of the principal 

streets of the beunrio are to have patriotic Oruro names, like 

"10 de Febrero" and "Sebasti^ Pagador". They'll also give 

names to the athletic fields, corresponding to the names of 

the football stadiums in Oruro, and they'll give the main 

dirt field the grandiose title "barrio stadium" {estadiwa 

barrial). The other streets they will name for plants and 

flowers, though enphasizing plants of the altiplano, from 

Oruro. 

There was one very funny moment during the planning 

session I attended in which the group searched for a good 

name for the main avenue with the high-tension power lines, 

and decided to name it for the date of the founding of the 

city of Oruro. But no one could remember what date this was. 

Someone thought the 16th of November, someone else thought 

the 17th. At that moment Sr. Huanca, the schoolteacher. 
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Showed up, but he couldn't remember the date either, and 

everyone teased him and laughed at the illustrious professor 

who didn't know his history. Sr. Huanca, anyway, thought it 

was the 18th of November. Ramiro sent his son running home 

for a history book that they had there, telling him to hurry. 

The boy Ccune back a few minutes later, out of breath, 

clutching eui old paperback geography primer for the 

departments of Bolivia. "Sth of April," he amnounced, to the 

laughter and derision of the group, vrtio couldn't believe they 

were that wrong about the date. Indeed, it later turned out 

that the date is the 1st of November, cuid this was the date 

given to the avenue, though with some chagrin by the 

promoters. No one laughed at my crack that we needed a real 

orureno to help with the dates. *** 

Despite gaps in their knowledge, these leaders were 

sincere in their efforts to build community solidarity 

through the naming of the streets. At one level, naming the 

streets was an atten^t to treuisform meurginality: As one of 

the promoters explained, a barrio with no street names is not 

really part of the city, and it can't receive good service 

from the municipality (how can you even indicate which street 

needs to be paved, if none of them have names?). 

Additionally, giving the streets Oruro names was seen as a 

way to help reinforce the sense of community origins. In a 
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handowrit-ten s-tatement dra\m up by the promoters, they 

expressed their goals in naming the streets: 

Los nombres de las avenidas y calles, presentan los 
siguientes rasgos: 

1. identifican el luaar de donde orovienen (de 
Oruro y sus provincias) 

2. muestran las caracterlsticas de la cultura 
Aymar-a 

3. y, la identidad colectiva comto que en el futuro 
dfthen mantener los habitcmtes. 

Ademds, tales nombres ser^ una forma o medio de crear 
una comunidad urbana con personalidad v esolritu 
solidario. 

[The names of the avenues and streets present the 
following features: 

1. they identify the place of origin (from Oruro 
and its provinces) 

2. they show the characteristics of the Aymar-a 
culture 

3. and, the comn>nn nnilective identity that in the 
future the inhabitants at^ould maintain. 

In addition, such names will be a form or means to 
create an urban community with personality euid a spirii-
of solidarity, f Emphasis in the original.)] 

This example represents eui extremely explicit and 

deliberate attempt to forge community through commcuid of the 

symbolic power of Oruro origins. But in its self-

consciousness, this excu^le illustrates once again many of 

the important themes explored in this dissertation. For one, 

the effort to transform marginality through construction of 

an Oruro-based collective identity is clearly evidenced. The 

stigma of a barrio so unin^rtant that its streets lack names 

is countered by a naming that reinforces the symbolic basis 
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of the conamuiity (i.e., Oruro origins). Also, by mcUcing the 

effort to name the streets a subject of discussion in the 

beirrio, the leaders v«ere talcing the power to denominate local 

space into their own hands, asserting the rights of local 

people to themselves control the representation of their 

physicc^. environment. This is similar to the dynamics behind 

the incident described in the introduction to this 

dissertation (chapter 1), in which a crowd of barrio 

residents reacted eingrily to the selection of a beauty queen 

(the Amiga Orurena) to represent their community. It also 

resonates with the angry reaction of the community to the 

media coverage following the near-lynching, which depicted 

the people of Villa Pagador as savages. In each case, the 

power to construct symbolic representations of community 

became something that pagadorenos struggled to control for 

themselves, a power that they wanted to hold "in their own 

hcuids." Allowing outsiders to control this power could only 

lead to stigma and stereotyping of the barrio's residents. 

It is importcuit to point out that many of the struggles 

described in this dissertation have as their goal the 

physical in^rovement of living conditions in villa Pagador. 

Although dignity and identity cire fundamenteLL factors in each 

of the political and symbolic struggles documented here, also 

significant is the goal of treuisforming the beurrio's 

infrastructure, which suffers from the recency of settlement, 

the poverty of the inhabitants, and the municipality's lack 
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of attention to the bcunrio's needs. In the preceding 

chapters, I examined aspects of the local efforts to improve 

this situation: the struggle to build a school and bring 

teachers to the barrio; the project to construct a potcible-

water system, with assistance from the World Bank; cuid the 

conflict over a lack of adequate policing in the barrio. In 

each of these exeui^les and others, discussions about 

identity, community, and the significcuice of the beunrio to 

national life have as their aim the physical improvement of 

the barrio itself. As most transformations of this kind can 

only be accomplished with the eiid of the cLlccG.dla, struggles 

teirget this institution for criticism and petitioning. By 

presenting themselves alternatively as good citizens, worthy 

children, or potentially rebellious savages, barrio residents 

pursue different strategies to bring development assistance 

into their community. And these physical or infrastructural 

trcuisformations also have in^rteuit symbolic dimensions: A 

community that lacks police protection and paved streets is, 

by definition, "marginal," and it is this distinction above 

all others that local people actively resist. 

Collectivity and Individuality: Rethinking "Community" 

In discussing the local construction of community and 

efforts to control the ways in which it is represented, I am 

trying to write against totalizing conceptions of the idea of 
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community. That is, I see community as an ideologiccil 

construct that must be elaborated cuid performed in order for 

it to have force as an idea or a motivating factor in 

people's lives. This suggests that while "community" may be 

represented by people themselves as something homogeneous and 

consensual (e.g., the idea that eill of the bcunrio residents 

are orurenos), it may in fact mask a diversity of subject 

positions within the population said to make up that 

community. And while the "community" may be produced 

discursively and performed publicly as a single, all-

encompassing entity, the diversity that exists behind that 

representation may problematize its ongoing elaboration. 

Nevertheless, in Villa Pagador people collaborate among 

themselves in the effort to represent a unified community, 

subordinating their own diversity and conflicts to the 

broader goal of community development and treuis formation of 

marginality. 

I develop this theme in a number of the preceding 

chapters. In chapter 3, for exanqple, I discuss the conflicts 

that exist within the beurrio between leuid speculators (the 

"traditioncJ." leaders of the community) auid settlers, and the 

ways in which the public "community" identity was maintained 

despite the internal rancor and debate within the beirrio over 

local leadership and the relationship of the barrio to the 

municipality (i.e., the legalization process). As I discuss 

in that chapter, land legalization tlirough the bureaucracy of 
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the Casa Coinimal has been a key con^nent in the 

nmnicipality' s effort to insert itself into the urbeuiization 

process, and so to extend its authority to the expanding 

margins of the city. In doing so, the Casa Comunal has 

exacerbated existing tensions between migrant settlers and 

the local leaders/land speculators (loteadores) who illegally 

sold them their lots, without making the proper cessions of 

land to the alcaldla. As a result, internal politics within 

villa Pagador have been profoundly chcuiged, with the 

"traditional" authority of the land speculators being 

replaced by a more democratic system of barrio leadership. 

Throughout this process of change, however, bcurrio residents 

and leaders have continued to elaborate a public image of 

their community as orgcuiized and unified, not revealing the 

cracks in local unity that emerged as the barrio's politiccU. 

structure was transformed. This public image that the leaders 

were able to represent in fact paid big dividends, attracting 

the attention of non-govemmental organizations (NGOs) and 

resulting in the installation of a World Bank-funded water 

system in the barrio. 

Chapter 6 explores the gender-based diversity 

surrounding discourses about the necur-lynching, in which a 

discourse distinct to women in the barrio was subordinated by 

local (male) leaders in order to produce a picture of the 

violence as having originated at the level of the "community" 

(the pueblo) more broadly defined. Although women engaged in 
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the violence of the lynching more actively theui men, it was 

the largely male leadership of the barrio that articulated 

the "offlcicU." local response of the community to the 

incident. In this response, women's perspectives on the 

meaning of the event were denied expression, as the barrio 

leadership atten^ted to portray the action as a unified 

response of the community to state neglect, rather than as a 

reaction by women to the criminals' theft of the "sacrifices" 

these women had made for their families. As in the case of 

the changing barrio leadership described above, this incident 

points to the politlccd. dimensions of Identity construction, 

including the production of a single discourse of community 

in the barrio despite the underlying diversity of positions 

and orientations on a particular process or event. 

Despite the internal diversity of the barrio, then, in 

the preceding chapters I have demonstrated that the larger 

goal of formulating a particular representation of the 

"community" of Villa Pagador is given precedence in the words 

and actions of loccU. people, many of whom choose to 

collaborate in the project of public identity formation. This 

occurs despite fundamental contradictions in the composition 

of the community itself. Indeed, even the question of Oruro 

origins, basic to the barrio's collective-identity formation 

project, may be problematic. While the beirrio population 

historically consisted of a very large number of orurenos (a 

majority of the original settlers, for example, were from 
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Oruro) f this is no-t necesscirily the case today. With the 

growth eind expansion of the barrio due to ongoing in-

migration, the barrio population is now much more diverse, 

with residents from every department of Bolivia, including a 

Icirge number of migreuits from the rureil provinces of 

Cochabamba itself. Many of these people participate in 

maintaining the local collective identity of Villa Pagador as 

a barrio of orurenos, recognizing that this identity is a 

source of strength that contributes to community formation 

and collective action in the barrio, as well as a link to the 

folkloric in^rtance of Oruro at the national level. On the 

other hand, some of these people resent having to subordinate 

their sense of their own origins for the greater good. This 

sentiment was revealed in a number of conversations I had 

with non-orureno residents of the barrio, who expressed a 

grudging willingness to con^ly publicly with the 

representationcU. project of the majority of orurenos in the 

barrio. 

Consider, for exeuq>le, the words of Don Raul Flores, a 

native of Cochabamba's countryside who now resides in Villa 

Pagador. He asserts (probably erroneously) that cochabcunbinos 

now outnumber orurenos in the beurrio, and that the community 

should more properly bear the name of one of Bolivia's former 

presidents who was boim in the Cochabamba valley, somebody 

like Ren6 Bcurxientos Ortuno or Mariano Melgarejo. 

Nevertheless, Don Raul admits that because of Oruro's 
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na-tioncU. signlflccuice (peir^icularly its folkloric 

significcuice), he and other cocheibainbinos have accepted the 

name of "Sebastian Pagador" (a name with tremendous Oruro 

connotations r as discussed in chapter 3) for the community: 

£Hay m&s qochalos que orurenos aqul? 

SI. Oo, claro pues. 

iSl? 

Y despu^s-

iPor qUe se llama "Villa Pagador" entonces, porque no es 
"Villa Melgarejo" (se rie) o algo asl? 

O sea que, por q(ie? Aqul nosotros nos hemos venido, 
despu^s cueuido ya han orgcuiizado, ya hableui puesto su 
nombre los de Oruro, de "Villa Pagador," el nombre de 
"Villa Pagador" hemos encontrado, ino7 Eso nos molestd a 
nosotros. 

6A los qochalos? 

SI. Querlamos hacerlo perder. Y como tambiSn es de pcurte 
de Bolivia que es de un, mds importeuite tambi^n, 
folkldrica, un departamento folkldrico^ 

iOruro es? 

^para CcumavcU. es Oruro, 2no? Y por esa raz6n como es de 
Bolivia tambi^n, lo hemos aceptado. Porque hemos dejado 
con este recuerdo. Pero sin e^curgo, hasta ahora nos 
duele por una peirte, podemos, mmm, podemos dar incluso, 
nombre de nuestro presidente Ren6 Bcurrientos Ortuno. 

ZQuieren poner como nombre? 

Si. SI. Queremos nosotros. 

iSL? 

Si. Queremos. 0 si no, queremos "Barrio Melgarejo" como 
usted dice. Eso siempre hemos decidido nosotros. Tal vez 
alguien a usted se lo ha contado. 

[There are more Cochabamba natives than orurenos here? 
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Yes. Oo, obviously. 

Yeah? 

And besides^. 

Why then is it called "Villa Pagador, " why isn 't it 
"Villa Melgarejo" (laughs) or something like that? 

Why no-t? When we [the cochabambinos ] first Ccune here, 
after the beunrio had already been founded, the orurenos 
had cU.ready given it the name "Villa Pagador," we 
encountered the name "Villa Pagador" when we got here, 
no? That really bothered us. 

The cochabambinos? 

Yes. We wanted to get rid of it. But since its a part of 
Bolivia that is a, very in^rtant, folkloric, a 
folkloric depeurtment-

Oruro is? 

~.Oruro is known for Camavc^., no? So for that reason, 
because its part of Bolivia, we accepted it. Because its 
a remembrcuice for us. But however, until today part of 
us still hurts, and we can, mmm, we want to give the 
barrio the name of our president Ren^ Barrientos Ortuno. 

You want to give it that name? 

Yes. We want to. Or if not that, we weuit "Barrio 
Melgarejo," as you said. We have cilways said this among 
ourselves. Perhaps somebody told you about it.] 

This and the preceding exanqsles (chapters 3 and 6) serve 

to problematize further the agency/community nexus and the 

process of representation as I have described it in villa 

Pagador. The analysis suggests that in studying collective 

identity, anthropologists need to be attuned to the varieties 

of personal or individual identity that are encapsulated 

within the fabric of an overarching "community." As in the 
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case of Don Raul cibove, individuals in a social group may 

willingly (cUl)eit with some bitterness) suppress their sense 

of their own personal identities in order to participate in a 

broader collective-identity formation process that may result 

in material gains for themselves and their families. Don 

Raul, for exan^le, recognizes the folkloric significance of 

Oruro in the Bolivicui national Imagination, and he is willing 

to de-emphasize his Cochabamba origins in order to tap into 

that folkloric significance so that the community might 

advance. 

This discussion points to some areas of investigation 

that I have had to leave unexplored in this dissertation, but 

v^ich merit future consideration. In my examination of the 

political aspects of the local production of representations, 

peLTticuleurly of representations of community, I have made 

reference to ideas about "culture" and "tradition" that are 

locally salient in people's understcuidings of community and 

of their own lives. This is particularly evident in the 

fiesta de Scui Miguel. As I have indicated, fiesta practice is 

characterized by a variety of overlapping motivations, 

particularly eunong the fiesta sponsors. For the individual 

dancers fiesta participation is also eui issue. One subject 

that I did not explore in chapter 4, but which certainly 

requires further study and represents an area of future 

resecirch, is the incidence of fiesta participation among 

evangelical Christians. Though formally proscribed from 
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dcuicing, drinking, and fiesta activities in general, 

evangelical Christians nevertheless participate to varying 

degrees in the fiesta de San Miguel. Some of these people 

explain that they are unwilling to give up their "culture" or 

the "traditions" of the countryside (which include folkloric 

dancing), despite church prohibitions. Like Don Raul's 

response to the name of the barrio, however, it is possible 

that some evangelicals in villa Pagador recognize the 

political potential of this fiesta to transform meurginality, 

and so subordinate their own felt aversion to folkloric 

dancing, inculcated in them by their religious faith. The 

extent to which this is actually the case is a subject for 

future investigation. 

The Ethnographer as Audience: A Final Note 

This dissertation has taken as its focus the 

construction of images of community and local collective 

identity which I have characterized as representations, the 

public cuid performative displays of a politically motivated, 

residentially based socied. movement. My focus on the 

discxirsive dimensions of these representations — how they are 

constructed, performed, elaborated, and contested through 

private talk, public speech, and media publication — has led 

me to a consideration of audience, the intended recipients or 

interlocutors of these discourses. In most of the situations 
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described in the preceding chapters, the primary audience for 

these performances is the municipality, the Bolivicui national 

state, non-govemmental organizations — in short, those with 

the ability to cLid the people of Villa Pagador to reach their 

goals of io^roved infrastructure, better delivery of city 

services, and enhcuiced quality of life in the bcunrio. The 

ways in which the people of the bcunrio attempt to project 

their locally produced representations to people and 

institutions outside of their local domain has been the 

stibject of several chapters of this dissertation. 

But as I described in chapter 2, there is a sense in 

which I as a visiting ethnographer also became part of the 

audience for identity representation in Villa Pagador. 

Perceived at times as a powerful outsider, I was seen by some 

in the community as a person who could possibly contribute to 

the ongoing struggles of villa Pagador to represent itself as 

a force to be reckoned with on the urbcui periphery of 

Cochabamba. There is, I think, an element of this phenomenon 

in all anthropological field%irork today, as the people 

anthropologists study increasingly come to recognize the 

potential benefits that recognition and notoriety Ccui bring 

to their communities, and find in the cuithropologist a 

possible avenue for achieving such recognition. As 

ethnographers, we must be attuned to the many ways in which 

such local processes of representation impact the kinds of 

anthropological representations we construct of other 
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peoples. In the case of the present v«orkr it is my hope that 

readers will find in Villa Pagador an example of the 

intelligence, creativity, euid mighty spirit that exists among 

the people of the urban meirgins of cochabamba, who continue 

to struggle so that their families thrive, and their 

community prospers. 
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